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Preface

Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2021 offers a collection of thirteen high qual-
ity articles on Slavic linguistics. The volume covers all branches of Slavic lan-
guages and features synchronic as well as diachronic analyses. It contains both
empirically oriented work, underpinned by experimental methods or corpora
analyses, and more theoretically based contributions. It comprises a wide array
of topics, such as degree achievements, clitic climbing in Czech and Polish, ty-
pology of Slavic l-participles, aspectual markers in Russian and Czech, doubling
in South Slavic relative clauses, congruence and case-agreement in close appo-
sition in Russian, cataphora in Slovenian, Russian and Polish participles, prefix-
ation and telicity in Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian adjectives, negative questions in
Russian and German and imperfectivity in discourse.

Early versions of the papers included in this volume were presented at the con-
ference on Formal Description of Slavic Languages 14 or at the satelliteWorkshop
on Secondary Imperfectives in Slavic, which were held in Leipzig on June 2–5,
2021 – the year referred to in the title of the volume. Originally, the conference
was set to December 2020 but due to the Covid pandemic it had to be postponed
and could only take place in the hybrid format in June 2021.

Three quarters of the submitted abstracts made it into the 36 presentations of
the conference. Each article underwent an extensive reviewing process in line
with the usual standards (double-blind peer reviewing). The conference also fea-
tured 5 invited talks. The 13 papers in the present volume were developed from
these contributions in the course of a further thorough reviewing process. Nei-
ther the original conference nor the present volume would have been possible
without the readiness of so many experts to devote their time and thoughts to
the critical evaluation and helpful commenting of their colleagues’ research pa-
pers. We would like to thank both the 38 anonymous reviewers for the present
volume, and the more than 80 reviewers of the original conference abstracts.

This book would have also been impossible without our student assistants,
Anastasiya Koretskykh and Julius Lambert. We also wish to acknowledge the
extensive technical support of the whole Language Science Press editorial team,
particularly Radek Šimík and Berit Gehrke.

Petr Biskup, Marcel Börner, Olav Mueller-Reichau & Iuliia Shcherbina
Leipzig, 21 July 2023





Chapter 1

Specification of telicity in
Serbo-Croatian, without null prefixes
Boban Arsenijević
University of Graz

The paper reconsiders the claim that null prefixes must be posited in order to
maintain the generalization that telicity is necessarily marked by an affix in Slavic
languages (Łazorczyk 2010). Two classes of verbs apparently showing telic behav-
ior without overt aspectual affixes are investigated on the empirical material from
Serbo-Croatian: simple telic perfectives, and simple imperfectives compatible with
the za-phrase (SC modifiers with the preposition za ‘for’ are equivalent to the En-
glish in-X-time expression, and SC modifiers without a preposition to the English
for-X-time expression). It is argued that the former are indeed telic verbs without
an aspectual affix, but that these verbs are idiomatically stored rather than being
compositionally interpreted, and hence are irrelevant for the generalization. The
latter are argued to be genuinely atelic. Their compatibility with the za-phrases
are not evidence for telicity: za-phrases are not exclusively compatible with telic
eventualities. This view is supported by a number of semantic and morphological
similarities and differences between the verb classes involved, and quantitative ev-
idence from corpus research. At least for Serbo-Croatian, then, Łazorczyk’s (2010)
generalization that telicity never occurs without affixes can be maintained without
postulating null prefixes.

Keywords: null prefixes, telicity, aspectual pairs, simple verbs, Serbo-Croatian

1 Introduction

Slavic verbal aspectual morphology is a hallmark of both Slavic linguistics and
general research of aspect, and probably needs no introduction – especially in
a volume from a Slavic conference encompassing a workshop on secondary im-
perfectives. I therefore give only a very brief introduction to Slavic aspectual
morphology, and then skip to the actual topics of the article.

Boban Arsenijević. 2023. Specification of telicity in Serbo-Croatian, without null
prefixes. In Petr Biskup, Marcel Börner, Olav Mueller-Reichau & Iuliia Shcherbina
(eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2021, 1–37. Berlin: Language Science Press.
DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.10123627

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10123627


Boban Arsenijević

The prototypical morphologically simple Slavic verb (inflection morphology
aside) is broadly assumed to be imperfective and atelic, as in (1a).1,2 It derives a
perfective telic verb by taking a lexical prefix – one that corresponds to the predi-
cate of result, as in (1b), or the semelfactive suffix that imposes arbitrary bounds,
as in (1c). The verb emerging as a perfectivized version of a simple imperfec-
tive can be imperfectivized again by a suffix, resulting in what is traditionally
referred to as a secondary imperfective, as in (1d). Finally, both simple and sec-
ondary imperfectives can be perfectivized by a superlexical prefix: a prefix which
does not express the result (in the narrow conventional sense as in Ramchand
2004, Svenonius 2004; but see Arsenijević 2007a,b, Žaucer 2009 for a resultative
analysis of superlexical prefixes) and expresses a meaning related to the quantity
of the event, as in (1e)–(1f), respectively.

(1) a. Pio
drink.ptcp.ipfv

je
aux

čaj.
tea

‘He was drinking tea.’
b. Od-pio

from-drink.ptcp.pfv
je
aux

čaj.
tea

‘He took a sip from the tea.’

1In the paper I qualify verbs as telic or atelic (i.e. unspecified), while it is actually the entire VP
that can be telic or atelic and not the verb alone. In Slavic, however, a set of verbs is restricted to
fitting in telic VPs only, and therefore describing them as telic is not incorrect. Other verbs are
unspecified for telicity, as argued in §1.2. Note also that the nature of and criteria for attesting
telicity are highly debated issues, both in general linguistic theory and in its application to
Slavic languages. In the current paper, I do not go deeper into this discussion, but rather stick
to the tests which display consistency when implemented on the Slavic linguistic material.

2In this paper, where relevant, verbs are specified for belonging to the traditional classes of
perfective or imperfective verbs by the last item in their glosses. This item is added after a
period, and does not correspond to any morpheme in the original example, which is meant to
specify that this specification applies to the entire verb, and not to the last glossed morpheme.

Throughout the paper, I also use the standard marking of the grammaticality status of the
example: ? for slightly degraded, ?? for strongly degraded, * for ungrammatical and % for ex-
amples grammatical in some varieties, i.e. for some speakers. The sign # is used for examples
which are pragmatically or semantically ill-formed.

The relevant verbs in the examples are glossed following an assumed morphological anal-
ysis, i.e. decomposed into morphemes represented by their default morphs in order to keep a
consistent coding of morphemes across examples (one exception is allomorphy triggered by
imperfectivization, where the exact allomorphs are given to keep visible the illustrated mor-
phological operation). Due to phonological alternations, some of the morphemes in some of
the given examples surface with different morphs.

All the examples in the paper are constructed by the author, who is a native speaker of
the Ekavian standard Serbo-Croatian and the Torlakian dialect. For each constructed example,
it has been verified in the corpus that the structural pattern used is attested in the relevant
syntactic and semantic environment.
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1 Specification of telicity in Serbo-Croatian, without null prefixes

c. Pi-nu-o
drink-suff-ptcp.pfv

je
aux

čaj.
tea

‘He took a sip from the tea.’
d. Od-pi-ja-o

from-drink-suff-ptcp.ipfv
je
aux

čaj.
tea

‘He was taking a sip/sips from the tea.’
e. Po-pi-o

over-drink-ptcp.pfv
je
aux

čaj.
tea

‘He drank all the tea.’
f. Iz-od-pi-ja-o

out-from-drink-suff-ptcp.pfv
je
aux

čaj.
tea

‘He took sips of the tea to its exhaustion.’

A large number of observations, generalizations and problems have been re-
ported and discussed in the rich literature in this field. This paper tackles one
narrow, but core question in this domain: Is telicity universally marked by af-
fixes in Slavic? In order to answer this question, I discuss several related issues,
most importantly the relevant opposition behind the traditional division of Slavic
verbs into perfectives and imperfectives, including the structural representation
and semantic content of the relevant asymmetry and the relation between the
members of the so-called aspectual pairs. A remark is due regarding aspectual
pairs, as their reality represents another unresolved issue in Slavic linguistics. I
take two verbs to be an aspectual pair if one of them is perfective and the other
imperfective, there is an independently attested morphological operation that
derives one from the other, and, abstracting away from aspect, they mean the
same. For polysemous verbs, it suffices that there is at least one meaning of the
perfective and one of the imperfective verb such that the condition of seman-
tic equivalence abstracting away from aspect applies to their combination. The
availability of non-shared interpretations poses no problem for this relation. The
criterion used to establish that two verbs form a pair is that a sentence can be con-
structed following the general pattern illustrated for two verbs in (2), such that
the imperfective verb fits the first verbal slot and the imperfective the second.

(2) a. Marija
M

satima
hours

jede
eat.pres.3.sg.ipfv

sendviče
sandwiches

iznova
again

i
and

iznova,
again

i
and

upravo
just

je
aux.3.sg.pfv

pojela
eat.ptcp.f.sg.pfv

poslednji.
last

‘Marija has been eating sandwiches again and again for hours, and
she just ate the last one.’

3
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b. Jovan
J

satima
hours

dotrčava
run.to.pres.3.sg.ipfv

kući
home

iznova
again

i
and

iznova,
again

i
and

upravo
just

je
aux.3.sg.pfv

dotrčao
run.to.ptcp.f.sg.pfv

poslednji
last

put.
time.

‘Jovan has been coming home running again and again for hours, and
he just came home running for the last time.’

I provide arguments from Serbo-Croatian (SC; all the examples in the paper are
from SC unless otherwise indicated) supporting the statements in (3).

(3) a. The strong generalizationmade by Łazorczyk (2010), that telicity is uni-
versally reflected in affixal material, taking affixes as the feature con-
tent of some relevant syntactic heads rather than the morphs surfacing
on the verb, holds in SC without the need to postulate null prefixes.

b. Morphologically simple verbs passing all or some tests as telic are
either idiomatically stored and thus irrelevant for the generalization
above, or are rather unrestricted for telicity (i.e. atelic in the traditional
view) with telic interpretations emerging from pragmatics.

The paper is organized as follows. §1.1 introduces the database that I use to in-
spect the relevant quantitative properties of the relevant verb classes, and §1.2
presents the relevant existing views of Slavic verbal aspect. §2 presents the struc-
tural model at the syntax-semantics interface assumed to underlie the aspectual
morphology and semantics in Slavic languages. In §3, I discuss the affixless per-
fectives and argue that they are all idiomatic, i.e. non-compositional, and hence
irrelevant for the generalization about affixal marking of aspect. §4 gives a gen-
eral overview of the four classes of traditional imperfectives regarding telicity,
with special attention for secondary imperfectives and simple imperfectives pass-
ing some tests as telic. The latter class is then scrutinized in §5 with respect to
the issue of null prefixes, and it is argued that these verbs do not support the
introduction of null prefixes either. §6 concludes.

1.1 The empirical base

Besides the common sources of empirical data, including previous literature, cor-
pora and grammaticality judgments, the research reported includes quantitative
insights from the Database of the Western Slavic verbal system (Arsenijević et
al. in preparation). The database consists of 5300 SC and 3000 Slovenian verbal
lemmata retrieved from the srWac, hrWac and bsWac corpora for SC (Ljubešić &
Erjavec 2011) and from the Slovenian National Corpus for Slovenian (FidaPLUS

4



1 Specification of telicity in Serbo-Croatian, without null prefixes

2000). The verbs are selected based on frequency: the 3000 most frequent lem-
mata from each of the corpora are included and annotated. As srWaC, hrWaC
and bsWaC are corpora of different SC varieties, the SC database combines all
three sets of 3000 verbs from the three corpora. Different morphophonological
shapes that the same verbs had in two or all three varieties (e.g., Ekavian, Ijeka-
vian, Ikavian versions or those emerging from using different integration suffixes
to adopt borrowed verbs or to imperfectivize native ones) were introduced as
separate entries, and annotated as variants of one verb. Each verb is annotated
for a fixed set of over 40 different properties, including frequency, lexical and
grammatical aspect as verified by the chosen tests, argument structure (taking
accusative, genitive, dative, PP, clausal arguments; reflexivity), the characteris-
tic morphemes (the root, prefixes, suffixes), their special properties (e.g. root-
allomorphy), prosodic characteristics (position of the high tone, long syllables),
theme vowels and others.

In the present investigation, the database was used to determine the quantita-
tive properties of significance for the research such as the relative sizes of various
relevant classes of verbs or their frequencies.

1.2 The background: The asymmetry underlying the opposition
between the traditional Slavic perfective and imperfective verbs

As the central question of the paper concerns verbal aspect and affixation, the
aim in this section is to highlight some of the relevant notions and introduce the
views that are particularly important for the discussion to come, as a bridge to a
more precise formulation of the research goals. The relation between lexical and
grammatical aspect in Slavic languages and the role of prefixation have received
numerous accounts, and still continue to evade an overarching analysis (Borer
2005, Borik 2006, Ramchand 2004, Arsenijević 2006, among others).3 Regarding
the nature of the morphologically marked opposition between the two classes
of verbs in Slavic languages traditionally referred to as perfectives and imperfec-
tives, Łazorczyk (2010) argues that Slavic verbs are only marked for the lexical
aspect, and that the grammatical aspect is not marked up until the structural
level of inflection, i.e. it may only be marked by specific verb forms. Arsenije-
vić (2018) divides Slavic verbs into those that are marked as perfective and those
that are unmarked, hence ambiguous, but with an imperfective bias emerging
via antipresupposition: that the speaker has not used a verb specified as perfec-
tive implies that the speaker did not want to convey a perfective meaning, but

3For a definition of notions like lexical and grammatical aspect, i.e. (a)telicity and (im)perfectiv-
ity, as well as quantization and homogeneity, incrementality, etc., see Milosavljević (2023 [this
volume]).
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its disjunctive alternative, i.e. the imperfective one. Milosavljević (2023b) argues
for a hybrid between these views: as in Łazorczyk (2010), verbs in Slavic are
only marked for lexical aspect, and as in Arsenijević (2018), they can be either
strictly telic (the traditional perfective verbs) or unspecified for telicity (tradi-
tional imperfectives). Like in Arsenijević (2018), the atelic bias of the traditional
imperfectives stems from antipresupposition, but is often additionally supported
by the aktionsart (it is more difficult to impose a telic interpretation on verbs de-
noting states than on verbs denoting processes, which are in turn more difficult
than verbs denoting culminating events, such as secondary imperfectives). Like
in Łazorczyk (2010), grammatical aspect is specified at a higher structural level,
strongly dependent on the value of lexical aspect (see e.g. Borik 2006 for discus-
sion). The analysis I develop here builds on Milosavljević’s view. In what follows,
I spell out the exact telic and atelic interpretations between which traditional
imperfective verbs are ambiguous (a more fine-grained discussion is offered in
§4.2).

Based on the presented view, in the rest of the paper, I use the term aspec-
tually unspecified (AU) verbs for the traditional imperfective verbs, and as-
pectually singular (AS) verbs for the traditional perfective verbs in Slavic. AU
verbs normally head verbal expressions that pass tests as atelic, i.e. homogeneous
predicates (following Bennett & Partee 1972, Verkuyl 1972, Bach 1986, Krifka 1989
and others, in assuming that properties of quantity mereologically modelled as
quantization and homogeneity underlie the notions of telicity and atelicity, re-
spectively). The predicate describing a state in (4a), or one describing a process,
as in (4b), indeed by default show atelic behavior. AS verbs normally head verbal
predicates that display telic behavior and describe events involving a phase tran-
sition (which makes them quantized), as in (4c). Finally, there are also AU verbs
which describe eventualities that involve a phase transition, as in (4d). I refer to
this as the secondary imperfective pattern since it most frequently occurs with
traditional secondary imperfectives (verbs derived by imperfectivizing a perfec-
tive verb, in the adopted terminology: secondary AU verb), but, crucially for the
present discussion, there are other classes (apparently) displaying this pattern
too. Verbal expressions headed by these verbs normally pass tests both as telic
and as atelic, and can be assigned four different readings.

(4) a. Marija
M

je
aux

spava-la
sleep-ptcp.ipfv

(??za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

(Intended:) ‘Marija slept for/in two hours.’
b. Marija

M
je
aux

ras-la
grow-ptcp.ipfv

(??za)
for

15
15

godina.
years

(Intended:) ‘Marija grew for/in 15 years.’

6



1 Specification of telicity in Serbo-Croatian, without null prefixes

c. Marija
M

se
refl

u-spava-la
in-sleep-ptcp.pfv

*(za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

(Intended:) ‘Marija fell asleep in/for two hours.’
d. Marija

M
se
refl

u-spavlj-iva-la
in-sleep-suff-ptcp.ipfv

(za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘Marija was falling asleep in/for two hours.’
i. process/preparatory stage: (Intended:) ‘Marija was working on

getting herself to sleep for two hours/in two hours.’
ii. phase transition (slow motion): (Intended:) ‘Marija was falling

asleep for two hours/in two hours.’
iii. an unbounded series of iterations: ‘A series of iterations of events

of Maria falling asleep (in two hours) was going on (for two
hours).’

iv. the general-factual reading: (Intended:) ‘At least once in the past,
Maria fell asleep for two hours/in two hours.’

While expressions headed byAS verbs are strictly telic, those headed by imperfec-
tive verbs display atelic behavior, but are not restricted to it. As soon as a possible
source of quantization is introduced into the predicate describing the event – in
terms of any kind of overtly, or contextually specified bounds – the predicate
begins to display the secondary imperfective pattern, including passing the tem-
poral duration modification test as telic (for a detailed discussion see Milosavlje-
vić 2023a,b). This is illustrated in (5), where the latent source of quantization is
a measure phrase as in (5a) and (5b), i.e. a goal phrase as in (5c). I argue in this
paper that these predicates have aspectually unspecified interpretations. The set
of eventualities matching their extension includes pragmatically salient subsets
which satisfy telic predicates (i.e. subsets consisting solely of bounded events).
The latent sources of telicity in (5) merely support the pragmatic strengthening
of the interpretation in the sense of Horn (1989) to one of these subsumed telic
meanings.

(5) a. Marija
M

je
aux

spavala
slept.ptcp.ipfv

svoju
her

dozu
dose

(za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘Marija had her dose of sleep for/in two hours.’
b. Marija

M
je
aux

rasla
grew.ptcp.ipfv

dva
two

centimetra
centimeters

(za)
for

godinu
year

dana.
days

‘Marija grew two centimeters for/in a year.’
c. Marija

M
je
aux

putovala
travelled.ptcp.ipfv

do
to

Lajkovca
Lajkovac

(za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘Marija (has) travelled to Lajkovac in/for two hours.’

7
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As indicated by the examples in (1), (4) and (5), the simplest verbal predicates are
unspecified for aspect, and there are various ways to assign them a telic inter-
pretation. I argue in this paper that there are two degrees of strength of this as-
signment. Consider the verbal expression headed by a simple verb in (6a), which
I analyze as unspecified for telicity with a strong bias for an atelic interpretation
due to antipresupposition (the availability of a direct telic counterpart indicates
that telicity was not intended). On the one hand, this predicate can be imposed
telicity by prefixation, as in (6b) where a lexical prefix contributes a result, or
in (6c), where a superlexical prefix specifies a bounded quantity. Alternatively,
the suffix -nu may strongly impose telicity by specifying a quantity smaller than
some contextually provided standard, as in (6d). Both strong ways of imposing
telicity make the verb perfective in the traditional sense.

On the other hand, a quantized incremental theme as in (6e) or a result (i.e.
goal) specification, as in (6f), when the verb licenses one, may impose an inter-
pretation which makes prominent a subset of events from the extension of the
predicate, which itself matches a telic characteristic predicate. The example in
(6e) makes prominent the set of eventualities measured out and thus telicized by
the bounds of the daily dose of planking, and that in (6f) the set of eventualities
telicized by a pair of a presupposed initial point and the explicated final point
(muscle cramps). Finally, quantization may come from a measure phrase, as in
(6g) (see also Pereltsvaig 2000, Szucsich 2001, Milosavljević 2023a,b for a discus-
sion of temporal adverbials imposing telicity). In this latter set of cases, the verb
remains AU, and the overall interpretation preserves its default atelic status. In
§2, I argue that these bounds only provide a specification of atoms for the lexical
component of the predicate, but do not necessarily include the contribution of
the syntactic head responsible for telicity.

(6) a. Marija
M

je
aux

radila
do.ptcp.ipfv

plenking
planking

(??za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘Marija did planking for two hours.’
b. Marija

M
je
aux

do-radila
to-do.ptcp.pfv

plenking
planking

??(za)
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

‘Marija finished her planking in two minutes.’
c. Marija

M
je
aux

od-radila
from-do.ptcp.pfv

plenking
planking

??(za)
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

‘Marija did her planking in two minutes.’
d. Marija

M
je
aux

rad-nu-la
do-suff-ptcp.pfv

plenking
planking

(za)
for

dve
two

sekunde.
seconds

i. Without za: ‘Marija did two seconds of planking.’
ii. With za: ‘Marija did a little bit of planking in two seconds.’

8



1 Specification of telicity in Serbo-Croatian, without null prefixes

e. Marija
M

je
aux

radila
do.ptcp.ipfv

svoj
her

dnevni
daily

plenking
planking

(za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘Marija did her daily portion of planking for/in two hours.’
f. Marija

M
je
aux

radila
do.ptcp.ipfv

plenking
planking

do
to

grča
spasm

mišića
muscles

(za)
for

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘Marija did planking until her muscles cramped for/in two hours.’
g. Marija

M
je
aux

radila
do.ptcp.ipfv

plenking
planking

pet
five

minuta
minutes

za
for

sat
hour

vremena.
time

‘Marija has done (at least once) an aggregate of five minutes of
planking in one hour.’

Based on observations of this type, where prefixes and the semelfactive suffix cor-
respond to obligatory telic interpretations, and other sources of quantization to
rather latent telicity, the literature in the area of Slavic verbal aspect establishes a
strong link between telicity and verbal prefixes. Fleischhauer & Gabrovska (2019)
argue that the only way to derive telic verbal predicates in Slavic is prefixation,
and Łazorczyk (2010) goes as far as claiming that the mapping is bijective: there
is no telic verb without the suffix -nu or a prefix, nor is there any instance of
-nu or a prefix that does not introduce telicity. For telic expressions showing
no visible telicizing affixes, she postulates a null prefix. Expressions involving a
morphologically simple verb with a latent quantization, and more generally all
the expressions with an iterative interpretation, which can only be defined in
the background of a telic predicate, raise the question whether the simple verbs
heading them too involve a null prefix, whose contribution gets overwritten by a
structural layer which re-imposes unspecification, or the attested interpretations
are pragmatically promoted for truly simple verbs.

A related question concerns AU verbs which are prefixed. Łazorczyk (2010)
argues that these prefixes introduce telicity, which is then neutralized by an
atelicizing operation (typically, secondary imperfectivization by a suffix). Con-
sidering that these verbs too pass tests both as telic and as atelic, a prominent
analytic option is that the embedded telic structure is available for the tests of
telicity. This would mean that the full predicate is atelic, but tests may also tar-
get its compositional components, and gives a reductionist advantage to one of
the two analyses invoked above – the one which assumes a null prefix also for
the latently quantized simple AU verbs. The reductionist advantage lies in the
fact that all (latently) quantized predicates can be generalized to involve a prefix,
rather than having to define particular subclasses, some of which do and some
do not involve a prefix. In light of the main goal of this paper, to scrutinize the
arguments for null verbal prefixes in Slavic languages, this expands the empiri-
cal focus of the paper also to the simple AU verbs that may have progressive and
iterative interpretations.

9
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2 The assumed theoretical view

I present my view of the composition of verbal predicates using, for convenience,
the framework of Distributed Morphology (DM, Halle & Marantz 1993), but it
could equally well be formulated in terms of Nanosyntax (Starke 2010) or an-
other realizational framework, as nothing crucially depends on the specific prop-
erties of DM. I take roots to denote predicates which can take arguments (e.g.
Travis 2012). The structure consisting of the root and its arguments is uncatego-
rized, but I label it as the √-phrase (√P) for the purpose of reference in the text,
without implying a syntactic projection. Once a root structure is categorized, its
arguments may move up to positions introduced by functional projections.

√Ps can only merge with a category feature. The one relevant for the discus-
sion is the verbal category. This is illustrated in (7) and Figures 1–2, where two
vPs are schematically presented, one without and one with a specified goal. The
subject leaves the √P in both cases, but in (7b), i.e. Figure 2, there is additionally
a predicate of the small clause, which remains inside the vP. The verbal category
is assumed to be realized by the theme vowel (th) in SC, and since the exam-
ples represent just the vP the inflection is completely missing. I remain agnostic
regarding the way the root ends up forming a word with the categorizer (via
head-movement, PF dislocation or in some other way) as it is not relevant for
the topic of discussion.

(7) a. ptica
bird

let-i-
fly-th

b. ptica
bird

let-i-
fly-th

na
on

jug
south

I assume the verbal category to have a double contribution. It restricts the on-
tological class of the predicate to eventualities, and to kinds, by introducing a
variable restricted to event kinds as the referential argument of the expression,
and imposes division on the complement, thus acting as a grinder (Pelletier 1975).
As a result, the vP denotes a non-atomic join lattice (as opposed to Chierchia’s
1998 atomic join lattice for nominal kinds) satisfying the predicate in its com-
plement (the base of the lattice consists of parts of events). The vP in (7a), i.e.
Figure 1, thus denotes all the possible sums over the maximal set of events of
birds flying and all their parts, and the vP in (7b), i.e. Figure 2, all the possible
sums over the maximal set of events of birds flying south and all their parts.

Recall that as explicated in §1.2, I argue that the aspectual division characteris-
tic of Slavic verbs traditionally described as one of perfectivity is rather an oppo-
sition between telic and unspecified verbs. Following Borer (2005) and Łazorczyk
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1 Specification of telicity in Serbo-Croatian, without null prefixes

vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

-i [𝑣] √P

√let ‘fly’ ptica ‘bird’

Figure 1: Syntactic repre-
sentation of (7a)

vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

-i [𝑣] √P

√let ‘fly’ SC

ptica ‘bird’ PP

na ‘on’ jug ‘south’

Figure 2: Syntactic representation of (7b)

(2010), I assume that it structurally corresponds to the presence or absence of a
functional projection immediately above the category projection vP, which I la-
bel QP. Verbs with a QP above their vP are telic, i.e. they fall in the traditional
class of perfectives, and those without it are atelic, i.e. AU verbs.

Unlike Borer (2005) and Łazorczyk (2010), who take Q0 to effect quantization,
I take it (with Milosavljević 2023b – see his work for further arguments for this
view and for references to relevant previous discussions) to impose a singular
interpretation, i.e. to restrict the non-atomic join lattice to its base and impose
atomicity on it. This basically corresponds to Filip & Rothstein’s (2005) maxi-
mality operator, except that in the current approach it applies to the base of the
lattice rather than to the entire predicate (here it would mean the entire lattice,
in which case the derived denotation would be the sum of the entire base).4 The
meaning derived is the set of individual maximal event kinds satisfying the pred-
icate denoted by the √P. On this view, a near equivalence can be established
between telic verbal predicates (the denotations of AS verbs) and nominal singu-
lars, as well as between atelic verbal predicates (denotations of AU verbs) and
mass nouns. Consequently, the semantic effect of the respective head can be

4One difference to Filip & Rothstein (2005) is that in their approach the verb includes in its
denotation the atomicity crucial for the application of the maximality operator, while in the
present approach atomicity is provided in a latent way by subconstituents of the VP, or simply
by the context.
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considered the same: whatever the way that singularity is imposed by singular
number on nominals, is also the way it is imposed by the verbal counterpart (e.g.
by blocking, or failing to provide, the sum operation needed to form the lattice).

The question emerges why telic predicates, i.e. predicates headed by AS verbs,
tend to be used with the perfective viewpoint aspect, and atelic predicates, i.e.
those whose expression involves AU verbs, with the imperfective viewpoint as-
pect. I assume that thismapping is pragmatically induced. A perfective viewpoint
aspect presupposes boundedness; otherwise, it would be logically impossible to
take a perspective on the eventuality from a time outside of its temporal trace,
or to have the trace be contained in the reference time, which are the standard
ways of modelling the perfective viewpoint. In light of the view that all events
are presupposed to have initial bounds (Arsenijević 2006), a final bound suffices
for quantization. If whenever the viewpoint aspect is perfective, the event pred-
icate satisfies telicity, then perfective viewpoint aspect will present a pragmat-
ically stronger interpretation of telic verbal expressions, and will thus undergo
strengthening in Horn’s (1989) sense whenever the context supports it. In result,
quantized predicates, typically headed by AS verbs, will be the default way of de-
scribing eventualities viewed from the perfective perspective. On the other hand,
if the reference time is properly included in the temporal interval of the eventu-
ality, then within the reference time, it is impossible to epistemically verify the
boundedness of the predicate (the ground for the imperfective paradox). There-
fore, AU verbs are the default way of describing eventualities viewed in the im-
perfective perspective. That both these present pragmatic rather than semantic
effects is evidenced by the fact that they can be cancelled: the general-factual use
of AU verbs involves a perfective viewpoint, and instances of the imperfective
paradox involve the use of AS verbs in interrupted progressive (hence imperfec-
tive viewpoint) contexts.

The feature representing the singular operator in QP needs to operate on a unit
of counting, but is in itself underspecified for it. In the typical case, it receives this
specification from the structurally closest compositional component of the √P
contributing the characteristic predicate of the atom to the aggregate predicate.
I hencemodel this specification as a feature that is copied from the respective sub-
predicate as the value of the singular atomizing feature in the head of QP. When
such a predicate is absent from the structure, the singular feature receives the
default value and the corresponding interpretation, where the unit of counting is
the smallest eventuality satisfying the predicate for some contextually specified
level of granulation. The singular feature with the default value is realized as the
semelfactive suffix -nu, as illustrated in (8a), i.e. Figure 3.
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When the singular feature takes a specific value and thus imposes atoms de-
fined by the respective characteristic predicate as the unit of counting, valuation
obtains via agreement: the singular feature probes into the c-commanded struc-
ture and agrees with the most local predicate specifying a possible unit of count-
ing. Typically, this is a source, as in (8b), i.e. Figure 4, a goal, as in (8c), i.e. Figure 5,
or a result predicate (of another kind). The contrast between, on the one hand
(8a)–(8b), where the inclusion of the goal in the event is not entailed, and (8c) on
the other, where it is, is exactly predicted by the analysis: agreement with the
goal, realized by a goal-oriented prefix on the verb, results in a restriction of the
counting units to event-atoms specified by reaching the goal, and hence it cannot
be negated. Effectively, in this example, the agreement of Q0 with the predicate
of the small clause, i.e. its promotion from a regular sub-argument into the value
of the feature singular, changes the interpretation of the small clause from the
direction into the goal of the motion event. The absence of agreement or agree-
ment with the source, as in the first two examples, allows for the negation of
reaching the goal, since it leaves the small clause with the source interpretation.

(8) a. Ptica
bird

je
aux

let-nu-la
fly-sem-ptcp

na
on

jug,
south,

ali
but

nije
neg.aux

stigla.
arrived

‘The bird flew south a little bit, but hasn’t arrived.’
b. Ptica

bird
je
aux

od-let-e-la
from-fly-th-ptcp

na
on

jug,
south,

ali
but

nije
neg.aux

stigla.
arrived

‘The bird flew away towards the south, but hasn’t arrived.’
c. Ptica

bird
je
aux

do-let-e-la
to-fly-th-ptcp

na
on

jug,
south,

#ali
but

nije
neg.aux

stigla.
arrived

‘The bird came to the south flying, #but neg.aux arrived.’

These examples show that telicity, i.e. singularity in the present account, de-
pends on the syntactic marking and not on the lexical description. The same
lexical description (i.e. the same √P taking a path PP) derives an atelic predicate
if no QP projects, as in (7b), i.e. Figure 2. Its path component (na jug ‘to the south’
in the examples above) is only a latent telicizer: it realizes this capacity only if a
QP agrees with its predicate head. This is the reason why Quaglia et al. (2022) de-
scribe what I label QP as the result-Voice phrase: the projection that introduces
the result as an argument of the verb by agreeing with the predicate of a respec-
tive phrase, copying its content and realizing it as a clitic. QP fits better as a label
as it also includes the option with an unvalued singular feature realized by the
suffix -nu as well as valuation by various adverbials (see Milosavljević 2023 [this
volume]) or source prefixes. The fact that an atelic event predicate often stands
in a superset relation to a (discourse-prominent) telic event predicate becomes
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Q′

-nu [atom] vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

-e [𝑣] √P

√let ‘fly’ SC

ptica ‘bird’ PP

na ‘on’ jug ‘south’

Figure 3: Syntactic representation of (8a)

Q′

od- [atom ∶ from] vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

-e [𝑣] √P

√let ‘fly’ SC

ptica ‘bird’ PathP

PP

od pro ‘from pro’ ‘bird’

PP

na ‘on’ jug ‘south’

Figure 4: Syntactic representation of (8b)
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Q′

do- [atom ∶ to] vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

-e [𝑣] √P

√let ‘fly’ SC

ptica ‘bird’ PathP

PP

do pro ‘to pro’ ‘bird’

PP

na ‘on’ jug ‘south’

Figure 5: Syntactic representation of (8c)

relevant in §4.2, where simple AU verbs are discussed whose interpretation in-
volves a prominent role of a salient telic predicate, as I argue – without involving
a structural level specifying telicity.

Finally, I follow Arsenijević (2018) and Simonović et al. (2021) in analyzing sec-
ondary imperfectivization as reverbalization. Simonović et al. (2021) start from
the observation that certain secondary imperfectives are derived by stacking an
additional theme vowel on top of the existing one, and that all imperfectivizing
suffixes can be analyzed into two of the independently attested theme vowels
with a consonant in between which is plausibly realized as a glide. An analy-
sis is developed where indeed secondary imperfectivization is always effected
by either a single theme vowel or a sequence of two theme vowels. Consider-
ing that secondary imperfectivization targets AS verbs and assuming that theme
vowels realize the category head, this implies that secondary imperfectivization
amounts to deriving an unrestricted verb from a verb which is restricted to sin-
gularity. A new unrestricted verb is derived by merging the verbal structure with
a new verbal category head, i.e. deriving a new verb from it. As in the present
view, the category head v grinds the predicate in the complement, the contribu-
tion of the QP is neutralized and the verb denotes an AU predicate again. This is
represented in (9).
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(9) Ptica
bird

je
aux

do-let-e-a-la
to-fly-th-th-ptcp

na
on

jug.
south

‘The bird was coming to the south flying.’
(do-let-e-a-la is realized /doletala/ for reasons that I do not discuss.)

vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

[𝑣] Q′

do- [atom ∶ to] vP

ptica ‘bird’ v′

-e [𝑣] √P

√let ‘fly’ SC

ptica ‘bird’ PathP

PP

do pro ‘to pro’ ‘bird’

PP

na ‘on’ jug ‘south’

Figure 6: Syntactic representation of (9)

The theme vowel of the lower vP cannot be fully realized and it obligatorily
merges with the final segment of the root. While the theme ⟨j(e), i⟩, as in the
example in (9), i.e. Figure 6, contracts without a trace, other themes, including
⟨i, i⟩ as illustrated in (10), palatalize the final segment of the base, or display other
phonological effects.5

5All theme vowels in SC have two allomorphs, surfacing in different subsets of verb forms. In the
present paper, therefore, each theme vowel is represented as an ordered pair of the allomorph
surfacing in the present tense and that surfacing in the infinitive, in that order.
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(10) a. rod-i-ti
bear-th-inf.pfv

/ rađ-a-ti
bear-th-inf.ipfv

‘give birth’
b. set-i-ti

remember-th-inf.pfv
/ seć-a-ti
remember-th-inf.ipfv

‘remember’
c. u-prav-i-ti

in-straight-th-inf.pfv
/ u-pravlj-a-ti
in-straight-th-inf.ipfv

‘steer’

In the view presented, Łazorczyk’s (2010) generalization about obligatory affixes
in Slavic languages then translates as a requirement that the features copied toQ0
by agreement be realized, whether or not the QP is embedded in a reverbalizing
vP. Note that the view that Q0 specifies singularity rather than quantization does
not bear on the particular issue of affixation. Themodel outlined crucially departs
from Borer (2005) and Łazorczyk (2010) in the reverbalization view of secondary
imperfectivization. This issue is in particular relevant for the imperfective verbs
compatible with the za-phrase, because it raises the questionwhether these verbs
are vPs without a QP, in which case their behavior in tests of telicity needs to
be explained, but their affixless realization is expected, or they are vPs projected
on top of a QP, in which case their lack of prefixes needs to be explained (e.g., in
terms of null prefixes), but their telic behavior on certain tests is expected. In §5,
I argue for the former option.

3 Simple telic perfectives

Every Slavic language has a class of simple telic perfective verbs – i.e., verbs
without prefixes or suffixes (other than inflection endings) that pass tests as telic.
All these verbs describe achievements (or semelfactives), which makes them less
compatible with durative adverbials. For this reason, I use the conjunction test
(Verkuyl 1972) to illustrate their telicity in (11), where neither of the verbs allows
for a single event interpretation characteristic of atelic verbal predicates.

(11) a. Jovan
J

je
aux

stavio
put.ptcp.pfv

mleko
milk

u
in

frižider
fridge

sinoć
last.night

i
and

jutros.
this.morning

‘Jovan put the milk in the fridge last night and this morning.’
(two events only)

b. Marija
M

je
aux

spasila
save.ptcp.pfv

psa
dog

iz
from

reke
river

sinoć
last.night

i
and

jutros.
this.morning

‘Marija saved the dog from the river last night and this morning.’
(two events only)
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Łazorczyk (2010) discusses verbs of this type in Russian and Polish, and postu-
lates phonologically null prefixes to maintain the strong generalization that telic-
ity is universally marked by an affix. This theoretical move both complicates the
system and raises some additional questions such as the conditions on null real-
ization of prefixes (when does the same feature get an overt and when a null re-
alization?), the grammatical status of null prefixes (what kind of empty category
are they?), and their competition with overt prefixes. This calls for a thorough
consideration of alternative analyses.

Simple telic perfectives have been downplayed in the literature as an enumer-
able closed class, plausibly listed in the lexicon (e.g. Toporišič 2000). If all these
verbs are stored in the lexicon and idiomatic, then they do not pose a problem for
the generalization that Slavic languages obligatorily mark singularity (i.e. telic-
ity) by affixes, as the generalization only concerns compositionally derived telic-
ity. Łazorczyk (2010) gives an ambiguous view of the issue. In one place (p. 80),
she compares simple perfectives with English irregular plurals, pointing out that
both are small closed classes (hence likely listed). In another (pp. 28–29), how-
ever, she stipulates that null prefixes are productive, pointing out that in Russian
simple loan verbs can easily be used as perfective, and that in Bulgarian there are
also a larger number of simple perfectives.

In Slavic languages, verbs are borrowed as biaspectuals. On the present ap-
proach, biaspectual verbs are irrelevant for the necessity of null prefixes, due to
the fact that the meaning of AU verbs, identified with the homogeneous kind
denotation of the vP, includes the base of the lattice, i.e. the denotation of the
singular predicate and in the absence of competition (i.e. of a restricted atomic
minimal pair) can be used for singular denotations. However, the claim that sim-
ple AS verbs too are productive, as indicated for Bulgarian, indeed supports the
introduction of null prefixes.

As SC is similar to Bulgarian in having, at least at first glance, a larger num-
ber of simple AS verbs, I focus on establishing whether indeed this class can be
considered productive, or it rather shows the quantitative properties of classes id-
iomatically listed in the lexicon. This question is best answered by a quantitative
investigation into the size and frequency of the class of simple telic perfectives.
A closed unproductive class fits a relatively small size (several dozens at most)
and a high frequency. An open productive class makes the inverse prediction.

Among the 5300 SC verbs collected in the database by Arsenijević et al. (in
preparation), 46 are annotated as telic simple verbs (throughout the quantitative
report, by verbs, I refer to verbal lemmata in the corpus). This amounts to 5.5%
of all the simple verbs in the database, i.e. 0.85% of all the verbs included. On
a more thorough analysis, it turns out that the class is even smaller, since the
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original set of verbs includes geographic variants of the same verb as well as
verbs which on a closer look display the semelfactive suffix in certain forms and/
or varieties. After cleaning up these verbs, the number of simple telic perfectives
is reduced to 29 (this number cannot be used to calculate the percentage as the
rest of the base has not been cleaned from geographic variants, but indicates that
such percentages would be significantly lower).

Besides being small, the class also includes at least three verbs with a some-
what archaic feel (bataliti ‘quit’, turiti ‘put’, latiti se ‘tackle’), and not a single
borrowed verb or neologism. Its average frequency (105.15 tokens per million) is
more than three times higher than the average for the database (32.05) – another
marker of low productivity (e.g., Plag 2012: 22–35). All in all, the quantitative
data are compatible with treating these verbs as idiomatic and thus orthogonal
to Łazorczyk’s (2010) generalization. The stem of these verbs (the component
consisting of the root and the theme vowel) is likely lexically stored with the
semantics matching a QP, without a QP being projected, compositionally inter-
preted and realized as a prefix.

4 Imperfectives and telicity

Since secondary imperfectives are assumed in the present paper to be reverbal-
ized telic event kinds, and hence each of these verbs embeds a structure which
represents a telic event kind, the generalization investigated in the paper raises
the question whether there are simple verbs with a semantics equivalent to sec-
ondary imperfectives (i.e. having progressive and iterative meanings). If there
are such verbs, they too become relevant for the generalization that telicity is
universally marked by an affix. The reason is that secondary imperfectives are
taken to include a QP, and therefore morphologically simple verbs expressing
the semantics of secondary imperfectives might also be a class in which the QP
is present but not realized, contra Łazorczyk’s (2010) generalization. This sec-
tion identifies a class of verbs that at first sight match the described pattern, and
discusses them in light of the generalization.

Before focusing on simple imperfectives, a discussion is due of imperfectives
more generally, and their behavior regarding aspectual pairs. This discussion is
intended to show two things. The first is to identify the class of simple imper-
fectives indicated above and the second is to argue that the relevant, iterative
interpretation of such simple imperfectives always also has a perfective realiza-
tion by a verb involving an overt prefix. As it is well known that there is a strong
correlation between the combination of meaning and argument structure on the
one hand and the prefix on the other, this supports the analysis in terms of null
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prefixes, counterparts of those visible on the perfective pair. In the rest of this
section I pursue amore detailed analysis of these issues, leading to the conclusion
that simple imperfectives are never full equivalents of secondary imperfectives,
and that they consequently do not involve null prefixes either.

4.1 Four classes of imperfectives regarding aspectual pairs

The notion of aspectual pairs holds a prominent place in the theory of Slavic ver-
bal aspect. An aspectual pair consists of two verbswith exactly the samemeaning
and argument structure, distinguished minimally in their aspect: one of them be-
longs to AS verbs and the other to imperfectives. The prototypical aspectual pair
involves a perfective verb and its secondary (i.e. derived) imperfective, but as
discussed below, pairs may also be argued to exist where the perfective seems to
morphologically include the imperfective (Janda & Lyashevskaya 2011), as well
as where bothmembers appear to display the same degree of morphological com-
plexity (these are the pairs whose perfective members are the simple perfectives
from §3). The case where the perfective seems to derive from its imperfective pair
by prefixation has been subject to debate with respect to the role of the prefix.
As the verbal prefix in Slavic languages contributes conceptual content beyond
its grammatical effect, the question is how the prefixed verb can still mean the
same as its prefixless imperfective pair. In the Russian grammatical tradition,
two different answers to this question have been proposed. On one, the prefix in
such cases is void of any conceptual content (Vinogradov 1938, Šaxmatov 1941,
Švedova 1980). On the other, referred to as the implication or overlap approach,
the meaning of the prefix is included in the meaning of the verbal base; hence,
it does not add any new content (Isačenko 1960, Timberlake 2004, Janda & Lya-
shevskaya 2011).

In a somewhat modified version of Maslov’s (1948) classification of imperfec-
tive verbs regarding their aspectual pairs, I divide them into four classes: (i) sec-
ondary imperfectives, illustrated in Table 1,6 (ii) simple imperfectives that have
prefixed perfective pairs, while when the semelfactive suffix -nu is added their
meaning is changed beyond the aspectual contrast, illustrated in Table 2 (the suf-
fixed perfectives of these verbs are typically rare in use, need to be productively
derived, and bear the flavor of a neologism), (iii) simple imperfectives that have
perfective pairs with the semelfactive suffix -nu, while all their prefixed coun-
terparts display semantic shifts, as in Table 3 and (iv) simple imperfectives that

6Themorphological analysis assumed includes the theme vowel of the base verb in its secondary
imperfective, even though in some examples, including those used in these examples, it is not
visible on the surface (e.g. by lengthening of the vowel). For arguments in favor of this analysis
and reason for the lack of surface effects, see Simonović et al. (2021).
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have no proper aspectual partners – as both the prefixed and the suffixed vari-
ant bear additional or shifted semantics as in Table 4. The difference between
the last two classes is that the simple AU verbs forming an aspectual pair via
suffixation denote cumulative atomized predicates, i.e. predicates describing it-
erations of a more or less clearly individuated atom (waving consists of atomic
waves, banging of atomic bangs, nodding of atomic nods), while simple imperfec-
tives without perfective partners have prototypical mass properties. The former
then present another type of verbal expressions which build on atomic lexical
descriptions but are not singular due to the lack of a QP (recall the discussion
around example (8)). Of particular importance for the discussion are simple im-
perfectives with prefixed perfective partners.

Table 1: Aspectual pairs including a secondary imperfective

imperfective (class (a))
iz-bac-i-iva-ti u-trlj-a-ava-ti do-trč-a-ava-ti
out-throw-th-suf-inf in-rub-th-suf-inf to-run-th-suf-inf
‘throw out’ ‘rub in’ ‘run to’

perfective (a minimal pair)
u-baciti pro-trljati do-trčati
in-throw through-rub to-run
‘throw in’ ‘rub a little’ ‘run to’

Table 2: Simple imperfectives with prefixed perfective pairs

imperfective (class (b))
ređati pržiti kriviti
arrange fry blame
‘arrange’ ‘fry’ ‘blame’

prefixed perfective (a minimal pair)
po-ređati iz-pržiti o-kriviti
over-arrange out-fry around-blame
‘arrange’ ‘fry’ ‘blame’

suffixed perfective (not a minimal pair)
ređ-nu-ti prž-nu-ti kriv-nu-ti
arrange-suff-inf fry-suff-inf blame-suff-inf
‘arrange a bit’ ‘fry a bit’ ‘blame a bit’
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Table 3: Simple imperfectives with suffixed perfective pair

imperfective (class (c))
mahati lupati klimati
wave bang nod
‘wave’ ‘bang’ ‘nod’

prefixed perfective (not a minimal pair)
od-mahati u-lupati raz-klimati
from-wave in-bang away-nod
‘wave back’ ‘whisk’ ‘loosen’

suffixed perfective (a minimal pair)
mah-nu-ti lup-nu-ti klim-nu-ti
wave-suff-inf bang-suff-inf nod-suff-inf
‘wave’ ‘bang’ ‘nod’

Table 4: Simple imperfectives without perfective pair

imperfective (class (d))
sedeti mrzeti smrdeti
sit hate stink
‘sit’ ‘hate’ ‘stink’

prefixed perfective (not a minimal pair)
pre-sedeti za-mrzeti u-smrdeti
across-lead for-hate in-stink
‘sit through’ ‘start hating’ ‘make stinky’

suffixed perfective (not a minimal pair)
?sed-nu-ti ?mrz-nu-ti ?smrd-nu-ti
sit-suff-inf hate-suff-inf stink-suff-inf

‘sit a bit’ ‘hate a bit’ ‘stink a bit’

4.2 Simple imperfectives with perfective pairs: Their aspectual
properties

Whether secondary imperfective verbs, derived from telic perfectives, are telic,
atelic or both has been a matter of debate. One group of authors argue that all
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imperfectives are atelic (Borer 2005, MacDonald 2008, Łazorczyk 2010), another
treats them as possibly telic (Arsenijević 2006, Borik 2006, Braginsky & Roth-
stein 2008, Stanojević 2012, Fleischhauer & Gabrovska 2019). I assume here, as
discussed in §1.2, that secondary imperfectives are unspecified for telicity, but
they are derived from telic predicates over event kinds.

Consider the tests of telicity in (12). On the temporal adverbial test, secondary
imperfectives pass both the test for telicity and for atelicity. On the temporal
conjunction test, they turn out to be atelic: they can combine with a conjunction
of at-x-time expressions with a single event interpretation. So why do different
tests give different results (see also Mittwoch 2010, 2013 and Milosavljević 2023
[this volume] for a critical assessment of the tests of telicity)?

(12) a. Marija
M

je
aux

rasklapala
disassemble.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

i. Process/preparatory stage: ‘Marija was removing parts of the rifle
for two minutes (without necessarily reaching completion).’

ii. Phase transition (slow motion): ‘Marija was completing her
disassembling of the rifle for two minutes (completion is being
reached).’

iii. An unbounded series of iterations: ‘A series of iterations of events
of Maria disassembling the rifle was going on for two minutes.’

b. Marija
M

je
aux

rasklapala
disassemble.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

za
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

An unbounded series of iterations: ‘A series of iterations of events of
Maria disassembling the rifle in two minutes was going on.’

c. Marija
M

je
aux

rasklapala
disassemble.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

u
in

pola
half

pet
five

i
and

u
in

pet.
five

‘Marija was disassembling a rifle at half past five and at five o’clock.’

I argue, based on the discussion in §2, that the reason for ambiguity is that the
tests target different structural levels, corresponding to different predicates. One
level is the QP, and the other the reverbalizing vP. The former is accessible to
the temporal duration adverbial (and it has to be the one with za ‘for’, since
only that one matches the QP), but not to the conjunction of temporal adverbials
locating the epistemic evaluation time (i.e. reference time), because the epistemic
evaluation time is only specified for the reverbalized structure. The reverbalizing
vP is hence accessible to both kinds of temporal adverbials, but without another
QP on top of the reverbalizing vP, the temporal duration adverbial has to be the
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bare one (on the adopted view of aspect, za-adverbials must be taken to require
restriction to singularity). On closer scrutiny, hence, secondary imperfectives are
AU, but they embed a telic event kind, which yields an illusion of telicity with
adverbials for duration.

In the present paper, I do not dwell on this aspect of the proposal, but turn to its
consequences for the main argument of the paper.7 Secondary imperfectives all
include an affix realizing the QP, in line with Łazorczyk’s (2010) generalization.
However, if there are simple imperfectives which are semantically equivalent to
secondary imperfectives, then they embed a QP but do not realize it morpholog-
ically. This directs our attention to the simple imperfectives with prefixed per-
fective counterparts. These verbs have available the same readings as secondary
imperfectives: the two progressive interpretations (zooming in onto the process
subevent or onto the phase transition) and the iterative one, as illustrated in (13).
Moreover, they combine with the in-phrase, which is interpreted as a measure of
the temporal interval of a related telic event predicate (describing the repeating
unit in the iterative interpretation), as well as with the for-phrase, which is inter-
preted as a measure of the temporal interval of the event denoted by the derived
imperfective, as in the reading in (13a-iii). The conjunction test verifies atelicity,
as shown in (13c).

(13) a. Marija
M

je
aux

punila
charge.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

i. Process/preparatory stage: ‘Marija was putting bullets in the rifle
for two minutes.’

ii. Phase transition (slow motion): ‘Marija was on the verge of
finishing charging the rifle for two minutes.’

iii. An unbounded series of iterations: ‘A series of iterations of
events of Maria charging the rifle was going on for two minutes.’

7Prompted by a suggestion by the editors, I provide one quick argument in favor of this view.
The analysis predicts that when occurring together as modifiers of secondary imperfectives,
being embedded deeper than the bare ones, za-adverbials are harder to move higher in the
structure than bare temporal duration adverbials. Indeed, for instance, fronting for focalization
(with the focal stress indicated in (i) below by the capital letters) is more readily accessible to
the bare adverbials, than to the za-adverbials (the latter only works as a correction).

(i) a. DVA
two

SAta
hours

je
aux

Marija
M

rasklapala
disassemble.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

za
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

‘It was for two hours that Marija was disassembling the rifle in two minutes.’

b. Za
for

DVA
two

miNUta
minutes

je
aux

Marija
M

rasklapala
disassemble.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

dva
two

sata.
hours

‘It was in two minutes that Marija was disassembling the rifle for two hours.’
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b. Marija
M

je
aux

punila
charge.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

za
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

An unbounded series of iterations: ‘A series of iterations of events of
Maria charging the rifle in two minutes was going on.’

c. Marija
M

je
aux

punila
charge.ptcp.ipfv

pušku
rifle

u
in

pola
half

pet
five

i
and

u
in

pet.
five

‘Marija was charging a rifle at half past five and at five o’clock.’

The remaining two bigger classes of simple imperfectives, those with suffixed
perfective counterparts and those without any, have only one interpretation, as
illustrated in (14) and (15), which makes them uninteresting for the current in-
vestigation, except as evidence that other patterns exist.

(14) a. Marija
M

je
aux

mahala
wave.ptcp.ipfv

(*za)
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

(Intended:) ‘Marija was waving for/in two minutes.’
b. Marija

M
je
aux

mahala
wave.ptcp.ipfv

u
in

pola
half

pet
five

i
and

u
in

pet.
five

‘Marija was waving at half past five and at five o’clock.’

(15) a. Marija
M

je
aux

spavala
sleep.ptcp.ipfv

(*za)
for

dva
two

minuta.
minutes

(Intended:) ‘Marija was sleeping for/in two minutes.’
b. Marija

M
je
aux

spavala
sleep.ptcp.ipfv

u
in

pola
half

pet
five

i
and

u
in

pet.
five

‘Marija was sleeping at half past five and at five o’clock.’

To sum up, two classes of simple imperfectives, those illustrated in (14) and (15),
are plain atelic predicates, even though one of them involves atomic lexical de-
scriptions. This indicates that they lack the QP, which is in line with their lack of
aspectual affixation. The third class, simple imperfectives with prefixed perfec-
tive pairs, are more similar to secondary imperfectives, in involving an atomic
lexical description, having both iterative and progressive interpretations and be-
ing compatible with the za-phrase (taken to attest telicity). The relevant question
is whether these verbs involve a QP as the above grouping suggests, and there-
fore require the postulation of null prefixes, or they describe eventualities that
lend themselves well to the singular interpretation, but do not have it structurally
realized, and hence structurally correspond to a primary vP rather than to a re-
verbalizing one. In the latter case, the consequence is that no verbs in SC involve
the compositional contribution of a QP without overtly realizing it through af-
fixation.
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Before providing a deeper analysis, it is important to establish whether simple
imperfectives patterning with secondary imperfectives are productive or wheth-
er they too can be considered a listed idiomatic class and therefore irrelevant for
the discussion.

4.3 Quantitative insights

The database of SC verbs (Arsenijević et al. in preparation) includes 1886 derived
AU verbal lemmata, more than double the number of simple ones, of which there
are 720. Exactly 800 of the derived AU verbs are secondary imperfectives, i.e.
verbs derived from perfectives by an imperfectivizing suffix. All of them form
aspectual pairs with their perfective bases, following the pattern in Table 1. The
remaining derived AU verbs fall into three classes: those that are not part of a
minimal aspectual pair (758 verbs), those that have an aspectual partner formed
by an additional prefix (40 verbs) and those derived from nouns, adjectives and
borrowings, typically with a biaspectual interpretation (288 verbs, which due to
their non-verbal base, are not listed in the tables below).

Among the 720 simple imperfectives in the database, 344 have prefixed and
39 suffixed aspectual partners, 17 are derived from simple perfectives by adding
a theme vowel and 320 do not form aspectual pairs. The quantitative data are
summarized in Table 5.

Table 5: Classes of imperfectives and their sizes, summarized

Derived Simple

Prefixed partner 40 344
Suffixed partner / 39
Partner has different theme vowels / 17
No pair 758 320
Secondary imperfective 800 na

I argued in §3 that simple perfectives are lexically listed and idiomatic. The
17 simple imperfectives deriving from them by reverbalization are then also not
problematic for the generalization that Q0 must be realized by an affix. However,
if it turns out that they indeed embed structures deriving singular (i.e. telic) pred-
icates, the 344 simple imperfectives with prefixed perfective pairs are less likely
to be listed. This accounts for less than 8% of all the verbs in the database and
47.78% of all the simple imperfectives, a fraction unlikely to be listed as idiomatic.
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The average frequency of this class is 22.33 tokens per million, which is lower
than the average for the database, at 32.05. This too is compatible with treating
the class as productive.

5 Simple imperfectives with prefixed aspectual pairs are
truly simple

Łazorczyk (2010) generalizes that telicity (in my approach: singularity) must be
marked in QP by a prefix or by the semelfactive suffix -nu. Such verbs may then
be reverbalized, thus becoming AU again. Reverbalization too must be morpho-
logically marked in Slavic, and as argued by Simonović et al. (2021), this marking
consists of (sequences of) theme vowels. This is illustrated for prefixed perfec-
tives in (16a) for a single theme and in (16b) for a sequence, as well as in (16c) for
simple perfectives.

(16) a. u-vid-e-ti
in-see-th-inf.pfv

> u-vid-e-a-ti, /uviđati/
in-see-th-th-inf.ipfv

‘realize/see’
b. po-plav-i-ti

over-flood-th-inf.pfv
> po-plav-i-i-a-ti, /poplavljivati/

over-flood-th-th-th-inf.ipfv
‘flood’

c. stav-i-ti
put-th-inf.pfv

> stav-i-a-ti, /stavljati/
put-th-th-inf.ipfv

‘put’

The prediction for imperfective verbs lacking prefixes or the semelfactive suffix
is thus that if they are underlying secondary imperfectives they will have at least
two theme vowels each, and if they are truly simple they will have exactly one.

(17) a. cvat-∅-ti, /cvasti/
bloom-th-inf.ipfv
‘bloom’

b. vežb-a-ti
exercise-th-inf.ipfv
‘exercise’

c. kvar-i-ti
spoil-th-inf
‘spoil’
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Empirical data support the latter approach. The verbs in question give no ground
for identifying more than one theme vowel. This is most obvious for verbs with
the theme ⟨∅, e⟩, illustrated in (17a) (there are 34 such verbs among the simple
imperfectives compatible with the za-phrase, which include 720 verbs). Since the
theme ⟨∅, e⟩ never occurs in reverbalizing sequences, in verbs of this class, an
additional theme ⟨a, a⟩ (the only theme able to reverbalize alone) or a sequence
of themes occurring as a reverbalizer would be clearly visible. Examples with
other themes are given in (17b) and (17c).

This view is further supported by the 17 imperfective aspectual partners re-
ported as simple above in §4.3. Under the analysis adopted here from Simonović
et al. (2021), these verbs actually need to be treated as derived by secondary im-
perfectivization. The reason is that they can be convincingly argued to involve a
thematic vowel on top of that realized on the perfective pair, as in those contexts
in which the lower theme is expected to surface, it indeed does. This is illustrated
in (18), where in (18a), the lower theme is null, hence invisible, in (18b) the final
consonant of the root fully absorbs the front theme vowel, but in the contexts
like (18c), where the contraction results in a phonological change, the change is
attested on the surface.8 This strengthens the assumption that in SC, secondary
imperfectivization is never null, and that the imperfectives that do not show any
traces of it are indeed simple.

(18) a. pad-∅-ti
fall-th-inf.pfv

> pad-∅-a-ti, /padati/
fall-th-th-inf.ipfv

‘fall’
b. bac-i-ti

throw-th-inf.pfv
> bac-𝑖-a-ti, /bacati/

throw-th-th-inf.ipfv
‘throw’

c. stav-i-ti
put-th-inf.pfv

> stav-𝑖-a-ti, /stavljati/
put-th-th-inf.ipfv

‘put’

Semantic evidence also goes in this direction. I report two relevant observations.
The first is that both secondary imperfectives and simple imperfectives compat-
ible with the za-phrase fail to license the progressive interpretation in combi-
nation with the za-phrase. The narrow iterative interpretation with a series of

8Simonović et al. (2021) analyze certain morphological realizations of the verbal category to
involve a floating high vowel, which is realized only when it resolves the hiatus and else is
silent. These are represented in the examples in (18) and in the following by a superscript.
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events in one reference time is also unavailable: the only iterative reading avail-
able is the general-factual use distributed over a plural reference time (an instan-
tiation of the event kind satisfying both the temporal adverbial and the verbal
predicate has taken place in each from the set of relevant reference times). This
is illustrated in (19). The sentence with a perfective verb in (19a) has an interpre-
tation which involves reference to an event in the past, while the two sentences
with imperfective verbs, the one with a simple imperfective in (19b) and the one
with a secondary imperfective in (19c), can only be used if the question under
discussion is whether events of Jovan running (in)to the school in ten minutes,
i.e. Jovan interrogating Marija in ten seconds, have taken place in each of a set
of discourse-given or accommodated reference times, but not to actually refer to
a series of such events. The failure to refer to an individual event is also reflected
in the fact that the latter two sentences cannot have the progressive interpreta-
tion (Jovan was in the process of running (in)to the school in ten minutes and
Jovan was in the process of interrogating Marija in ten seconds, respectively).
This asymmetry is triggered by the za-phrase, as without it, all three sentences
can have the progressive interpretation, in addition to other options (see (21a)).

(19) a. Jovan
J

je
aux

po-je-∅-o
over-eat-th-ptcp.pfv

kolač
cake

za
for

deset
ten

sekundi.
seconds

‘Jovan completed an event of eating a cake and it took ten seconds.’
b. Jovan

J
je
aux

trč-a-o
run-th-ptcp.ipfv

u
in

školu
school

za
for

deset
ten

minuta.
minutes

‘Jovan used to get to school running in ten minutes.’
c. Jovan

J
je
aux

iz-pit-i-𝑢a-o
out-ask-th-th-ptcp.ipfv

Mariju
M

za
for

deset
ten

sekundi.
seconds

‘Jovan used to complete interrogations of Marija in ten seconds.’

Secondary imperfectives uncontroversially embed telic structures, i.e. QPs. At
first glance, the observed parallel seems to support the view that simple imperfec-
tives compatible with the za-phrase embed a QP too, i.e. that they are secondary
imperfectives which fail to show the morphological signature of reverbalization,
and should be modeled in terms of null prefixes. The failure of such verbs mod-
ified by the za-phrase to refer to a single event is then due to the za-phrase
occurring at the level of the QP, below the reverbalizing vP. The latter derives a
kind, and therefore the za-phrase can only be interpreted at the kind level.

However, also the alternative, that simple imperfectives compatible with the
za-phrase are primary vPs (i.e. verbalized √Ps), has the potential to account for
this interpretation. Assume that the predicate denoted by the √P is modified by
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the za-phrase. It thus contributes to the predicate that is verbalized in the same
fashion as the goal PP, i.e. before the meaning is homogenized by the category
head. After categorization, an AU predicate is derived denoting a sum of events
of running to school in ten minutes, all their parts, and all the sums thereof.
Since AU predicates are weaker than AS predicates, under multiple reference
times, the interpretation gets pragmatically strengthened (Horn 1989) to the AS
interpretation, i.e. to including one maximal event per reference time.

vP

Jovan v′

-a [𝑣] √P

za 10 minuta ‘in 10 minutes’ √P

√trč ‘run’ SC

Jovan PP

u ‘in’ školu ‘school’

Figure 7: Syntactic representation of (19b)

This view raises two questions. One is, if the za-phrase can modify the √P,
then how is it excluded from other atelic verbal predicates, i.e. how does it de-
rive the behavior that has qualified it as a test for telicity? The za-phrase requires
that the modified predicate specifies a possible atom, not necessarily that it is sin-
gular. This is exactly what characterizes the simple imperfectives that resemble
the secondary ones. One of the other two classes are verbs denoting states (the
pattern in Table 4), and their roots clearly specify no atoms. The other includes
event predicates which are inherently atomic, but do not specify or likely lead to
a result (the pattern in Table 3). These verbs do not combine with the za-phrase
because their atoms are conceptualized to take a point in time, and hence re-
sist this type of modification just like semelfactives do. This is confirmed by the
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fact that when an appropriate context is set, which implies a prolonged duration,
modification is actually possible. This is illustrated in (20).9

(20) a. ?? Jovan
J

je
aux

mah-a-o
wav-th-ptcp.ipfv

za
for

sekund.
second

‘Jovan used to wave in a second.’
b. ?? Jovan

J
je
aux

mah-nu-o
wav-th-ptcp.pfv

za
for

sekund.
second

‘Jovan waved once in a second.’
c. Context: The task was to wave a big flag as fast as possible, while

always making full waves from one horizontal direction of the flag
to the opposite. Fastest full waves were recorded and the wavers
were ranked. Jovan was the fastest.

Jovan
J

je
aux

mah-a/nu-o
wav-th-ptcp.ipfv/pfv

za
for

sekund.
second

‘Jovan managed to wave in a second (on at least/exactly one
occasion).’

Classes c) and d) above are hence excluded on different grounds, either due to not
licensing atomic conceptualization, or due to specifying atoms whose temporal
trace cannot be non-trivially measured.

The other question is how these verbs when combined with the za-phrase re-
ceive the interpretation of a general-factual imperfective distributed over a plural
reference time. The issue is even more striking in light of the observation that
this combination cannot have a progressive interpretation (denoting the process
stage of an ongoing event of, e.g., running to school in ten minutes). I argue that
the same explanation holds for simple imperfectives that applies to the secondary
ones, which show the same pattern of behavior. Namely, on the progressive in-
terpretation, the sentences in (19b) and (19c) exemplify the imperfective paradox,
as at the epistemic evaluation time it can only be verified that the event of Jovan
running to school is taking place, but not how long it will take to completion,
or even that it will be completed. The progressive readings are degraded exactly
because the speaker cannot know the duration of an event before its comple-
tion (i.e. the speaker cannot describe an incomplete event in terms of an event
kind resorting to the temporal duration of completed events). They are hence not
grammatically unavailable, but rather pragmatically blocked.

9(20a) is acceptable if the za-phrase measures the epistemic evaluation time: for a second, Jovan
was waving, but this interpretation is orthogonal to the issue.
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The blocking above looks like the imperfective paradox, where too the issue
is that an event is described including a result, yet at the time of epistemic eval-
uation it is impossible to evaluate whether the result obtains. The difference is
likely in the fact that the result in the relevant cases is pragmatically established
as a plausible defining property of a natural class, while the duration expressed
by the za-phrase, with an infinite range of possible measures – each standing
for a different natural class, is not. As pointed by Olav Mueller Reichau (p.c.),
for predicates including the za-phrase that do match an established natural kind,
such as e.g. God’s creation in seven days, the progressive interpretation becomes
available.

The second observation that supports the universal simple analysis of simple
imperfectives concerns the status of the result, i.e. goal predicate. Recall that in
§2, I have shown that the semantic specification of the result at the level of the √P
does not suffice to derive singularity (i.e. telicity), and moreover that without the
agreement of the Q0 with the result predicate, the result predicate is not bound
by the speech act predicate (i.e. it is not asserted in assertions). Furthermore, it
was shown that semantic effects of result agreement are preserved after rever-
balization (i.e. secondary imperfectivization), in spite of the grinding effect of
reverbalization, arguably due to the pragmatic competition with the respective
simple imperfective.

A similar asymmetry can be observed between simple imperfectives compat-
ible with the za-phrase and secondary imperfectives. Consider the examples in
(21).

(21) a. Jovan
J

je
aux

trč-𝑢a-o
run-th-ptcp.ipfv

u
in

školu
school

(dužim
longer

putem).
way

‘Jovan was running to school (the longer way).’
b. Jovan

J
je
aux

u-trč-𝑢a-𝑢a-o
in-run-th-th-ptcp.ipfv

u
in

školu
school

(#dužim
longer

putem).
way

‘Jovan was entering the school running (#the longer way).’

Without the path modifier, example (21a) with a simple imperfective can mean
the same as (21b), which includes a secondary imperfective. This again at first
glance supports the null prefix analysis, under the assumption of full composi-
tionality. However, with the adverbial modifying the path, the sentence with a
secondary imperfective is pragmatically ill-formed, while the one with a simple
imperfective is fine. This is the case because the secondary imperfective on the
progressive interpretation tends to refer to the narrow phase transition to the re-
sult state (i.e. from Jovan being outside the school to him being inside the school),
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and the path of this transition is conceptualized as a point in space, which cannot
be modified for length (even on the slow motion/temporal zooming in interpre-
tation licensing the progressive). The simple imperfective rather refers to the
preparatory stage, i.e. to the motion event leading to the phase transition.10

Irrespective of the analysis of aspectual morphology, the asymmetry in (21)
argues for different syntactic structures and types of meanings for simple and
secondary imperfectives. Simple imperfectives have no QP, and secondary im-
perfectives embed one. The latter fact restricts their denotation to sums of parts
of events involving the specified result (in the given case, to parts of the event of
switching from being outside to being inside the school). In light of the analysis
proposed in §1.2, where the aspectual semantic restrictions of AS and AU verbs
are largely pragmatically determined, with an important role played by the con-
trasts between aspectual pairs, the fact that verbs of both classes have prefixed
perfective aspectual partners even more clearly implies that their compositional
semantics, and hence also their structures, are different. A plausible difference
suggested by their morphology is that secondary imperfectives do involve a QP
and a reverbalizing secondary vP, while simple imperfectives never do.

Evidence provided in this section thus supports the view in which simple im-
perfectives compatible with the za-phrase are not telic and do not embed a telic
structure. Consequently, they do not require the positing of null prefixes.

6 Conclusion

The starting point of the investigation was the strong generalization from Ła-
zorczyk (2010) that in Slavic languages telicity is necessarily marked by an affix,
and that affixless verbs which show telic behavior involve null prefixes. Themain
question tackled by the paperwaswhether the strong generalization can bemain-
tained without the introduction of null prefixes, i.e. whether the empirical data
renders null prefixes necessary to maintain the hypothesis. On the material from
SC, I argued that neither of the affixless verb classes showing (aspects of) telic
behavior involve null prefixes. More precisely: proper simple perfectives are all

10Secondary imperfectives involving goal/result- and source-oriented prefixes show the effect
of shrinking to the point of phase transition. Those with path-oriented prefixes do not, as
illustrated in (i).

(i) Marija
M

je
aux

uz-trč-𝑢a-𝑢a-la
up_along-run-th-th-ptcp.ipfv

uz
up_along

Rtanj
Rtanj

(dužim
longer

putem).
way

‘Marija was running up the mountain Rtanj (the longer way).’
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idiomatized and stored in the lexicon with a non-compositional telic meaning.
Affixless imperfectives compatible with the za-phrase do not show true telic be-
havior, and do not embed the structure corresponding to a telic eventuality. This
simplifies themodel by eliminating null prefixes, while still preserving the strong
generalization about affixes and telicity. I presented morphological and seman-
tic asymmetries, as well as quantitative corpus-based evidence in support of this
view.

Abbreviations

√ root
AS aspectually singular
AU aspectually unspecified
aux auxiliary
dat dative
gen genitive

inf infinitive
ipfv imperfective
pfv perfective
ptcp participle
sg singular
th theme vowel
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Chapter 2

Doubling in South Slavic relative clauses
and the predictability of
morphosyntactic features
Julia Bacskai-Atkari
University of Amsterdam & University of Potsdam

The paper investigates themorphosyntactic properties of relativemarkers in South
Slavic. In Slavic languages, like in many other European languages, relative clauses
can be introduced by two kinds of relative markers: (i) relative complementisers,
which are invariant in their form, and (ii) relative pronouns, which are inflected
(for case, number, and gender, depending on the language). Slavic languages regu-
larly usewh-based complementisers and/or pronouns. Crucially, the two cannot co-
occur: this ban is not grounded in the syntactic structure per se, but it derives from
the feature incompatibility of two wh-based relative markers, which are regularly
equipped with an uninterpretable relative feature. The only exception is Macedo-
nian: in this case, however, there is independent evidence for the complementiser
to have different features, suggesting that while morphological properties are good
predictors for the relevant syntactic constraints, they are not deterministic.

Keywords: demonstrative pronoun, feature checking, finiteness, inflection, inter-
rogative clause, relative clause

1 Introduction

There are various elements that can overtly mark and introduce relative clauses;
two examples from English are given in (1) below:

(1) a. This is the problem which we should solve first.
b. This is the problem that we should solve first.

Julia Bacskai-Atkari. 2023. Doubling in South Slavic relative clauses and the pre-
dictability of morphosyntactic features. In Petr Biskup, Marcel Börner, Olav Mueller-
Reichau & Iuliia Shcherbina (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2021, 39–60.
Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.10123629
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On the one hand, there are differences in the etymology (cf. Hopper & Traugott
1993, Heine & Kuteva 2002): relative markers can be interrogative-based, like
which in (1a) above (also: who(m), whose etc.), or demonstrative-based, like that
in (1b) above.

On the other hand, there are differences in the position of these elements:
relative markers can be relative pronouns, like the interrogative-based English
pronouns which, who(m) etc. and the demonstrative-based German pronouns
der/die/das etc., or they can be relative complementisers, like the demonstrative-
based English that and the interrogative-based South German wo (cf. Bayer 1984,
Salzmann 2006, 2017, Brandner & Bräuning 2013, Weiß 2013). Given the posi-
tional differences, it is not surprising that doubling patterns consisting of an
overt relative operator and an overt relative complementiser are attested, as il-
lustrated in (2):

(2) % This is the problem which that we should solve first.

As indicated (%), this pattern is not accepted in all varieties of English (it is, for
instance, excluded from the standard variety).

Regarding Germanic, Bacskai-Atkari (2020) made the observation that while
overt relative pronouns and overt relative complementisers can be combined,
these combinations appear to be restricted by the etymology, in that only asym-
metric combinations are attested as genuine rel+rel combinations; that is, as
combinations where both elements are attested as relative markers on their own
as well.1 This observation raises several questions. First, it should be clarified
how strong the generalisation is cross-linguistically: in this article, I am going
to examine Slavic data in this respect, as Slavic languages are known to have
the various kinds of relative markers mentioned above. Consider the following
examples from Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian (henceforth BCS):

(3) a. čovjek
man

što
that

puši
smokes

‘a/the man that smokes/is smoking’ (Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 27)
b. čovjek

man
koji
which.nom

puši
smokes

‘a/the man who smokes/is smoking’ (Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 26)

1As will be discussed in §2, this is not merely the result of what items are available. Both in
English and in German, wh-based pronouns are available; in addition, both of these languages
have varieties where wh-based complementisers are attested. Nevertheless, wh+wh combina-
tions are not attested in these varieties either.
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2 Doubling in South Slavic relative clauses

The relative clause is introduced by the complementiser što in (3a) and by the
relative pronoun koji (inflected for case) in (3b). Both of these elements are wh-
based: as will be discussed in §3, this is the regular Slavic pattern (see Auderset
2020 for typological insights). The relevance of this pattern for testing the valid-
ity of the above-mentioned hypothesis is clear: while Germanic languages tend
to have asymmetric patterns due to the availability of demonstrative-based rela-
tive markers, the wh-based Slavic patterns may provide us insights into whether
the lack of wh+wh patterns is systematic or rather coincidental in nature.

Second, the question arises how apparently excluded combinations can be
analysed synchronically: while pointing to the etymology may be satisfactory
for descriptive purposes, it is highly unlikely that it can be taken as a grammati-
cal constraint per se. In this article, I will argue that the etymological differences
correspond to differences formulated in terms of morphosyntactic features.

Third, related to this, the question arises what independent evidence we have
for the featural properties of individual elements. Without such independent ev-
idence, simply translating etymological differences into features would again
amount to mere descriptive adequacy. The present paper argues that the com-
binations are restricted by the distribution of [rel] features that are ultimately
determined by the etymology, but can show subsequent deviations.

The paper is structured as follows. In §2, I am going to briefly discuss the
observations for Germanic. In §3, I will present the data from (South) Slavic, and
I will provide an analysis for the doubling patterns in §4.

2 Germanic

In Germanic languages, we can observe doubly-filled COMP effects involving an
overt pronoun and an overt complementiser; these can be assigned the schematic
structure shown in Figure 1.2

The combination of a wh-pronoun and a d-complementiser can be observed
in non-standard varieties of English (see van Gelderen 2009) and marginally also
in Swedish, as shown by the data in (4).

2I adopt a single CP analysis for doubling in relative clauses, following Bacskai-Atkari (2020);
under this view, there are no designated projections for left-peripheral elements, unlike in car-
tographic approaches (going back to Rizzi 1997). Note also that while doubling is attested in
these languages, it is altogether not very frequent (unlike in embedded interrogatives, where
doubly-filled COMP effects are widely attested). Bacskai-Atkari (2022) attributes this to dis-
course factors: the relative pronoun is essentially redundant (at least when the relative com-
plementiser is overt).
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CP

which C′

C

that

TP

Figure 1: The structure of doubly-filled COMP

(4) a. It’s down to the community in which that the people live.
(van Gelderen 2013: 59)

b. Detta
this

är
is

studenten
the.student

vilken
which

som
that

bjöd
invited

in
in

Mary.
Mary

‘This is the student who invited Mary.’
(Bacskai-Atkari & Baudisch 2018: 247)

The combination of a d-pronoun and a wh-complementiser can be observed in
South German dialects (Brandner & Bräuning 2013, Weiß 2013, Fleischer 2017),
illustrated for Hessian and for (North) Bavarian in (5a) and in (5b), respectively:3

(5) a. Des
the.n

Geld,
money

des
that.n

wo
rel

ich
I

verdiene,
earn.1sg

des
that.n

geheert
belongs

mir.
I.dat

‘The money that I earn belongs to me.’ (Fleischer 2017)
b. Mei

my
Häusl
house.dim

(…), dös
that.n

wos
rel

dorten
there

unten
below

(…) steht
stands

‘My little house, which stands down there’ (Weiß 2013: 780)

Given the differences between elements related to position and etymology, there
are four logically possible configurations; out of these, only two are attested as
genuine rel+rel combinations (that is, where both members are independently
and productively attested as relative markers). This is shown in Table 1.

While the asymmetric combinations are straightforward, the d+d combina-
tion is at least questionable. On the surface, this kind of combination is attested
in Waasland Dutch (Boef 2013), as shown in (6).

3In these varieties, the wh-based complementisers also regularly introduce relative clauses on
their own. The complementiser wo has a wider distribution geographically; note that it is not
used as a declarative complementiser or as a mere finiteness marker.
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2 Doubling in South Slavic relative clauses

Table 1: Combinations of genuine relative markers

d-complementiser wh-complementiser

d-pronoun –/?? +
wh-pronoun + –

(6) Dat
that

is
is

de
the

man
man

die
who

dat
that

het
the

verhaal
story

verteld
told

heeft.
has

‘That is the man who has done it.’ (Boef 2008: 93)

In this case, however, it is very probable that the combination cannot be consid-
ered as genuine rel+rel. In Dutch, relative clauses introduced by a single dat (as
a complementiser) are found in Vlaams-Brabant Dutch (Boef 2013) and thus not
in the same area where the doubling pattern is attested: in the doubling pattern
in (6), then, the complementiser marks finiteness, not [rel].4

In other words, there is no strong evidence for the existence of genuine d+d
doubling. More importantly, no combinations of the form “wh-pronoun + wh-
complementiser” are attested (even though they would be logically possible in
certain varieties, such as in English with the complementiser what and in South
German with the complementisers wo and was).

4The availability of dat as a finiteness marker is also independently motivated: it is also attested
in embedded constituent questions across Dutch dialects, that is, in environments where it can-
not be a declarative complementiser (see Schallert et al. 2018 for a recent discussion). Another
potential counterexample to the generalisation in Table 1 comes from Old English (see van
Gelderen 2009), as illustrated below:

(i) ac
but

gif
if

we
we

asmeagaþ
consider

þa
those

eadmodlican
humble

dæda
deeds

þa
that

þe
that

he
he

worhte,
wrought

þonne
then

ne
not

þincþ
seems

us
us

þæt
that

nan
no

wundor
wonder

‘But if we consider the humble deeds which he wrought, that will seem no wonder to
us.’ (Blickling Homilies 33; Watanabe 2009: 364, citing Allen 1980)

In Old English, we find the above doubling pattern as an intermediate stage in the process
of reanalysis of one of the d-pronouns (that) into a complementiser, removing the original
complementiser þe (van Gelderen 2009): this suggests that þe was possibly only a finiteness
marker, or that the pronoun was initially still a demonstrative but not [rel]. This (and the
Waasland Dutch pattern) crucially differs from the present-day English pattern, where that-
relatives are common and productive: in otherwords, there is no reason to assume that patterns
like (4a) would involve a mere finiteness marker.
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3 The data

3.1 Relative markers in South Slavic

South Slavic languages are particularly interesting regarding the above generali-
sation, since these languages regularly use wh-based elements (cf. Kljajevic 2012:
36, Auderset 2020) as relative markers. In addition, both major strategies (that is,
pronouns versus complementisers) are attested in (South) Slavic languages.

Consider again the examples from BCS in (3), repeated here for the sake of
convenience as (7):

(7) a. čovjek
man

što
that

puši
smokes

‘a/the man that smokes/is smoking’ (Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 27)
b. čovjek

man
koji
which.m.nom

puši
smokes

‘a/the man who smokes/is smoking’ (Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 26)

In (7a), the relative clause is introduced by the complementiser što; in (7b), it
is introduced by the relative pronoun koji, which is, unlike the complementiser,
inflected for case. This becomes evident if we compare the elements above, which
occur in subject relative clauses, to their counterparts in direct object relative
clauses, as shown in (8a) and (8b), and in indirect object relative clauses, as shown
in (8c) and (8d):

(8) a. čovjek
man

što
that

ga
3sg.acc.cl

Jan
Jan

vidi
sees

‘a/the man who Jan sees’ (Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 27)
b. čovjek

man
kojeg
which.m.acc

Jan
Jan

vidi
sees

‘a/the man who Jan sees’ (Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 27)
c. čovjek

man.nom
što
that

mu
3sg.dat.cl

Jan
Jan.nom

pokazuje
shows

put
way.acc

‘a/the man to whom Jan shows/is showing the way’
(Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 27)

d. čovjek
man.nom

kojem
which.m.dat

Jan
Jan.nom

pokazuje
shows

put
way.acc

‘a/the man to whom Jan shows/is showing the way’
(Gračanin-Yuksek 2013: 27)
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2 Doubling in South Slavic relative clauses

As can be seen, while što does not change its form, the relative pronoun is in-
flected for accusative and dative case.5 Importantly, relative operators are phono-
logically identical to their interrogative counterparts (also inflected for case, num-
ber and gender); što is phonologically identical to the most unmarked interroga-
tive form (nominative/accusative; the dative would be čèmu). The interrogative
patterns are illustrated in (9) below:

(9) a. Što
what.acc

je
aux

Marija
Mary

videla?
seen

‘What did Mary see?’ (Halpern 1995: 77)
b. Koji

which.m.nom
čovek
man

je
aux

voleo
seen

Mariju?
Mary.acc

‘Which man saw Mary?’ (Halpern 1995: 78)
c. Koju

which.f.acc
žabu
frog.acc

je
aux

lane
fawn

liznulo?
lick.ptcp

‘Which frog did the fawn lick?’ (Kljajevic 2012: 34)

The syntactic positions of the relevant elements are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
We can observe the same variation between complementisers and pronouns in
Macedonian, as shown in (10).

(10) a. Covekot
man.the.m.sg

koj
who.m.sg

vleze
come.aor.3sg

e
is

moj
my.m.sg

sosed.
neighbour

‘The man who came in is my neighbour.’ (Bužarovska 2009: 232)
b. Covekot

man.the.m.sg
što
that

go
3sg.acc.cl

sretnavme
meet.aor.1pl

e
is

moj
my.m.sg

sosed.
neighbour

‘The man whom we met is my neighbour.’ (Bužarovska 2009: 232)

5Note also another difference between the two strategies in (8), which cannot be seen in (7):
the direct object and the indirect object relative clauses with što contain a resumptive pronoun
(ga and mu, respectively), while this is not the case in the counterparts containing the relative
pronoun. Resumptive pronouns are used to lexicalise the gap in certain languages: since in
this respect they are similar to relative pronouns, it is actually expected that they should not
co-occur with the relative pronoun while they can (and in the given cases, must, see Gračanin-
Yuksek 2013: 27) surface when the relative clause is introduced by a complementiser. In this
respect, the presence/absence of resumptive pronouns in (8) is yet another indicator for the
structural difference between the relative markers under scrutiny. Note that the absence of
resumptive pronouns in subject relative clauses is also expected: resumptive pronouns are
more likely to occur in functions that are lower in the Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy,
and subjects constitute the highest function, so that the use of resumptive pronouns in this
function is extremely rare cross-linguistically (Keenan & Comrie 1977).
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CP

koji/kojeg/… C′

C

∅

TP

Figure 2: The position of relative
pronouns in Slavic

CP

Op C′

C

što

TP

Figure 3: The position of relative
complementisers in Slavic

Again, both elements are interrogative-based. This is illustrated in (11) below:

(11) a. Što
what

jade
eats

deteto?
child.the

‘What does the child eat?’ (Lazarova-Nikovska 2013: 134)
b. Koj

who.cl
te
2sg.acc.cl

potseti?
reminded.3sg.perf.prs

‘Who reminded you?’ (Tomić 2006)

Slovene also makes use of both strategies, as illustrated in (12):

(12) a. Poznam
know.1sg

človeka,
man.acc

katerega
which.acc

so
aux.3pl

iskali.
looked.for

‘I know the man who they were looking for.’ (Hladnik 2010: 10)
b. Poznam

know.1sg
človeka,
man.acc

ki
that

so
aux.3pl

ga
m.acc.cl

iskali.
looked.for

‘I know the man that they were looking for.’ (Hladnik 2010: 10)

The relative pronoun is inflected and it is obviously awh-based element (Mitrović
2016: 225); the complementiser ki lacks an interrogative counterpart in the mod-
ern language (Mitrović 2016: 225) but it derives from Proto-Indo-European *kʷís
‘who, what’ and Slovene ki developed into an interrogative complementiser after
the 14th century (Mitrović 2016: 225). As Hladnik (2010: 38) notes, citing Cazinkić
(2001), ki is often perceived to be a reduced form of the relative pronoun, which
is etymologically wrong. Further, prescriptive rules favour the pronoun strategy
over the complementiser strategy (Hladnik 2010: 38): this is in fact reminiscent
of the situation in West Germanic.
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3.2 A note on Bulgarian

Bulgarian represents a special case within South Slavic regarding relative mark-
ers. Both strategies (the pronoun strategy and the complementiser strategy) can
be observed in Bulgarian, with the colloquial complementiser deto (Rudin 2014)
and with regular relative pronouns, as shown by the corpus examples taken from
Bužarovska (2009) in (13):

(13) a. Imaše
have.imperf.3sg

xora,
people

koito
who.pl

ne
not

viždaxa
see.imperf.3sg

ništo
nothing

pred
before

sebe
own

si.
cl

‘There were people who saw nothing in front of them.’
(Bužarovska 2009: 249)

b. Da
sm

bjaxa
be.pl.imperf

mi
1sg.dat.cl

kazali,
told.pl.part

če
that

ima
has

xora,
people

deto
that

bjagat
run.3pl

ot
from

dobroto
good.the.n.sg

kato
like

zajci
rabbits

ot
from

kopoj…
hound.m.sg

‘If I had been told that there are people who run away from good like
rabbits from a hound…’ (Bužarovska 2009: 249)

The relative operator is evidently wh-based; as for deto, it also goes back to an
interrogative operator (Bužarovska 2009: 234; see Krapova 2010: 1241 for a more
detailed analysis) and, as mentioned above, it counts as colloquial, reminiscent
of the prescriptive preferences for relative pronouns in Slovene and in West Ger-
manic.

Note that the situation in Bulgarian is in fact somewhat more complex, as
wh-pronouns in relative pronouns are apparently complex: koito consists of the
wh-base koj and the element -to (this pattern is productive, e.g. kakvo-to ‘what’
or kolko-to ‘how much’), whereby the status of -to is subject to much debate, as
discussed by Rudin (2014) in detail. The most important question in this respect
is whether the combination is primarily syntactic (involving distinct syntactic
positions) or morphological (involving a single syntactic node). Unlike što, -to is
not available as a complementiser in other constructions and it does not resem-
ble a wh-element either (Rudin 2014: 322). Rudin (2009) analyses this element
as a specifically relative complementiser: in this case, Bulgarian would in fact
show doubling, but note that as -to is not a wh-based element, this does not go
against the generalisation under scrutiny here, i.e. that wh+wh combinations
are regularly not attested; further, -to is not available as a relative marker on its
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own, so that a genuine rel+rel doubling pattern would not arise either. Rudin
(2014: 324) remarks that the complementiser approach faces problems with com-
plex wh-phrases such as kolkoto goljam ‘how big’, where -to appears to be incor-
porated into the wh-phrase. According to Rudin (2014), a further problem lies in
the fact that the complementiser accountwould predict more parallelismwith što,
which is problematic as e.g. što in Macedonian is banned from comparatives but
Bulgarian -to is not. This is, however, not a strong counterargument: as argued
by the present paper, relative complementisers may show different behaviour
(and distribution) due to their different featural properties; further, relative com-
plementisers appearing in comparatives show considerable variation, and što is
in fact available in comparatives in BCS (see Bacskai-Atkari 2016 for discussion).
Other analyses include treating -to as a definiteness marker (e.g. Izvorski 2000;
see Rudin 2009 and Rudin 2014: 322–323 for counterarguments) or as a morpho-
logical marker of relative pronouns (Hauge 1999, see Rudin 2014: 325 for some
concerns): in these cases, however, no complex left periphery is involved and
these accounts would again not be problematic for the issues discussed in the
present paper. For this reason, Bulgarian -to will not be discussed in §4.

3.3 Interim summary and outlook

In sum, it is evident that South Slavic languages by default show variation be-
tween the relative complementiser strategy and the relative operator strategy. It
is worth mentioning that this kind of variation is not restricted to South Slavic
but can be more generally observed across Slavic languages, though the exact
distribution and acceptability patterns differ.

In West Slavic, the standard option seems to be the use of relative pronouns,
but once non-standard varieties are also taken into account, we can also find
relative complementisers in these languages, i.e. Czech and Polish co and Slovak
čo (Šimík 2008, Guz 2017, Minlos 2012).

In East Slavic, both relative pronouns and relative complementisers are at-
tested: while Russian čto is a markedly colloquial option (Meyer 2017), Ukrainian
and Belarusian ščo seems to be more widespread (Danylenko 2018).

In other words, the variation between the relative complementiser strategy
and the relative operator strategy is not restricted to South Slavic languages but
can be found more generally in Slavic languages. The complementiser strategy
is overall more restricted; South Slavic seems to offer the best testing ground for
potential wh+wh combinations. For this reason, I am going to restrict myself to
the discussion of South Slavic data in the discussion to follow.
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4 Doubling

4.1 A note on features

I adopt standard minimalist assumptions regarding formal features, going back
to Chomsky (1995); see also Zeijlstra (2014). According to this, the kind of features
that can participate inmorphosyntactic operations are called formal features: this
set of features intersects with semantic features. Interpretable formal features are
in the intersection; uninterpretable features are pure formal features (they cannot
be interpreted at LF) and need to be checked off (or, in more recent terms, valued);
this can be done via a matching interpretable feature. Note that the presence of
any uninterpretable feature, [u-F], on a certain element implies only that the
particular feature is not interpretable on that given element in LF, and it does
not imply in any way that the given element would lack other semantic features
(or meaning).

4.2 The analysis of doubling patterns

As mentioned in §2, doubling patterns appear to be asymmetric; this observation
led Bacskai-Atkari (2020) to the hypothesis that the observed differences may be
due to differences in the interpretability of [rel] features. According to this, we
should have the following distribution: d-pronouns and d-complementisers are
[i-rel] and wh-pronouns and wh-complementisers are [u-rel].6

6One might wonder why this should be so: so far, this hypothesis gives the right empirical
predictions, yet it would be desirable to detect more general properties behind the particular
feature distribution. As far as Germanic is concerned, it is evident that demonstrative-based
elements constitute the older strategy (see Ringe & Taylor 2014: 467 for Old English þe and
Axel-Tober 2017: 46 for Old High German the): wh-based elements were introduced later into
headed relative clauses, via analogy (from free relatives and interrogatives). Apart from this,
note that the source elements differ in terms of definiteness features: demonstratives are defi-
nite, while the wh-base itself is indefinite (see Watanabe 2009, who also shows that the indef-
inite wh-base in English was also quantificational, turning the clause into a complete proposi-
tion, which was incompatible with headed relatives). Relative pronouns are co-referential with
the head noun under a matching analysis (cf. Salzmann 2017: 55–179) and definite pronouns
are thus natural candidates as anaphors. Indeed, the reanalysis of demonstrative markers into
C-elements is traditionally considered to have evolved from paratactic structures involving a
genuine demonstrative pronoun, since such examples are indeed possible and attested unlike
with interrogative pronouns (but see Axel-Tober 2017 for a critical evaluation of this as the sole
trigger of the relevant changes). In this sense, it is possible that the features [i-rel] and [u-rel]
are ultimately related to the definite versus indefinite distinction, respectively. Future research
will have to determine whether this idea is on the right track and, if so, how the diachronic
feature inheritance can be modelled.
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At any rate, the asymmetric patterns ensure proper feature checking, as shown
in Figures 4 and 5. In both configurations, the uninterpretable feature is properly
checked off by its interpretable counterpart. By contrast, symmetric patterns are
essentially problematic for feature checking. In the case of two [i-rel] features,
the movement of the operator is not motivated; in the case of two [u-rel] features,
the uninterpretable feature cannot be checked off. Relative complementisers reg-
ularly encode finiteness, [fin].

CP

which[u-rel] C′

C[i-rel],[fin]

that[i-rel],[fin]

TP

Figure 4: Features in wh+d

CP

der[i-rel] C′

C[u-rel],[fin]

wo[u-rel],[fin]

TP

Figure 5: Features in d+wh

Regarding the former, we observed in §3 that some d-pronoun+ d-complemen-
tiser combinations seem to exist, even though they were classed as not genuine.
In the case of Waasland Dutch, the complementiser dat marks finiteness, and is
thus underspecified for [rel]. In the case of Old English, þe was in the process
of losing its [i-rel] specification, ultimately changing into being underspecified
for [rel] and marking finiteness only, similarly to the Waasland Dutch combina-
tion.7 This suggests that d+d patterns can be accounted for in this model: an
underspecified complementiser is used to lexicalise the complementiser and the
abstract [u-rel] feature can be checked off regularly by the pronoun, as illustrated
for Waasland Dutch in Figure 6.8

7Note that this does not make two projections necessary (i.e., one for clause type and one for
finiteness, as in cartographic approaches like that of Rizzi 1997 or Baltin 2010), as also shown
by Bacskai-Atkari (2020) for embedded interrogatives. Intervening elements (which are often
used as arguments for designated projections in cartographic approaches) are not attested in
Germanic between clause-type markers (including finiteness markers).

8The mismatch between the underlying syntactic feature bundle and the inserted vocabulary
item is in line with the core property of Distributed Morphology called Underspecification,
according to which the inserted Vocabulary Items (the phonological expressions of abstract
words) are not necessarily fully specified for the particular syntactic positions where they are
inserted (see McGinnis-Archibald 2016: 401–405 for a summary; see Halle & Marantz 1994,
Harley & Noyer 1999). This is a basic property of Late Insertion and it does not go against
inclusiveness (Chomsky 1995: 225).
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CP

die[i-rel] C′

C[u-rel],[fin]

dat[fin]

TP

Figure 6: Doubling in Waasland Dutch

Note that there is independent evidence for the d-complementiser as under-
specified for [rel]: the same complementiser appears in declaratives, where there
are no head nouns. One might wonder why lexicalising the (finite) C position is
necessary: this seems to be a general tendency in Germanic (Bacskai-Atkari 2018,
2020) and it is not of further interest in this paper.

Crucially, themore problematic wh+whpatterns are not attested in Germanic.
However, South Slavic shows variation here: while such combinations are not
attested in BCS (Goodluck & Stojanović 1996: 292) and Slovene (Hladnik 2010:
12–13), this pattern appears to be possible in Macedonian (Rudin 2014: 320). This
is illustrated by the following example:

(14) čovekot
the.man

koj-što
who-that

zboruva
talks

‘the man who is talking’ (Rudin 2014: 316)

The pattern in (14) seems to be productive: it is attested with all relative pro-
nouns. The only exception is when the pronoun also has the form što, so that
the sequence *što što is ungrammatical (Rudin 2014: 320, citing Kramer 1999).
This may well be a phonological constraint (and as such it is not direct evidence
against the pronominal status of the second što element): as shown by Bošković
(2002), similar constraints can be observed in multiple wh-fronting in Slavic lan-
guages.

Importantly, both relative markers in (14) are clearly interrogative-based, as
their surface-identical counterparts are available as interrogative operators, as
shown in (11) above and in (15) below:

(15) a. Koj
who

zboruva?
talks

‘Who is talking?’ (Rudin 2014: 315)
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b. Što
what

sakaš?
want.2sg

‘What do you want?’ (Rudin 2014: 320)

The data thus suggest that (14) apparently has a wh+wh pattern, which seems
to contradict the hypothesis mentioned above. In order to determine to what
extent (14) actually poses a problem for the theory, the distribution of the com-
plementiser should be examined further. In Macedonian, što is also available as
a declarative complementiser (Rudin 2014), as demonstrated in (16):

(16) Se
refl

raduvam,
rejoice.1sg

što
that

ve
you.pl.acc

gledam.
see.1sg

‘I am happy that I see you.’ (Tomić 2006: 419)

This differs from the wh-based complementisers in Germanic, which may also be
the reason for the differences regarding the doubling patterns in relative clauses.
Regarding the status of što in relative clauses, Rudin (2014: 320) provides strong
arguments that it should definitely taken to be a complementiser (contrary to
Tomić 2012). First, the doubly-filled COMP patterns such as (14) indicate that it
cannot be a pronoun, as it appears in addition to the relative pronoun:9 note that
the word order constraint follows from the internal structure of the CP (Bacskai-
Atkari 2018, 2020). Second, there is independent evidence for što being a comple-
mentiser otherwise, see (16) above. Third, prepositions cannot take relative što
as a complement (the same applies to English that).10

Based on these observations, the structure in itself is not problematic, as it
appears to demonstrate the same underlying syntax as the doubling patterns
mentioned above and it can be derived from the structures in Figures 2 and 3 in
a straightforward way, as shown in Figure 7.

9Unlike interrogative pronouns, which can co-occur in a single clause, there can only be a single
relative pronoun in a relative clause: the head noun is co-referential with the relative pronoun,
which can be base-generated only in a single position. See also Rudin (2014: 320).

10This is shown by the following example:

(i) * studentkata,
student

za
about

što
that

zboruvame
speak.1pl

Intended: ‘the student about whom we speak’ (Rudin 2014: 320)

Rudin (2014: 320), citing Tomić (2012) and Kramer (1999), confirms that such patterns are im-
possible in relative clauses. Note that this of course does not imply anything about the inter-
rogative pronoun što in questions.
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CP

koj C′

C

što

TP

Figure 7: Doubling in Macedonian

The question is rather what the feature specification of što is. In essence, there
are two possibilities: (i) underspecification for [rel], just like dat in Waasland
Dutch, or (ii) specification as [i-rel].

Regarding the first hypothesis, we can establish the following. Underspecifica-
tion in itself is plausible under a late insertion approach (Halle & Marantz 1993;
see also the discussion in this section above), inasmuch as the abstract under-
lying head is lexicalised by a partial match (see Figure 6 for Waasland Dutch).
This assumption is less problematic if the abstract head is [u-rel] than when it
is [i-rel], since uninterpretable features are deleted anyway after check-off, so
that Vocabulary Insertion taking place in the morphological component (after
Spell-Out) does not actually see [u-rel]. The same argumentation does not fol-
low automatically for [i-rel], though: leaving the C position in Macedonian as
underspecified or as [u-rel] would require the relative pronoun to be specified as
[i-rel], but there is no independent evidence for Macedonian wh-operators to be
different from the general properties of wh-based relative markers, that is, creat-
ing an exception for wh-based relative pronouns in Macedonian as [i-rel] would
be ad hoc.11 In principle, this possibility cannot be excluded but making such an
assumption without independent evidence would be merely descriptive at this
stage.

On the other hand, however, we have independent evidence for što having
different properties from the Germanic pattern. In the hypothesis formulated in
(ii) above, što is [i-rel], which actually implies a difference from the Germanic
pattern. There are two points of interest here. First, doubling patterns in Ger-
manic are primarily attested in embedded interrogatives and much less in rela-
tive clauses (Bacskai-Atkari 2022), due to the lexicalisation preference on C: the

11This crucially differs from the Dutch scenario, where the d-pronoun can regularly be assumed
to have an [i-rel] specification, in line with the general hypothesis.
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same does not apply to Slavic. In other words, while both language groups may
show doubling patterns in relative clauses, the underlying reasons are likely to
be different, and thus it cannot be expected that the two groups show parallel
behaviour in all respects. Second, regarding the status of što, it should be noted
that such relative declarative complementisers in South Slavic introduce factives
and not all kinds of declarative clauses, unlike what we can observe in Germanic.

Consider the following examples from BCS:

(17) a. Jesam
aux.1sg

ti
you.dat

rekao
told

da
that

je
aux.3sg

Marija
Marija

orišla
gone

na
on

odmor?
vacation

‘Did I tell you that Marija went on vacation?’ (Arsenijević 2020: 341)
b. Jesam

aux.1sg
ti
you.dat

rekao
told

što
that

je
aux.3sg

Marija
Marija

orišla
gone

na
on

odmor?
vacation

‘Did I tell you that Marija went on vacation?’ (it is a fact that she did)
(Arsenijević 2020: 341)

In (17a), the embedded clause is non-factive: it may or may not be true that Marija
went on vacation. In (17b), however, the embedded clause is factive: this is the
context where što can appear. As Arsenijević (2020) argues, što-declaratives have
referential properties and are thus similar to relative clauses (see Krapova 2010:
1266 for Bulgarian and Macedonian and Bužarovska 2009 and Browne 1986: 69
for Macedonian; see also Aboh 2005 for factives being a special kind of relative
clause).12 However, notice that there is no head noun and no relative operator
movement in such configurations: this indicates that što cannot be [u-rel] in these
constructions, as there would be no element to check off this feature. In other
words, while the interrogative element can be assumed to have a regular [u-rel]
feature, this feature is lost in factive declaratives.13 This leads to the configuration
shown in Figure 8.

12This may be related to the fact that što-relatives in BCS are used in relative clauses where the
head noun is familiar (see Arsenijević 2020: 341–342). Note that the familiarity of the referent
(as expressed by the head noun) does not equal definiteness on the relative pronoun, as famil-
iarity and definiteness are distinct (though not unrelated) properties. Consider the following
example:

(i) I saw a/the shopkeeper who was wearing a kilt.

In (i), the head noun is either indefinite or definite: this does not affect the relative marker (the
pronoun who).

13Note that the similarities between (factive) declaratives and relative clauses do not make the
two constructions equal. In particular, they differ in terms of operator movement, as shown
by Arsenijević (2009). In (headed) relative clauses, the matrix correlate (the head noun) is co-
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CP

koj[u-rel] C′

C[i-rel],[fin]

što[i-rel],[fin]

TP

Figure 8: Features involved in doubling in Macedonian

Note that the loss of [u-rel] does notmake [i-rel] automatically available on the
inserted lexical items as an inherent property: in particular, there is no wh+wh
doubling in ordinary relative clauses in BCS, so there is no reason to assume
that BCS što in ordinary relative clauses would be [i-rel]. By contrast, we can ob-
serve wh+wh doubling in ordinary relative clauses in Macedonian, indicating
that Macedonian što is available as [i-rel]. In this way, we can set up an implica-
tional hierarchy: wh-based declaratives are a prerequisite for wh+wh doubling
in ordinary relative clauses but not vice versa. That is, the existence of wh-based
declaratives does not imply the existence of wh+wh doubling in ordinary rela-
tive clauses.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, I examined doubling in South Slavic relative clauses, concentrat-
ing on the effects of the morphological inventory: crucially, both wh-pronouns
and wh-complementisers are available in these languages. The typological pre-
dictions based on Germanic and Slavic are the following: (i) genuine wh+wh
combinations are not attested, and (ii) the only exception is Macedonian, where

referential with the relative pronoun, which is interpreted in the relativisation site (the base
position) and in the CP-domain (the landing site): such elements undergo movement. By con-
trast, while Arsenijević (2009) assumes that there is also a matrix correlate in (factive) declara-
tives, the co-referential nominal element in the subordinate clause has its relativisation site at
the top of their structure, that is, in the projection that specifies the illocutionary force of the
clause. In other words, this configuration involves a higher projection site and no relative op-
erator movement; consequently, the feature checking relation discussed in the present article
does not apply.
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the wh-complementiser što has different properties (as supported by indepen-
dent evidence), indicating that further (featural) reanalysis is possible. This in-
dicates that while morphological properties are decisive for most patterns, they
do not prohibit further grammaticalisation even in languages where the original
wh-element is still available. In this sense, morphological properties are not deter-
ministic, as morphosyntactic features may deviate from the original, predictable
patterns.

Abbreviations

1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
acc accusative
aor aorist
aux auxiliary
cl clitic
dat dative
dim diminutive
f feminine
imperf imperfective
m masculine

n neutral
nom nominative
part particle
perf perfective
pl plural
prs present tense
ptcp participle
refl reflexive
rel relative
sg singular
sm subject marker
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Chapter 3

Aspect separated from aspectual
markers in Russian and Czech

 

 

Petr Biskup
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This article is concerned with the derivation of morphological aspect in Russian
and Czech. It investigates four aspectual markers: prefixes, the secondary imper-
fective suffix, the semelfactive marker, and the habitual suffix. It argues that not
only in Russian (see Tatevosov 2011, 2015) but also in Czech aspect interpretation
is separated from prefixes and the secondary imperfective suffix. Moreover, it ex-
tends the separation to the semelfactive suffix and the habitual marker. Specific
morphological aspect properties of Russian and Czech predicates are derived by
an Agree analysis with minimality based on dominance relations in the complex
verbal head.

Keywords: Agree, aspect, prefixes, habitual suffix, secondary imperfective, semel-
factive suffix

1 Introduction: Aspectual markers

This section introduces four aspectual markers: prefixes, the secondary imper-
fective marker, the semelfactive suffix, and the habitual suffix. I call these mor-
phemes aspectual markers since they are relevant to morphological aspect (they
can change the perfective/imperfective value of the base predicate) and/or since
they are relevant to aspect more generally, e.g. because of bringing about (a)teli-
city, habituality or new aktionsart properties.

1.1 Prefixes

Lexical prefixes (also called internal, qualifying, resultative) as well as super-
lexical (external, modifying, aktionsart) prefixes almost always perfectivize the
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imperfective simplex verb (for discussion of the two types of prefixes, see e.g.
Isačenko 1962, Petr 1986, Lehmann 1993, Schoorlemmer 1995, Babko-Malaya 1999,
Svenonius 2004, Arsenijević 2006, Romanova 2006, Gehrke 2008, Tatevosov 2013,
Szucsich 2014, Biskup & Zybatow 2015, Caha & Ziková 2016, Biskup 2019, Klimek-
Jankowska & Błaszczak 2021, 2022). For the perfectivizing effect of lexical pre-
fixes, see examples (1) and (2).1

(1) a. kleiťIPF

stick
‘to stick on’

b. na-kleiťPF

on-stick
‘to stick on’ (Russian)

(2) a. chovatIPF

raise
‘to raise’

b. vy-chovatPF

out-raise
‘to raise’ (Czech)

With respect to the perfectivizing effect of superlexical prefixes, consider exam-
ples (3) and (4).

(3) a. delaťIPF

do
‘to do’

b. na-delaťPF

cum-do
‘to do a lot’ (Russian)

(4) a. pléstIPF

knit
‘to knit’

b. do-pléstPF

comp-knit
‘to complete knitting’ (Czech)

1Lexical prefixes are glossed with a meaning of the corresponding preposition and superlexical
prefixes are glossed with the appropriate aktionsart abbreviation.
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3 Aspect separated from aspectual markers in Russian and Czech

Both Russian and Czech also have simplex verbs that are perfective. If they com-
bine with a lexical or a superlexical prefix, they remain perfective, as demon-
strated by the Russian examples in (5) and the Czech examples in (6).

(5) a. [vy-[kupiť]PF]PF

out-buy
‘to buy sb.’s freedom’

b. [na-[kupiť]PF]PF

cum-buy
‘to buy a lot’ (Russian)

(6) a. [do-[dat]PF]PF

to-give
‘to deliver’

b. [do-[říci]PF]PF

comp-say
‘to say to the end’ (Czech)

Lexical and superlexical prefixes can co-occur, as shown by the following exam-
ples. Also in this case, the predicate remains perfective. In addition, it holds that
the superlexical prefix must occur outside the lexical prefix, as demonstrated by
the contrast between examples (7a), (8a) and examples (7b) and (8b).

(7) a. [pere-[vy-polniť]PF]PF

exc-out-fulfill
‘to overfulfill’

b. * [vy-[pere-polniť]PF]PF

out-exc-fulfill
(Russian)

(8) a. [pře-[vy-chovat]PF]PF

rep-out-raise
‘to re-educate’

b. * [vy-[pře-chovat]PF]PF

out-rep-raise
(Czech)

1.2 The secondary imperfective marker

In this section, I consider the effect of the secondary imperfective suffix on the
morphological aspect of the base predicate. Let us begin with Russian.

The secondary imperfective suffix derives an imperfective predicate from a
perfective predicate, which can contain a lexical prefix, as in examples (9) and
(10).
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(9) a. [za-[rabot-a]IPF]PF-ť
behind-work-th-inf
‘to earn’

b. [[za-[rabat]IPF]PF-yva]IPF-ť
behind-work-si-inf
‘to earn’ (Russian)

(10) a. [po-[moč’]IPF]PF

along-can
‘to help’

b. [[po-[mag]IPF]PF-a]IPF-ť
along-can-si-inf
‘to help’ (Russian)

The imperfectivizing suffix can also derive an imperfective predicate from a per-
fective stem with a superlexical prefix, as in (11), or from a perfective stem with-
out a prefix, as shown in (12).

(11) a. [za-[rabot-a]IPF]PF-ť
inc-work-th-inf
‘to start working’

b. [[za-[rabat]IPF]PF-yva]IPF-ť
inc-work-si-inf
‘to start working’ (Russian)

(12) a. [d-a]PF-ť
give-th-inf
‘to give’

b. [[d-a]PF-va]IPF-ť
give-th-si-inf
‘to give’ (Russian)

Certain superlexical prefixes can also attach outside the imperfectivizing suffix
(see e.g. Ramchand 2004, Gehrke 2008, Tatevosov 2013, Szucsich 2014, Klimek-
Jankowska & Błaszczak 2021, 2022) and they perfectivize the predicate again, as
illustrated in example (13).

(13) a. [[vy-[talk]IPF]PF-iva]IPF-ť
out-push-si-inf
‘to push out’
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b. [po-[[vy-[talk]IPF]PF-iva]IPF]PF-ť
dist-out-push-si-inf
‘to push out one after another’ (Russian)

Some superlexical prefixes can occur both inside the imperfectivizing suffix, as
the inceptive za- in (11), and outside the secondary imperfective marker, as the
inceptive za- in the following example.

(14) a. [[ot-[kry]IPF]PF-va]IPF-ť
away-cover-si-inf
‘to open’

b. [za-[[ot-[kry]IPF]PF-va]IPF]PF-ť
inc-away-cover-si-inf
‘to start opening’ (Russian)

Standardly, the secondary imperfective suffix is taken to have three forms: -yva-/
-iva-, as in (9b), (11b) and (13), -va-, as in (12b) and (14), and -a-/-ja-, as in (10b); see
e.g. Vinogradov et al. (1952), but there are also alternative analyses like Isačenko
(1962) andMatushansky (2009). A closer look at the data under discussion reveals
that v is present in -va- because of blocking hiatus; compare examples (12) and
(14) with example (10b).

In Czech, an analogous pattern is observed: the secondary imperfective suffix
derives an imperfective verb from a perfective stem and the base predicate can
contain either a lexical prefix or a superlexical prefix. Examples (15b) and (16b)
show an imperfective predicate derived from a lexically prefixed verb.

(15) a. [za-[bí]IPF]PF-t
behind-beat-inf
‘to kill’

b. [[za-[bí]IPF]PF-je]IPF-t
behind-beat-si-inf
‘to kill’ (Czech)

(16) a. [vy-[pros-i]IPF]PF-t
out-beg-th-inf
‘to beg’

b. [[vy-[proš]IPF]PF-ova]IPF-t
out-beg-si-inf
‘to beg’ (Czech)
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In contrast, example (17b) demonstrates an imperfective predicate derived from
a superlexically prefixed predicate.

(17) a. [do-[plés]IPF]PF-t
comp-knit-inf
‘to complete knitting’

b. [[do-[plét]IPF]PF-a]IPF-t
comp-knit-si-inf
‘to complete knitting’ (Czech)

The imperfectivizing suffix can also derive an imperfective predicate from an
unprefixed perfective verb, as illustrated in examples (18) and (19).

(18) a. [d-á]PF-t
give-th-inf
‘to give’

b. [[d-á]PF-va]IPF-t
give-th-si-inf
‘to give’ (Czech)

(19) a. [vrát-i]PF-t
return-th-inf
‘to return’

b. [[vrac]PF-e]IPF-t
return-si-inf
‘to return’ (Czech)

In Czech, too, certain superlexical prefixes attach to the stem after the imperfec-
tivizing suffix. Hence, they perfectivize the secondary imperfective predicate, as
illustrated in the following example, based on example (15).

(20) a. [[za-[bí]IPF]PF-je]IPF-t
behind-beat-si-inf
‘to kill’

b. [po-[[za-[bí]IPF]PF-je]IPF]PF-t
dist-behind-beat-si-inf
‘to kill one after another’ (Czech)
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Some superlexical prefixes can attach to the verb both before the imperfectivizing
suffix, as in (17), and after the imperfectivizing marker, as in (21c). Both examples
contain an occurrence of the completive prefix do-.2

(21) a. [vy-[plés]IPF]PF-t
out-string-inf
‘to string’

b. [[vy-[plét]IPF]PF-a]IPF-t
out-string-si-inf
‘to string’

c. [do-[[vy-[plét]IPF]PF-a]IPF]PF-t
comp-out-string-si-inf
‘to complete stringing’ (Czech)

It is obvious from the examples that there are three secondary imperfective mark-
ers in Czech: -(v)a-, present in (17), (18) and (21), -ova-, occurring in (16), and the
suffix -(j)e-, which is present in (15) and (19) and which is not productive (see Petr
1986). The examples also suggest that v in -va- and j in -je- block hiatus; compare
(18) with (17b) and (15b) with (19b). In fact, the pattern could be simplified if we
decomposed -ova- and the Russian -yva-/-iva-. They follow the general Slavic
-Vva- pattern, with a vowel, -v- blocking hiatus and (the iterative) -a- (see e.g.
Kuznecov 1953 and Lunt 2001). For ease of exposition, I will treat the imperfec-
tivizing markers as a whole in what follows.

Thus, the relevant part of the linearized structure with aspectual markers and
their aspectual effects looks like (22). LP stands for lexical prefixes, SP for super-
lexical prefixes and SI for the secondary imperfective suffix.

(22) [SPhigher[[SPlower[LP[√root]PF/IPF]PF]PFSI]IPF]PF

Recall that some superlexical prefixes merge lower and others higher than the
imperfectivizing suffix (and some of them can merge in a lower as well as in a
higher position).

1.3 The semelfactive marker

The semelfactive suffix consists of -n- and some vowel in Slavic (the original
form was *-nVn-; see Wiemer & Seržant 2017). It selects a root with a punctual

2In this respect, Czech differs from Russian, which only allows completive do- in the lower
position (see Tatevosov’s 2008 discussion of intermediate prefixes).
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or instantaneous property and derives a perfective stem, as illustrated in the
Russian example (23) and the Czech example (24).3

(23) a. krik
shout
‘shout’

b. krik-nu-ťPF

shout-seml-inf
‘to shout out’ (Russian)

(24) a. bod
point
‘point’

b. bod-nou-tPF

point-seml-inf
‘to stab’ (Czech)

The semelfactive marker differs from the suffix -nV - present in other verbs like
degree achievements. The degree achievement -nV - selects a root denoting a
property and does not have a perfectivizing effect on the verb (see Taraldsen
Medová & Wiland 2019 for the relation and differences between the two -nV -
suffixes).

Since the semelfactive suffix attaches directly to the root and verbalizes it, as
shown by the contrasts in (23) and (24), I assume that it spells out the verbalizing
head v. If correct, then we expect the semelfactive suffix to be in complementary
distribution with other themes representing the verbalizing v. This prediction
is borne out, as demonstrated below. The examples in (25a) and (26a) show a
grammatical combination of the root and a theme vowel, whereas the examples
in (25b)–(25c) and (26b)–(26c) – based on grammatical forms (23b) and (24b) –
demonstrate that the co-occurrence of the theme vowel and the semelfactive
suffix leads to ungrammaticality in both orders.4,5

3Some Russian verbs take the expressive, extendedmarker -anu- (and some both -nu- and -anu-);
see e.g. Isačenko (1962) and Švedova (1980).

4A reviewer suggests analyzing the marker -nu- as a sequence of the semelfactive marker (with
the perfective feature) and the theme vowel, which would have the advantage that all theme
vowels would be analyzed identically: as verbalizers without aspectual features. The disadvan-
tage, however, is that then the verbalizer (the theme vowel) would not be adjacent to the root,
contrary to the standard assumption. In addition, the elements behave like a unit, e.g. with
respect to elision; cf. the following Czech alternatives in the past tense: tiskl/tisknul ‘printed’.

5To avoid hiatus, I insert /v/ between the semelfactive suffix and the theme vowel in (25b) and
(26c), a strategy known from secondary imperfectives.
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(25) a. krič-a-ť
shout-th-inf
‘to shout’

b. * krik-nu-va-ť
shout-seml-th-inf
Intended: ‘to shout out’

c. * krič-a-nu-ť
shout-th-seml-inf
Intended: ‘to shout out’ (Russian)

(26) a. bod-a-t
point-th-inf
‘to stab’

b. * bod-a-nou-t
point-th-seml-inf
Intended: ‘to stab’

c. * bod-nou-va-t
point-seml-th-inf
Intended: ‘to stab’ (Czech)

Given that the semelfactive marker represents the verbalizing head v, the com-
plementary distribution of this suffix and the secondary imperfective marker –
shown in (27) and (28) – cannot be based on structural blocking, as proposed e.g.
by Markman (2008) for Russian.

(27) * krik-nu-va-ť
shout-seml-si-inf
Intended: ‘to shout out’ (Russian)

(28) * bod-nou-va-t
point-seml-si-inf
Intended: ‘to stab’ (Czech)

The reason for ungrammaticality of cases like (27) and (28) can be rather semantic.
For instance, Jabłońska (2007) argues that semelfactives – being instantaneous –
do not have a process part in their event structure, onwhich the progressive oper-
ator of secondary imperfectives could operate. Another possibility is to assume
that the secondary imperfective suffix spells out an atelicizer/eventizer, which
combines with complex events, i.e. accomplishments (𝜆𝑅.𝜆𝑒.∃𝑠[𝑅(𝑒)(𝑠)], see Ła-
zorczyk 2010 and Tatevosov 2015). It is obvious that semelfactives are not of the
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appropriate eventive type; they do not introduce a change of state (e.g. Smith
1991) and they are taken to be achievements by Vendler (1957).6

There is also a possibility to exclude cases like (27) and (28) by morphological
blocking, where the existence of the simpler imperfective forms kričať in (25a)
and bodat in (26a) prevents the use of the more complex forms (27) and (28). The
advantage of the second and the third possibility is that in contrast to the argu-
ment by Jabłońska (2007) they can also answer the question of why (27) and (28)
are not possible with the iterative (non-progressive) reading of the imperfectiviz-
ing suffix.7

As to structural properties of the semelfactive -n(V )-, it needs to be placed
outside lexical prefixes, as demonstrated in (29), with SEML representing the
verbalizing head v.

(29) [SPhigher[[SPlower[v SEML [LP[√root]PF/IPF]PF]PF]PFSI]IPF]PF

The rationale behind is that root nominalizations can contain lexical prefixes but
cannot include the semelfactive -n(V )-. As shown in (30) for Russian and in (31)
for Czech, root nominalizations can contain lexical prefixes but can include nei-
ther lower superlexicals nor higher superlexical prefixes (see also Caha & Ziková
2016 for Czech data). The Russian podkop can only have themeaning ‘tunnel’; the
attenuative superlexical interpretation of pod- is not available in this case. Sim-
ilarly in the Czech (31), příkop can only mean ‘ditch’ and the prefix pří- cannot
have the attenuative interpretation.

(30) a. pod-kop
under-dig
‘tunnel’

6The second reasoning could also explain the incompatibility of the degree achievement -n(V )-
with the imperfectivizing suffix in cases like (i.b). Alternatively, one may suggest that the
ungrammatical status of (i.b) has an economy reason because degree achievement verbs like
sochnuť in (i.a) are imperfective (without the imperfectivizing suffix).

(i) a. soch-nu-ť
dry-da-inf
‘to dry’

b. * soch-nu-va-ť
dry-da-si-inf
Intended: ‘to dry’ (Russian)

7As pointed out by a reviewer, the claim that the complementary distribution of the semelfac-
tive suffix and the secondary imperfective marker is not based on structural blocking is also
supported by the fact that in languages like South-East Serbo-Croatian, the two markers are
combined quite productively, as in tak-n-uje-m ‘I touch repeatedly’.
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b. * pod-kop
att-dig
Intended: ‘little kick’ (Russian)

(31) a. pří-kop
at-dig
‘ditch’

b. * pří-kop
att-dig
Intended: ‘little kick’ (Czech)

This means that the boundary of root nominalizations must be placed between
the projection containing lexical prefixes and the projections with lower super-
lexicals (and the projection with the semelfactive suffix) in (29).

There is, however, an interesting distinction between Russian and Czech with
respect to nominalizations and the semelfactive suffix. While in Czech the suffix
can be a part of stem nominalizations, in Russian it is not possible; consider the
contrast between (32) and (33).

(32) * kop-nu-t-i-e
dig-seml-n/t-nmlz-nom.sg
Intended: ‘a dig/kick’ (Russian)

(33) kop-nu-t-í
dig-seml-n/t-nmlz.nom.sg
‘a dig/kick’ (Czech)

This can be related to the fact that in contrast to Czech nominalizations, Rus-
sian stem nominalizations are structurally less complex and do not contain the
aspectual projection, as discussed in the next section.

As illustrated in (23) and (24), the semelfactive suffix perfectivizes the stem,
as do prefixes. If both elements co-occur, then unsurprisingly the predicate re-
mains perfective, irrespective of whether the prefix is lexical or superlexical. For
a lexical prefix, consider the Russian example in (34) and for a superlexical prefix
consider the Czech example (35), with an attenuative reading.

(34) [vs-[krik-nu-ť]PF]PF

up-shout-seml-inf
‘to give a scream’ (Russian)

(35) [na-[prask-nou-t]PF]PF

att-crack-seml-inf
‘to crack partially’ (Czech)
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Generally, it is difficult to find examples of semelfactive predicates with a su-
perlexical prefix. This results from the fact that semelfactive predicates refer to
bounded singleton events that are punctual, which clashes with the fact that
superlexical prefixes typically modify the spatiotemporal path of the event ex-
pressed by the base predicate. Moreover, the perfective aspect of semelfactive
verbs pose a problem for the imperfective selection properties of some superlex-
ical prefixes.

As the comparison of (36a) and (36b) shows, the semelfactive -n(V )- is respon-
sible for the ungrammatical status of the verb prefixed by the delimitative prefix
po-.

(36) a. po-bod-a-t
del-point-th-inf
‘to stab to a certain extent several times’

b. * po-bod-nou-t
del-point-seml-inf
Intended: ‘to stab in a short time frame’ (Czech)

Building on the data, I propose the followingmeaning for the semelfactive -n(V )-.

(37) JSEMLK = 𝜆𝑃𝜆𝑒[𝑃(𝑒) ∧ ATOM(𝑒) ∧ 𝜇(𝑒) = 1]
It derives predicates with a single occurrence of the event (via the measure func-
tion μ: cardinality) described by the stem and the event is atomic. That is, there
is no proper part of the event (it is punctual), which means that the predicate is
not divisive, which in turn means that it is quantized (see Borer 2005). Because
of the minimal (atomic) property of the semelfactive -n(V )-, there is no path in
the event that could be accessible to the delimitative po- in cases like (36b).8 The
ungrammaticality of (36b) cannot be based on unsatisfied selection properties of
the prefix po- if delimitative po- and attenuative po- form a natural class. Specifi-
cally, the attenuative prefix can also adjoin to perfective predicates in Czech, as
in [po-[otevřít]PF]PF ‘to open a little’.

The single occurrence property of the semelfactive -n(V )- in (37) is responsible
for the fact that the iterative reading is not available in cases like kriknuť ‘to shout
out’ and bodnout ‘to stab’ in (23b) and (24b), respectively. In contrast, predicates
with the identical root but without the semelfactive -n(V )- like kričať ‘to shout’
and bodat ‘to stab’ in (25a) and (26a) allow the iterative interpretation.9

8The minimal property is a (language) idealization; in the real world, there can be some trajec-
tory involved e.g. in the stab movement (cf. Rothstein 2004).

9The single occurrence property can also be defined in terms of a maximality operator; see Egg
(2018).
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1.4 The habitual marker

Russian habitual forms like (38b) – derived from (38a) – are classified as colloquial
or archaic and it is often claimed that they only occur in the past tense (see
Isačenko 1962, Zaliznjak & Šmelev 1997, Padučeva 2015, but see also Tatevosov
2013).10

(38) a. pis-a-ťIPF

write-th-inf
‘to write’

b. pis-yva-ťIPF

write-hab-inf
‘to write repeatedly’ (Russian)

In contrast, Czech derives analogous imperfective forms quite productively (Filip
1993, Filip & Carlson 1997, Esvan 2007, Nübler 2017, but see also Berger 2009);
consider example (39). Certain authors even consider forms like (39b) to be an
instantiation of a ‘third aspect’ (see e.g. Kopečný 1962).11

(39) a. ps-á-tIPF

write-th-inf
‘to write’

b. ps-á-va-tIPF

write-th-hab-inf
‘to write repeatedly’ (Czech)

The examples above show that in both languages, the habitual suffix derives an
imperfective verb from an imperfective base.

In Czech, there are also reduplicative forms like (40), which are usually de-
scribed as expressive predicates denoting a longer (or temporally distant, see
Filip 1993) habitual event. They are imperfective, too.

(40) ps-á-vá-va-tIPF

write-th-hab-hab-inf
‘to write repeatedly for a long time/long ago’ (Czech)

10I use the term habitual but various terms can be found in the literature: “iterative”, “frequen-
tative” and “generic”.

11Against expectations, Polish is even more restricted than Russian with respect to habitual
forms like pis-ywa-ć ‘to write repeatedly’. There are only a few verbs (see Grzegorczykowa
et al. 1984 and Łaziński 2020).
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In contrast to Russian, it is also possible to derive a habitual predicate from a
secondary imperfective verb in Czech, as shown by the pair in (41). The derived
verb is again imperfective.

(41) a. vy-pis-ova-tIPF

out-write-si-inf
‘to excerpt’

b. vy-pis-ová-va-tIPF

out-write-si-hab-inf
‘to excerpt repeatedly’ (Czech)

Examples (39b) and (41b) show that the habitual marker is outside the theme and
the imperfectivizing suffix, respectively. Building on the structural proposal in
(29), that means that the habitual suffix must also be higher than lexical prefixes
and lower superlexical prefixes.

In fact, the habitual marker is even higher than higher superlexical prefixes
and the aspectual projection. The argument goes as follows. It has been argued
that Russian nie-nominals are aspectless (see Švedova 1980, Schoorlemmer 1995,
Gehrke 2008, Tatevosov 2011, 2020); hence phasal verbs can combine with pre-
fixed nominals derived from a perfective stem like in (42).

(42) načal
started

na-pis-a-n-i-e
on-write-th-n/t-nmlz-acc.sg

‘started writing’ (Russian; based on Tatevosov 2011: ex. (18))

On the contrary, Czech stem nominalizations have the morphological aspect (e.g.
Procházková 2006). For this reason, the phasal verb is compatible with the im-
perfective nominals in (43a) and (44a) but is not compatible with the perfective
nominals in (43b) and (44b).

(43) a. začal
started

vy-pis-ová-n-í
out-write-si-n/t-nmlz.acc.sg

‘he started writing out’
b. * začal

started
vy-ps-á-n-í
out-write-th-n/t-nmlz.acc.sg

Intended: ‘he started writing out’ (Czech)

(44) a. začalo
started

na-kup-ová-n-í
on-buy-si-n/t-nmlz.nom.sg

‘buying started’
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b. * začalo
started

na-koup-e-n-í
on-buy-th-n/t-nmlz.nom.sg

Intended: ‘buying started’ (Czech)

Czech stem nominalizations can be prefixed with higher superlexical prefixes
like the cumulative na- in example (45a), in contrast to Russian -nie nominals,
which only allow superlexicals in the lower position (see Tatevosov 2011). Note
that the prefix na- is indeed cumulative because the prefixed predicate can take
a plural object like in naházení židlí na něco ‘throwing chairs on sth.’ but cannot
combine with a quantized singular object like in naházení židle na něco ‘throwing
a chair on sth.’. Crucially, stem nominalizations cannot contain the habitual suffix,
as demonstrated in (45b).

(45) a. na-ház-e-n-í
cum-throw-th-n/t-nmlz.nom.sg
‘throwing a lot of sth.’

b. * ps-á-vá-n-í
write-th-hab-n/t-nmlz.nom.sg
Intended: ‘repeated writing’ (Czech)

This means that stem nominalizations include the structure in (29). Their struc-
ture includes higher superlexical prefixes but also the aspectual projection in
Czech, which hosts the perfective or the imperfective operator responsible for
the morphological aspect interpretation.12 At the same time, the data suggest
that the habitual suffix is higher than superlexical prefixes and the aspectual
projection.

12In the case of the perfective operator, the event time is included in the reference time, as in
(i.a), and with the imperfective operator, the reference time is included in the event time, as
shown in (i.b) (both taken from Paslawska & von Stechow 2003: 322).

(i) a. PERFECTIVE = 𝜆𝑃𝜆𝑡∃𝑒.𝜏 (𝑒) ⊆ 𝑡 ∧ 𝑃(𝑒)
b. IMPERFECTIVE = 𝜆𝑃𝜆𝑡∃𝑒.𝑡 ⊆ 𝜏(𝑒) ∧ 𝑃(𝑒)

For predicates with a result state introduced by a prefix, one can add the state variable and the
trace function mapping the state to its time, as in (ii) (taken from Biskup 2019: 43).

(ii) PERFECTIVE = 𝜆𝑅𝜆𝑡∃𝑠∃𝑒[𝑅(𝑠)(𝑒) ∧ 𝜏(𝑒) ⊆ 𝑡 ∧ 𝜏(𝑒) ⊃⊂ 𝜏(𝑠)]
The presence of the appropriate operator is tested with the standard diagnostics for perfec-
tivity and imperfectivity, i.e. (in)compatibility with the auxiliary ‘to be’, (im)possibility of the
future interpretation of the present form, (in)compatibility with phase verbs and the formation
of participles. Note that I follow the two-component approach to aspect and distinguish the
morphological (grammatical, outer) aspect from the lexical (situation, inner) aspect.
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The high position of the habitual affix finds support in the fact that the marker
can scope over quantificational adverbs, which are very high in the clausal struc-
ture; consider the following example.

(46) Z
from

dovolené
vacation

ps-á-va-l
write-th-hab-part.m.sg

velmi
very

zřídka.
rarely

‘It was almost always the case that when he was on vacation, he sent a
letter very rarely.’ (Czech)

I assume for the time being that the meaning of the habitual marker is ‘to tend
to’ or ‘almost always’, as shown in the translation in (46). The rationale behind is
that the meaning of always is too strong. Given that sentence (47) is anomalous,
the meaning of the habitual marker cannot be ‘always’. That would derive a fully
acceptable sentence.

(47) * Člověk
man

bý-vá-∅
be-hab-3.sg

smrtelný.
mortal

‘Man is almost always mortal.’ (Czech)

Given the high structural position of the habitual marker, the question arises
why it is not compatible with the semelfactive -n(V )-, as illustrated in (48) and
(49). The answer is not complicated. The habitual suffix selects an imperfective
predicate but the semelfactive affix derives perfective verbs.

(48) * krik-nu-va-ť
shout-seml-hab-inf
Intended: ‘to shout out repeatedly’ (Russian)

(49) * bod-nou-va-t
point-seml-hab-inf
Intended: ‘to stab repeatedly’ (Czech)

In both languages, the habitual suffixes are identical to the secondary imper-
fective suffixes. Russian mostly uses the marker -yva-/-iva-, as in (38b), but the
markers -va- and -a-/-ja- can also be found; consider verbs in (50) and (51). These
examples again suggest that -va- and -a- are phonologically conditioned allo-
morphs.

(50) a. pe-ťIPF

sing-inf
‘to sing’
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b. pe-va-ťIPF

sing-hab-inf
‘to sing repeatedly’ (Russian)

(51) a. vid-e-ťIPF

see-th-inf
‘to see’

b. vid-a-ťIPF

see-hab-inf
‘to see repeatedly’ (Russian)

In Czech, habitual suffixes form a subset of the secondary imperfective markers.
Beside -va-, there is also its allomorph -a-, as in (52), and the marker -e-, which
is not productive (see Petr 1986).

(52) a. jís-tIPF

eat-inf
‘to eat’

b. jíd-a-tIPF

eat-hab-inf
‘to eat repeatedly’ (Czech)

In what follows, I argue that – albeit homophonous – the habitual markers are
not secondary imperfective suffixes. First, there are morphological aspect differ-
ences. While the imperfectivizing suffix derives an imperfective predicate from
a perfective verb, the habitual suffix derives an imperfective predicate from an
imperfective base.

There are also interpretational differences. Secondary imperfective verbs can
have the progressive interpretation, the iterative interpretation, the factual and
the habitual/generic interpretation. In contrast, predicates with the habitual suf-
fix can only have the habitual/generic interpretation, as demonstrated by the
(repeatedly) translations in this section. An analogous distinction is observed in
cases with iterative adverbs, as in (53). In sentence (53a), two interpretations are
available: The first, cardinality interpretation has three iterated events of writing
during one vacation. The second one is the habitual quantificational interpreta-
tion, which is probably stronger than the habitual interpretation of predicates
with the overt habitual marker. In contrast, with the habitual suffix, as in (53b),
only the habitual interpretation is available, with z dovolené psával going to the
restrictor and třikrát to the nucleus of the habitual quantifier almost always (or
of the standard generic operator).
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(53) a. Z
from

dovolené
vacation

ps-a-l
write-th-part.m.sg

třikrát.
three.times

‘From vacation, he sent a letter three times.’
‘From vacation, he tended to send a letter three times.’

b. Z
from

dovolené
vacation

ps-á-va-l
write-th-hab-part.m.sg

třikrát.
three.times

‘It was almost always the case that when he was on vacation, he sent
a letter three times.’ (Czech)

The next argument is based on differences in nominalizations. As already shown
by the ungrammatical form *psávání in (45b), the habitual marker cannot be
included in stem nominalizations. However, the secondary imperfective suffix
can be a part of such nominalizations, as illustrated in (54b) (and simplex verbs
can also be nominalized, as shown in (54a)).

(54) a. ps-a-n-í
write-th-n/t-nom.sg
‘writing’

b. vy-pis-ová-n-í
out-write-si-n/t-nom.sg
‘excerpting’’ (Czech)

As to phonological properties of the secondary imperfective suffix and the habit-
ual marker, there are many similarities. Both affixes can induce a vowel change,
most typically the change from the phoneme /o/ to /a/, which is a relic of the
Proto-Indo-European vowel gradation (lengthening, see e.g. Nandris & Auty
1969). For the Russian imperfectivizing suffix, consider (55) and for the habitual
marker, see (56).13

(55) a. s-pros-í-ťPF

with-ask-th-inf
‘to ask’

b. s-práš-iva-ťIPF

with-ask-si-inf
‘to ask’ (Russian)

(56) a. chod-í-ťIPF

walk-th-inf
‘to walk’

13In the perfective form in (55a), the phoneme /o/ is reduced and surfaces as the phone [ɐ] given
its positioning in the first pretonic syllable.
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b. cháž-iva-ťIPF

walk-hab-inf
‘to walk repeatedly’ (Russian)

The examples also show that both aspectual morphemes can shift the accent
to the root and that the underlying front theme vowel can palatalize the root
consonant in the derived forms in (55b) and (56b).

Lengthening processes are observed in Czech, too. In (57) the imperfectivizing
marker -(v)a- lengthens the preceding theme vowel. Similarly, in (58) the habitual
marker -(v)a- lengthens the preceding theme -i-. This lengthening also applies
in reduplicated form, as already shown in (39b) and (40) by the habitual form
ps-á-va-t and the reduplicated ps-á-vá-va-t, respectively.

(57) a. vy-děl-a-tPF

out-make-th-inf
‘to earn’

b. vy-děl-á-va-tIPF

out-make-th-si-inf
‘to earn’ (Czech)

(58) a. chod-i-tIPF

walk-th-inf
‘to walk’

b. chod-í-va-tIPF

walk-th-hab-inf
‘to walk repeatedly’ (Czech)

However, there are differences between phonological effects of the two markers.
The habitual marker lengthens the preceding vowel but does not induce transi-
tive palatalization in contrast to the secondary imperfective suffix. Consider the
following examples, with the root pros, which is palatalized by the theme -i- in
(59a)–(59b) but is not affected in (59c)–(59d).

(59) a. vy-pros-i-tPF

out-beg-th-inf
‘to beg’

b. vy-proš-ova-tIPF

out-beg-si-inf
‘to beg’
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c. pros-i-tIPF

beg-th-inf
‘to beg’

d. pros-í-va-tIPF

beg-si-hab-inf
‘to beg repeatedly’ (Czech)

This different behavior possibly results from a specific templatic properties of
secondary imperfective verbs in Czech, which must weigh three morae without
the prefix (see Scheer 2003, Caha & Scheer 2008, Caha & Ziková 2016 for tem-
platic properties of Czech verbal forms). In fact, this is what we expect if the
imperfectivizing suffix and the habitual marker are two different elements rep-
resenting distinct pieces of structure that enter into relations with differently
complex constituents.

Moreover, the Czech habitual marker does not induce the vowel gradation in
the root (with transitive palatalization) in contrast to the imperfectivizingmarker.
Compare chod-í-va-t ‘to walk repeatedly’ from (58b) with the Russian cháž-iva-ť
‘to walk repeatedly’ in (56b) and with (60), which contains the /o/-/a/ alternation
induced by the imperfective suffix.

(60) a. vy-tvoř-i-tPF

out-make-th-inf
‘to make’

b. vy-tvář -e-tIPF

out-make-si-inf
‘to make’ (Czech)

Given the differences just discussed, I conclude that the imperfectivizing suffix
and the habitual suffix are not identical elements. Yet, there can be one under-
specified vocabulary item that spells out both elements, as shown in (61).

(61) -yva- ↔ [ipf]

According to this rule, -yva- (which represents allomorphs of the habitual and
the imperfectivizing suffix) is inserted into a morphosyntactic context specified
as imperfective. That is, -yva- can realize the habitual and the imperfectivizing
head, which both have the imperfective feature (for more discussion, see §3). The
syntactic, semantic and phonological differences between the two suffixes then
result from the fact that they represent distinct pieces of the morphosyntactic
structure and consequently enter into relations with different elements.
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To conclude this section, the linearized structure with the four aspectual mark-
ers and their morphological aspect effects looks like (62).

(62) [[[SPhigher [[SPlower [v SEML [LP [√root]PF/IPF]PF]PF]PF SI]IPF]PF Asp]
HAB]IPF

Note that it is an overall picture that does not take into account selection prop-
erties and particular incompatibilities of the markers.

2 Aspect separated from the four aspectual markers

We have seen that the aspectual interpretation is determined by several elements,
which can have opposite aspectual effects (perfective versus imperfective). The
discussion of the four markers and their morphological aspect effects showed
that the morphological aspect value of a predicate can change in the course of
its derivation. That is, each new aspect marker adds a new aspect layer to the
preceding derivation that covers the preceding aspect values. Recall that we have
seen that the morphological aspect is determined by the last attached aspectual
morpheme. I will call itMorphological Aspect Generalization (MAG); consider (63).

(63) Morphological Aspect Generalization
The morphological aspect is determined by the last attached aspectual
morpheme.

I also showed that in certain cases aspectual markers do not change the morpho-
logical aspect interpretation. These facts are not new; see e.g. Karcevski (1927),
Isačenko (1962), Zinova & Filip (2015) and Tatevosov (2020). Given these facts,
we need a mechanism that can inspect all the relevant aspectual morphemes and
can determine which of them is the final one.

The ideal candidate is the operationAgree. Given that it can establish a relation
between the probe and the goal at a distance, it is suitable for cases where the
interpretation is separated from the element that triggers it.

Tatevosov (2011) argues that prefixes are not morphological exponents of the
perfective aspect. His argument is based on the fact that Russian stem nominal-
izations are aspectless although they are formed from prefixed stems. In other
words, if prefixes were not dissociated from the perfective meaning, Russian -nie
nominals would have to be interpreted as perfective. According to Pazelskaya
& Tatevosov (2008) and Tatevosov (2011), Russian stem nominalizations include
the projection with the secondary imperfective suffix at the most. As discussed
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in §1.4, Czech stem nominalizations also contain higher superlexical prefixes and
the aspectual projection. Thus, the structures of the two languages differ in the
presence/absence of higher superlexicals and the aspectual projection (i.e. the
presence/absence of the aspectual interpretation), as shown in my notation in
(64) and (65).

(64) [[[[SPlower [v SEML [LP [√root]PF/IPF]PF]PF]PF SI]IPF N/T] n] (Russian)

(65) [[[[SPhigher [[SPlower [v SEML [LP [√root]PF/IPF]PF]PF]PF SI]IPF]PF Asp]
N/T] n] (Czech)

Now I will extend the separation argument to the semelfactive marker. Since Rus-
sian nominalizations generally disallow the presence of the semelfactive -n(V )-
and Czech stem nominalizations (with or without SEML) always have the mor-
phological aspect, we cannot construct a direct argument with aspectless nom-
inals containing the semelfactive -n(V )-.14 Recall that I argued in §1.3 that the
semelfactive suffix spells out the verbalizing head v, as do other theme elements;
consider (64) and (65) again. Given this and the fact that the aspectual projection
occurs outside the projection with the imperfectivizing suffix (and also higher
than projections with the -n-/-t- suffix and the nominalizing suffix in Russian, as
shown in (64)), it is obvious that the semelfactive marker is separated from the
perfective aspect. Below I will show that the semelfactive marker is also sepa-
rated from the aspectual projection by the projection of Voice, which introduces
the agent argument.

Note that it would not be reasonable to postulate another aspectual projection
with the perfective interpretation specific to the semelfactive -n(V )- because of
the reason of language economy and because of universality of the clausal hierar-
chy. Moreover, given that the perfectivity effect of the semelfactive -n(V )- is real
– see the periphrastic future test in (66) and (67) – the analysis of the semelfactive
marker cannot be based only on its inner aspect properties.

(66) a. budet
will

krič-a-ťIPF

shout-th-inf
‘it/(s)he will shout’

b. * budet
will

krik-nu-ťPF

shout-seml-inf
Intended: ‘it/(s)he will shout out’ (Russian)

14The question of exactly how the presence of Asp licenses the presence of the semelfactive
marker in Czech, I leave for future research.
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(67) a. bude
will

bod-a-tIPF

point-th-inf
‘it/(s)he will stab’

b. * bude
will

bod-nou-tPF

point-seml-inf
Intended: ‘it/(s)he will stab’ (Czech)

Romanova (2004), Tatevosov (2015) and Mueller-Reichau (2020) argue for Rus-
sian that the imperfectivizing suffix merges inside the verbal domain. Thus, the
secondary imperfective marker, too, is dissociated from its interpretation be-
cause the aspectual head responsible for the imperfective interpretation is lo-
cated in a higher position above vP. According to Biskup (2020) – who uses a
scope argument like the one in Tatevosov (2015) – scope facts with the Czech cu-
mulative na- also suggest that the position of the imperfectivizing suffix is below
the projection with the agentive argument. The same point can be done with the
distributive prefix po-.

Concretely, cumulative na- and distributive po- can quantify over an object, as
shown by the grammatical plural (non-quantized) object in (68a). The ungram-
maticality of the quantized, singular object jablko ‘apple’ shows that the prefix
na- is indeed cumulative and the prefix po- distributive. In contrast, the prefixes
cannot quantify over an agentive subject, as demonstrated in (68b), where the
plural subject is ungrammatical. Only if the object is plural, non-quantized, the
sentence is grammatical, as demonstrated in (68c). This goes hand in hand with
the fact that when we want to quantify over the agentive subject, the argument
structure (including case properties) of the verb needs to be manipulated and the
reflexive element must be added in the case of the cumulative na-, as shown in
(68d).15

(68) a. po-/na-s-bír-a-tPF

dist-/cum-with-take-si-inf
{jablka
apples

/ *jablko}
apple

distributive: ‘to pick apples/*apple one after another’
cumulative: ‘to pick amount of apples/*apple’

15Also compare the following examples with ‘self’ and the cumulative/saturative na-, which can
quantify over the subject.

(i) a. na-begat’-sja
on-run-self
‘to have one’s fill of running’ (Russian)

b. na-běhat
on-run

se
self

‘to have one’s fill of running’ (Czech)
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b. * Sousedi
neighbors

po-/na-sbírali
dist-/cum-picked

jablko.
apple

Intended distributive: ‘Neighbors one after another picked an apple.’
Intended cumulative: ‘Amount of neighbors picked an apple.’

c. Sousedi
neighbors

po-/na-sbírali
dist-/cum-picked

jablka.
apples

distributive: ‘Neighbors picked apples one after another.’
cumulative: ‘Neighbors picked amount of apples.’

d. Sousedi
neighbors

se
self

nasbírali
picked

jablek
apples.gen.pl

do
to

sytosti.
one’s.fill

‘Neighbors had their fill of picking apples.’ (Czech)

Given that the perfective nasbírat is derived by attaching the cumulative na- and
the distributive po- to the stem after the secondary imperfective suffix, the ex-
ample suggests that higher superlexical prefixes like the cumulative na- and the
distributive po- merge below the head introducing the agent and above the im-
perfectivizing suffix in Czech. Consequently, in the light of the fact that the
aspectual projection is above the projection introducing the agent (e.g. Babko-
Malaya 2003, Filip 2005, Błaszczak & Klimek-Jankowska 2012, Gribanova 2015),
it is possible to conclude that the imperfective interpretation is separated from
the imperfectivizing suffix.

At the same time, if it is correct that higher superlexical prefixes merge below
the projection with the agent (VoiceP), we also have an argument for separating
prefixes from the perfective interpretation occurring in the aspectual projection.

The following examples show that stem nominalizations like the Russian -nie
nominals and the Czech -ní nominals can have an agent. The nominals can co-
occur with an agent-oriented modifier, as in (69a) and (70a), and can be modified
by an agentive by-phase, as shown in (69b) and (70b).

(69) a. umyšlennoe
deliberate

prestuplenie
delict

‘a wilful delict’
b. soveršenie

perpetration
prestuplenija
delict.gen.sg

licom…
person.instr.sg

‘a perpetration of the delict by a person’ (Russian)

(70) a. úmyslné
deliberate

poškození
damage

‘a malicious damage’
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b. spáchání
perpetration

trestného
criminal.gen.sg

činu
act.gen.sg

osobou…
person.instr.sg

‘a perpetration of the delict by a person’ (Czech)

Now let us combine it with the fact that Russian stem nominalizations are aspect-
less (as discussed in §1.4). Applying the containment argument again, we con-
clude that (at least in Russian) the aspectual projection is indeed above VoiceP,
as shown in (71).

(71) [[[SPhigher [[SPlower [v SEML [LP [√root]PF/IPF]PF]PF]PFSI]IPF]PF Voice]
Asp]

Kwapiszewski (2021) argues for the position of the secondary imperfective suffix
below Voice and in this way also for separating the imperfectivizing suffix from
the morphological aspect in Polish. He builds on Baker & Vinokurova (2009) and
draws a parallelism between English nominals in -er and Polish agent/instrument
-acz/-arka nominals. He shows that Polish -acz/-arka nominalizations can con-
tain the imperfectivizing suffix but do not embed the Voice projection since they
do not allow the relevant modifiers.

The same argument can be done for the Czech counterpart: -č nominals (Rus-
sian does not have this form of nominals). The animate as well as the inanimate
nominal contain the imperfectivizing suffix but do not allow agent-oriented mod-
ifiers, as demonstrated in (72).

(72) a. (*úmyslný)
deliberate

vy-jedn-a-va-č
out-one-th-si-nmlz

(*, aby
so.that

zabránil
prevent

válce)
war

Intended: ’someone who (deliberately) negotiates (in order to avoid a
war)’

b. o-vlad-a-č
about-rule-si-nmlz

(*osobou)
person.instr.sg

(*s
with

cílem
goal

měnit
switch

programy)
channels

Intended: ‘a remote control (used by a person) (for switching TV
channels)’ (Czech)

Thus, in Czech, too, such nominalizations include the projection with the sec-
ondary imperfective suffix but are structurally smaller than VoiceP and by tran-
sitivity, also smaller than AspP. Beside separating the imperfective suffix from
the imperfective interpretation, it also argues for the claim that prefixes are sep-
arated from the perfective interpretation in the aspectual projection. Because of
the presence of the imperfectivizing suffix, at least lexical and lower superlexical
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prefixes are expected to be able to occur in this type of nominalizations. This
seems to be correct, given the prefixed examples in (72).

If Baker & Vinokurova (2009) are correct in that agentive nominalizing mor-
phemes like -er are nominal versions of the Voice head (having meanings similar
to morphemes of Voice heads) that combine with the same complements as Voice
does, then the order of the morphemes itself can be taken to mean that the projec-
tion of Voice is higher than the projection of the secondary imperfective suffix.
The point is that the imperfectivizing suffix is always closer to the root than the
agentive nominalizing morpheme.

It is possible to extend this reasoning to other agent nominalizations, e.g. to
nominals ending in -tel’ in Russian, -tel in Czech and -ciel in Polish and to Russian
nominals with the suffixes -(l’)ščik and -čik, which are counterparts of the Czech
-č discussed above. Such agent nominalizations can contain the imperfectivizing
suffix and the suffix is always closer to the root than the agentive morpheme,
independently of whether the nominal is inanimate (instrument), as in (73a), or
animate, as in examples (73b) and (74).

(73) a. pere-gruž-a-tel’
over-load-si-nmlz
‘a loader’

b. ras-se-va-l’ščik
apart-sow-si-nmlz
‘a sorter’ (Russian)

(74) o-šetř-ova-tel
about-spare-si-nmlz
‘a keeper’ (Czech)

The consequences for dissociating prefixes and the secondary imperfective suf-
fix from the corresponding morphological aspect interpretation are identical to
those in the case of -acz/-arka and -č nominalizations discussed above.

The current analysis with AspP above VoiceP, as discussed wrt. (71), goes
against analyses like Zdziebko (2017: 571, 585), who argues that in Polish, the
agentive VoiceP is placed above the aspectual projection(s). According to a re-
viewer, data like (75) suggest that in Polish, VoiceP is also higher than HabP
since the habitual -yw- is inside the passive -n-.

(75) Ta
this

melodia
melody

jest
is

/ była
was

grywana
played.hab

w
in

wielu
many

rozgłośniach
stations

radiowych.
radio.

‘This melody is/was played in many radio stations.’ (Polish)
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However, I assume that -n- in fact projects a participial phrase, as in Biskup
(2016) and Biskup (2019: Chapter 4). PartP then includes HabP. An argument
for HabP above VoiceP could be based on the fact that stem nominalizations can
be agentive but cannot contain the habitual morpheme, like the Russian *pisy-
vanie ‘writing’ and the Czech *psávání ‘writing’ in (45b). Since Polish habitual
nominalizations like pisywanie ‘writing’ are grammatical, they can also contain
HabP.16

Since the nominalizations under discussion typically refer to an instrument or
an agent repeatedly performing the event expressed by the verb stem (they often
contain the imperfectivizing morpheme, as in (72–74)), they are incompatible
with the semelfactive suffix. Specifically, they conflict with the cardinality one
property of the semelfactive morpheme, as defined in (37).

The next structural prediction is that the nominalizations under discussion
cannot include the habitual marker for it is located above the aspectual projec-
tion. This prediction seems to be correct since e.g. the Czech National Corpus,
SYN 8 (Křen et al. 2019) contains no agent nominalization that have the habitual
marker and ends in -vatel.

Let us now consider the separation of the morphological aspect interpretation
from the habitual marker. The habitual suffix is special. First, in contrast to the
other aspectual markers, it occurs above the aspectual projection, as argued in
§1.4. Second, in contrast to the other markers, it does not reverse the morpholog-
ical aspect value of the predicate to which it adjoins. Because of the second prop-
erty, it in actuality does not have to be in a syntactic relation with the aspectual
head. It sufficeswhen it imposes the imperfective requirement on its complement.
Moreover, given this selection property and the specific quantificational mean-
ing of the marker, the habitual suffix can be treated as semantically independent
from the aspectual head, which encodes the inclusiveness relation between the
event time and the reference time.17 Furthermore, since there are forms with the

16In addition, given the reasoning in §1.4 that HabP is above AspP, the ‘be’ auxiliary in construc-
tions like (i) cannot be placed in AspP, contrary to Błaszczak & Klimek-Jankowska (2012) and
Błaszczak et al. (2014). As to the Russian habitual igryvať ‘to play repeatedly’, it is standardly
claimed that such forms are colloquial and used only in the past tense (see §1.4 again).

(i) a. Jan
Jan

będzie
will

grywać
play.hab

w
in

różnych
different

lokalach
pubs

w
in

Londynie.
London.

(Polish)

b. Jan
Jan

bude
will

hrávat
play.hab

v
in

různých
different

hospodách
pubs

v
in

Londýně.
London.

Both: ‘Jan will play in London in various pubs.’ (Czech)

17For the specific aspectual operators, see footnote 12.
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morphological aspect interpretation that exclude the habitual marker – recall the
Czech stem nominalizations from §1.4 –, I conclude that the habitual marker can
be separated from the aspectual phrase as well.

3 Deriving the morphological aspect value

As stated in the beginning of the preceding section, the operation Agree is very
suitable for cases where a certain interpretation is separated from the element
bringing out the interpretational effect. In our case, it is about perfective versus
imperfective effects triggered by the four aspectual markers. For this reason, we
need an interpretable unvalued aspect feature on the aspectual head and valued
features on the aspectual markers. The feature on the aspectual markers (either
perfective or imperfective) can value the unvalued feature on the head Asp and
in this way, it can bring about the appropriate inclusiveness relation between the
event time and the reference time.

In the current proposal, I follow the Agree analysis by Biskup (2020) and as-
sume that the secondary imperfective marker has an uninterpretable aspect fea-
ture with the imperfective value (recall the imperfectivizing effect of this suffix
from §1.2). In contrast, since prefixes perfectivize the base predicate, as we saw in
§1.1, they bear an uninterpretable aspect feature with the perfective value. The
same also holds for the semelfactive marker because it also has the perfective
effect, as discussed in §1.3. With respect to the habitual head, I argued in the pre-
ceding section that it has an imperfective selection feature and that it does not
have to enter into an Agree relation with the aspectual head. However, the ha-
bitual head bears the imperfective aspect feature, which ensures that the marker
-yva- can spell out it in accordance with the rule (61).

If we make the standard assumption that lexical prefixes merge in the com-
plement position of the root (e.g. Ramchand 2004, Svenonius 2004, Gehrke 2008,
Biskup 2019), then the (non-linearized) hierarchy with the four aspect markers
and their aspect features looks like (76).

(76) [HabP HABipf [AspP Aspasp-F:[ ][VoiceP Voice [SPP SPpf [SIP SIipf [SPP SPpf
[vP SEMLpf [√P √ [PP LPpf]]]]]]]]]

Assuming that morphemes are structurally heads, lexical prefixes head a prepo-
sitional phrase, the semelfactive marker heads the vP projection, superlexical
prefixes head their own projection SPP and the habitual suffix heads the habit-
ual projection. Superlexical projections can be iterated and occur either lower or
higher than the projection of the imperfectivizing morpheme SIP.
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The Agree analysis can successfully deal with the generalization MAG, that
is, with the fact that the morphological aspect value is determined by the last at-
tached aspectual morpheme. Specifically, using the standard operation of down-
ward Agree, the last – structurally, the highest – aspectual marker can be deter-
mined on the basis of minimality, i.e. the structural distance from the probing
aspectual head. The aspect feature of the closest marker will then value the un-
valued aspect feature of the aspect head. Since only downward Agree is used,
the habitual marker – occurring in a higher structural position – is not visible
for the probing aspectual head. This, however, does not pose a problem because
the marker cannot change the morphological aspect value, as already discussed
above.

If it is correct that the verb moves to the head Asp, as argued by Gribanova
(2013, 2015) for Russian, we receive the syntactic structure in Figure 1. Concretely,
when the unvalued feature of the aspectual head probes, the complex verbal head
is located in Voice. To determine the closeness of aspectual affixes and their fea-
tures, I employ the concept of dominance. It is the head to which the moving
element adjoins that projects, as demonstrated in the abstract structure in Fig-
ure 1. Since this head dominates the adjoined head, its features (among others,
its valued aspect feature) are closer to the c-commanding aspectual head than
the features of the adjoined head.

The complex Voice head in Figure 1 contains the following markers with their
aspect features: a lexical prefix (the preposition), a lower superlexical prefix, the
secondary imperfective suffix and a higher superlexical prefix. Therefore, the
structure can represent predicates like the Russian po-pere-za-pis-yva-ť ‘to re-
record for a while’. The delimitative prefix po- merges in the higher superlexical
position and the repetitive pere-merges in the lower superlexical position, i.e. be-
low the secondary imperfective suffix -yva-. The lexical prefix za- is represented
by the preposition in Figure 1. What is crucial here, is that the delimitative po-
projects its perfective feature and dominates the SI constituent headed by -yva-
with its imperfective aspect feature. Hence, it is the perfective feature of the de-
limitative po- that is the closest aspect feature and values the unvalued aspect
feature on Asp. Consequently, the predicate is interpreted as perfective.

Nothing changes on the result, if the lower superlexical prefix is missing like
in the perfective Russian example po-vy-talk-iva-ť ‘to push out one after another’
from §1.2. The distributive po-, with its perfective aspect feature, spells out the
higher SP in Figure 1 and it is again the closest element to the aspectual head.

In contrast, if a single superlexical prefix merges in the lower SP position like
in the Czech predicate do-plét-a-t ‘to complete knitting’ in (17b), the imperfective
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Asp′

Asp[asp-F: pf] VoiceP

DP Voice′

Voice

SPhigher[pf]

SI[ipf]

SPlower[pf]

v

√

P[pf] √

v

SPlower[pf]

SI[ipf]

SPhigher[pf]

Voice

SPhigherP

tSPhigher
SIP

tSI SPlowerP

tSPlower
vP

tv √P

t√ PP

tP

Agree

Figure 1: The derivation of the perfective morphological aspect

feature of the imperfectivizing suffix will be the closest aspect feature to Asp.
Consequently, the imperfective operator will be used for the aspectual head.

It is obvious from the discussion that there can be aspectual markers with
valued, uninterpretable aspect features that do not enter into an Agree relation
(recall also the habitual head, which is not c-commanded by the probing Asp and
bears a valued, uninterpretable imperfective feature). To cope with this issue, I
assume that for the semantic interface, only unvalued features (but not unin-
terpretable features) are offending. Concretely, the uninterpretable property of
a feature just signals that the feature should not be interpreted at the seman-
tic interface (cf. Zeijlstra 2009). In other words, the interpretable versus uninter-
pretable property can indicatewhere (i.e. which occurrence of) the feature should
be interpreted in the structure.
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In the case of predicates containing a lexical prefix and the imperfectivizing
suffix like the Russian za-rabat-yva-ť ‘to earn’ in (9b) and the Czech vy-proš-ova-
t ‘to beg’ in (16b), we also receive the imperfective aspect because the mother
SI node, with its imperfective feature, unambiguously dominates the P element
(lexical prefix); consider the structure in Figure 1 again.

If only a lexical prefix attaches to the predicate, as in na-kle-i-ť ‘to stick on’
in (1b) and vy-chov-a-t ‘to raise’ in (2b), the aspectual head probes the whole
way down in the complex Voice head and finally finds the only available aspect
feature on P. This brings about the perfective interpretation. Obviously, the same
result is obtained if a superlexical prefix is added to the lexical one, as in the
Russian pere-vy-poln-i-ť ‘to overfulfill’ in (7a) and the Czech pře-vy-chov-a-t ‘to
re-educate’ in (8a). There, however, it is the perfective feature of the superlexical
prefix that values the aspectual head.

Since lexical prefixesmerge in the complement of the root and then adjoin to it,
it must be the root that projects its features in the complex verbal head. From this
and the fact that lexical prefixes perfectivize the base predicate, it follows that the
root cannot have an imperfective aspect feature. For this reason, I assume that
the morphological aspect of simplex verbs is derived by a default mechanism.
Specifically, if the probing aspectual head does not find an aspect feature in its
c-command domain, it will receive the imperfective aspect value when it is sent
to the interfaces (see Preminger 2014 for the claim that the operation Agree can
fail). Note that this proposal is in line with the standard approach to Slavic aspect,
which takes imperfectivity to be the default aspect value (see e.g. Jakobson 1932,
1956, Comrie 1976, Nübler et al. 2017). As to the root of the exceptional perfective
simplex predicates like the Rusian and Czech kupiť /koupit ‘to buy’ and dať /dát
‘to give’, it bears a perfective feature, which is found by the probing aspectual
head. Concerning bi-aspectual verbs, I assume that their root can optionally have
the perfective feature (in addition to applying the default mechanism resulting
in imperfectivity) until the aspect value of the predicate is settled.

With respect to the semelfactive marker, it was shown in §1.3 that the suffix
combines with prefixes but does not co-occur with the secondary imperfective
suffix and the habitual marker. Given that the semelfactive marker also bears an
aspect feature and spells out the verbalizing head v, its perfective feature will
value the aspect feature of Asp in the case of lexically prefixed predicates like
the Russian vs-krik-nu-ť ‘to give a scream’ in (34) and, of course, in the case of
unprefixed semelfactive verbs like krik-nu-ť ‘to shout out’ in (23b), which were
discussed in §1.3.

On the contrary, in the case of superlexically prefixed semelfactive verbs like
the Czech na-prask-nou-t ‘to crack partially’ in (35), it will be the perfective fea-
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ture of the superlexical prefix that values the aspectual head (independently of
whether it is a lower or a higher superlexical prefix) since any SP projected by a
superlexical prefix always dominates v.

As discussed in sections §1.3 and §1.4, Russian and Czech stem nominaliza-
tions differ in the complexity of their structure, specifically, in the presence or
absence of higher superlexical prefixes and the aspectual projection. In the case
of Czech -ní nominals – which can contain higher superlexicals and have the
morphological aspect – the morphological aspect value on the aspectual head
will be derived as described above. In the case of Russian -nie nominals there is
no Agree operation because they are aspectless and include the projection with
the imperfectivizing marker at the most, plus the projection with the suffix -n-/-
t- and the nominalizing projection nP; see (64) again. Here, the assumption that
the uninterpretability of features just signals whether or not the appropriate (in-
stance of the) feature should be interpreted at the semantic interface is applicable.
This reasoning applies to all forms that lack the aspectual projection but contain
an aspectual marker with an aspect feature, e.g. to the root nominalizations dis-
cussed in §1.3, which can include a lexical prefix.

The proposal in Figure 1 derives the correct order for all morphemes except
superlexical prefixes. Given that prefixes display a peculiar behavior more gen-
erally, I assume that they also have weak prosodic properties which force them
to linearize to the left (see e.g. Caha & Ziková 2016, who argue for a proclitic
character of short verbal prefixes in Czech, and Biskup et al. 2011, who discuss
differences between prefixed verbs and particle verbs in German and argue that
in prefixed verbs the prepositional phonological word is weak in contrast to par-
ticle verbs).

4 Conclusions

I have argued that the four aspectual morphemes (prefixes, the secondary imper-
fective suffix, the semelfactive marker and the habitual suffix) are not exponents
of the morphological aspect in Russian and Czech; they just work as a trigger of
the corresponding aspectual interpretation. However, this is not to say that the
aspectual markers are meaningless. They have their own meaning, which can be
inner aspectual, as proposed e.g. for the semelfactive suffix in §1.3. I have shown
that the morphological aspect value is determined by the last attached aspectual
marker. The aspect value, I have derived by means of the operation Agree, using
the concept of closeness based on dominance relations in the moved verbal head.
The last-attached aspectual marker is the closest element with a valued aspect
feature.
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Abbreviations
acc accusative
att attenuative
comp completive
cum cumulative
da degree achievement
del delimitative
dist distributive
exc excessive
hab habitual
inc inceptive
inf infinitive

ipf imperfective
lp lexical prefix
nmlz nominalizing affix
nom nominative
part participle
pf perfective
rep repetitive
seml semelfactive
si secondary imperfective
sp superlexical prefix
th theme (vowel)
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Degree achievements from a Slavic
perspective
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The evaluative behaviour of degree achievements (e.g., cool, widen, lengthen, dry)
has been a puzzling problem for many linguists. The currently standard theory
(Kennedy & Levin 2008) treats them as degree expressions based on different types
of scales, which in turn influence the resulting evaluative or non-evaluative inter-
pretation. While it may account for English, this theory faces empirical problems
when confronted with cross-linguistic data. In this paper, we present an experi-
ment on Russian exploring if verbal prefixes influence the (non-)evaluative inter-
pretation of degree achievements. It follows from the results that prefixation is at
least as important as the underlying scales for the cases we studied, which empiri-
cally challenges the scalar theory.

Keywords: degree achievements, evaluativity, prefix, Russian, Slavic, experimental
evidence

1 Introduction

The current paper describes the relationship of evaluativity inferences of adjecti-
val degree achievements with Slavic verbal morphology, namely verbal prefixes.
We also report the results of an experiment testing said relationship in Russian
degree achievements.

Degree achievements such as increase or age are typically analysed as verbs
where the argument undergoes a positive scalar change, e.g., in the sentence
The river widened, the degree of the river’s width undergoes a positive change
(= increases) along some relevant dimension (= width). A large group of degree
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achievements consists of verbs derived from gradable adjectives, such as English
widenV from wideA or emptyV from emptyA. These deadjectival degree achieve-
ments will be the focus of the current paper and the experiment on Russian.

It is common to analyse gradable adjectives via the formal semantics notion of
an underlying scale. The underlying scales can differ with regard to their open-
ness. A scale is open when there are no endpoints specified; this leads to relative
gradable adjectives, where the standard of comparison that is needed to license
the positive form of such an adjective is supplied via the context of utterance.
Hence, as an example, it will take different absolute lengths to be considered
a long desk and a long boat.

On the other hand, a scale with at least one endpoint gives rise to an absolute
gradable adjective: the upper-bounded adjectives have the maximum endpoint
specified, the lower-bounded ones have the minimum, and closed-scale adjec-
tives have both endpoints. The standard of comparison used in positive forms
is then taken to be the specified endpoint of the given scale. Therefore, context
does not play the same role as in the relative adjectives and there should be no
difference in the degrees of dryness in a dry desk and a dry boat.

This division is supported by the different patterning of modifiers with differ-
ent types of adjectives, as shown below. We take almost and slightly as examples
of modifiers that are licensed only in particular situations: (i) for almost, the scale
in question has to have the maximum endpoint specified, hence the acceptability
with upper-bounded and closed-scale adjectives; whereas (ii) for slightly, it is the
other way around – the scale needs a minimum endpoint, as in lower-bounded
and closed-scale adjectives. Naturally, the scale with no specified endpoints does
not accept either of the mentioned modifiers.

1. relative adjectives: *almost long, *slightly tall

2. absolute adjectives

2.1 upper-bounded: almost dry, *slightly clean

2.2 lower-bounded: *almost dirty, slightly wet

2.3 closed-scale: almost opaque, slightly transparent

The scale typology will be important also while discussing degree achieve-
ments. Below, we will argue, following Kennedy & Levin (2008) among others,
that the underlying scale of the adjective remains in the meaning of the derived
degree achievement and influences its telicity and evaluativity behaviour.

This paper is structured as follows: §1.1 and §1.2 present an overview of the de-
gree achievement research, as well as the currently standard scalar theory. In §2,
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we turn to Slavic degree achievements with a focus on their prefixation pattern.
§3 reports the experiment testing the evaluative inferences of Russian degree
achievements. Finally, §4 summarises the article.

1.1 Telicity and evaluativity behaviour of degree achievements

Degree achievements are a puzzling group with regard to their telicity and eval-
uativity behaviour, as was first noted by Dowty (1979). Moreover, these two no-
tions have been often confused in the previous literature due to the misunder-
standings in the terminology. This section aims to delineate the two aspects and
clarify the terminology used in this paper.

We understand telicity as a property of verb phrases that denote an action
or an event with a specific endpoint. Let us first look at the telicity pattern in
motion verbs as a basis of the later comparison to degree achievements.

According to the standard telicity test of the acceptability of the adverbial
phrase for/in an hour, the predicate walked in (1a) is atelic (having no specific
endpoint). However, when an argument is added, e.g., to the pub, the whole pred-
icate walked to the pub in (1b) becomes telic and licenses the adverbial in an hour.
The telic event is maximal in a sense that it reaches its goal, so the VP walked
to the pub describes such events where its agent ends in the pub. Thus, motion
verbs can change their telicity according to the supplied arguments.

(1) a. John walked {for/*in} an hour. atelic
b. John walked to the pub {*for/in} an hour. telic

On the other hand, as shown by (2), English degree achievement cool is ambigu-
ous between the atelic interpretation (plausibly, the sentence would be true in
such a situation where some decrease of the temperature in the tea occurred) and
the telic interpretation (the most probable scenarios verifying the telic reading
would be such where the tea reached the room’s temperature). Moreover, the
ambiguity seems not to be related to change of the argument like in (1).

(2) The tea cooled {for/in} one hour.

Furthermore, what we refer to as evaluativity (following Brasoveanu & Rett
2018), is a property of (deadjectival) degree achievements whose corresponding
adjectives instantiate a degree above a particular standard. In other words, a de-
gree achievement is evaluative if it implies its base adjective in its positive form,
as in (3a); and non-evaluative, if the implication does not hold, as in (3b).1

1Other terms used in the literature have been positive and telic for evaluative readings; and
comparative and atelic for non-evaluative readings. However, it is important to differentiate
between telicity and evaluativity, hence the separate terminology in this paper.
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(3) a. The tea cooled in an hour. ⇝ The tea is cool. evaluative
b. The tea cooled for an hour. ⇝̸ The tea is cool. non-evaluative

In English, the telic predicates indicated by the adverbial in an hour usually cor-
respond with the evaluative interpretation, and vice versa, the atelic predicates
indicated by for an hour are usually non-evaluative, although this is not always
the case. However, as §2 will show, Slavic degree achievements can differentiate
between the two notions on a more visible level. Nevertheless, the situation in
Slavic languages is complicated by the fact that in degree achievements two no-
tions of maximalization coincide and also interact: degree maximalization (called
evaluativity in our article) and event maximalization (as described by Krifka 1992,
Filip 2008 a.o.). More about it in §2.

1.2 Accounts of degree achievements

The pattern presented above lead some researchers (most notably Abusch 1986)
to claim that all degree achievements are ambiguous between the evaluative
and non-evaluative reading. But this is empirically incorrect, as was noticed by
other linguists soon thereafter. Consider first the upper-bounded degree achieve-
ments quieten, darken and ripen in (4) from Kearns (2007: ex. 36–38). If all degree
achievements were ambiguous between the evaluative and non-evaluative inter-
pretation, the non-evaluative interpretation should warrant the acceptability of
the continuation but it wasn’t A (= the base adjective). The usual conclusion
drawn from data like this is that English upper-bounded degree achievements
strongly prefer the evaluative reading (see Hay et al. 1999, Kennedy & Levin
2008 a.o.) and that the ambiguity behaviour of English degree achievements is
more an exception than a rule.

(4) a. The room quietened in a few minutes #but it wasn’t quiet.
b. The sky darkened in an hour #but it wasn’t dark.
c. The fruit ripened in five days #but it wasn’t ripe.

The same point can be concluded from the lower-bounded degree achievements,
since they seem to prefer the non-evaluative reading, which we illustrate with (5)
from Davies (2009), where the most salient interpretation is that the hands are
only partiallywet. The general conclusion, then, seems to be that again, for lower-
bounded degree achievements, the ambiguity treatment is empirically wrong.

(5) Wet your hands with warm water and mix the dough with your hands.
(COCA)
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Finally, turning to relative degree achievements, despite examples like (2), they
seem to strongly incline to the non-evaluative interpretation, as shown by the
examples from Kennedy & Levin (2008: ex. 6) repeated here as (6).

(6) a. The gap between the boats widened {for/*in} a few minutes.
b. The recession deepened {for/*in} several years.

To conclude, the current default theory of degree achievements (Hay et al. 1999,
Kennedy& Levin 2008, Kennedy 2012), which is constructed in away that is natu-
rally reflecting the reported English contrasts, could be succinctly summarised as
follows: (i) relative degree achievements tend to be interpreted as non-evaluative;
(ii) lower-bounded degree achievements are, by default, interpreted as non-eval-
uative; (iii) upper-bounded degree achievements receive mostly evaluative inter-
pretations; (iv) closed-scale degree achievements lead, by default, to the evalu-
ative interpretation. This more or less summarizes the empirical landscape of
English degree achievements but it is an open question how much the scalar
theory is adequate for cross-linguistic data.2

Let us now introduce themechanics of the standard scalar approach. It is based
on analysing an adjective as a measure function of the type ⟨𝑒, 𝑑⟩, returning the
degree of an object on a scale along the relevant dimension. The measure func-
tion is then type shifted to a property of objects with the morphologically null
element pos (first introduced by Kennedy 1997), which also supplies the contex-
tual standard needed for the interpretation of relative adjectives.

Turning now to degree achievements, the scalar approach models them as
a measure of change function, as seen in (7). It is built on top of the “regular”
measure function and returns the degree of change on the appropriate scale that
the particular object underwent during the event. The core of its meaning is a dif-
ference function mΔ, which returns the difference between the degree at the ini-
tial and the final phase of the event (Δ-notation signals the difference function).
Note also the difference scale m↑, ranging from the standard of comparison to
the correlate, which represents a common ground between the analyses of de-
gree achievements and comparative forms of adjectives. This means, that the
difference scale wide↑ in (8), for example, would be the common meaning core of

2During the revision of our article there appeared a new work which very nicely covers degree
achievements from the cross-linguistic picture, Martínez Vera (2021). Thanks to one of the
anonymous reviewers for pointing us the article. In a future work we would be more than
happy to integrate our findings with Martínez Vera (2021) but since Martínez Vera (2021) and
our work build upon slightly different theoretical assumptions, such an integration would be
non-trivial and alas is beyond the scope of this article.
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widen and a comparative form wider than: ↑ measures object on a scale provided
– scale of width in (8). Finally, we follow Henderson (2013) in extending Kennedy
& Levin’s (2008) notation, which allows the verbal measure function to access its
arguments via theta-roles, as reflected in (7) and (8) – Θ are then substituted for
the individual theta-roles in the particular sentences.

(7) Measure of change
For any measure function m, mΘ

Δ = 𝜆𝑒[m𝑚↑(Θ(𝑒))(init(𝑒))(Θ(𝑒))(fin(𝑒))]

(8) 𝜆𝑒[wide
wide↑(Θ(𝑒))(init(𝑒))(Θ(𝑒))(fin(𝑒))]

The measure of change function in (8) is then type-shifted into a property of
events, again via the morphologically null element pos. The application is exem-
plified by (9) for relative degree achievements, and (10) for absolute ones. The
standard of comparison (stnd) is supplied on the basis of the Interpretive Econ-
omy principle in (11) from Kennedy & Levin (2008). In absolute degree achieve-
ments, maximising the contributions of the elements means using the lexicalised
endpoint of the underlying scale as the standard of comparison, e.g., the maxi-
mum endpoint of the upper-bounded dry in (10): the truth conditions then specify
that there was an event 𝑒 and the agens of the event dries over the course of 𝑒
in a way which exceeds the standard for drying. On the other hand, the relative
long in (9) has an open scale without endpoints, so the stnd needs to be supplied
via context and the event 𝑒 exceeds any contextually provided degree 𝑑 .
(9) The shadow of the tree lengthened.J(9)K = ∃𝑒[long𝑎𝑔Δ (𝑒) ≥ stnd(longΔ) ∧ 𝑎𝑔(𝑒) = 𝜎𝑥.∗shadow(𝑥)]
(10) The shirt dried.J(10)K = ∃𝑒[dry𝑎𝑔Δ (𝑒) ≥ stnd(dryΔ) ∧ 𝑎𝑔(𝑒) = 𝜎𝑥.∗shirt(𝑥)]
(11) Interpretive Economy (Kennedy & Levin 2008: ex. 18)

Maximize the contribution of the conventional meanings of the elements
of a sentence to the computation of its truth conditions.

2 Degree achievements in Slavic

Let us now turn to the data in focus: the Slavic degree achievements. The first
important observation comes from the morphosyntactic realisation of Slavic de-
gree achievements that is different from English. The majority of Slavic degree
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achievements seems to be perfective, prefixed verbs. This is supported by the
data obtained from the national corpora of Czech (Křen et al. 2015), Slovak (SNK
2020) and Russian (RNC 2003–2020). For each language, we elicited three repre-
sentative degree achievements and three other (transitive, unergative, and unac-
cusative) verbs and compared the proportions of prefixed vs unprefixed tokens
within them. We ran the Fisher’s test and concluded from the results (Czech: 𝑝 <
2.2 × 10−16,OR ≈ 10.6; Slovak: 𝑝 < 2.2 × 10−16,OR ≈ 9.5; Russian: 𝑝 < 2.2 × 10−16,
OR ≈ 10.9) that throughout these Slavic languages, the degree achievements are
approximately 10 times more probable to be prefixed than the other verb types.
A full account of Slavic degree achievements would, of course, have to integrate
the grammatical aspect as well, and compare imperfective vs perfective degree
achievements, but statistics like this provide a good argument to start analysing
Slavic degree achievements from perfective, prefixed verbs, as is the case of the
current paper.

In the rest of the article, we focus on the prefixed Slavic degree achievements
(for reasons mentioned above) but let us make some preliminary notes concern-
ing the interaction of grammatical aspect with the scalar component of Slavic
degree achievements. We acknowledge that such notes are nothing more than
first steps in a full story which would integrate event and degree maximalization
and that our notes cannot show appropriate respect to the enormous Slavic as-
pectual literature. But be it as it may, we follow Filip (2008) in her treatment of
imperfective degree achievements as non-maximal. And that seems to hold even
if the degree achievements are derived from upper-bounded scales. Consider (12)
with the imperfective degree achievement schnout ‘to dry’ with the lexical scale
based on the upper-bounded scale of the adjective suchý ‘dry’. In this case, the
non-maximal (atelic) interpretation of the imperfective aspect leads to the non-
evaluative interpretation of the degree achievement and since the same is true
for secondary imperfective version of the same verb, it seems probable that the
decisive factor for imperfective degree achievements is the grammatical aspect
which can override the scalar information. If we would apply the evaluativity
test introduced in §1.1, it would yield the non-evaluativity (truth of (12) does not
imply truth of the base adjective suchý ‘dry’ in the positive form). This is also
the claim of Filip (2008) which (we believe) points in the right direction for the
Slavic imperfective degree achievements but of course calls for a proper empiri-
cal verification.

(12) Prádlo
laundry

schlo
was.drying

dvě
two

hodiny.
hours

‘The laundry was drying for two hours.’ atelic/non-evaluative
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Turning now to the perfective degree achievements data, let us compare the pro-
totypical English example presented in (2) with its Czech counterpart in (13). The
different readings of the English degree achievement cool would be unambigu-
ously expressed – depending on the particular prefix – by the following Czech
predicates: the prefix vy- in (13a) yields the evaluative reading, which would be
true in a situation where the tea reached, e.g., the room temperature or the tem-
perature suitable for drinking. On the other hand, the prefix o- in (13b) distinctly
signalises the non-evaluative reading, which would be verified by any decrease
of the tea’s temperature. Moreover, the native speakers of Czech would infer that
a Czech sentence corresponding to English The tea was cool would follow only
from (13a), not (13b).

(13) a. Čaj
tea

vy-chladl
from-cooled

za
in

hodinu.
hour

‘The tea cooled completely in an hour.’ evaluative
b. Čaj

tea
o-chladl
around-cooled

za
in

hodinu.
hour

‘The tea cooled slightly in an hour.’ non-evaluative

Notice, however, that the adverbial test we used in (13) classifies both sentences
as telic, which corresponds with the fact that both prefixed verbs are perfective
(here, we follow the standard approach to the relationship between the grammati-
cal and the lexical aspect in Slavic languages, exemplified by Brecht 1985 a.o.). De-
spite the fact that both vy-chladl ‘cooled completely’ in (13a) and o-chladl ‘cooled
slightly’ in (13b) are classified as telic, we can clearly see that in Czech (and gen-
erally in Slavic languages), the verbal morphology distinguishes the (non-)eval-
uative interpretation according to the prefix that is used. Notice as well that
the evaluativity classification fits nicely with the standard theory’s (Kennedy &
Levin 2008, Kennedy 2012) emphasis on the core of the adjectival meaning that
unites degree achievements and their corresponding adjectives.

As discussed above, Slavic languages allow disambiguation of such degree
achievements like English cool via different prefixes. But even more importantly,
in some cases, the prefixes can override their default interpretation. By way of
example, the English upper-bounded degree achievement dry is predicted by the
standard theory to be evaluative by default. But the Czech perfective example
in (14) shows that depending on the nature of the prefix, the degree achieve-
ment {o-/vy-}schnout ‘dry’ can be interpreted either as non-evaluative in (14a) or
evaluative in (14b). This pattern is general: for all types of degree achievements,
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absolute or relative, we can construct both evaluative and non-evaluative ver-
sions by various prefixes.3 So, next to the imperfective degree achievements, as
in (12), non-evaluative perfective degrree achievements can be found too. The
data and theory that aims at explaining this Slavic degree achievement pattern
can be found in Dočekal & Vlášková (2021).

(14) a. Dřevo
wood

o-schlo,
around-dried

ale
but

pořád
still

bylo
was

většinou
mostly

vlhké.
wet

‘The wood dried slightly, but it was still mostly wet.’
b. Dřevo

wood
vy-schlo,
from-dried

#ale
but

pořád
was

bylo
still

většinou
mostly

vlhké.
wet

‘The wood dried completely, #but it was still mostly wet.’

In this article, we focus on the empirical properties of Slavic degree achievements
and test them experimentally, but let us note that, semantically, Slavic prefixation
of degree achievements resembles the English degree modifiers like completely
or partially. As Kennedy & Levin (2008) notice while discussing their example
(29) repeated bellow as (15), such degree modifiers can override the default inter-
pretation of closed-scale degree achievements like fill. The default interpretation
is supported with the degree modifier completely in (15a) but coerced to the non-
evaluative interpretation with partially in (15b).

(15) a. The basin filled completely in 10 minutes.
b. The basin filled partially ??in 10 minutes.

In this respect, Slavic prefixes and English degree modifiers resemble each other
semantically, but there are still some important differences: the first is the near
obligatory presence of prefixes on Slavic verbs (as noted above); the second con-
cerns the relative degree achievements. Consider (13a) again: the degree achieve-
ment is constructed on the open scale, so how can we even attain the evaluative
interpretation, when there is no clear scalar boundary to be reached? One rea-
sonable way to understand this theoretically is to propose that at least some
degree achievements are variable with respect to their scales and in case like (13)
they allow both relative and bounded scale. While in English the difference be-
tween the scales would be left for the context, Slavic languages can signal the
nature of the scale morphologically. And because of that, Slavic relative degree

3Inspired by Zwarts (2005), we categorise verbal prefixes according to their cumulativity
(bounded/unbounded nature) into evaluative and non-evaluative (in his terminology, telic vs
atelic, respectively).
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achievements can get the evaluative interpretationwith the right kind of prefixes.
Again here we seem to be following Filip (2008) when she claims that perfective
degree achievements (at least with bounded scales) are always maximal in terms
of the event structure and by default also evaluative, but their evaluativity can
be contextually overridden. Our experimental research can be then understood
as a search for morphological clues determining the factors which Filip (2008)
claims to be contextual.

To summarise this section: once we move beyond the territory of English
degree achievements and focus on Slavic, we seem to see two sources of the
(non-)evaluative interpretation: (i) the scalar lexical information inherited from
the source adjectives; (ii) the degree modifiers and their contribution to the evalu-
ative profile of the degree achievement. And this leads us to the research question
behind our experiment, formulated in (16). It is clear that both factors (nature of
the scale and the prefixation type) play a role, but only a controlled experiment
can give us hints about their relative strength.

(16) What are the factors of the evaluative interpretation in the case of Slavic
degree achievements?

3 Experiment

In order to find out what the factors of the evaluative interpretation of Slavic
degree achievements are, prefixes or adjectival scales, we conducted an experi-
ment on Russian. We reformulated the research question above into three sub-
questions in (17).

(17) a. How much does the lexical semantics of Russian degree achievements
influence their evaluativity?

b. How much does the prefix of Russian degree achievements affect their
evaluativity?

c. Which of the two factors is stronger (at least in terms of statistics)?

The measuring of the experimental results can give us at least partial answers to
the questions above. The most interesting question is the third one: such a ques-
tion is also not answerable by native speakers’ intuition, that can otherwise give
reasonable hints in case of the two previous sub-questions.

This section is structured as follows: we briefly describe the design of the ex-
periment in §3.1, present its outcomes in §3.2 and analyse the results in §3.3. The
experiment was carried out as a part of a Master’s thesis of one of the authors.
Therefore, the following section borrows from Onoeva (2021).
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3.1 Design

The experiment was completed by 165 native speakers, but the data of three
of them were excluded due to low reliability discovered via their filler ratings.
The experiment was a coherence acceptability task. The subjects evaluated how
justified is a reasoning from indirect speech containing a degree achievement
to a sentence containing an adjective in a positive form on a Likert scale from
1 ‘completely unacceptable’ to 5 ‘completely acceptable’. The design was 2 × 2
with 4 conditions. Each participant saw 8 items and 8 fillers. A total of 16 stimuli
was randomised for each participant. L-Rex platform by Starschenko & Wierzba
(2021) was chosen for hosting.

The degree achievements tested in the experiment are present in Table 1. The
absolute/relative adjectival distinction was used, thus, we divided the degree
achievements into two groups. Then, we found the evaluative and non-evaluative
prefixes for each verb. Whether the prefixes contribute total or partial reading
was decided based on the judgements of the author of the experiment who is
a native speaker of Russian. We were looking for the verbs which allow both
types of prefixes, otherwise they were not suitable.

Table 1: The lists of the adjectives and DAs used in the experiment

adjective eval. DAs non-eval. DAs

relative
gorjačij ‘hot’ razo-greť po-greť
nizkij ‘low’ s-niziťsja po-niziťsja
bednyj ‘poor’ o-bedneť po-bedneť
korotkij ‘short’ u-korotiť pod-korotiť

absolute
suxoj ‘dry’ vy-soxnuť pod-soxnuť
polnyj ‘full’ na-polniť po-polniť
mokryj ‘wet’ vy-močiť po-močiť
čistyj ‘clean’ vy-čistiť po-čistiť

The items always consisted of two sentences: the first one in indirect speech
with a degree achievement, (18a) and (19a), the second one with its core adjective
in a positive form, (18b) and (19b). As mentioned above, the absolute/relative
adjectival distinction was used. In (18), there is an example of the verb derived
from an absolute adjective suchoj ‘dry’, while in (19), gorjačij ‘hot’ is relative.
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When it comes to the prefixes, these are vy- ‘out’ and razo- ‘from’ contributing
the total reading in the given examples, then pod- ‘under’ and po- ‘along, on’
providing only the partial one.

(18) a. Detektiv
Detective

Smit
Smith

s
from

mesta
scene

prestuplenija
crime

soobščil
reported

svoemu
his

kollege
colleague

detektivu
detective

Džonsonu,
Johnson

čto
that

rubaška
shirt

na
on

sušilke
drying-rack

{vy-soxla,
out-dried

pod-soxla}.
under-dried
‘Detective Smith reported to his colleague detective Johnson from
a crime scene that a shirt dried on a drying rack.’

b. Detektiv
Detective

Džonson
Johnson

rešil,
concluded

čto
that

rubaška
shirt

byla
was

suxaja.
dry

‘Detective Johnson concluded that the shirt was dry.’

(19) a. Detektiv
Detective

Smit
Smith

s
from

mesta
scene

prestuplenija
crime

soobščil
report

svojemu
his

kollege
colleague

detektivu
detective

Džonsonu,
Johnson

čto
that

ubityj
murdered

prjamo
just

pered
before

smerťju
death

{razo-grel,
from-hot

po-grel}
on-hot

edu.
food

‘Detective Smith reported to his colleague detective Johnson from
a crime scene that the murdered man warmed food right before his
death.’

b. Detektiv
Detective

Džonson
Johnson

rešil,
concluded

čto
that

eda
food

v
in

moment
moment

prestuplenija
crime

byla
was

gorjačaja.
hot

‘Detective Johnson concluded that food was warm at the time of the
crime.’

We tested whether the subjects interpret the meaning of a particular degree
achievement as evaluative (then the continuation with the positive form of an
adjective should be acceptable for them) or as non-evaluative (in which case the
continuation should be rejected). In other words, we used the evaluative criterion
discussed above in form of a coherence acceptability task. Generally, the expec-
tation was that the speakers will accept the evaluative prefix with the absolute
degree achievements better than other types of degree achievements.
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We used the same structure with a verb in the first sentence and a correspond-
ing adjective or past participle in the second for the fillers. Theywere also divided
into two sets: good (4–5 ratings expected) and bad (1–2 ratings expected). The
verbs in the good fillers were always perfective, e.g., postroiť ‘to built’ or vypiť
‘to drink out’, therefore, the participants could conclude that the second sentence
was completely acceptable, while in the bad set, all the verbs were imperfective,
e.g., čitať ‘to read’ or pisať ‘to write’, so they should be unacceptable in the given
contexts.

3.2 Results

It was expected that the degree achievements with the evaluative prefixes should
be accepted more, as they denote the finite state reading which should be equal
to the meaning of the corresponding adjectives in their positive form. However,
from the descriptive statistics of the experiment presented in Table 2 and Figure 1,
it follows that this was not always the case.

Table 2: Measures of central tendency

item mean median variation

absolute + non-evaluative 3.01 3 1.61
absolute + evaluative 3.96 4 1.36
relative + non-evaluative 2.80 3 1.69
relative + evaluative 2.90 3 1.93

The degree achievements derived from the absolute adjectives with the evalu-
ative prefixes were accepted better in comparison with the non-evaluative ones,
whereas there is no big difference in acceptability of the relative degree achieve-
ments. With the aim of checking what happened inside the classes and to get
a detailed view, we also looked at each item separately, see Figure 2.

The absolute degree achievements (left facet) fall under the expected pattern:
the verbs with the non-evaluative prefixes have lower acceptability rates than
the verbs with the evaluative ones, which are favoured in general. Nevertheless,
the non-evaluative variants of čistyj ‘clean’ andmokryj ‘wet’ climbed higher than
the other two and have the same medians as their evaluative counterparts.

When it comes to the relative class (right facet), it is clear that gorjačij ‘hot’
was placed on top of it. Even though its evaluative variant razogreť ‘heat up’
was definitely liked better, non-evaluative pogreť ‘heat up’ also has the median
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Figure 2: Box plot graph for each degree achievement
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rating 4. The degree achievements based on nizkij ‘low’ and bednyj ‘poor’ corre-
spond to the expected pattern, but their acceptability was lower in general. A cu-
rious thing happened to korotkij ‘short’: both verbs were rated relatively low,
but according to the mean ratings, what we considered to be the non-evaluative
variant podkorotiť ‘shorten’, was slightly better accepted than evaluative ukorotiť
‘shorten’.

We analysed the data in a mixed-effects linear model with subject and item in-
tercept+slope random effects via the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015) in R (R Core
Team 2021). The explanatory variables were conditions DAClass (values: rela-
tive, absolute), prefix (values: evaluative, non-evaluative) and their interaction.
The dependent variable was the subject’s rating. The reference levels were abso-
lute and non-evaluative for the conditions DAClass and prefix, respectively.

The strongest effect recorded was a positive effect of the evaluative prefixes:
𝑡 = 11.437, 𝑝 < 0.001. Next, we found a negative effect of the relative degree
achievement class (𝑡 = −2.318, 𝑝 < 0.05) and a negative interaction of the relative
degree achievement class by the evaluative prefixes: 𝑡 = −6.652, 𝑝 < 0.001. The
coefficients are reported in Table 3.

Table 3: Linear mixed model

Est. SE 𝑡 𝑝
(Intercept) 2.96587 0.21794 13.609 <0.001
DAClassrelative −0.20988 0.09056 −2.318 0.02
prefixeval 1.04047 0.09097 11.437 <0.001
DAClassrelative:prefixteval −0.85185 0.12807 −6.652 <0.001

3.3 Discussion

Now we can answer the research questions, for convenience repeated in (20):

(20) a. How much does the lexical semantics of Russian degree achievements
influence their evaluativity?

b. How much does the prefix of Russian degree achievements affect their
evaluativity?

c. Which of the two factors is stronger?

The descriptive statistics and the model give some answers to both first and
second question. Firstly, the negative effect of the relative degree achievement
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(DAClassrelative) class shows that in Russian, the lexical semantics of the de-
gree achievements clearly affect their non-evaluative interpretation. The subjects
judged the inference to the positive form of the corresponding adjective as less
acceptable in itemswith relative degree achievements (which is already predicted
by the standard theory).

Secondly: the strongest effect (the positive effect of the evaluative prefix: pre-
fixeval) seems to show that at least in the material we tested the nature of the
prefix was a stronger factor than the nature of the scale (see also Dočekal &
Vlášková 2021). But of course it is not straighforward to translate strength of the
statistic effects into the linguistic theory, so we do not want to jump to too hasty
a conclusion. Nevertheless, the most intriguing is the last question: simply com-
paring the strength of the main effects indicates that prefixation (at least for the
verbs we tested) is the more important factor. But the interaction between the
two factors also shows that the picture is not that clear: the negative interaction
seems to be a reflex of the observed pattern in judgements – the evaluative pre-
fix (which improves the acceptance with absolute degree achievements) plays
a significantly smaller role in the case of relative degree achievements.

Why do the speakers have problems accessing the evaluative interpretation
with relative degree achievements is a very important question, and the standard
theory gives an answer: it is because relative degree achievements do not have
scalar boundaries. But the answer faces some difficulties when we look at the
absolute degree achievements where the prefix clearly plays the most important
role and overrides the lexical information. Theoretical conclusions which can be
drawn from the results of our experiment are divergent. One possibility would
be to claim that some degree achievements are able to be linked with both rela-
tive and bounded scales and the nature of the prefix then determines the scale:
if the degree achievement is prefixed with a non-evaluative prefix and it can
be associated with both relative and upper-bounded or closed scale, the degree
achievement would choose the relative scale (and the reverse pattern for the eval-
uative prefix).4 But there is still the interaction effect which (simply put) tells us
that it is easier (for subjects) to un-maximize the absolute degree achievements
via some non-evaluative prefix but the reverse strategy, to maximize relative de-
gree achievements, is much harder. At this stage of work we simply report this
asymmetry and offer some ideas above, but a real theoretical description of what
is going on is left for a future work.

4Thanks to the one of our anonymous reviewers for pointing out the importance of this possi-
bility.
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4 Summary

In our article, we summarised the Slavic degree achievements data, which pose
an empirical problem for the standard theory. More importantly, we reported the
results of our experiment, which basically gives us some preliminary answers to
the research questions in (17)/(20). Namely, the evaluative profile of Slavic degree
achievements is related both to the lexical semantics (the nature of the scale, as
predicted by the standard theory) and to the prefixes which modify the degree
achievements. The nature of the prefix is, as it appears from the experiment, the
more important factor, at least for the the absolute degree achievements. For the
relative degree achievements the effect is palpable, too, but its impact is smaller.

But of course, as usually in the problem solving cycle, the answers we got from
the experiment just mean starting another cycle of research questions, experi-
ments and their analysis. Let us list some of the open questions which naturally
appear: (i) Why do absolute and relative degree achievements show different
sensitivity to prefixes? (ii) Is there some semantic (or other) criterion that distin-
guishes the evaluative prefixes from the non-evaluative ones? (iii) Why are some
degree achievements perfectly fine without any prefix attached, while the others
require it to be felicitous?

One possible answer to the first open question is the following: the relative de-
gree achievements allow the evaluative interpretation (signalled via prefixation)
only if they allow scalar variability as suggested above. This hypothesis can be
tested in an experiment measuring both scalar variability of a particular rela-
tive degree achievement and its openness for evaluative prefixation. The second
question is more theoretic in nature and some possible answers to it are given
in Dočekal & Vlášková (2021), but see also Filip (2008) or Martínez Vera (2021)
for a more general perspective; again, the differing theoretical routes are good
candidates for experimental testing. The third question is a more general one
without a clear answer, but a possible route here would be experimentally tar-
geting Slavic imperfective degree achievements and their evaluativity behaviour.
In the end, it seems that we ended up with more open questions than we started
with, but that is (hopefully) a promise for a fruitful future work.
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Chapter 5

“True” imperfectivity in discourse
Berit Gehrke
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

By taking into account the broader discourse structure, I show that a standard im-
perfective (ipfv) semantics can also account for cases in Russian where ipfv forms
describe actually completed events, thereby refuting an analysis of such forms as
“fake” ipfvs with a perfective (pfv) semantics. The proposed account captures the
general intuition that the use of the ipfv is conditioned by a particular discourse
structure, in which the event described is already part of the common ground, and
the ipfv sentence elaborates on this event, zooming in on a narrower reference
time. The proposal also has repercussion for definitions of the pfv and encourages
us to take a closer look also at the role of pfv beyond the sentential level.

Keywords: Russian aspect, imperfective, perfective, discourse, general-factual, pre-
supposition

1 Introduction

Cross-linguistically, the perfective aspect (pfv) is assumed to involve the event
time (or situation time) being included in the reference time (or topic/assertion
time), while with the imperfective aspect (ipfv), the reference time is taken to
be included in the event time (e.g. Klein 1995 for Russian). This results in an
external (pfv) or internal (ipfv) perspective on a given event, or in pfv and ipfv
predicates denoting whole or partial events (e.g. Filip 1999, Altshuler 2014 for
Russian). In addition, there is a common intuition that completed events involve
pfv semantics. The notion of a “completed event” in this context is usually just
an intuitive notion and never properly defined. Nevertheless, this intuition is
commonly thought to be problematic for Russian, in which ipfv forms appear
in descriptions of (intuitively) completed events, most famously in the so-called
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general-factual use. This has led Grønn (2015) to claim that the Russian ipfv is
a “fake” ipfv in these contexts and to propose that ipfv forms in these contexts
have a pfv semantics, thereby giving up on the otherwise attractive idea that
(here: Russian) ipfv forms have a uniform ipfv semantics.

In this paper, I will argue that there is no “fake” ipfv in Russian but that
a uniform semantics for ipfv forms succeeds if we take into account the dis-
course structure in which these forms occur. §2 provides background informa-
tion on Russian aspect, characterises general-factual uses of the ipfv, and dis-
cusses prominent accounts of the semantics of ipfv that also aim at dealing with
general-factuals. In §3, I will call into question the analytical move to take the
intuition of event completion at the sentence level as a basis for analysing ipfv
forms as involving pfv semantics; I will show that event non-completion is nei-
ther a necessary nor sufficient condition for the use of ipfv forms, and moreover,
that event completion is not a necessary or sufficient condition for the use of
pfv forms, either. In §4, I will demonstrate how we can still work with a “proper”
ipfv semantics for the given ipfv forms when we take into account the discourse
structure in which these forms occur. §5 concludes.

2 Grammatical aspect in Russian

This section provides background information on grammatical aspect in Russian,
the canonical and non-canonical readings of the ipfv, in particular factual ones,
and outlines recent proposals with a focus on how they deal with factual ipfvs.

2.1 Background on Russian aspect morphology

Like all Slavic languages, Russian has a grammatical category aspect. This means
that a given verb form is either ipfv or pfv. Identical lexical meaning can be
expressed by ipfv and pfv verb forms, and there is the common assumption that
many verb(form)s come in aspectual pairs. The received view is that one type of
aspectual pair is derived from simple ipfvs by so-called “empty” prefixes; see (1).

(1) a. ipfv pit’ > pfv vy-pit’ ‘to drink’
b. ipfv risovat’ > pfv na-risovat’ ‘to draw’

Another type of aspectual pair involves a suffix deriving an ipfv from a pfv; see
(2).
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5 “True” imperfectivity in discourse

(2) a. pfv pro-dat’ > ipfv pro-da-va-t’ ‘to sell’ (lit. through-give)
b. pfv ot-kryt’ > ipfv ot-kry-va-t’ ‘to dis-cover, open’ (lit. from-cover)
c. pfv dat’ > ipfv da-va-t’ ‘to give’

Given that such suffixes most often attach to already prefixed verbs (but not
always, see (2c)), the derivations involved are descriptively labeled secondary
imperfectives (si). There are other types of aspectual pairs, which I set aside for
now, namely suppletive pairs that – at least from a synchronic point of view –
are not morphologically transparent. I will also set aside (im)perfectiva tantum,
which do not appear in aspectual pairs (arguably due to the lexical semantics of
the predicates involved) (see, e.g., Isačenko 1962), as well as biaspectual verbs, for
which the aspectual semantics is determined by context (see, e.g., Janda 2007).

We can already see from these few examples that there is no uniform morpho-
logy for (i)pfvs in Russian: ipfvs can appear without any aspectual affixes, such
as those in (1) (simple ipfvs) or they can appear with a suffix and often also a
prefix, such as those in (2) (sis); pfvs can contain a prefix, such as those in (1),
(2a), and (2b), or they can lack aspectual affixes altogether, such as the one in (2c).
Nevertheless, native speakers clearly have an intuition what it means for a given
verb form to be ipfv or pfv, and there are also diagnostics for (i)pfv forms. For
example, only ipfv verb forms can derive a periphrastic future tense form (the
future auxiliary in combination with the ipfv infinitive) (3a); phase verbs like
begin, start, continue, stop, finish only combine with ipfv infinitives (3b).

(3) a. Ja
I

budu
will.1sg

{*pročitat’
read.pfv

/ čitat’}
read.ipfv

knigu.
book.acc

‘I will read a/the book.’
b. Ja

I
načinaju
start.ipfv.prs.1sg

{*pročitat’
read.pfv.inf

/ čitat’}
read.ipfv.inf

knigu.
book.acc

‘I am starting to read a/the book.’

The diagnostics are illustrated in (3) only for aspectual pairs with simple ipfvs
and prefixed pfvs, but what is said here extends to other aspectual pairs as well
(see, e.g., the discussion in Isačenko 1962, Borik 2002).

2.2 Canonical and non-canonical readings of the Russian ipfv

There are two “canonical” readings (or two groups of readings) that Russian ipfv
forms give rise to; these readings are canonical because such readings are com-
monly attested for ipfv forms cross-linguistically (see, e.g., Deo 2009). The first
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canonical ipfv reading is a process/durativity reading, which for example is the
reading expressed by the English Progressive, an instance of ipfv. This reading
is illustrated for Russian in the main clause of (4).

(4) Kogda
when

ja
I

vošla,
in.went.pfv

moj
my.nom

brat
brother.nom

čital
read.ipfv

knigu.
book.acc

‘When I came in, my brother was reading a book.’

The second canonical reading is that of iterativity/habituality, illustrated in (5).

(5) Ona
she

každyj
every

den’
day

otkryvaet
opens.si

okno.
window.acc

‘She opens the window every day.’

This is not a reading that the English Progressive expresses primarily but it is a
reading that ipfv forms in some other languages with grammatical aspect can
give rise to. In Russian, whenever an event happened more than once (or poten-
tially more than once), that is, whenever the reference does not involve a single
event, the ipfv has to be used.1

There are also non-canonical ipfv readings in Russian, i.e. readings that ipfv
forms give rise to that are not common ipfv readings cross-linguistically, and out-
side of Slavic they might not even be attested. One family of such readings falls
under the label general-factual (obščefaktičeskoe, after Maslov 1959), where
ipfv forms can appear in contexts with typical pfv meanings, namely when re-
ferring to bounded “completed” events.2 The literature on Russian aspect dis-
tinguishes at least two subtypes of the general-factual ipfv, the existential type
(Padučeva 1996, Grønn 2004) and what Grønn calls the presuppositional type
(“actional” in Padučeva 1996).

The existential ipfv is illustrated in (6) (corpus example from Grønn 2004).

(6) Ne
not

bylo
was.3sg.n

somnenij,
doubt.gen.pl

čto
that

ja
I

prežde
before

vstrečal
met.si

ee.
her

‘There was no doubt that I had met her before.’

In this example, the speaker asserts that he had a meeting with a female person
in the past, and meetings in the past intuitively involve completed events that

1A notable exception to this rule is the so-called vivid-exemplifying use of a pfv present tense
form in habitual contexts that are clearly marked as such (see Zaliznjak & Šmelev 2000). I will
set such cases aside.

2However, the traditional literature also discerns subtypes of the general-factual with intuitively
non-completed events; I will come back to this in §3.3.
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actually happened (at some time in the past). Nevertheless, we find an ipfv form
here to describe such a meeting. More generally, the existential ipfv can be para-
phrased as ‘There has been/is/etc. (at least) one event of this type.’ (following the
idea that existential ipfvs involve event types or kinds; see Mehlig 2001, 2013,
Mueller-Reichau & Gehrke 2015). So in this case the paraphrase would be ‘There
was at least one event of the type “meet her”.’

In this paper, I will not discuss the existential ipfv in detail, but I assume that
the reason why an ipfv form is used in existential contexts has to do with the
fact that the event is not necessarily a single event and that we are dealing with
potential iterativity (labeled kratnost’ ‘(lit.) multiple-ness’ in Padučeva 1996). As
stated at the beginning of this section, iterativity is one of the canonical readings
of the Russian ipfv, so an account of the existential ipfv can build on an account
for why the ipfv appears in iterative contexts (e.g. in terms of unbounded event
plurality, as in Ferreira 2005, Altshuler 2014). This also means that a semantic
account of the pfv in Russian somehow has to build in a restriction to single
events, rather than just the external perspective on an event.

The presuppositional ipfv is illustrated in (7) (from Glovinskaja 1982).

(7) Zimnij
winter.adj.acc

Dvorec
palace.acc

stroil
built.ipfv

Rastrelli.
Rastrelli.nom

‘It was Rastrelli who built the Winter Palace.’

The presuppositional ipfv (at least with telic predicates) is probably the most
noteworthy mismatch between event completion and aspect usage in Russian.
In our example at hand we are dealing with a single event that happened in the
past, namely the building of the Winter Palace in Saint Petersburg (which hosts
the Hermitage). It is a known fact that this event took place only once and that
it was completed, because we can see the result in front of us. It is also known
when this event happened. Nevertheless, an ipfv verb form is used to describe
this event.

The presuppositional ipfv is used when it is already clear from the context
that the event in question exists (this is why Grønn labels it presuppositional),
and the sentence in which the ipfv form appears provides further information
about this event. A suitable paraphrase is therefore ‘The (already mentioned or
contextually retrievable) event was/is/etc. such and such.’ In our example, this
means that context presupposes the existence of the event ‘build Winter Palace’,
and the new information is that the architect of the building was Rastrelli. This
use of the ipfv often goes hand in hand with a particular information structure,
which is also evident in our example (and in the English translation I provided,
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a cleft construction): What is presupposed or backgrounded appears sentence-
initially (the building of the Winter Palace) and the new information in focus is
Rastrelli, in sentence-final position, resulting in a non-canonical OVS order.

In the following, I will outline the conditions under which this use of the ipfv
arises, building on Grønn (2004) (who, in turn, heavily builds on empirical gen-
eralisations in the Russian literature, e.g. Glovinskaja 1982, Padučeva 1996).

2.3 Presuppositional ipfvs: Grønn (2004)

Let us look at another example from Grønn (2004) to discuss empirical generali-
sations about presuppositional ipfvs, namely the chess example in (8).

(8) Sdelav
made.pfv.ap

ėtot
this.acc

xod
move.acc

[...], ja
I

[predložil
offered.pfv

nič’ju]antecedent.
draw.acc

[...]

Navernjaka,
probably

černye
blacks.nom

deržatsja
hold-back.ipfv

[...], no
but

mne
I.dat

ne
not

xotelos’
wanted.ipfv.refl

načinat’
begin.ipfv

sčetnuju
calculating.acc

igru,
game.acc

[poėtomu]F
therefore

ja
I

i
and/also

[predlagal
offered.si

nič’ju]anaphora.
draw.acc

‘Having played this move, I offered a draw. Black can probably hold on,
but I didn’t want to get involved in heavy calculations, and for this
reason, I offered a draw.’ (after Grønn 2004: 207; my glosses)

In this example, the first sentence introduces a new event in the pfv (predložil
nič’ju ‘offered a draw’). The following discourse elaborates on the reason for of-
fering a draw, and the last part of it states that for this reason (poėtomu) the
draw was offered. This second mentioning of the event (offering a draw) is now
described with an ipfv verb form (predlagal, the aspectual partner of predložil),
and this is an instance of the presuppositional ipfv. The verb in this case is deac-
centuated (see also Padučeva 1996), focus (indicated by the subscript F) is on
some other constituent, in this case on poėtomu ‘for this reason’. Grønn argues
that the deaccentuation of the verb leads to the event given by the verb being
backgrounded and to its prior instantiation being presupposed.

Following Geurts & van der Sandt (1997), Grønn (2004) treats presuppositions
as anaphora that are either directly bound in the discourse, as in (8) (the an-
tecedent for the ipfv predlagal is the pfv predložil in the first sentence of the
example), or contextually derivable, as in (9).
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(9) Dlja
for

bol’šinstva
majority

znakomyx
acquaintants.gen

vaš
your.nom

[ot”ezd](pseudo-)antecedent
departure.nom

stal
became.pfv

polnoj
full.instr

neožidannost’ju
unexpectedness.instr

... Vy
you.nom

[uezžali]anaphora
away.drove.si

v
in

Ameriku
America.acc

[ot
from

čego-to,
what-to

k
to

čemu-to
what-to

ili
or

že
prt

prosto
simply

voznamerilis’
decided.pfv

spokojno
calmly

provesti
spend.inf.pfv

tam
there

buduščuju
future.adj.acc

starost’]F?
old-age.acc
‘For most of your friends your departure to America came as a total
surprise ... Did you leave for America for a particular reason or with a
certain goal, or did you simply decide to spend your retirement calmly
over there?’ (after Grønn 2004: 207f.; my glosses)

In this example we do not have a direct finite pfv antecedent to the presupposi-
tional ipfv uezžali ‘departed’; instead, a nominalisation based on a related verb,
ot”ezd ‘departure’, serves as what Grønn labels pseudo-antecedent in the previ-
ous discourse. Again, the presuppositional ipfv verb form is deaccentuated and
focus lies on the questions for the reasons for the departure.

To illustrate Grønn’s account of the presuppositional ipfv let us look at his
analysis of (10) (attributed to Forsyth 1970).

(10) V
in

ėtoj
this

porternoj
tavern

ja
I

[...] napisal
wrote.pfv

pervoe
first.acc

ljubovnoe
love.adj.acc

pis’mo.
letter.acc

Pisal
wrote.ipfv

[karandašom]F.
pencil.instr

‘In this tavern I wrote my first love letter. I wrote it with pencil.’

Grønn’s DRT analysis of the VP of the second sentence of (10) is given in (11).3

(11) 𝜆𝑒[𝑥 | INSTRUMENT(𝑒, 𝑥), pencil(𝑥)][ |write(𝑒)]

Grønn argues that the VP is divided into background and focus (following Krifka
2001), where backgrounded material is turned into a presupposition, following

3DRT is the abbreviation of Discourse Representation Theory (see Kamp & Reyle 1993). Grønn
employs a linear notation for Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs), where discourse
referents are written on the left-hand side, before | (in a traditional DRS they appear at the
top of the DRS), and the conditions on these discourse referents are listed to the right of |,
separated by commas (which in a different notation can be translated as conjunctions).
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the Background/Presupposition Rule in Geurts & van der Sandt (1997). In Grønn’s
DRT analysis, backgrounded material is subscripted in the DRS, so in this exam-
ple the writing event itself is backgrounded and presupposed in the discourse.
This VP gets further embedded under Aspect and Tense, which is where my pro-
posal will differ from Grønn’s proposal, but up to this point I will follow his
account of presuppositional ipfvs.

What is the semantics of the (i)pfv then? In the following, I will discuss various
proposals in light of how they deal with existential and presuppositional ipfvs.

2.4 The semantics of Russian aspect: Some proposals

As outlined in the introduction, common approaches to the semantics of Russian
aspect treat it as a relation between reference/assertion time and some other
temporal interval (e.g. Klein 1995, Schoorlemmer 1995, Borik 2002, Paslawska &
von Stechow 2003, Grønn 2004, 2015, Ramchand 2008, Tatevosov 2011, 2015) or
as an event predicate modifier, in the opposition of total vs. partial events (e.g.
Filip 1999, Altshuler 2014). The most common approach is to provide a positive
definition only of the pfv and to treat the ipfv as (semantically) “unmarked”
(−pfv or ±pfv), but some approaches also provide a positive definition of the
ipfv. One of the main motivations for treating the ipfv as unmarked is precisely
the general-factual ipfv. Most agree that pfv forms always express a uniform
pfv meaning, for example that the event time is included in the reference time.
There is more disagreement with respect to the question whether ipfv forms
come with a uniform ipfv meaning. Setting aside explicitly modal definitions
of the ipfv, such as Arregui et al. (2014), who argue that different ipfv readings
come about due to different modal bases, let me outline four representative types
of proposals.

Borik (2002) argues that the meaning of the ipfv is the negation of the positive
definition of the pfv, as illustrated in (12).

(12) a. 𝑆 ∩ 𝑅 = ∅&𝐸 ⊆ 𝑅 pfv
b. ¬(𝑆 ∩ 𝑅 = ∅&𝐸 ⊆ 𝑅) = 𝑆 ∩ 𝑅 ≠ ∅ ∨ 𝐸 ⊈ 𝑅 ipfv

The pfv is defined as a conjunction of two conditions that have to be met (12a):
The speech time 𝑆 must not overlap with the reference time 𝑅, and the event time
𝐸 is included in the reference time. Negating this conjunction leads to a disjunc-
tion for the ipfv in (12b): Speech time and reference time overlap, or the event
time is not included in the reference time. This disjunction captures what Borik
labels the “progressive” reading of the ipfv (when the event time is not included
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in the reference time) as well as what she labels the “present perfect” reading,
which is essentially the existential ipfv reading outlined in the previous section
(speech time and reference time overlap). Borik explicitly sets habitual and itera-
tive readings of the ipfv aside, but we could assume that they can be incorporated
along the lines of other proposals in the literature. What is problematic for her
account, though, is that it leaves the presuppositional ipfv unaccounted for.

Grønn (2004) and Altshuler (2014) provide weak positive definitions for the
ipfv that get pragmatically/contextually strengthened in different directions. Buil-
ding on Klein (1995), Grønn (2004) argues that the ipfv involves the event time
overlapping with the reference time (𝑒 ○ 𝑡). This weak semantics gets pragmati-
cally strengthened to a “proper” ipfv (the reference time is included in the event
time), or to an actual pfv semantics (the event time is included in the reference
time), which, he argues, happens in the case of factual ipfvs. Grønn takes into
account the role of information structure to characterise the contexts in which
strengthening happens in one or the other direction.

Altshuler (2014) provides the definition of the ipfv in (13), according to which
the ipfv denotes an event 𝑒′ that is a stage of an event 𝑒 that exists in world 𝑤
(where the current world of 𝑒′ is 𝑤∗) and that has the property 𝑃 .4

(13) ipfv⇝ 𝜆𝑃𝜆𝑒′∃𝑒∃𝑤[STAGE(𝑒′, 𝑒, 𝑤∗, 𝑤 , 𝑃)]
A stage of an event is defined as in (14), building on Landman’s (1992) definition
of the English Progressive.5

(14) JSTAGE(𝑒′, 𝑒, 𝑤∗, 𝑤 , 𝑃)K𝑀,𝑔 = 1 iff (a)–(d) hold:
a. the history of 𝑔(𝑤) is the same as the history of 𝑔(𝑤∗) up to and

including 𝜏 (𝑔(𝑒′))
b. 𝑔(𝑤) is a reasonable option for 𝑔(𝑒′) in 𝑔(𝑤∗)
c. J𝑃K𝑀,𝑔(𝑒, 𝑤) = 1
d. 𝑔(𝑒′) ⊆ 𝑔(𝑒)

This is essentially an account of ipfv events as denoting partial events, and to
capture what it means for an event to be a partial event (and notably also to cap-
ture the imperfective paradox), the definitions of stages and histories of events

4I render Altshuler’s (2014) original formalisations, which use indirect translation. Otherwise, I
use direct translations in this paper, and where not directly relevant I omit worlds and assign-
ment functions.

5Note that with respect to the condition in (14d), Altshuler (2014) deviates from Landman (1992)
and defines the English Progressive as a proper part relation, as he views this to be the crucial
difference between Russian (part-of-relation) and English (proper-part relation). Landman, on
the other hand, employed the weaker part-relation for the Progressive.
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in (14a)–(14c) are needed. For our purposes, however, the essential part of the
definition is given in (14d), according to which the event description in question
is part of or equals the whole event. Altshuler argues that this can get pragmati-
cally strengthened to a proper part meaning for the ongoing ipfv (𝑔(𝑒′) ⊂ 𝑔(𝑒)),
or it can get strengthened to 𝑔(𝑒′) = 𝑔(𝑒), which essentially says that the partial
event is identical to the whole event. In particular this last type of strengthening
gives rise to the presuppositional ipfv reading. Altshuler does not address exis-
tential ipfvs (but see Altshuler 2012), but again this use arguably follows from
a full account of habituality and iterativity. He argues that the use of ipfv for
habitual event descriptions is captured by assuming a theory of plural events,
following Ferreira (2005).

Finally, Grønn (2015) departs from his earlier work and proposes that ipfv
forms can express both ipfv (the reference time is included in the event time)
and pfv semantics (the event time is included in the reference time), as in (15).

(15) a. JpfvK = 𝜆𝑡𝜆𝑒[𝑒 ⊆ 𝑡]
b. JipfvongoingK = 𝜆𝑡𝜆𝑒[𝑡 ⊆ 𝑒]
c. JipfvfactualK = 𝜆𝑡𝜆𝑒[𝑒 ⊆ 𝑡] “Fake” ipfv

Grønn calls the ipfv that has the same semantics as the pfv in (15c) a “fake” ipfv.
The existence of ipfvfactual alongside the pfv, he argues, leads to an aspectual
competition. In the default case the pfv appears but in certain contexts, he argues,
the ipfvfactual wins the competition. This gives rise to the presuppositional ipfv
in cases where narrative progression is to be avoided (under the assumption that
the pfv always leads to narrative progression). The existential ipfv appears when
the reference time is too large for the perfective semantics to be informative.

Grønn’s (2015) account essentially gives up on the idea that the Russian ipfv
can have a uniform semantics. Altshuler’s (2014) account provides a weak se-
mantics for the ipfv. Both delegate the role of distinguishing between different
ipfv readings to pragmatics and to the context. In this paper, I will equally take
into account the role of context, but I will explore how far we can take a strong,
positive definition of the ipfv while still accounting for the occurrence of the pre-
suppositional ipfv. In particular, I will argue that we can stick to a “proper” ipfv
semantics, as opposed to a weak semantics or even a pfv semantics, if we take
the discourse and information structural cues into account. First, however, I will
show that taking the intuitive notion of event completion as a crucial indicator
for the right formal account of the semantics of aspect in Russian is misleading.
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3 The focus on event completion is misleading

As discussed in the previous section, the fact that intuitively completed events
can be described by ipfv forms has led to semantic accounts of the ipfv that
give it a rather weak semantics (Grønn 2004, Altshuler 2014) or even argue that
it can express both pfv and ipfv meanings (Grønn 2015). In this section, I will
show that event non-completion is indeed neither a necessary nor a sufficient
condition for an ipfv form to arise, just as we would expect from an account
like Grønn’s, which takes the intuitive notion of event completion as its star-
ting point. We have already discussed factual ipfvs in the previous section, and
further contexts to be addressed here involve chains of foregrounded events in
habitual contexts and in the historical present, as well as the “annulled result”
reading, which is sometimes considered a subtype of the factual ipfv. However,
I will also show that event completion (as an intuitive notion) is neither a neces-
sary nor a sufficient condition for a pfv form to arise. This is the case with pfv
forms with the prefixes po- and pro-, as well as with the last event in a unique
chain of foregrounded events.

If event completion is taken as a key notion or intuition behind the definition
of the pfv, these examples are problematic. Instead, I will argue that the intuitive
notion of event completion is not useful, at least not at the sentence level, since
at this level we are interested in the particular description of events and make
assertions that hold during particular reference time intervals, without making
any claims about the actual events being completed or not. If we compare this
with the nominal domain, we can also have complete entities, for example chairs
and tables, but we can also choose to describe only parts of these in a particular
sentence. The intuitive notion of event completion can still be relevant at the
discourse level, however, and this is precisely what I will argue for in this paper.
A main conclusion from this section will be that the discourse structure plays a
crucial role in the choice of aspect in Russian (see also Altshuler 2012).

I will first discuss the use of ipfvs with completed events, then move on to the
use of pfvs with non-completed events. At the end of the section, I will point out
that general-factual readings also arise in the absence of intuitively completed
events, which shows that giving factual ipfvs a pfv semantics will not work in
these cases. What all these examples aim to show is that in contexts in which
the ipfv occurs despite the intuitition that the event is completed, other than the
factual ipfv, there is an explanation for the use of the ipfv that still falls within a
“proper” ipfv semantics. It is only for factual ipfvs that authors like Grønn (2015)
depart from such a semantics. This conclusion will serve as a point of departure
for §4, in which I will argue that also these can be accounted for with a “proper”
ipfv semantics.
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3.1 ipfv with completed events

Let us take a look at (16) (discussed in Gehrke 2002, 2022).

(16) Ona
she.nom

prixodila
to.went.si

ko
to

mne
me

každyj
every

den’,
day

a
and

ždat’
wait.inf.si

ee
her.gen

ja
I

načinal
began.si

s
from

utra.
morning.gen

[...] Za
within

desjat’
ten

minut
minutes

ja
I

sadilsja
down.sat.si

k
to

okoncu
window

i
and

načinal
began.si

prislušivat’sja,
listen.inf.si

ne
not

stuknet
clatters.pres.pfv

li
prt

vetxaja
old.nom

kalitka.
gate.nom
‘She came to me every day, and I started waiting for her from morning
onwards. Within ten minutes [of her arrival] I sat next to the window
and started listening whether the gate clatters.’

(from Bulgakov, Master i Margarita)

The whole passage in (16) is explicitly marked as habitual by každyj den’ ‘every
day’ in the first sentence. There are four foregrounded events (prixodila ‘arrived’,
načinal ždat’ ‘started to wait’, sadilsja ‘sat down’, načinal prislušivat’sja ‘started
to listen’), out of which at least two (the first and the third) are intuitively com-
pleted, before the other two start. Nevertheless, these verb forms are ipfv (sis)
and the pfv would even be infelicitous in this context.6 However, these ipfvs are
generally not treated as cases of “fake” ipfv because the common explanation for
the occurrence of the ipfv here is that habituality requires ipfv forms. I do not
want to dispute this explanation, I just want to point out that event completion
does not play a crucial role here for the choice of aspectual form.

Similarly, event completion does not seem to play a role in passages in the
historical present. The historical present is a stylistic device in narratives, and in
these contexts Russian cannot use pfv forms (with the caveat mentioned in fn.
1). One such example is given in (17).

(17) [...] les
forest.nom

končilsja,
end.pfv.pst

neskol’ko
some

kazakov
cossacks

vyezžajut
out.ride.si.prs

iz
out

nego
it

6Note that other Slavic languages might be different in this respect. For example, in a Czech
translation of (16), the third form is translated with a pfv verb (habituality in this language
does not require ipfv), and this might indicate that event completion does play a bigger role
here. For further discussion of differences in aspect usage between Russian and Czech see
Gehrke (2002, 2022); for a description of cross-Slavic differences in general, see Dickey (2000).
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na
on

poljanu,
field

i
and

vot,
there

vyskakivaet
out.jump.si.prs

prjamo
directly

k
to

nim
him

moj
my.nom

Karagez;
Karagez.nom

vse
all.nom.pl

kinulis’
rush.pfv.pst

za
after

nim
him

s
with

krikom
shout

[...]

‘The forest ended, a few cossacks are riding out of it into the field, and
there my Karagez jumps out directly towards them. They all rushed
after him with a shout.’

(from Lermontov, Geroj našego vremeni; discussed in Galton 1976: 25)

In this example there is again a chain of completed events, in particular the rid-
ing out of the forest (vyezžajut) and the jumping out (vyskakivaet), as a reaction
to the first event, but these are nevertheless described with ipfv forms. Again,
nobody calls these forms “fake” ipfvs, instead an alternative explanation is pro-
vided for why the historical present is incompatible with a pfv semantics (e.g.
that a true present tense semantics is incompatible with the event time being
part of the reference time).7

Finally, let us look at the example in (18) (after Smith 1991/1997: 311), which
illustrates the use of the ipfv where the result is “annulled”.

(18) K
to

vam
you

kto-to
someone

prixodil.
to.went.si

‘Someone came to you.’ (The person is not there anymore.)

In this example there is an intuitively completed event, and the ipfv is used to
signal that the result state of this event (someone being there) does not hold
anymore at the time of utterance. While Grønn (2004, 2015) subsumes cases like
these under the notion of factual ipfvs and therefore would also treat them as
“fake” ipfvs,8 it is again clear that the role that these ipfvs play in discourse is
crucial and we might want to look at an alternative explanation for the use of
the ipfv in such contexts in Russian.

3.2 pfv with non-completed events

Let me then move on to pfv forms that can be used to describe non-completed
events. It is well-known that in chains of foregrounded single events Russian

7See Anand & Toosarvandani (2019) for a recent account of the historical present, which is
incompatible also with the Progressive in English even in contexts where an ongoing event is
described.

8Treatments of such cases as a type of general-factual ipfv can also be found in the Slavistic
traditional literature; e.g. Padučeva (1996) calls this meaning dvunapravlennoe obščefaktičeskoe
‘bi-directed general-factual’, especially with motion verbs, as in (18).
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requires pfv verb forms for reference time movement (in the sense of Kamp &
Reyle 1993) (see also Borik 2002). This is also true for the last event in the chain,
even if this event is not necessarily completed, as illustrated in (19).

(19) No
but

v
in

tot
this

že
prt

mig
moment

vspomnil
remembered.pfv

svoj
his.refl.acc

dom
house.acc

i
and

gor’ko
bitterly

{zaplakal
za.cried.pfv

/ *plakal}.
cried.ipfv

‘But at that moment he remembered his home and wept bitterly.’
(grammatical version from http://skazbook.ru/vodyanoi)

In this example the crying starts right after the remembering, but the crying itself
does not necessarily have to be completed. In all likelihood we are just witness-
ing the beginning of the crying here. While some authors try to reason that the
actual event described is precisely the onset and not the crying itself and that
this warrants the use of the pfv (see, for instance, Ramchand 2008), descriptions
and intuitions about such ingressive events suggest that the event in focus is the
crying itself, including its process, not so much its onset, and that intuitively this
event is not or at least does not have to be completed. Nevertheless the pfv is and
has to be used. Furthermore, the example in (20) (discussed in Dickey 2000: 224
and attributed to Švedova & Trofimova 1983) shows that several such pfv verbs
with the ingressive prefix za- in a row can be intepreted as “actions beginning
simultaneously”.

(20) Fljagin
Fljagin.nom

vyšel:
out.went.pfv

Čto
what.nom

tut
then

načalos’!
began.pfv

Zagudeli,
za.hooted.pfv.pl

zavorčali,
za.grumbled.pfv.pl

zakričali.
za.shouted.pfv.pl

‘Fljagin went out. And what began then! They started hooting,
grumbling and shouting.’

What all these examples show is that event (non-)completion is not (necessarily)
decisive for the choice of (i)pfv in a given sentence and should therefore not play
the central role in formal semantic accounts of (i)pfv, at least not at the sentence
level. Instead we need to pay closer attention to the discourse structure and to
the role that (i)pfv forms play in discourse.

3.3 General-factual ipfv without completed events

Finally, merely treating factual ipfvs as “fake” ipfvs with a pfv semantics is miss-
ing an important insight from the Russian traditional linguistic literature (e.g.
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Glovinskaja 1981, Padučeva 1996). In particular, this literature discusses different
subtypes of factual ipfvs, including some that appear with intuitively “incom-
plete” events. For example, Padučeva (1996) differentiates between resultative
factual uses (the cases of existential ipfvs we have discussed so far), bi-directed
factual uses (of the type in (18)), as well as non-resultative (nerezul’tativnoe) and
atelic (nepredel’noe) factual ipfvs.9 The latter two are illustrated in (21).

(21) a. Ja
I

ugovarival
convinced.si

ee
her

vernut’sja.
return.inf.pfv

‘I convinced (tried to convince) her to return.’ (Padučeva 1996: 22)
b. Ja

I
vas
you.acc

ljubil.
loved.ipfv

‘I loved you.’ (Padučeva 1996: 32)

In the non-resultative factual ipfv in (21a) it remains open whether the speaker
succeeded in convincing the person referred to by ‘her’, which could be made
explicit by adding ‘tried to’ to the translation. The atelic factual ipfv in (21b), in
turn, is the famous first line of a poem by Puškin, which continues with ljubov’
ešče, byt’ možet, v duše moej ugasla ne sovsem ‘it is possible that in my soul this
love is not yet completely extinguished’, and this continuation makes explicit
the effect of the atelic factual ipfv: it remains open whether the state described
still holds at the moment of utterance. Both types share with the “resultative”
factual ipfv (which for Padučeva involves existential ipfvs) that the time in the
past at which these events or states held is not specific and that the relation to
the current time of utterance is unclear; the first example furthermore involves
potential iterativity.

These examples are usually ignored in the formal literature, because the more
extraordinary situation seems to be where a (presumably) single “completed”
event is referred to with an ipfv form. However, they still constitute a different
ipfv “reading” than process or habituality, and we would want to know more
about these readings rather than just treating one subset of factual ipfvs as “fake”,
thereby ignoring these other cases that share important similarities. Calling fac-
tual ipfvs “fake” ipfvs and giving them the same semantics as pfv is missing the
point.

How can we account for the semantics of factual ipfvs then? The following
section will provide an explicit account of presuppositional ipfvs that employs
a standard ipfv semantics and takes into account information structural cues

9Recall that she treats presuppositional ipfvs as distinct from other factual ipfvs, under the
label akcional’noe ‘actional’.
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and the discourse.10 Event completion will be shown not to play a role at the
sentence level, but at the discourse level the intuition of event completion will
still be captured.

4 A discourse semantic account of presuppositional ipfvs

As the previous section showed, Russian aspectual forms play a crucial role in
discourse (see also Altshuler 2012), which can easily be overlooked if one simply
stays at the sentential level. Following Grønn (2004), I assume that presupposi-
tional ipfvs are anaphorically linked to a previously introduced event in the ideal
case, or that the presupposition that the event is already given in the context has
to be accommodated. In particular, I propose that a presuppositional ipfv in-
troduces an eventive discourse referent that is identified with another eventive
discourse referent already introduced in previous discourse. This proposal di-
rectly builds on the treatment of individual pronouns and definite descriptions in
the nominal domain in discourse semantic accounts, such as Kamp&Reyle (1993)
and Lascarides & Asher (1993). In terms of discourse relations that hold between
events, in the case of presuppositional ipfvswe are intuitively dealingwith Elab-
oration. In Lascarides & Asher’s system of rhetorical relations between events
described in two clauses 𝛼 and 𝛽 , where the former precedes the latter, Elabora-
tion holds when 𝛽’s event is part of 𝛼 ’s. So at this point Altshuler’s (2014) par-
titive semantics is more promising than Grønn’s (2004) weak ipfv semantics as
mere temporal overlap or even Grønn’s (2015) pfv semantics. Altshuler himself
suggests in his discussion of the example in (10) ((97) in Altshuler 2014: 769) that
Elaboration is the discourse relation involved and that pragmatic strengthening
of the part relation to an equal-relation leads to both events being identical. In
this paper, I propose to go a step further and work with a proper part seman-
tics from the start, thereby abandoning the need for pragmatic strengthening.
Instead, I will argue that event identity follows from the information structural
cues, along the lines of what was proposed in Grønn (2004).

4.1 First attempt

As an empirical point of departure for illustrating how a proper part semantics
coupled with standard discourse semantic assumptions will account for the pre-
suppositional ipfv, I will use data from a corpus study with Olga Borik (Borik &

10As stated before, I will leave existential ipfvs aside and assume that an account for the use of
ipfv in habitual and iterative contexts and the requirement of a single event for the pfv will
play a role here; see Gehrke (2022) for further discussion.
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Gehrke 2018). In this study we show that ipfv past passive participles (PPPs) in
Russian, which are often claimed not to exist (at least from a synchronic point of
view), are attested in corpora, and that they can be given a compositional seman-
tics and are not just frozen forms. The corpus study results indicate important
restrictions though: First, there are no secondary ipfv PPPs, and second – more
importantly for our purposes – there are no ipfv PPPs with a process meaning.
Our hypothesis was that ipfv PPPs are always factual, and we particularly fo-
cussed on presuppositional ipfv PPPs, like the one in (22) (from Borik & Gehrke
2018).

(22) Čto
what

kasaetjsa
concerns

platy
payment

deneg,
money.gen

to
so

plačeny
paid.ipfv

byli
were

naličnymi
in.cash

šest’
six.nom

tysjač
thousand

rublej
Rubles

[...]

‘What concerns the payment: 6000 Rubles were paid in cash.’

In this example, the payment event is first introduced by a nominalisation (plata
‘payment’), and the ipfv PPP in the main clause links back to this already in-
troduced event. The marked word order and the most natural way to read this
example also indicate a marked information structure: the paying event appears
in the beginning of the sentence and is backgrounded, focus lies on the sentence-
final subject and (possibly also) on the modifier (‘6000 Rubles (in cash)’).

Let us work with a proper part semantics for the ipfv and build on indepen-
dently motivated and received assumptions about discourse semantics. A first
attempt, employing a linear notation of DRT (recall fn. 3) but leaving the divi-
sion into background/presupposed and focused material implicit, is in (23).

(23) [𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑡 , 𝑛, 𝑥 | payment(𝑒1), pay(𝑒2), 𝑒2 = 𝑒1,
THEME(𝑒2, 𝑥), 6,000R(𝑥), in-cash(𝑒2), 𝑡 ⊂ 𝜏(𝑒2), 𝑡 < 𝑛]

The DRS keeps track of various discourse referents and conditions on these, as
follows. Plata ‘payment’ is an event nominal that introduces the event discourse
referent 𝑒1. Since it is a non-finite (i.e. tenseless) verb form, I assume that there is
no reference time and no temporal trace related to it; I will get back to this.11 The
event described by the ipfv PPP is represented by 𝑒2, and this event description is
treated like a definite description that is anaphorically linked to 𝑒1 (𝑒2 = 𝑒1), along
the lines of the DRT treatment of definite descriptions in the nominal domain.12

11The temporal trace of an event is represented as 𝜏 (𝑒), following Krifka (1998).
12I assume that, due to the information structure involved, a prior step involves Grønn’s (2004)
account for the VP domain, as outlined in §2; in this section I already take this step for granted
and outline the following step inwhich information structural cues have already been resolved.
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The new information in focus is about 𝑒2, and since 𝑒2 is identical to 𝑒1 it is also
about 𝑒1: the theme of 𝑒2 is ‘6,000 Rubles’ and this was paid ‘in cash’ (treated as
an event modifier). Following Kamp & Reyle (1993), the semantic contribution
of past tense is that it introduces a reference time interval 𝑡 that is before now
(𝑡 < 𝑛). The crucial condition now is that we analyse ipfv with a proper part
semantics, which I treat as a temporal relation: the reference time interval 𝑡 is
properly included in the run time of 𝑒2 (𝑡 ⊂ 𝜏(𝑒2)).

If we still wanted to capture the intuition that the actual paying event was
completed, at least in the overall discourse, this analysis does not succeed, be-
cause the antecedent (or pseudo-antecedent) for the factual ipfv is not a finite
verb form but a nominalisation. In the next section, I will make a second attempt,
in order to see if we can remedy this potentially intuitive shortcoming.

4.2 Second attempt

If we wanted to directly capture the intuition that in the overall discourse the
event referred to by the nominalisation is completed, we would have to recon-
struct a pfv semantics for the nominalisation, along the lines of (24).

(24) [𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑛, 𝑥 | payment(𝑒1), pay(𝑒2), THEME(𝑒2, 𝑥),
6,000R(𝑥), in-cash(𝑒2), 𝑒2 = 𝑒1, 𝜏 (𝑒1) ⊂ 𝑡1, 𝑡2 ⊂ 𝜏(𝑒2), 𝑡2 < 𝑛]

What is new now is that we add a new discourse referent 𝑡1 to the DRS, which
serves as a reference time for 𝑒1 (the event discourse referent introduced by the
nominalisation). We furthermore reconstruct a pfv semantics for this nominali-
sation, since this would represent our intuition that the event is completed: the
run time of 𝑒1 is properly included in the reference time 𝑡1 (𝜏 (𝑒1) ⊂ 𝑡1).

However, we now face new problems. Since nominalisations are non-finite,
𝑡1 is not related to 𝑛; intuitively it is before 𝑛, but this would be a second re-
construction. Furthermore, without this reconstruction, we do not know how 𝑡1
and 𝑡2 are related (with it, it will work as in §4.3). More generally, we do not
know whether we want to associate nominalisations with temporal traces to be-
gin with – this might at most make sense for complex event nominals (in the
sense of Grimshaw 1990) but not necessarily for nominalisations in general. It is
also not clear why we would associate nominalisations with a particular aspect
semantics; intuitively wewant a pfv semantics here because intuitively the event
is completed. However, Russian nominalisations do not come in aspectual pairs,
which could be taken as evidence for nominalisations lacking a functional pro-
jection associated with Aspect (AspP), as argued, for instance, by Schoorlemmer
(1995). So why associate them with (i)pfv semantics at all?
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I do not think our first two attempts at a formalisation should make us want to
give up on the idea that we can have an ipfv semantics for factual ipfvs in a given
sentence, while still capturing the overall intuition at the discourse level that the
actual event was completed. I think it rather shows that in the cases where we
have to accommodate a discourse referent, as in the case with nominalisations
(if we follow Grønn’s 2004 reasoning), we will also have to accommodate more
information that is otherwise contributed by tense and aspect. A full-fledged
theory of accommodation would have to address this, but I will not attempt to
do this in this short contribution.13 Instead, in the following, I will explore what
happens if the discourse does contain a pfv antecedent that explicitly provides
the antecedent for the factual ipfv.

4.3 The account: The zooming-in function of presuppositional ipfvs

In order to work with an example with a finite pfv antecedent for the presuppo-
sitional ipfv, I constructed an example that is not attested in the corpus, unlike
(22), but which is still a fully acceptable discourse, namely (25).14

(25) a. Zaplatili.
paid.3pl.pfv

Plačeny
paid.ipfv

byli
were

naličnymi
in-cash

šest’
six.nom

tysjač
thousand

rublej.
Rubles

‘They paid. It was paid 6,000 Rubles in cash.’
b. [𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑛, 𝑥 | pay(𝑒1), 𝜏 (𝑒1) ⊂ 𝑡1, 𝑡1 < 𝑛, pay(𝑒2), THEME(𝑒2, 𝑥),

6,000R(𝑥), in cash(𝑒2), 𝑒2 = 𝑒1, 𝑡2 ⊂ 𝜏(𝑒2), 𝑡2 < 𝑛]

13Olav Mueller-Reichau (p.c.) suggests that the completedness intuition might be captured by
assuming that presupposed entities are whole entities (unless there is evidence to the contrary),
because they are listed as items on file cards.

14This is not to say that there are no such examples in the corpus, it is just that presuppositional
ipfvs quite often require accommodation rather than true antecedents, so I wanted to address
the general issue of how do deal with accommodation. An example from the corpus with a pfv
antecent and an analysis that works just like (25b) is the following.

(i) a. I
and

tak
so

napisano,
written.n.sg.pfv

čto
that

mnogie
many.nom

rasplakalis’
started.crying.pfv

– krovju
blood.instr

duši
soul.gen

pisano.
written.n.sg.ipfv
‘It was written so that many started to cry, it was written with the blood of the
soul.’

b. [𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑡1, 𝑡2, 𝑛, 𝑥 |write(𝑒1), 𝜏 (𝑒1) ⊂ 𝑡1, 𝑡1 < 𝑛,write(𝑒2),
blood-of-soul(𝑥), INSTRUMENT(𝑒2, 𝑥), 𝑒2 = 𝑒1, 𝑡2 ⊂ 𝜏(𝑒2), 𝑡2 < 𝑛]
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Under the analysis in (25b), there is a paying event 𝑒1, introduced by the pfv verb
form in the first sentence: its run time, 𝜏 (𝑒1), is properly included in the reference
time 𝑡1 (the semantics of pfv), which is before n(ow) (the semantics of past tense).
The analysis for the second sentence does not differ from the second attempt:
The presuppositional ipfv PPP introduces a second paying event 𝑒2, which is
anaphorically linked to 𝑒1, i.e. 𝑒2 = 𝑒1. The new information about this event is
that its theme is 6,000 Rubles and it was paid in cash. The ipfv semantics specifies
that there is a second reference time, 𝑡2, which is properly included in the run
time of the event, 𝜏 (𝑒2), and past tense indicates that this reference time is before
the time of utterance.

At this point, a proponent of the “fake” ipfv analysis might object and say that
the ipfv semantics for 𝑒2 in the second sentence still does not directly capture
that the paying event was completed. This is indeed true, but only at the sen-
tence level. However, it follows from the discourse structure as a whole: Event
completion information is already given in the first sentence about 𝑒1 (its run
time falls within the first reference time 𝑡1). Since 𝑒2 equals 𝑒1, the actual event of
paying remains completed. Furthermore, the second reference time, 𝑡2, is prop-
erly included in the run time of 𝑒2, and therefore it is also properly included in the
run time of 𝑒1 (since 𝑒2 is identical to 𝑒1). By transitivity, 𝑡2 must also be properly
included in the first reference time, 𝑡1. The effect of the presuppositional ipfv,
then, is that it is used to zoom in on a narrower reference time within a bigger
reference time; the link between the two reference times 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 is only indirect,
via the events involved, but it can still be made. The assertion that the sentence
with the presuppositional ipfv makes, then, is only for part of the bigger ref-
erence time and only for part of the actual event, and this is what is captured
by the ipfv semantics. This is precisely what we expect if the event description
provided by the presuppositional ipfv merely elaborates on the first event.

There are at least two advantages of this proposal over Grønn’s (2015) “fake”
ipfv account. First, it can easily be extended to atelic and non-resultative sub-
types of the presuppositional ipfv, which are well discussed in the descriptive
literature (recall the discussion in §3.3). For Grønn such subtypes would not in-
volve “fake” ipfvs (with a pfv semantics) and would thus not be analysed along
the same lines, even though some of these (the presuppositional ones) share the
same information structural properties and anaphoric link to previously intro-
duced events (these events are just not completed, in this intuitive sense). Second,
we maintain a uniform semantics for ipfv verb forms.

The gist of the proposal treats presuppositional ipfvs as a special case of the
ongoing reading of ipfvs, since both involve the reference time being properly in-
cluded in the run time of the event. The ongoing reading is analysed as a proper-
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part-relation by Altshuler (2014) as well, but under his account both readings
(presuppositional and ongoing) are arrived at only after pragmatically strength-
ening the weaker partitive semantics he proposes for the ipfv. The two readings
end up with a different strengthened semantics since for him the result of prag-
matic strengthening with presuppositional ipfvs is identity of the two events (re-
call the discussion in §2.4). In contrast, the current proposal starts out with the
stronger ipfv semantics, which is the same as under the ongoing reading; iden-
tity of the two events follows from the information structural cues that build an
anaphoric link to the previously introduced (or accommodated) event, just like
what we find with definites in the nominal domain. Thus, by taking the informa-
tion structural cues already identified by Grønn (2004) as a point of departure to
spell out a discourse semantic account that integrates independently proposed
assumptions about definites and anaphoric relations in discourse, event identity
is the result of the discourse structure and not of pragmatic strengthening of the
ipfv semantics.

5 Conclusion

In this paper I argued that an analysis of factual ipfvs as “fake” ipfvs, assigning
them a pfv semantics, is misguided by the strong focus on event completion. I
claimed that taking the intuitive notion of “completed” events as a central in-
gredient of the semantic definition of the (i)pfv aspect at the sentential level
is misleading because there are numerous mismatches between (i)pfv forms and
(in)complete events in the actual world. Rather, since we are primarily concerned
with thewaywe describe a given event (with aspectual forms) in a given sentence
and such descriptions can also involve descriptions of parts of events, the intu-
ition of event completion could also be delegated to the level of the discourse. I
argued that by taking into account the discourse structure it is possible to pro-
vide a strong ipfv semantics for presuppositional ipfvs, which therefore turn out
to be “true” ipfvs: they elaborate on a part of a previously introduced event.

There are remaining issues for future research. For one, I have not addressed
other subtypes of the factual ipfv, such as the existential ipfv or the annulled
result cases (if these are indeed subcases). However, I am confident that a full-
fledged account of habituality and iterativity, coupled with the single event re-
quirement for pfvs and possibly further discourse semantic considerations, will
work for existential ipfvs. Annulled results also point to a discourse function
that needs to be explored further. A second area for further investigation arises
because the proposed analysis crucially builds on there being a finite pfv an-
tecedent.What dowe dowith non-finite antecedents (e.g. nominalisations)which
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– at least in Russian – do not come in a particular aspect? And finally, how do
we handle accommodation, which is similar to bridging in the nominal domain
(see discussion in Borik & Gehrke 2018)?

Abbreviations

1 first person
3 third person
acc accusative case
adj adjective
ap adverbial participle
dat dative case
gen genitive case
ipfv imperfective
inf infinitive
instr instrumental case
f focus
n neuter

nom nominative case
pfv perfective
pl plural
prs present tense
prt particle
pst past tense
refl reflexive
to specific indefinite marker -to
sg singular
si secondary imperfective
za inchoative/ingressive prefix za-
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The paper investigates polar responses to biased questions with outer vs. inner
negation and the particle razve ‘really’ in Russian. We present experimental evi-
dence from two acceptability judgment studies and show that the two question
types have slightly different answer patterns. We argue that the meaning previ-
ously suggested for the particles da/net ‘yes/no’ must be revised. We propose an
analysis of our results which combines a proposal for outer vs. inner negation in
terms of the illocutionary operator falsum vs. propositional negation (Repp 2006,
2009), and a proposal for response particles in terms of propositional anaphors that
realize certain polarity features (Roelofsen & Farkas 2015). We argue that the set of
polarity features hitherto assumed should be extended to features that are sensitive
to the type of antecedent that polar responses react to: assertion or question.

Keywords: question, question bias, negation, response particle, propositional ana-
phor, acceptability judgments

1 Introduction

Response particles like yes and no have been assumed to fulfil two functions:
they may affirm or reject the truth of a previous utterance (truth-based func-
tion), or they may signal the polarity of the response (polarity-based function).
The difference becomes relevant in responses to assertions or questions with a
negation. For instance, in reaction to the assertion Nina didn’t sneeze, a particle
like yes in principle may signal that the assertion is true, i.e. signal agreement
with Nina didn’t sneeze, but it may also signal that the response is positive, i.e.
that Nina sneezed. Languages differ with respect to which of these functions the
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individual response particles preferably realize – or in how far these functions
are combined. There has been much research on cross-linguistic as well as inter-
individual variation on this issue in recent years, and earlier assumptions that
there might be a division into truth-based languages and polarity-based
languages (Pope 1976, Jones 1999) have been called into question (e.g., Krifka
2013, Goodhue & Wagner 2018, González-Fuente et al. 2015, Kramer & Rawlins
2011, Holmberg 2013, 2015, Meijer et al. 2015, Roelofsen & Farkas 2015, Li et al.
2016, Claus et al. 2017, Farkas & Roelofsen 2019, Repp et al. 2019, Loos et al. 2020).

Response particles are generally thought to be anaphoric devices. They have
been analysed as propositional anaphors (Krifka 2013, Roelofsen & Farkas 2015,
Farkas & Roelofsen 2019), and as remnants of an elliptic clause (Kramer & Rawl-
ins 2011, Holmberg 2013, 2015). As propositional anaphors they refer to a salient
proposition in the previous utterance. While assertions normally are assumed to
introduce one proposition (unless they contain a negation), questions are usu-
ally assumed to introduce a set of two propositions (e.g., Hamblin 1973). For in-
stance, the Russian polar question Nina čichnula? ‘Did Nina sneeze?’ introduces
the positive proposition p,Nina sneezed, and the negative proposition ̄𝑝,Nina did
not sneeze. In principle, response particles may take up either proposition as an-
tecedent but since anaphors are sensitive to the salience of potential antecedents,
and since it has been argued that the particular form of a question may influence
the salience of the two propositions, the issue arises which proposition a particle
picks up.

Formal aspects potentially influencing the salience of p or ̄𝑝 include for in-
stance the presence vs. absence of a negative marker (e.g., Roelofsen & van Gool
2010, Roelofsen & Farkas 2015), the form and position of the negative marker,
and the presence of certain particles. These formal means mark certain contex-
tual and speaker-related biases, which may correspond to p or ̄𝑝 (e.g., Ladd 1981,
Büring & Gunlogson 2000, Romero & Han 2004, Repp 2009, Sudo 2013, Seeliger
2015, 2019, Gyuris 2017, Seeliger & Repp 2018, Arnhold et al. 2021, Repp & Geist
in preparation). To illustrate, a question like Didn’t Nina sneeze? may be used
to double-check the truth of p (Nina sneezed) because the speaker had assumed
that p is true – this might make p salient. The same question may also be used to
double-check the truth of ̄𝑝 (Nina didn’t sneeze) because this is what the evidence
suggests – this might make ̄𝑝 salient. Most accounts of question bias assume dif-
ferent analyses for the negation in these two question uses (or meanings): as
outer negation and inner negation, respectively, so that a question with
outer negation (ON-question) double-checks a positive proposition, and a ques-
tion with inner negation (IN-question) checks a negative proposition. Hence, it
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is to be expected that yes and no as well as their correlates in other languages
pick up different propositions when answering ON- vs. IN-questions.

In this paper we investigate the meaning and use of the response particles
da/net ‘yes/no’ in Russian in responses to biased ON/IN-questions in Russian.
We present quantitative evidence from two acceptability judgment experiments.
The goal of our investigation is to improve our understanding of bias in ques-
tions on the one hand, and of the meaning and use of response particles, on the
other hand. In Russian, polar questions typically have a declarative syntax, and
are distinguished from assertions by prosody. To indicate question bias, inter-
rogative particles may be used. The two readings of polar questions as ON- vs.
IN-questions are attested, albeit not necessarily by this terminology (e.g., Bara-
nov & Kobozeva 1983, Brown & Franks 1995, Brown 1999, Kobozeva 2004: 307,
Meyer 2004, Šatunovskij 2005). As for the meaning and use of response particles,
Russian has been argued to combine truth-based and polarity-based strategies
(González-Fuente et al. 2015, Esipova 2021). Most previous investigations on this
issue focus on lexical, prosodic and (co-speech) gestural answering strategies in
responses to positive and negative antecedents without considering a potential
difference between ON/IN-question readings. However, work by Restan (1972),
Meyer (2004) and, most recently, the experimental work by Pančenko (2021) on
da/net in responses to negative questions suggests that the ON/IN-difference
plays a role for the acceptability of the Russian response particles.

The paper is structured as follows. §2 discusses the notion of question bias in
relation to ON/IN-readings both in general and for Russian. §3 discusses the anal-
ysis of response particles in one of the anaphora accounts (Roelofsen & Farkas
2015, Farkas & Roelofsen 2019). §4 presents the two acceptability studies. §5 dis-
cusses the results and provides a theoretical evaluation.

2 Polar question bias and negation

2.1 Background

As mentioned above, negative polar questions may express certain contextual
and speaker-related biases. Two dimensions have proven helpful in the analysis
of these biases (Sudo 2013, Gärtner & Gyuris 2017): (i) epistemic bias (roughly:
prior speaker belief or speaker knowledge) and (ii) evidential bias (current
situational evidence, including propositions implied by the addressee).1 For in-
stance, in the context description in (1) we learn about a belief of the person

1Epistemic bias has also been associated with the speaker’s desires or expectations (Sudo 2013).
We are not considering these meaning aspects here.
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asking the question, Sarah. Sarah believes that the proposition p, Ms Miller has
booked the tickets, is true. This belief implies that the departure time for the flights
under discussion cannot be changed. Tom’s suggestion to take an earlier flight
(= the evidence) therefore is incompatible with Sarah’s belief: the evidence sug-
gests that ̄𝑝 is true. To resolve this conflict between the evidential and the epis-
temic bias, Sarah asks a negative polar question.

(1) Sarah and Tom are preparing a business trip to Milan. Ms Miller, their
secretary, is helping them. Just before they go home, Sarah and Tom are
talking about the business trip. Sarah assumes thatMsMiller has organized
everything and the departure time of the flights is fixed.

Tom: Maybe we should take an earlier flight.

Sarah: Hasn’t Ms Miller booked the tickets?

Asmentioned above, a question like Sarah’s may double-check the epistemic bias
or the evidential bias.2 Ladd (1981) argued that the presence of a positive polarity
item (PPI) vs. a negative polarity item (NPI) disambiguates the two readings. We
are showing this for the PPI already and the weak NPI yet in (2a)–(2b), since we
used the Russian counterparts of these elements in our experiments. (2a) contains
already, (2b) contains yet. Both questions are negative but in (2a) the negation
does not seem to anti-license the PPI, which is why it is called outer negation.
The negation licensing the NPI in (2b) is inner negation (Romero & Han 2004).
The idea behind this terminology is that outer negation is “too far out” to anti-
license the PPI, whereas inner negation is close enough to license the NPI (Ladd
1981). Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of ON/IN-questions.

(2) a. Hasn’t Ms Miller already booked the tickets?
b. Hasn’t Ms Miller booked the tickets yet?

The difference between the two negations has been analysed in various ways,
for instance in terms of scope relations between the negation and an epistemic
conversational operator (Romero & Han 2004), as illocutionary vs. propositional
negation (Repp 2006, 2009, 2013; also Romero 2015), or in terms of scope relations
between speech act operators (Krifka 2015); see Romero (2020) for a review. We
are following here the analysis proposed by Repp (2006, 2009, 2013).

2For English, this ambiguity only is obligatorily present with so-called preposed negation, i.e.
with the negation marker cliticized to the auxiliary like in (1). Questions with non-preposed
negation, i.e. Has Ms Miller not booked the tickets?, do not necessarily have the implicature
that the speaker had a previous belief: they can be asked in neutral contexts (Romero & Han
2004). We are not considering the difference between preposed and non-preposed negation
here as we did not manipulate the position of the Russian negation-plus-verb complex in our
experimental materials.
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Table 1: Characteristics of ON/IN-questions

Form Polarity
item

Epistemic
bias

Evidential
bias

“Function” Negation

Hasn’t Ms Miller
already booked
the tickets?

PPI p ̄𝑝 or none double-
checks p

outer

Hasn’t Ms Miller
booked the
tickets yet?

NPI p ̄𝑝 double-
checks ̄𝑝

inner

Repp assumes that outer negation corresponds to the illocutionary (or com-
mon ground managing) operator falsum. falsum expresses that the speaker is
sure that the proposition in its scope should not be added to the common ground.
Being an illocutionary operator, falsum always scopes over a (positive) proposi-
tion (unless there are several negation markers), but it scopes under the question
operator so that a question with falsum asks whether or not the speaker is sure
that a given proposition should not be added to the common ground. Thus, in
this analysis a biased question is not a set of two propositions but a set of two
semantic-pragmatic objects including an illocutionary operator, see (3a) for the
proposed logical form (LF) of ON-questions and their meaning. For inner nega-
tion, Repp builds on Romero & Han (2004), who assume that preposed nega-
tion obligatorily introduces a conversational epistemic operator verum (based
on Höhle’s 1988, 1992 verum focus). verum expresses that the speaker is sure
that the proposition in its scope should be added to the common ground.3 Repp
assumes that verum, like falsum, is an illocutionary operator and takes scope
over a proposition. In IN-questions, verum scopes over a negative proposition

3Romero & Han (2004) propose a verum analysis for both ON- and IN-questions. They as-
sume that in ON-questions, verum, which itself is in the scope of negation, scopes over a
positive proposition: [Q [¬ verum p]]. In IN-questions, verum scopes over a negative proposi-
tion: [Q [verum ̄𝑝]]. Repp (2006, 2009, 2013) departs from this proposal inter alia because an
analysis in terms of verum in some contexts produces meanings that are “too weak”. For in-
stance, for rejections like She didn’t buy the tickets, Romero & Han (2004) also assume a verum
analysis. However, [¬ verum [she bought the tickets]] means that the speaker is not sure that
the proposition she bought the tickets should be added to the common ground, contrary to the
intuition of what this rejection expresses, namely that the speaker is sure that this proposition
should not be added to the common ground. Also see Romero (2015) for an analysis of negative
polar questions that uses both verum and falsum.
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because the negation in these questions is propositional negation, see (3b) for
the corresponding LF. A question with verum asks whether or not the speaker
is sure that a given negative proposition should be added to the common ground.
Note that the occurrence of PPIs in ON-questions and of NPIs in IN-questions is
predicted by this account because only in the latter is there propositional nega-
tion, which by hypothesis is required to license NPIs.

(3) a. ON-question: [Q [falsum 𝑝]] = {falsum 𝑝, ¬ falsum 𝑝}
b. IN-question: [Q [verum ̄𝑝]] = {verum ̄𝑝, ¬ verum ̄𝑝}

Repp’s account predicts that in responses to ON- vs. IN-questions, different
propositions are made available for anaphoric uptake: p and ̄𝑝, respectively. Evi-
dence that this might indeed be the case comes from acceptability rating studies
in German. Claus et al. (2016) and Repp et al. (2022) show that ON-questions are
answered as if they were positive questions. This is expected if the negation in
ON-questions is not propositional. Responses to IN-questions do not show this
pattern. In our study, we will test whether the predictions of Repp’s account for
ON- vs. IN-questions can be confirmed for Russian.

2.2 Question bias and negation in Russian

As already mentioned, Russian polar questions by default have the form of as-
sertive declarative sentences: subject-verb-object orderwithout subject-auxiliary
inversion. Questionhood is marked by intonation: whereas in (out-of-the-blue)
assertions the default nuclear accent is on the object of the clause, in (out-of-the-
blue) interrogatives it is on the verb (Bryzgunova 1975, Ladd 1996). The accent in
interrogatives is described as a steep rise L+H* with peak delay into the postnu-
clear syllable, which may be followed by a secondary L* target (Meyer &Mleinek
2006; cf. Bryzgunova 1980).

Russian has interrogative particles that indicate different question biases:
razve, neuželi, li, ved’, že, among others (e.g., Švedova et al. 2005: 387f.). Here
we discuss the particle razve ‘really’, which we used in our experiments. Razve is
used in situations where there is an evidential bias for the proposition denoted by
the clause that is used as question, and an epistemic bias for the complement of
this proposition (Repp & Geist in preparation). For instance in (4), A’s utterance
implies that Ivan is married (evidential bias for p). The occurrence of razve in B’s
question (p?) indicates that B originally had the belief that Ivan is not married
(epistemic bias for ̄𝑝). The use of razve in B’s question indicates moderate sur-
prise or doubt concerning the evidence in view of B’s original belief (Apresjan
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1980, Rathmayr 1985, Baranov 1986, Kirschbaum 2001, Mat’ko 2014), and signals
that B wishes to double-check the evidential bias p (he is married).

(4) A: Ivan
Ivan

ezdil
went

v
in

otpusk
holiday

so
with

svoej
his.own

ženoj.
wife

‘Ivan was on holiday together with his wife.’
B: A

but
razve
part

on
he

ženat?
married

‘But is he really married?’ (Zaliznjak 2020: 5)

Razve can also occur in negative questions. Negation in Russian is expressed
by the preverbal particle ne. Repp & Geist (in preparation) present experimen-
tal evidence which indicates that negative questions ( ̄𝑝?) with razve are more
acceptable when they occur in biased contexts, i.e. in contexts where there is ev-
idence for ̄𝑝 and the speaker had a previous belief for p, than when they occur in
neutral contexts. Negative questions without razve display the opposite pattern.

As already mentioned, there are descriptions of ON- and IN-question read-
ings in the literature on Russian (Restan 1972, Baranov & Kobozeva 1983, Brown
& Franks 1995, Brown 1999, Meyer 2004, Kobozeva 2004, Šatunovskij 2005,
Pančenko 2021, Repp & Geist in preparation). Whether or not the position of the
negation-verb complex (clause-initial or not) contributes to the different readings
is controversial (Brown & Franks 1995, Meyer 2004). Repp & Geist (in prepara-
tion) discuss data from the Russian National Corpus (ruscorpora.ru; Rachilina
2008) with the negation-verb complex in non-initial position which show that
both ON- and IN-readings are available in questions with razve (see (9) and (10)
further below). Repp & Geist (in preparation) assume that Russian eščë, the ap-
proximate counterpart of the English NPI yet, indicates the inner negation read-
ing, and Russian uže, the approximate counterpart of the English PPI already,
indicates the outer negation reading.4

As just suggested, eščё and uže cannot be fully identified with yet and already:
eščё and uže have many different uses (Boguslavskij 1996). The polarity-sensitive
uses that we are interested in here are attested in combination with a verb in
perfective aspect. In this context, eščё patternswith the EnglishNPI yet and needs

4There are other diagnostics in Russian to distinguish the two readings. For instance, Pančenko
(2021) provides experimental evidence showing that ON is marked by the combination of the
particle li with ne (ne...li). Meyer (2004), following Restan (1972), argues that certain modal
particles and sentence adverbs, for instance že ‘≈ but’, ved’ ‘≈ but’, konečno ‘of course’ and
stalo byt’ ‘apparently’, may only occur in IN-questions and not in ON-questions. See Brown
& Franks (1995) and Meyer (2004) for other morphosyntactic cues. The role of intonation is
uncertain (Meyer 2004, Pančenko 2021).
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licensing by negation, (5), whereas uže patterns with already and is excluded
under sentence negation, (6).

(5) John has left {already / *yet}. positive clause
Ivan uechal {uže / *eščë}.

(6) John has not left {*already / yet}. negative clause
Ivan ne uechal {*uže / eščë}.

The polarity sensitivity of eščё and uže furthermore shows up in combination
with other NPIs and PPIs. Eščë may co-occur with strong NPIs like the negative
pronoun nikuda ‘nowhere’, (7), but cannot co-occur with PPIs like the intensifier
gorazdo ‘considerably’, (8) (cf. van der Wouden 1997 for intensifiers as PPIs). For
uže it is the other way round.

(7) Ivan
Ivan

{*eščë
yet

nikudaNPI
nowhere

/ okuže
already

gorazdoPPI
considerably

bystree}
faster

uechal.
left

Intended: ‘Ivan hasn’t left anywhere yet.’ /
‘Ivan has left already considerably faster.’

(8) Ivan
Ivan

{okeščë
yet

nikudaNPI
nowhere

/ *uže
already

gorazdoPPI
considerably

bystree}
faster

ne
not

uechal.
left

‘Ivan hasn’t left anywhere yet.’ /
Intended: ‘Ivan has left already considerably faster.’

Turning now to the occurrence of eščё and uže in negative questions in the Rus-
sian National Corpus, as discussed by Repp & Geist (in preparation), consider
(9) and (10). In (9) speaker B has an epistemic bias for the positive proposition
p (A has already told me the main thing). However, A’s utterance provides evi-
dence for ̄𝑝. To resolve the conflict, B asks a question containing the NPI eščë,
double-checking ̄𝑝, the evidential bias.

(9) A: Sejčas
now

ja
I

tebe
you

skažu
tell

glavnoe.
main.thing

‘Now I am telling you the main thing.’
B: Razve

part
eščë
yet

ne
not

skazal?
said

‘Haven’t you told it to me yet?’ IN-question
[A. I. Spasovskiy, “Bolšaja kniga peremen / Volga” 2010]

The assumption that a negative razve-question containing eščë is indeed an IN-
question is supported by the observation that the strong NPI ni razu ‘not once’
can occur in such a question:
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(10) Razve
part

eščë
yet

ni
neg

razu
once

ne
not

skazal?
said

‘Haven’t you ever told me?’

Example (11) shows that uže can occur in a razve-question, indicating that razve-
questions can be ON-questions. The razve-question in (11) conveys the same bi-
ases as the razve-question in (9): an epistemic bias for p (You have dragged me
out of the past already), and an evidential bias for ̄𝑝. To resolve the conflict, the
speaker asks the question. Here it is the epistemic bias that is checked, as is in-
dicated by the presence of the PPI uže. The question is an ON-question.

(11) A: Čestnoe
honest

slovo,
word

ne
not

znaju,
know

kak
how

vytaščit’
drag

tebja
you

iz
out.of

prošlogo.
past

‘Frankly, I don’t know how to drag you out of the past.’
B: Razve

part
ty
you

uže
already

ne
not

vytaščila
dragged

menja
me

iz
out.of

prošlogo?
past

‘Haven’t you dragged me out of the past already?’ ON-question
[Alexander Bogdan, Gennadi Praškewič. “Čelovek Č” 2001]

As is shown in (12), the outer negation in the razve-question in (11) anti-licenses
the strong NPI ni razu, which supports the assumption that the question in (11)
indeed is an ON-question.

(12) * Razve
part

ty
you

uže
already

ni
neg

razu
once

ne
not

vytaščila
dragged

menja
me

iz
out.of

prošlogo?
past

Intended: ‘Haven’t you dragged me out of the past once already?’

We conclude that a negative razve-question ̄𝑝? comes with an epistemic bias
for p and an evidential bias for ̄𝑝. The question may double-check, and – by
hypothesis – make salient, different propositions. Which proposition is double-
checked and made salient may be disambiguated by polarity-sensitive items like
eščë and uže.

3 Response particles

There are various analyses of response particles, which fall into two major types:
anaphora and ellipsis analyses. We already mentioned in §1 that response par-
ticles have been analysed as propositional anaphors, i.e. they take up a salient
proposition in the discourse context (Krifka 2013, Roelofsen& Farkas 2015, Farkas
& Roelofsen 2019). Ellipsis accounts treat response particles as remnants of elided
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response clauses (Kramer & Rawlins 2011, Holmberg 2013, 2015). All these ac-
counts aim at explaining the gradual differences in the acceptability and use of
response particles that have been observed in recent years. For reasons of space,
we only discuss one of the anaphora accounts here, namely Roelofsen & Farkas’s
feature model (Roelofsen & Farkas 2015, Farkas & Roelofsen 2019).

3.1 The feature model

Roelofsen & Farkas (2015) assume that response particles like English yes and
no realize two types of semantic presuppositional features, which are formal in-
stantiations of the two functions that response particles were argued to have in
earlier literature: to indicate the polarity of the response or the truth of the an-
tecedent (e.g., Pope 1976, Jones 1999). Accordingly, the first type of feature are
absolute polarity features, which presuppose that the polarity of the response
is positive (feature [+]) or negative (feature [−]). The second type are relative
polarity features, which presuppose that the response has the same or the op-
posite polarity of the antecedent (the features [agree] and [reverse]).

In the feature model, language-specific feature-particle mappings indicate
which particle may realize which feature. For instance, English maps [+] and
[agree] onto yes, and [−] and [reverse] onto no. Some languages map feature
combinations onto a dedicated particle, like German does for [+, reverse], which
maps onto doch. The feature-particle mapping for English in comparison to Ger-
man as suggested by Roelofsen & Farkas (2015) is given in Table 2.

Table 2: The feature-particle mapping for English and German

English:
[+] and [agree] → yes [−] and [reverse] → no

German:
[+] and [agree] → ja [−] and [reverse] → nein

[+, reverse] → doch

In responses to positive assertions and questions, the absolute and relative po-
larity of response particles coincide, but in responses to negative questions and
assertions these two functions come apart. This is illustrated in (13), where the
feature combination of the whole response is given in square brackets and the
feature realized by the respective particle is marked by a frame. In (13a)–(13b) the
absolute polarity feature to be realized is [−] because the response clause con-
tains negation, and the relative polarity feature to be realized is [agree] because
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the polarity of the response is the same as the polarity of the antecedent. In (13a)
no realizes [−], and in (13b) yes realizes [agree].

(13) Antecedent:
Ms Miller hasn’t booked the tickets. / Hasn’t Ms Miller booked the
tickets?

Response:
a. No, she hasn’t. [ − , agree]
b. Yes, she hasn’t. [−, agree ]
c. No, she has. [+, reverse ]
d. Yes, she has. [ + , reverse]

The pattern shown in (13) reflects the feature-particle mapping for English but
it does not represent the actual preference patterns for yes and no in English in
the various discourse contexts. In other words, although both particles may in
principle realize both types of features, there are clear differences in (graded) ac-
ceptability and use (Roelofsen & Farkas 2015, Repp et al. 2019). To account for
such observations, Farkas & Roelofsen (2019) model the realization of features in
a stochastic optimality-theoretic (OT) framework. In this model, different con-
straint weightings are used to explain language-specific answering patterns and
gradual preference patterns. Table 3 lists the constraints.

Table 3: OT constraints in the feature model (Farkas & Roelofsen 2019)

maximize marked: Maximize the realization of marked polarity features
or feature combinations.

expressiveness: Maximize the expression of feature content.
maximize relative: Maximize the realization of relative polarity features.
maximize absolute: Maximize the realization of absolute polarity

features.

The constraint maximize marked is a typical OT markedness constraint and
thus is thought to be generally operative in response systems. It favours the
realization of marked features or feature combinations. The features [−] and
[reverse] are thought to be marked: negation [−] is assumed to be hard to pro-
cess, and disagreeing in discourse [reverse] is a dispreferred discourse move.
The feature combination [+, reverse] also is considered to be marked. In a lan-
guage where the constraint maximize marked has a particularly high weight,
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marked features have a particularly high realization need and a particle that re-
alizes a marked feature (combination) will be preferred over other particles.

The constraint expressiveness is relevant if there is a preference in a lan-
guage for particles expressing more rather than less features. For instance, for
German, expressiveness is assumed to have a high weight, which explains why
the particle doch, which realizes [+, reverse], is more accepted in [+, reverse]
responses than particles realizing only one of the features [+] and [reverse].
expressiveness can be viewed as an instance of the general principle Maximize
presupposition! (Heim 1991): the polarity features are presuppositional.

The constraints maximize relative and maximize absolute, by which rel-
ative and absolute polarity features, respectively, have a high realization need,
are response-specific constraints, and arguably cannot be linked to more general
principles. However, given that languages do display different general tenden-
cies to express truth vs. polarity (see §1), it seems warranted to assume these
constraints.

To see how these constraints can be used to explain gradual preferences for
response particles, consider how Repp et al. (2019) explain findings from an ac-
ceptability judgment experiment testing yes and no responses to negative asser-
tions in English. Repp et al. suggest that the relative weight of two of the above
constraints is relevant to account for the data (the other constraints have low
weights), see (14), where ã stands for ‘has greater weight than’.

(14) realize absolute features ã realize marked features

The acceptability patterns found by Repp et al. are shown in (15).5 As before,
a frame indicates the feature that is realized. In addition, marked features are
highlighted in grey. (15) shows that in agreeing responses, (15a), no was much
more acceptable (≫) than yes. In these responses, no realizes absolute, marked
[−], and yes realizes relative, unmarked [agree]. In rejecting responses, (15b),
yes was more acceptable (>) than no but the difference was not so extreme. In
rejecting responses, yes realizes absolute, unmarked [+], and no realizes relative,
marked [reverse]. Thus, in both agreeing and rejecting responses, the particle
realizing the absolute feature was more acceptable than the particle realizing the
relative feature. However, only in agreeing responses the particle realizing the
marked featurewasmore acceptable than the particle realizing the unmarked fea-
ture. This pattern can be explained with the weighting indicated in (14): realizing
absolute features has more weight in English than realizing marked features.

5We are glossing over the inter-individual differences found by Repp et al. (2019).
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(15) Antecedent:
Ms Miller hasn’t booked the tickets.

Response:
a. No, she hasn’t. [ − , agree] ≫ *Yes, she hasn’t. [ − , agree ]
b. Yes, she has. [ + , reverse ] > No, she has. [+, reverse ]

3.2 Russian response particles in the feature model

Russian has two response particles: da and net. In two recent feature model anal-
yses (Esipova 2021, González-Fuente et al. 2015), which do not distinguish be-
tween ON- and IN-questions, Russian has been proposed to differ from English
in its feature-particle mapping. Like English no, Russian net may realize the ab-
solute feature [−] or the relative feature [reverse]. Unlike English yes, however,
Russian da may only realize the relative feature [agree]. Thus, the proposed
feature-particle mapping is the one given in (16), and the corresponding accept-
ability pattern is illustrated in (17) from Esipova (2021).6

(16) Russian: [agree] → da [−] and [reverse] → net

(17) Antecedent:
Nina
Nina

ne
not

sdala
passed

ekzamen
exam

{?,.}

‘{ Did Nina not pass the exam?, Nina did not pass the exam. }’

Response:
a. Net,

no
ne
not

sdala.
passed

‘No, she didn’t.’ [ − , agree]
b. Da,

yes
ne
not

sdala.
passed

‘Yes, she didn’t.’ [−, agree ]
c. Net,

no
sdala.
passed

‘No, she did.’ [+, reverse ]

6Esipova (2021) assumes the same pattern for questions and assertions as antecedents. However,
she does not specify the bias profile or the ON/IN-readings of the questions. The non-preposed
position of the negation in the English translation given by Esipova might be taken to hint at a
‘bias-free’ reading, which like the IN-negation reading arguably makes ̄𝑝 salient, but Esipova
is not explicit on this issue.
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d. * Da,
yes

sdala.
passed

Intended: ‘Yes she did.’ [ + , reverse]
Esipova (2021: 3f.)

Meyer (2004) (following Restan 1972, Brown & Franks 1995) distinguishes be-
tween “purely informative” negative questions (questions without a bias) as an-
tecedents, and questions with a negative implicature (the speaker expects a neg-
ative answer). For the former type of question, Meyer suggests that only the
responses given in (17a) and (17d) are acceptable. Thus, the pattern is clearly dif-
ferent from the one given by Esipova (2021) in (17). According to Meyer, da and
net undoubtedly indicate absolute polarity as responses to such questions, i.e.
[+] and [−]. However, Repp & Geist (2022) report experimental evidence on re-
sponses to unbiased questions in rich discourse contexts which does not confirm
Meyer’s claims: da was clearly degraded in responses to such questions whereas
net was rated as acceptable – both independently of the polarity of the response.
For questions with a negative implicature – which is a category that does not fit
our description of biases – Meyer (2004) proposes the same pattern as the one
given by Esipova in (17a)–(17d). He also highlights that the pattern would be the
same with assertions as antecedents, thus corroborating Esipova’s suggestion.
However, since the question type is not specified by Esipova, a comparison is
difficult. Overall, this empirical picture leaves open many questions and needs
careful empirical investigation, especially in rich discourse contexts so that the
exact question meaning can be controlled. For our investigation, we will work
with the hypothesis that da can only realize [agree] (Esipova 2021, González-
Fuente et al. 2015).

For sake of completeness, it should be noted here that in addition to particles,
Russian uses lexico-syntactic response strategies. For instance, González-Fuente
et al. (2015) identify the echoic answering strategy, where the speaker may repeat
the verb without a particle, for instance to mark a rejection like (17d). We restrict
our investigation to the response particles da and net.

4 Acceptability judgment experiments

In this section we are presenting the acceptability judgment experiments that we
conducted to explore the feature-particle mapping for Russian da and net as sum-
marized in (16), for responses to biased ON/IN-questions, where the two types of
negation are signalled by the polarity-sensitive items uže ‘already’ and eščë ‘yet’.
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Specifically, we explored the predictions that can be made on the basis of Repp’s
(2006, 2009, 2013) analysis of such questions in English and German. Recall that
according to this analysis, ON-questions vs. IN-questions make different propo-
sitions available for anaphoric uptake, which predicts that the type of negation
will influence the felicity of da/net for expressing that p or ̄𝑝 is true. We hypoth-
esized that in responses to ON-questions, which check the epistemic bias for p
and according to Repp have the LF [Q [falsum p]], the positive proposition p is
taken up by da/net. In responses to IN-questions, which check the evidential bias
̄𝑝 and have the LF [Q [verum ̄𝑝]], it is the negative proposition ̄𝑝 which is taken

up by da/net.
Table 4 summarizes our specific predictions. For responses expressing that

p (= the epistemic bias) is true, we predict that after ON-questions only da is
felicitous because only da can realize one of the features that potentially can
be realized in such discourses ( [agree] and [+] ): da realizes [agree], which
presupposes that antecedent polarity and response polarity are the same. After
IN-questions, we predict that only net is felicitous: it realizes [reverse], which
presupposes that antecedent polarity and response polarity are the opposite. For
responses expressing that ̄𝑝 (the evidential bias) is true, we predict that after
ON-questions, only net is felicitous: net indicates the negative polarity of the re-
sponse, and it indicates that the polarities of antecedent and response are the op-
posite. After IN-questions, net should be felicitous because it expresses negative
response polarity, and da should be felicitous because it signals that antecedent
and response polarity are the same. However, net should be preferred over da by
maximize marked features because net realizes a marked feature whereas da
does not.

Table 4: Predictions for feature realization preferences in responses to
Russian ON/IN-questions

Antecedent

State of affairs
= polarity of
response

ON-question IN-question
Hasn’t ... already...? Hasn’t ... yet...?
[Q [falsum p]] [Q [verum ̄𝑝]]

𝑝 [+, agree ] → da [+, reverse ] → net

̄𝑝 [ − , reverse] → net [ − ,agree] → net
[−, reverse ] → net [−, agree ] → da

𝑛𝑒𝑡 > 𝑑𝑎
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We note here that although ON/IN-questions by their structure are assumed
to introduce only one propositional discourse referent, the context might make
additional propositions available. ON-questions double-check the epistemic bias
for p for a reason: there is evidence for ̄𝑝 in the context. Therefore, it might be
the case that ̄𝑝 is salient to some extent. Similarly, IN-questions double-check
the evidential bias ̄𝑝 for a reason: the speaker believed p to be true. So p might
be perceived to be salient to some extent. This interplay is not reflected in the
LF of the questions and raises the interesting issue of the discourse status of the
“unchecked” biases. We will come back to this issue in §5.

4.1 Method

In our acceptability judgment experiments, we presented participants with
question-answer dialogues embedded in contexts which make clear what the
contextual evidence, the speaker’s previous beliefs, and the actual state of af-
fairs (SoA) are. Experiment 1 tested responses to ON-questions, and Experiment 2
tested responses to IN-questions. We describe the two experiments together be-
cause of the great overlap in materials and method.

The materials of our study were based on those used in the experiments re-
ported in Claus et al. (2017) (also see Meijer et al. 2015). Claus et al. investigated
responses to assertions in German, so we translated and localized the materials,
and we adapted the contexts to license the question biases. The experimental
items were descriptions of short scenarios including a question-answer dialogue
between two interlocutors, Dima and Katja. The question was an ON-question
(Experiment 1) or an IN-question (Experiment 2), and the answer consisted of a
response particle (da, net) and an answer clause.

Both experiments had a 2 × 2 design with the factors state of affairs (soa)
and particle. (18) is a sample item. Each item started with a description of a
situation, which informed the reader about the general setting, including infor-
mation on whether or not a certain SoA obtained or not (= factor soa). In (18) the
SoA concerned whether Marina Petrovna had booked tickets for a flight or not.
For mnemonic reasons, we are using the strings done and not done to indicate
whether the relevant SoA obtains (p is true), or not ( ̄𝑝 is true). The SoA was what
the question-answer dialogue was about. The description of the situation further
contained information about the knowledge states and assumptions of the inter-
locutors and the existing contextual evidence (epistemic and evidential bias). The
person asking the question, Katja, always believed that p is true (epistemic bias
for p), and the contextual evidence always suggested that ̄𝑝 might be true. Thus,
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there was a conflict between the epistemic and the evidential bias, which pro-
duces doubt or surprise in Katja. To dispel her doubt, Katja asks a question. In
Experiment 1 the question contained the PPI uže ‘already’ and thus by hypothesis
was an ON-question checking the epistemic bias. In Experiment 2 the question
contained the NPI eščë ‘yet’ and thus by hypothesis was an IN-question double-
checking the evidential bias. Dima’s response consisted of a response particle
(factor particle: da, net) and a response clause (where the subject was elided),
which – depending on the question – contained uže or eščë. The response clause
was always truthful: it reflected the actual state of affairs.

(18) Sample item
Dima i Katja gotovjatsja k komandirovke v Milan. Im pomogaet ich
sekretar’– Marina Petrovna Mironova. ‘Dima and Katja are preparing a
business trip to Milan. Marina Petrovna Mironova, their secretary, is helping
them’.

soa done: Segodnja utrom Dima razgovarival s Mariej Petrovnoj i uznal,
čto ona uže zabronirovala aviabilety. ‘Dima talked to Marina Petrovna this
morning and learned that she has already booked the tickets’.

soa not done: Segodnja utrom Dima razgovarival s Mariej Petrovnoj i
uznal, čto ona budet bronirivat’ aviabilety na sledujuščej nedele. ‘This
morning Dima talked to Marina Petrovna and learned that she would book
the tickets next week’.

Nezadolgo do okončanija rabočego dnja Dima i Katja obsuždajut
predstojaščuju komandirovku. Katja uverena v tom, čto Marina Petrovna
uže vsё organizovala i vremja vyleta uže izvestno. Poėtomu ona
udivljaetsja, kogda Dima predlagaet letet’ bolee rannim rejsom. ‘Just
before they go home, Dima and Katja are talking about the business trip.
Katja assumes that Marina Petrovna has organized everything and that the
departure time is fixed. So she is a little surprised when Dima suggests
taking an earlier flight’.

Katja:
ON-question, Experiment 1

Razve
part

Marina
Marina

Petrovna
Petrovna

uže
already

ne
not

zabronirovala
booked

aviabilety?
flight.tickets

‘Hasn’t Ms Miller already booked the tickets?’
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IN-question, Experiment 2
Razve
part

Marina
Marina

Petrovna
Petrovna

eščë
yet

ne
not

zabronirovala
booked

aviabilety?
flight.tickets

‘Hasn’t Ms Miller booked the tickets yet?’

Dima:

Net/
no

Da,
yes

uže
already

zabronirovala.
booked

‘No/Yes, she has already booked the tickets.’ Experiments 1, 2

Net/
no

Da,
yes

eščё
yet

ne
not

zabronirovala.
booked

‘No/Yes, she has not booked the tickets yet.’ Experiments 1, 2

Each experiment contained 24 lexicalizations in the four conditions just de-
scribed. In addition to the experimental items, there were 24 lexicalizations
which were very similar to the scenarios in the experimental items except that
the question was positive and there was no bias. Otherwise they had the same
2 × 2 design. The fillers served mainly as control items and we will not discuss
them here. The 48 lexicalizations were distributed over four lists in a Latin square
design so that each list contained 24 experimental and 24 filler items. In addition,
there were two practice items on each list.

The task of the participants was to judge the naturalness of the answer as a
response to the question in view of the information described in the scenario.
The judgment was given on a seven-point-scale with one scale end labelled očen’
estestvenno ‘very natural’ and the other scale end očen’ stranno ‘very strange’.
For the statistical analysis, these end points were transformed to the numbers 7
and 1, respectively, with the other scale points sitting in between. In addition
to giving the acceptability judgment, participants verified a statement about the
context, which was to ensure that they read the scenarios carefully. The verifi-
cation statement was shown to the participants after they had read the test item
and given the acceptability judgment.

The experiments were run as a web experiment on SoSci Survey (soscisurvey.
de; Leiner 2021). For Experiment 1, 36 participants (28 female, 8 male; mean
age: 35.3; age range: 29–54) with Russian as their native language were re-
cruited via Prolific (www.prolific.co). For Experiment 2, 39 participants (30 fe-
male, 8 male, 1 unspecified; mean age: 37.5; age range: 20–56) were recruited.
Before taking part in the experiment, they gave informed consent. Due to the
recruiting strategy via Prolific, we had not originally planned to conduct cross-
experimental comparisons because we did not expect the same participants to
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take part in both experiments, which were conducted two weeks apart. As it
turned out, 29 participants took part in both experiments. We decided to pool
the data for these participants from both experiments for the statistical analysis
because this allowed a direct comparison between the two question types. We
discarded the data of the other participants.

To tackle the problem which recruiting participants via prolific brings about –
the danger that most of the participants might be heritage speakers with poten-
tially low levels of proficiency in Russian – we collected sociodemographic data
of our participants. Of the 29 participants that took part in both experiments,
18 were born in Russia, 3 in Estonia, 3 in Latvia, 3 in the Ukraine, 1 in Moldavia,
and 1 in Mongolia.7 Almost all had also spent the longest part of their lives in
these countries, except for two people born in Russia, who had spent most time
in the Ukraine and in the UK, respectively, and one person from the Ukraine and
one fromMoldavia, who both had spent most time in the UK.We take these num-
bers to indicate that our participants are proficient Russian speakers, although
we note that the age of one of the people having spent most time in the UK indi-
cates a pre-adult move to the UK. We note that 26 participants reported to speak
English on a daily basis, for one this was the case for French, and for one for
Ukrainian. There were several other languages that were used less frequently.

4.2 Results

All 29 participants reached at least 80 percent correctness for the verification task
so no participant was excluded on that criterion. The data from three participants
were excluded from the analysis because they had not chosen the expected side of
the naturalness scale in more than ten percent of the filler items, where the judg-
ment for the use of da or net is unequivocal. This left 1248 data points for analysis.
The analysis was conducted by fitting a cumulative link mixed model for ordinal
data (R package ordinal, Christensen 2019). question type (= Experiment), soa
and particle were fixed factors. They were sum-coded. Initially, participant and
lexicalization were random factors. However, since the random effects of lexical-
ization produced models that were a singular fit, the final model only contained
random intercepts and slopes for the experimental factors and their interaction
per participant and not per lexicalization.

7We assigned participants that had indicated the Soviet Union as birth place to the respective
post-Soviet countries. Russian is a widespread native language in all the above-mentioned
countries, except Mongolia. None of participants born in Estonia, and Moldavia indicated that
they speak Estonian or Moldavian. One person from Latvia speaks Latvian regularly but only
several times per month. The person from Mongolia, and the Latvian person just mentioned
were excluded from the statistics for poor performance on the control items (see §4.2) along
with one other person.
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Figure 1 shows the results in terms of proportions of rating levels broken down
for the experimental conditions including the median ratings per condition. Ta-
ble 5 shows the model estimates. There were main effects of question type
(experiment) and of particle, and an interaction of particle and soa.

Figure 1: Proportions of rating levels for responses to ON/IN-questions.
Numbers on the bars are the medians per condition

Overall, the particles were judged to be more natural after IN-questions, and
net was more natural than da. We resolved the interaction particle × soa by
subsetting the data for each SoA. In the done context, da received higher ratings
than net (𝑏 = −1.43, SE = 0.51, 𝑧 = −2.81, 𝑝 = 0.005). In the not done contexts,
net received higher ratings than da (𝑏 = 3.95, SE = 0.46, 𝑧 = 8.51, 𝑝 < 0.001).
Since question type did not interact reliably with the other two factors, we take
the effect of question type to be present in both SoAs and for both particles. Look-
ing at the medians, however, the effect becomes particularly visible for net in the
done contexts: After IN-questions net has a median in the scale part towards nat-
uralness (median = 5.5) whereas after ON-questions net has a median that is in
the scale part towards unnaturalness (median = 3). For da in not done contexts
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Table 5: Model estimates for the pooled data of both experiments

Estimate SE 𝑧 𝑝
question type 0.62 0.25 2.52 0.012*
soa −0.02 0.16 −0.11 0.912
particle 1.04 0.29 3.53 <0.001***
question type × soa 0.02 0.15 0.10 0.921
question type × particle 0.28 0.15 1.84 0.065
particle × soa 2.58 0.40 6.53 <0.001***
question type × soa × particle −0.16 0.17 −0.92 0.357

we observe only differences in the scale part toward unnaturalness: da is judged
to be more unnatural after ON-questions (median = 2) than after IN-questions
(median = 3).

Since previous research has found considerable inter-individual variation in
the acceptability of response particles in various languages (Claus et al. 2017,
Repp et al. 2019), we investigated this issue for our data. Figures 2 and 3 show
the variation for ON-questions and for IN-questions respectively. The figures
indicate that the variation is fairly similar. In done contexts, the majority of par-
ticipants judge da as natural (median 6 or 7), and as more natural than net. There
are a few participants, however, who judge net more natural than da, and some
who find neither particle natural after ON-questions (median below 6). In not
done contexts, almost all participants find net natural whereas for da naturalness
ratings vary considerably.

To better assess the difference between the two question types, we plotted
the inter-individual variation in a way that allows us to directly compare par-
ticipants’ medians across question types, see Figure 4. Figure 4 has two facets
which indicate differences between the question types: For da in the not done
context, many dots are quite far away from the (perfect correlation) diagonal in
both directions, which suggests that the speakers’ judgments for the two ques-
tion types differ in scale direction. For net in the done context, the dots are above
the diagonal, which indicates generally higher ratings after IN-questions. Hence,
we assume that there is a real difference for many speakers between the two
question types here.
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Figure 2: Inter-individual variation in responses to ON-questions. Dot
size represents the number of participants with the same combination
of median rating for da and median rating for net for the respective
SoA. Dots in the orange box represent participants for whom net had a
median of at least 6 and da had a median of maximum 2, i.e. for whom
the difference between the particles was very pronounced. Dots in the
green box represent participants for whom da had amedian of at least 6
and net had a median of maximum 2. Dots in the blue box represent
participants for whom both da and net had a median of at least 6.

Figure 3: Inter-individual variation in responses to IN-questions. For
the coding system, see caption of Figure 2
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Figure 4: Median ratings per participant for ON- vs. IN-questions. Dot
size represents the number of participants with the same combination
of median rating for ON-questions and for IN-questions. Dots on the
diagonal line represent participants that had the same ratings for both
question types. Dots in the grey bars represent ratings of 6 or 7 for
IN-questions (horizontal bar) or ON-questions (vertical bar) or both
(overlap of bars).

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Table 6 summarizes the results of our experiments in comparison to our predic-
tions. Confirmed predictions are marked with 3. Unpredicted results are marked
with 7. The table shows that many of our expectations were confirmed. Espe-
cially for ON-questions, our hypotheses seem to be on the right track: what is
checked by an ON-question is a positive proposition p, and p is the proposition
that serves as the antecedent for da and net. Accounts assuming an LF where
ON-questions contain only a positive proposition can explain these findings. For
IN-questions, we obtained several unexpected results, especially concerning da.
We will discuss these in detail in what follows.
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Table 6: Results and predictions

Antecedent

SoA ON-question IN-question
Hasn’t ... already...? Hasn’t ... yet...?
[Q [falsum p]] [Q [verum ̄𝑝]]

𝑝 (done) [+, agree ] → da 3 [+, reverse ] → net 3

7 𝑑𝑎 > 𝑛𝑒𝑡
̄𝑝 (not done) [ − , reverse] → net

3
[ − ,agree] → net 3

[−, reverse ] → net [−, agree ] → da 7 ??da
𝑛𝑒𝑡 > 𝑑𝑎 3

The high acceptability of da in responses to IN-questions in done contexts
(median = 7) is completely unexpected. Recall that da by hypothesis only realizes
[agree], and an IN-question by hypothesis only makes the negative proposition
̄𝑝 available. Since the response is supposed to express that p is true, the presup-

position of [agree] is not met. We conclude from this finding that either razve-
questions with eščë do not have the LF proposed for IN-questions by Romero &
Han (2004) and Repp (2006, 2009), or the hypothesis for da that we developed
on the basis of Esipova (2021) and González-Fuente et al. (2015) is wrong. A third
avenue for explaining the result is re-investigating the salience of the various
propositions and the role of the particle razve. We will discuss these three op-
tions for the done contexts and also consider the repercussions for the other
contexts.

Regarding the potential conclusion that IN-questions do not have the assumed
LF, there is a finding in our experiments that in our view speaks against it: net is
fairly acceptable after IN-questions in done contexts (median = 5.5), in contrast
to ON-questions (median = 3). Indeed, the median for net is on the acceptable
scale end for IN-questions, which is not the case for ON-questions. This finding
suggests that an IN-question does make ̄𝑝 available, which can serve as the an-
tecedent that is required for the presupposition of [reverse] in a done context:
[reverse] is the feature that is realized by net.8

Regarding a different feature-particle mapping for da, we will consider two
options: one makes the mapping more general, the other makes it more specific.

8Note that the high acceptability of net in a done context does not parallel Meyer’s (2004)
empirical claims about unbiased questions: in Meyer’s example, net is unacceptable in this
context.
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Starting with the more general one, we could assume that instead of [agree] →
da, the mapping is [+], [agree] → da, i.e. da may realize [agree] as well as [+],
just like English yes. This could explain the high ratings in the done context in IN-
questions in the following way. If in Russian the constraint realize absolute
features has a considerably higher weight than maximize marked features
and than realize relative features, the observed preference for da over net
in done contexts is explained: da realizes absolute, unmarked [+], net realizes
relative, marked [reverse]. This assumption could also explain the low ratings
for da after IN-questions in not done contexts (median = 3), where da realizes
relative, unmarked [agree], whereas net (median = 7) realizes absolute, marked
[−]. However, there also is a problem. Recall from §3.2 that Esipova (2021) claims
that da cannot be used in [+, reverse] contexts after negative assertions, see
(17d) above. This claim is fully confirmed by experimental findings in Repp &
Geist (2022). So assuming that da can realize [+] seems to be on the wrong track
because of substantial empirical differences between IN-questions and negative
assertions as antecedents. We will return to this issue further below.

The more specific feature-particle mapping that is a promising candidate to
explain our findings is: [+,agree] → da. Here, we would have to assume that
the presupposition of [agree] is fulfilled in IN-questions by the presence of the
(less salient) epistemic bias p, which – recall our discussion in §2.1 – is an inte-
gral part of biased ON/IN-questions although this is not reflected in the LF of
IN-questions. If da realizes [+,agree], a high weighting of expressiveness will
ensure the preference of da over net because da realizes more features than net
does. This more specific feature-particle mapping would also be able to explain
why da is quite unacceptable (median = 3) as a response to IN-questions in not
done contexts: da cannot express [agree] if the response clause is a negative
proposition. However, the more specific feature-particle mapping also faces the
problem that there is a difference with previous findings for assertions. Recall
from §3.2 that Esipova (2021) claims that da is acceptable in not done contexts
if the antecedent is a negative assertion, see (17b) above – the answer with the
features [−, agree ]. Repp & Geist (2022) present experimental evidence sup-
porting this claim, at least to some extent.

Regarding the salience assumptions, we could also take amore drastic step and
assume that the epistemic bias p is made very salient by the interrogative parti-
cle razve, so that p is more salient than the evidential bias ̄𝑝, which is part of the
LF of IN-questions. On this assumption, we would not have to alter the feature-
particle mapping [agree] for da because after IN-questions in done contexts da
just picks up themore salient proposition p and therefore is more acceptable than
net (median 7 vs. 5.5). After IN-questions in not done contexts, da is expected
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to be unacceptable because signalling the same polarity of epistemic bias and
response does not express the intended meaning ̄𝑝. To test the relative salience
of the biases in razve-questions, follow-up studies with other interrogative par-
ticles are needed. Note, however, that the sketched salience account essentially
assumes the same salience differences between p and ̄𝑝 in IN- and ON-questions,
so that subtle differences between the question types – for instance in responses
with net – cannot be explained.

An anonymous reviewer suggests that by using da the speaker indicates agree-
ment with the interlocutor’s epistemic bias independently of salience considera-
tions. This proposal could indeed explain the patterns for ON- and IN-questions
for da, because for da the difference does not seem to matter (a lot). It would also
be compatible with the observation that da can be used to signal agreement with
a negative assertion (Esipova 2021, Repp & Geist 2022), because asserting ̄𝑝 plau-
sibly presupposes having a bias for ̄𝑝. Finally, this proposal would also be com-
patible with the observation in Repp & Geist (2022) that da is clearly degraded
in responses to unbiased negative questions, independently of the response po-
larity (see §3.2). However, intuitively, da seems to be the appropriate answer to
a positive question with razve, like B in (4) in §2.2, if the response polarity is
positive:

(19) B: A
but

razve
part

on
he

ženat?
married

‘But is he really married?’
A: Da,

yes
on
he

ženat.
married

‘Yes, he is married.’

As laid out in §2.2, the epistemic bias of B in this example is ̄𝑝. A does not agree
with this bias, but with the evidential bias. The evidential bias is the bias that
arguably is made salient by the question.

In the final part of this discussion, we will sketch a way to reconcile the ob-
served differences between questions and assertions as antecedents. We think
that these differences can only be explained on the assumption that da is am-
biguous, and that the ambiguity must involve a presupposition regarding the
type of antecedent. At present we cannot decide between the mappings that we
discussed to account for our results for ON/IN-questions, [+,agree] → da, or
[+], [agree] → da. The former has the advantage that it is more parsimonious
in the overall setup because there will be less ambiguity, but the choice is an
empirical question that must be addressed in future research.
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Our new proposal is that da also can realize a feature that wewill call [accept].
(20) gives the presupposition of [accept] in abbreviated form. It contains an
illocutionary component: the conversational table (Farkas & Bruce 2010).

(20) [accept] presupposes the existence of a single proposition on the conver-
sational table, which has the same polarity as the response clause.

(20) shows that [accept] is sensitive to how many propositions there are on
the table. We have no space to discuss this here but we assume that questions
place a set of propositions on the table, which might be more or less salient,
and it is up to the addressee to decide which proposition enters the common
ground (if any). Assertions place only one proposition on the table. Roelofsen &
Farkas (2015) emphasize that for any anaphor, including response particles, there
must be a unique salient antecedent in the context. The presupposition in (20) is
stricter than that: it allows only one proposition on the table at all, irrespective of
the non-salience of potential other propositions. Assuming that a constraint like
Maximize presupposition! (Heim 1991) is generally operative, [accept] will be
the feature that is relevant in responses to assertions. In responses to questions
there will be a presupposition failure for [accept], so that (one of) the other
feature-particle mapping(s) for da applies (depending on the answers regarding
the future research questions above, [+,agree] → da or [+], [agree] → da).

We are not the first to suggest that questions and assertions receive different
responses. Holmberg (2015) has made suggestions along these lines for English.
Similarly, Repp et al. (2022) propose for German that nein ‘no’ is used to ex-
press a counterpart of [accept] in responses to assertions, namely [reject]. The
observed differences require much more quantitative empirical research, also be-
cause there is substantial inter-individual variation, as we could also verify for
Russian.

Overall, our investigation has shown that the answer patterns for Russian
da/net differ depending on whether the antecedent is an IN-question or an ON-
question. We have also discussed some differences with assertions, which, how-
ever, were not the focus of the present study. On the basis of our findings, we
assume that da and net are sensitive to the interpretation of the negation in bi-
ased questions with razve, as it is indicated by the polarity-sensitive items uže
and eščë. The account of inner vs. outer negation in terms of propositional nega-
tion vs. the illocutionary operator falsum goes some way to explaining the an-
swer patterns for these questions. However, we also saw that we might have to
make additional assumptions concerning the salience of a bias that is not double-
checked. This is an issue that needs further attention in future research as it
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poses interesting empirical and theoretical challenges. Specifically, we need to
find out more about potential differences in salience between epistemic bias and
evidential bias. After all, the evidential bias for ̄𝑝 does not seem to play a role
for responses to ON-questions. Furthermore, we need a model that integrates
the biases in a more explicit way, which explains how they become part of the
discourse representation.
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Chapter 7

Inflectionless adjectives in Bulgarian as
a case of nominal predication
Ekaterina Georgieva
HUN-REN Hungarian Research Centre for Linguistics

This paper deals with the so-called inflectionless adjectives in Bulgarian. Several
new empirical observations are made regarding the syntactic distribution, the re-
strictions on definiteness, and the exclamatory flavour of the noun phrases in
which these adjectives occur. The main proposal is that these lexical items are
predicates of (nominal) small clauses and that the construction in question does
not seem to be limited to these exceptional adjectives. It is argued that both the
attributive type and the comparative type of nominal predication are attested in
Bulgarian, on a par with English small clauses like an idiot doctor and an idiot of
a man. I outline a syntactic account of these two types of nominal predication, ac-
cording to which the two types correspond to different structures. I also propose
that the semantic and syntactic properties of inflectionless adjectives are best ac-
counted for if we assume that they combine with a null noun.

Keywords: inflectionless adjectives, nominal predication, small clause, null noun,
definiteness, Bulgarian

In this paper I discuss a small class of nominal modifiers in Bulgarian, previously
referred to as “inflectionless adjectives” (see Halpern 1995, Spencer & Luís 2012,
Nicolova 2017, Adamson 2019, 2020, 2022, a.o.). Adjectives in Bulgarian inflect
for gender and number, but a small group of loanword adjectives, some of which
are borrowings from Turkish, do not. A non-exhaustive list is given in (1) (based
on Nicolova 2017: 178 and Adamson 2019 with some additions).

(1) serbez ‘bold, insolent’, ursuz ‘crabby, mean’, erbap ‘capable, skillful,
cocky’, sert ‘assertive, testy, strong, quick-tempered’, češit ‘weird, crank’,
inat ‘stubborn, obstinate’ (also used as a noun, with the meaning

Ekaterina Georgieva. 2023. Inflectionless adjectives in Bulgarian as a case of nominal
predication. In Petr Biskup, Marcel Börner, Olav Mueller-Reichau & Iuliia Shcherbina
(eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2021, 179–209. Berlin: Language Science
Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.10123637
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‘stubbornness, obstinacy’), kofti ‘bad, shitty’, kurnaz ‘bold, cocky’, piškin
‘experienced, spirited’, mukajat ‘determined, proactive’, pišman ‘fake,
feigned, sham’; and also šik ‘chic’, ekstra ‘perfect’, seksi ‘sexy’, super
‘super’, pop ‘pop’, džaz ‘jazz’ (not discussed here)

It should be emphasized that the items in (1) do not likely form a unified group.
In this paper, I will focus on the Turkish borrowings (with the exception of inat
‘stubborn’ because of its clearly noun-like use) and will show that certain se-
mantic and syntactic properties of the noun phrases containing these items have
been left unnoticed: first, the noun phrases with some of these items show restric-
tions on definiteness, and second, they also have a limited syntactic distribution.
The inflectionless adjectives have been discussed in the literature mostly in con-
nection with the placement of the definiteness marker, which is exceptional in
comparison to what we find with inflecting adjectives (see Halpern 1995, Spencer
& Luís 2012, Adamson 2019, 2020). Although the present paper does not aim to
focus on the placement of the definiteness marker, the new empirical data will
refine the claims made in the literature about the use of the definiteness marker
with inflectionless adjectives, in particular with respect to the interspeaker vari-
ation discussed in the earlier studies.

In this paper, I propose that the inflectionless adjective and the noun form a
predication structure comparable to well-known cases of nominal predication,
e.g., English an idiot of a doctor (see Napoli 1989, Kayne 1994, den Dikken & Lip-
ták 1997, Hulk & Tellier 2000, Doetjes & Rooryck 2003, Casillas Martínez 2003,
den Dikken 2006, Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann 2010, a.o.). These noun phrases
have been referred to as the qualitative binominal noun phrase (QBNP) in
den Dikken (2006) and Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann (2010); as “qualitative con-
struction” in Doetjes & Rooryck (2003), and as “N1/A de N2 affective construc-
tion” in Casillas Martínez (2003). Throughout the paper I use the terms nominal
predication, nominal small clause and QBNP interchangeably.

I will point out similarities between the noun phrases with inflectionless adjec-
tives such as (2) and the corresponding nominal predication constructions in the
languages discussed in the above-mentioned sources. Even more importantly, I
will show that nominal predication in Bulgarian is not limited to the closed class
of borrowed lexical items listed in (1), as (non-borrowed) nouns can also be used
as the first part of the nominal predication, as shown in (3).1

1Possibly, the rather poorly-understood class of compounds with comparative semantics (e.g.,
gaitan veždi ‘woollen.braid eyebrow.pl, well-shaped eyebrows’) and the so-called ‘appositive
compounds’ also belong here (see Bagasheva 2017). But since most of these examples are quite
archaic, I leave them out from the present discussion and focus on more productive patterns
like the one illustrated in (3).
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(2) Eh,
prt

kakva
what.kind

ursuz
crabby

žena!
woman

‘What a crabby woman!’

(3) a. […] e
be.prs.3sg

leke
stain

čovek
person

[…]

‘[X] is a rotter of a man (lit. a stain person) […]’ [Google search]
b. văj

prt
sega
now

tuj
this

leke
stain

čovek
person

na
of

Bolen
Bolen

‘wow, (and) now this rotter of a man of Bolen’s!’ [Google search]

What is common between these examples is that semantically they express an
(often negative) evaluation of the referent of the NP. I will also point out certain
structural similarities between them, such as the restrictions on definiteness as
well as their exclamative flavour. Thus, the phenomenon under consideration
cannot possibly be explained with the exceptional properties of the inflectionless
adjectives.

The paper is organised as follows: in §1, I first summarize the previous claims
made in the literature regarding inflectionless adjectives. In §2, I present novel ob-
servations regarding the noun phrases containing inflectionless adjectives. Then
in §3, I present an overview of the theoretical analyses of nominal small clauses,
based on which I outline a possible analysis of the Bulgarian data in §4. In §5, I
conclude and raise some further questions for future research.

1 Previous approaches to inflectionless adjectives

As already mentioned in the introduction, inflectionless adjectives have been dis-
cussed in the literature mostly in connection with the placement of the definite-
ness marker in Bulgarian. As far as empirical data are concerned, the baseline for
the placement of the definiteness marker (def) is that it attaches to the noun (4a),
but if the noun is preceded by adjectival modifiers, then it is placed on the (first)
adjective (4b) (for more details see Halpern 1995, Franks 2001, Embick & Noyer
2001, Dost &Gribanova 2006, Harizanov 2014, 2018, Harizanov&Gribanova 2015,
Adamson 2019).

(4) a. kniga-ta
book.f-def
‘the book’
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b. nova-ta
new.f-def

kniga
book.f

‘the new book’

The adjectives in (1) are exceptional with respect to the placement of def: the
definiteness marker cannot attach to them (5a), unlike what is observed with
regular adjectives (4b). Instead, it skips the adjective and attaches to the noun
as in (5b) (Adamson 2019 refers to this as ‘skipping’). Importantly, the skipping
variant in (5b) is grammatical only for some speakers; for others, def cannot be
used with inflectionless adjectives at all (see Spencer & Luís 2012).

(5) a. * sert-ăt
assertive-def

măž
man.m

‘the assertive man’
b. % sert

assertive
măž-ăt
man.m-def

‘the assertive man’

Thus, inflectionless adjectives have been brought into the discussion of def as
they raise two questions: (i) why def cannot attach to them, but appears on the
noun instead (Adamson 2019, 2020); (ii) why def cannot be used at all (for some
speakers) (see Halpern 1995). These issues will be addressed from a new perspec-
tive in §2.

Halpern (1995: 165, fn. 22) proposes that inflectionless adjectives form neo-
logistic compounds with the noun. Under a compound analysis, the placement
of the definiteness marker on the noun, i.e., the head of the compound, is not
surprising. On the other hand, Adamson (2019) argues these are not compounds
since the adjectives can be intensified (6), can stand in the comparative form (7),
and need not be adjacent to the noun (8).

(6) mnogo
very

serbez
bold

dete
child.n

‘a very bold child’

(7) po-serbez
cmpr-bold
‘bolder’

(8) ? erbap
stubborn

bălgarsko
Bulgarian.n

dete
child.n

‘a stubborn [sic: capable] Bulgarian child’ (Adamson 2019: 94)
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All these diagnostics are taken by Adamson (2019: 94) to indicate that we are
dealing with adjectives (or adjective-like modifiers) and, in his view, to falsify
the neologistic compound analysis proposed by Halpern (1995). Adamson (2019)
proposes that def moves postsyntactically to the head of the closest phrase that
bears nominal features. Adjectives undergo node-sprouting, as a result of which
𝑎Infl elaborates the adjective (theM(orphological)W(or)d 𝑎, to be precise). As this
operation precedes the (postsyntactic) Lowering of D (see Embick & Noyer 2001),
the definiteness marker ends up on the adjective, as in (4b). In order to account
for the inflectionless adjectives, Adamson (2019: 96) proposes that the adjectival
heads combining with certain loanword roots bear the diacritic feature [𝛼] and
the node-sprouting rule gives no results in the presence of this feature. This is
how these 𝑎Ps are rendered inflectionless. Since the definiteness marker is sensi-
tive to the nominal features present, two possible scenarios arise in the case of the
inflectionless adjectives: (i) def attempts to attach to the inflectionless adjective
and the derivation crashes, (ii) def skips the adjective and attaches to the noun
instead. The two scenarios are meant to capture the interspeaker variation (re-
call that (5b) is acceptable only for some speakers, according to Adamson’s data).
Without going into further detail, I would like to note that this analysis refers to a
list of vocabulary items, i.e., it relies on the properties of inflectionless adjectives
as specified in the lexicon. As already pointed out in the introduction, the con-
struction in question also occurs with non-loan nouns (cf. (3)), this phenomenon
cannot possibly be fully derived from the exceptional features of loanwords.

Furthermore, although I agree with Adamson (2019) in his criticism of Halpern
(1995), there are some remarks to be made here. First, example (6) indeed proves
that we are not dealing with compounds, as the possibility of using adverbials
likemnogo ‘very, a lot’ suggests that a degree phrase (DegP) is present, and more
generally, that we are dealing with phrasal modifiers. However, mnogo ‘very, a
lot’ also appears with verb phrases in Bulgarian. Additionally, the comparative
clitic in Bulgarian can attach to nouns and verb phrases (e.g., pò măž ‘cmpr man,
more of a man/a real man’ and pò običam ‘cmpr love.prs.1sg, I love more/prefer’).
Thus, the data in (6) and (7) do not convincingly prove the adjectival status of
these modifiers. As for example (8), the judgments indicate degraded acceptabil-
ity. I discuss the possibility of other adjectival modifiers interleaved between the
inflectionless adjective and the noun in §4.

Putting the issues about the placement of def aside, I will show that inflection-
less adjectives differ from genuine adjectives both semantically and syntactically
with respect to definiteness and syntactic distribution. In the next section, I will
present novel empirical data regarding these loans and the noun phrases they
appear in.
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2 New empirical data

In this section, I will discuss new data on inflectionless adjectives on the basis
of which the following generalisations emerge: (i) the noun phrases with inflec-
tionless adjectives split into two groups with respect to definiteness: some of
them are compatible with a definite reading, while others are not, (ii) these noun
phrases show a limited syntactic distribution, and (iii) they have a strong excla-
mative flavour. The data presented here were tested with three native speakers,
includingmyself; additionally, corpus examples from the Bulgarian National Cor-
pus [BulNC] are also included.2

Let us begin with the use of the definiteness marker. As said in the previous
section, this suffix cannot attach to the adjective (for all speakers), but according
to the literature, for some speakers, it can attach to the noun as in (9) (“skipping”).

(9) % Erbap
skillful

žena-ta
woman.f-def

(se
refl

obadi).
call.pst.3sg

‘The skillful woman called.’ (Adamson 2020)

Firstly, I will argue below that inflectionless adjectives fall into two groups: with
some of them, ‘skipping’ is perfectly fine, while with others it is not. It will be
shown that erbap ‘capable, skillful, cocky’ belongs to the latter group. Secondly,
I will also demonstrate that the acceptability of the definiteness marker in this
group of inflectionless adjectives depends on the definiteness of the noun phrase.
This sheds new light on the interspeaker variation reported in the previous liter-
ature. Before I proceed with the investigation of the restrictions on definiteness
in these noun phrases, let me make an important methodological remark. Most
of the examples in literature (Adamson 2019, 2020, Spencer & Luís 2012, Halpern
1995) are not full sentences, but simply Adj+N combinations and the definite-
ness of the noun phrases is not controlled for. This might have been the reason
why certain speakers have accepted the examples, perhaps having in mind one
particular reading, while others have rejected them, and this might have given
the false appearance of interspeaker variation being present. In order to control
for definiteness, I tested the noun phrases with inflectionless adjectives in full
sentences. An additional problem is the exclamative flavour of the noun phrases
with inflectionless adjectives (see below), which can be also controlled for by
using full sentences.

In order to investigate the use of the definiteness marker and the definiteness
of these noun phrases, I collected corpus data from BulNC. Based on these data,

2The corpus contains 1.2 billion words and is available online at: http://search.dcl.bas.bg/. The
searches were carried out in May 2021.
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it can be shown that noun phrases with inflectionless adjectives may contain
a zero article, an indefinite article (‘one’) or a demonstrative. As for the use of
the definiteness marker, it is not attested in the corpus with the inflectionless
adjectives listed in (10a), but it is attested with the ones given in (10b).

(10) a. serbez ‘bold, insolent’, ursuz ‘crabby, mean’, erbap ‘capable, skillful,
cocky’, sert ‘assertive, testy, strong, quick-tempered’, češit ‘weird,
crank’, inat ‘stubborn, obstinate’, piškin ‘experienced, spirited’3

b. kofti ‘bad, shitty’, pišman ‘fake, feigned, sham’

Let us take a closer look at the items in (10a) based on native-speaker intuitions. I
tested what readings these inflectionless adjectives allow for with various types
of determiners in order to obtain a more fine-grained picture of the types of
definiteness possible with them and to verify whether the fact that they are not
attested with the definiteness marker in the corpus is merely accidental. Below I
summarize the judgments.

First, noun phrases with the inflectionless adjectives in (10a) can have an indef-
inite article (‘one’), yielding an indefinite non-specific reading (11). An indefinite
specific reading as in (12) is also possible, but it requires a proper context like the
relative clause given in parenthesis in the translation line in order to facilitate
the specific reading of the noun phrase.4

(11) Obadi
call.pst.3sg

mi
to.me

se
refl

edna
one.f

ursuz
crabby

žena.
woman.f

‘A crabby woman called me.’ [one; indefinite non-specific 3]

(12) (?) Hodih
go.pst.1sg

da
cmpr

tărsja
look.for.prs.1sg

edna
one.f

ursuz
crabby

žena.
woman.f

‘I went looking for a crabby woman (e.g., who had called me the day
before).’ [one; indefinite specific 3]

3There are no hits for mukajat ‘determined, proactive’ in the corpus, with any determiner, but
based on my native speaker intuitions it belongs to the group in (10a).

4Compare (12) with the minimally different (i.a), which, in an out-of-the-blue context, can be
used only humorously, i.e., as an epithet. Note that (i.a) is also different from (i.b), which shows
that noun phrases without inflectionless adjectives can readily have a specific reading without
requiring much contextualization.

(i) a. ?/# Tărsja
look.for.prs.1sg

edna
one.f

ursuz
crabby

žena.
woman.f

‘I am looking for a crabby woman.’
b. Tărsja

look.for.prs.1sg
edna
one.f

žena.
woman.f

‘I am looking for one (specific) woman.’
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Turning to the definiteness marker, we see that its use is highly degraded when
the noun phrase has a definite reading as in (13), but it is acceptable if the noun
phrase is interpreted generically as in (14).5,6

(13) ?? Ursuz
crabby

žena-ta
woman.f-def

pak
again

mi
to.me

se
refl

obadi.
call.pst.3sg

‘The crabby woman called me again.’7 [def, definite 7]

(14) Ursuz
crabby

žena-ta
woman.f-def

se
refl

poznava
recognize.prs.3sg

po
by

pogled-a.
gaze.m-def

‘You can recognize a crabby woman by her gaze.’ [def, generic 3]

The contrast between (13) and (14) is important because Halpern (1995), Spencer
& Luís (2012), and Adamson (2019) have claimed that def is either ungrammatical
altogether or that it is grammatical but only for some speakers. But what we
observe is that first, there is a contrast between the items in (10a) and (10b) and
second, as far as the group in (10a) is concerned, the grammaticality of def is not
a real case of interspeaker variation, as examples (13) and (14) are given different
judgements by the same speakers. Rather, the acceptability depends on the type
of definiteness of the noun phrase.

Spencer & Luís (2012: 129) argue that the impossibility of using def with in-
flectionless adjectives cannot be explained with restrictions on definiteness since
demonstratives are licit:

(15) Tazi
this.f

ursuz
crabby

žena
woman.f

pak
again

mi
to.me

se
refl

obadi.
call.pst.3sg

‘This crabby woman called me again.’ [dem 3]

Indeed, such examples are fully acceptable, even for the speakers who reject (13),
and examples with demonstratives are also attested in the corpus. However, one
remark has to be made. It is well-known that demonstratives differ from definite
articles in both deictic and anaphoric contexts (Lyons 1999,Wolter 2006; a.o.). Ad-
ditionally, demonstratives may have several discourse/pragmatic functions. For
instance, they may have an indefinite specific reading as in (16a); according to
Ionin (2006), in this case specificity is to be explained with noteworthiness. The
indefinite use is often subsumed under a broader category, namely, the so-called

5(13) was modelled after (9), which is very degraded to the speakers I have consulted.
6The def marker in Bulgarian can be used with generic noun phrases, both in the singular and
in the plural (see Nicolova 2017: 165).

7This sentencewas tested in the following context: ‘Yesterday I talked toMaria about the project,
and she really annoyed me. Today...’
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emotive use of demonstratives, as illustrated in (16b) and (16c) (see Lakoff 1974,
Wolter 2006, Potts & Schwarz 2010).

(16) a. Mary wants to see this new movie; I don’t know which movie it is,
but she’s been all excited about seeing it for weeks now. (Ionin 2006)

b. that mother of John (Lakoff 1974)
c. How’s that throat? (Lakoff 1974)

Importantly, the demonstrative in (15) cannot be interpreted deictically, i.e., the
sentence cannot be uttered felicitously when pointing at someone. According to
my intuitions, the referent is interpreted as specific and it must be salient in the
discourse (at least on part of the speaker), but it does not need to be unique as
with definites. Thus, (15) can also be uttered felicitously if the speaker has several
crabby women in mind, but wishes to mention only one of them.

So far I have demonstrated that the grammaticality of the inflectionless ad-
jectives given in (10a) depends on definiteness. These were also unattested with
def in the corpus. Based on the corpus data, however, we saw that there are two
‘outliers’, namely, kofti ‘bad, shitty’ and pišman ‘fake, feigned, sham’ in (10b):
with these lexical items, the skipping examples are perfectly fine, even with a
definite reading. Two corpus examples are given below: (17) is most likely to be
interpreted generically (as it combines with a mass noun), but (18) clearly has a
definite reading: the NP has a unique referent, previously mentioned in the dis-
course. According to my native speaker intuitions, these items do not posit the
restrictions on definiteness we observed for the ones in (10a).

(17) […] az
I

se
refl

nasočih
direct.pst.1sg

kăm
to

štand-a
stall.m-def

s
with

kofti
bad

hrana-ta
food.f-def

[…]

‘I headed towards the junk food section.’ [BulNC]

(18) Kofti
bad

kopele-to,
bastard.n-def

radist-ăt,
radio.operator.m-def

izpratil
send.ptcp

săobštenie-to
message.n-def

na
on

anglijski,
English

beše
be.pst.3sg

povišen
promote.ptcp

v
in

staršina.
sergeant.major

‘That idiot bastard, the radio operator, who (had) sent the message in
English, was promoted to sergeant major.’ [BulNC]

The second important observation is that the noun phrases with inflectionless
adjectives have a limited syntactic distribution.8 Based on corpus data, it seems

8For the inflectionless adjectives in (10a) it comes as no surprise that they have a fairly limited
distribution in argument position, as they are incompatible with a definite reading.
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that these noun phrases tend to occur in the following syntactic environments:
(i) as predicates of copular clauses (19), (ii) in exclamations (20), (iii) with pred-
icates like dărži se ‘behave, act (like)’, izgležda ‘look like, seem’, izliza ‘turn out
(to be)’, okazva se ‘turn out (to be)’, minava (za) ‘be considered (as)’, ostava si ‘re-
main, to continue to be’ (21). These predicates normally select for a predicative
complement (a small clause), and more generally, the syntactic environments in
(i)–(iii) are similar to each other, as they all express a predication relation, and
thus can be subsumed under one more general type, namely, predication.

(19) Marija
Maria

e
be.prs.3sg

mnogo
very

ursuz
crabby

/ kofti
bad

čovek.
person.m

‘Maria is a very crabby / bad person.’

(20) a. Eh,
prt

kakăv
what.kind.m

ursuz
crabby

/ kofti
bad

čovek!
person.m

‘What a crabby / bad person!’
b. ursuz

crabby
/ kofti
bad

čovek
person.m

‘(a) crabby / bad person’ or
‘What a crabby / bad person!’

(21) a. Izleze
turn.out.pst.3sg

erbap
capable

žena
woman.f

tja.
she

‘She turned out to be a capable woman.’ [BulNC]
b. Tja

she
izleze
turn.out.pst.3sg

kofti
bad

čovek.
person.m

‘She turned out to be a bad person.’

In §4, I will argue that inflectionless adjectives stand in a predication relation
with the noun, with the two groups of them, (10a) an (10b), exemplifying two dif-
ferent predication structures within the noun phrase, the comparative and the
attibutive one, respectively. I will argue that inflectionless adjectives actually
combine with a null noun and that this noun phrase functions as the predicate
of the nominal small clause. This analysis is supported by the fact that these nom-
inal small clauses are attested not only with the exceptional items traditionally
referred to as inflectionless adjectives, but also with two noun phrases contain-
ing non-loan lexical items as in (22) and (23). Observe also that these two exam-
ples show similar restrictions regarding definiteness: the definiteness marker is
highly degraded when used with a definite reading, but it is acceptable with a
generic reading, as in (23) (compare with (13) and (14), respectively). These con-
structions also have an exclamative flavour.
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(22) ?? Leke
stain

čovek-ăt
person.m-def

pak
again

postăpi
behave.pst.3sg

užasno.
awfully

‘That scoundrel/rotter of a man behaved awfully again.’ [definite 7]

(23) Leke
stain

čovek-ăt
person.m-def

se
refl

poznava
recognize.prs.3sg

po
by

postăpk-i-te.
deed-pl-def.pl

‘You can recognize a scoundrel/rotter of a man by his deeds.’
[generic 3]

Let us recap the main empirical points presented in this section. First, it was
shown that inflectionless adjectives fall into two groups: some of them show
restrictions on definiteness, as they are compatible only with the generic use of
def, but not with the definite one. The other group of inflectionless adjectives do
not show such restrictions. These facts further qualified the claims about the use
of def with these lexical items made in the existing literature. Second, the noun
phrases with inflectionless adjectives also show a limited syntactic distribution,
being mostly used in predicative contexts. Thirdly, these noun phrases have a
strong exclamative flavour. Finally, it was shown that nominal small clauses are
also possible with non-loan items; moreover, those show a parallel behaviour
with respect to the use of the definiteness marker.

3 Background on nominal predication

In a nutshell, my proposal regarding inflectionless adjectives will be that they
stand in a predicational relationship with the noun. I argue that these construc-
tions are comparable to well-studied cases of nominal predication (see Napoli
1989, Hulk & Tellier 2000, Doetjes & Rooryck 2003, Casillas Martínez 2003, Vil-
lalba & Bartra-Kaufmann 2010 among others on Romance languages, den Dikken
2006 on English and Dutch, den Dikken & Lipták 1997 on Hungarian). Below, I
will first provide a summary of the main types of nominal predication and their
properties, focusing mostly on English and Spanish, based on the existing litera-
ture. I will also summarize the main analytical solutions proposed.

Den Dikken (2006) argues that predication structures in the noun phrase come
in two guises: attributive nominal predication and comparative nominal
predication, as illustrated below:

(24) a. an idiot doctor, an idiot of a doctor [attributive]
b. a jewel of a village, an idiot of a man [comparative]
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Den Dikken (2006: 161) points out that the two types of nominal predication are
not simply semantic variants to each other, as evidenced by the structural dif-
ferences between the two types in Italian (examples from Napoli 1989). In the
attributive type, which has the meaning that the referent of the complex noun
phrase is an ignoramus in his capacity as a doctor, the second noun is bare (25a).
In the comparative type, on the other hand, the second noun bears a definite
determiner (25b). The meaning of the latter type is that the referent of the com-
plex noun phrase is ignorant as an individual (and just happens to be a doctor
by profession). In a similar vein, although the English examples like an idiot of
a doctor are ambiguous between the two readings, it can be shown that the two
noun phrases participating in the nominal predication are obligatorily connected
by of a in the comparative nominal predication but not in the attributive one, as
evidenced by (26) (den Dikken 2006: 164).

(25) a. quell’
that

ignorante
ignoramus

di
of

dottore
doctor

‘that ignoramus (of a) doctor’ [attributive]
b. quell’

that
ignorante
ignoramus

del
of-the

dottore
doctor

‘that ignoramus of a doctor’ [comparative]

(26) a. That idiot (of a) doctor prescribed me the wrong medicine.
[attributive]

b. That idiot #(of a) doctor just wrecked my car. [comparative]

What is common between the two types is that in structural terms both are small
clauses, i.e., they express a predicational relationship between a subject and a
predicate. The difference between them is that they correspond to different syn-
tactic structures according to den Dikken (2006). In the attributive type, the pred-
icate is in the specifier of the small clause (which is a R(elator)P in his terms), see
Figure 1. The comparative type, on the other hand, is different: the predicate is
base-generated in the complement position of the small clause, but subsequently
undergoes predicate inversion, which derives the surface order, see Figure 2.

The trees in Figure 1 and 2 illustrate the main structural difference between
the two types of nominal predication: the attributive type is “born” as an inverse
predication structure as in Figure 1, while in the comparative type the predicate
acquires its surface position via movement as in Figure 2. A further difference
concerns the size of the subject and predicate noun phrases (labeled as NP for
convenience) and the functional heads connecting them.
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RP

NP

Pred

R′

Relator NP

Subj

Figure 1: Attributive QBNPs

FP

NP

Pred𝑗

F′

Linker+Relator𝑖 RP

NP

Subj

R′

t𝑖 t𝑗
Figure 2: Comparative QBNPs

Let us take a closer look at the attributive type. Den Dikken (2006: 166–168)
argues that structurally, it has two subtypes: an idiot doctor and an idiot of/as a
doctor. Both are small clauses with the structure as in Figure 1, i.e., the predicate
is base-generated in the specifier position. In the former case, the subject and the
predicate are bare NPs. The small clause is then embedded under a nominal layer
(NumP), which derives the external nominal distribution. Attributive nominal
predications like an idiot of a doctor, on the other hand, contain larger nominal
projections as their subparts: both the subject and the predicate are NumPs (as
they have an indefinite article) and the small clause is topped off by (a zero) D,
giving rise to nominal external syntax. Den Dikken (2006: 166–168) argues that
of in the attributive nominal predication is a nominal copula that lexicalizes the
Relator head.

Turning to the comparative nominal predication, den Dikken (2006: 175–181)
proposes that its predicate starts out in the complement position of the small
clause, but undergoes predicate inversion, as the result of which the surface or-
der is derived (see Figure 2). The mechanics of this predicate inversion is the
following. First, the Relator moves up to the small clause-external F0. As a re-
sult of this phase-extending movement, the predicate is allowed to move to the
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specifier of FP; that being a case of A-movement. Den Dikken (2006) argues that
the predicate inversion is triggered by the need for licensing an empty head.
This empty head, SIMILAR, is part of the predicate; this is how the semantics
of comparison is encoded. The comparative type of nominal predication is dif-
ferent from the attributive type with respect to the functional heads connecting
the two noun phrases. Den Dikken (2006) argues that in comparative QBNPs
the Relator head is spelled out by the spurious indefinite article (based on evi-
dence from Dutch and Hungarian). In addition, comparative QBNPs also feature
a Linker spelling out F0, namely, the nominal copula of. The nominal copula of
is argued to be similar to the obligatory copula in copular inversion construc-
tions (e.g., I consider the best candidate *(to be) John). The nominal small clause
acquires its outwardly noun-like distribution by virtue of being topped off by
a NumP layer that harbours the (indefinite) outer determiner in examples like
a jewel of a village. Moreover, in den Dikken’s (2006) account, both the subject
and the predicate are NumPs rather than bare NPs. Hence, comparative nominal
predications that would correspond to attributive ones of the type an idiot doctor
are not possible in English (a jewel village is a case of N-N compounding rather
than of comparative nominal predication, see den Dikken 2006: 163–164, 173).

Spanish utilizes two types of nominal predication constructions (see Villalba &
Bartra-Kaufmann 2010 for an in-depth discussion). The first one is the so-called
lo-de construction (27a): the subject of the small clause (la casa ‘the house’) is
preceded by an adjective in the neuter and the neuter article lo. The second type
is the qualitative binominal noun phrase (QBNP) in which two noun phrases
participate as the subject and the predicate of the small clause (27b). Both (27a)
and (27b) are analysed by Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann (2010) as small clauses,
having the underlying structure of (28a) and (28b), respectively. (The small clause
is labeled as XP in their study.)

(27) a. lo
def.n

caro
expensive.n

de
of

la
def.f

casa
car.f

‘the (high degree of) expensiveness of the house’ [lo-de construction]
b. el

def.m
idiota
idiot.m

del
of.def.m

alcalde
mayor.m

‘that idiot of a mayor’ [Spanish QBNP]

(28) a. [XP [DP la casa ] [X′ X … [AP car- ]]] = (27a)
b. [XP [DP el alcalde ] [X′ X [DP idiota ]]] = (27b)

The lo-de construction requires somemore explanation. First, the predicate of the
small clause is argued to have a more complex structure than what was shown in
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(28a). As the predicate semantically expresses a high degree quantification, it is
argued to contain a DegP on top of the adjectival phrase. Furthermore, the DegP
also contains a silent DEGREE head.9 Finally, the specifier of this phrase hosts a
comparative operator. Thus, the structure of the predicate in lo-de constructions
is as in (29).

(29) [DegP Op [Deg′ DEGREE [AP Adj ]]]

With these assumptions about the structure of the small clause in (28a) in mind,
let us proceed to how the surface order of (27a) is derived. This is argued to
be the result of three subsequent steps of movement. Firstly, similarly to den
Dikken (2006), Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann (2010) also assume that the DEGREE
head must move to F0 where it is lexicalized as de ‘of’. Then, the whole DegP
moves to the specifier of the DP-internal FocP, yielding an information-structural
partition of the nominal predication construction where the predicate is a focus
and the subject is a background topic. The final step is that the operator hosted
in SpecDegP moves to SpecDP. Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann (2010) argue that the
exclamatory flavor of the construction arises from the combination of a degree
quantificational structure with the definiteness of the Det head: the null degree
operator is argued to function like a wh-element. The three movement steps are
shown in Figure 3.

Thus, Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann’s (2010) account is similar to den Dikken’s
(2006) analysis as it assumes that the predicate of the nominal small clause un-
dergoes movement, but it crucially argues that this is an A′-dependency, tied in
with the information-structural properties of the construction. It should be men-
tioned that there are also other approaches that assume A′-movement of the
predicate, the difference between them being the landing site of the moved pred-
icate: SpecDP (Kayne 1994), SpecCP (Doetjes & Rooryck 2003), or a DP-internal
SpecFoc position (Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann 2010). It is also noteworthy that
the idea that the exclamative flavor of the lo-de construction is linked to the
movement of a null operator is also found in other works: for example, Hulk &
Tellier (2000) propose for French QBNPs that the head of the small clause moves
because of an affective operator in its predicate.

9This is in a way similar to Den Dikken’s proposal that the predicate of comparative nominal
predication constructions contains an additional component, i.e., the SIMILAR head, though
according to Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann (2010), only the lo-de construction contains a DegP,
while Spanish QBNPs do not: in them the evaluative property of the predicate is lexically
encoded.
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DP

Op DP′

D

def.n

FocP

DegP

tOp Deg′

tDEGREE AP

Adj

Foc′

DEGREE+X+Foc

of

XP

Subj X′

tDEGREE+X tDegP
12

3

Figure 3: The Spanish lo-de construction

In sum, it has been shown that nominal predication has two types: attributive
and comparative. The latter involves movement of the predicate, but the exist-
ing analyses differ as to whether this is a case of A- or A′-movement. Having
summarized the main semantic and syntactic properties of nominal predication
in English and Spanish, let us turn to the Bulgarian data.

4 Towards an analysis of nominal predication in
Bulgarian

In this section, I lay out an analysis of noun phrases with inflectionless adjec-
tives in Bulgarian in terms of nominal predication. Importantly, I suggest that
the same analysis can be extended to cover small clauses containing two noun
phrases as their subparts, thus, the construction in question is not limited to in-
flectionless adjectives. In the course of this section, I will make the following
claims regarding the semantics and the structure of these nominal small clauses:

(30) a. There is a subject–predicate relationship between the two elements
in the complex noun phrase, i.e., we are dealing with a nominal small
clause.

b. Two types of nominal predication are to be distinguished: an attribu-
tive and a comparative one.
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c. The attributive one is an inverse predication structure in the sense
of den Dikken (2006); the comparative one involves movement of the
predicate.

d. In both types, the noun phrases in the nominal small clauses are bare
NPs.

e. In both types, the predicate is a noun phrase: the inflectionless adjec-
tive modifies a null noun.

In what follows, I will first provide evidence for the subject-predicate relation
and for the existence of two types of nominal predication (§4.1). Then I will argue
that the predicate of the small clause is a noun phrase in which the inflectionless
adjective modifies a null noun (§4.2). Finally, I will discuss the structure of the
noun phrases containing nominal predication (§4.3).

4.1 Two types of nominal predication in Bulgarian

I argue that the two elements in noun phrases with inflectionless adjectives stand
in a subject-predicate relationship. Support for this comes from the entailments
in (31a) (based on Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann 2010). The continuations given in
brackets are perceived as contradictions rather than implicature cancellations.10

(31) a. ursuz
crabby

/ kofti
bad

čovek
person.m

‘(a) crabby/bad man’
⇒ ‘The man is crabby/bad (#but he’s actually not crabby/bad).’

b. leke
stain.n

čovek
person.m

‘(a) rotter of a man’
⇒ ‘The man is a rotter (#but he’s actually not a rotter).’

Additionally, as argued by Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann (2010) for Spanish, the
subject-predicate relation is also constrained lexico-semantically, as the Span-
ish lo-de construction cannot contain stage-level predicates, but only individual-
level predicates. The lexical items participating in the Bulgarian construction

10In contrast, garden-variety adjectives can be cancelled: the continuation in (i) does not feel like
a contradiction but rather as an implicature cancellation.

(i) Tja
she

e
be.prs.3sg

krasiva
beautiful.f

žena.
woman.f

‘She is a beaufitul woman (but she’s actually not (that) beautiful).’
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illustrated in (31a) are a closed class, thus, we cannot make a compelling argu-
ment based on this parallel. But still, it can be observed that all items in (10a) and
(10b) are individual-level predicates.

Furthermore, I argue that the two types of nominal small clauses distinguished
by den Dikken (2006), namely, the attributive one and the comparative one, are
also attested in Bulgarian. Specifically, I propose that the lexical items in (10a) par-
ticipate in comparative small clauses, while the ones in (10b) are used in attribu-
tive nominal predication. The two types can be distinguished semantically when
combined with profession-denoting nouns. Comparative nominal small clauses
like (32) are more naturally interpreted as ‘X is a crabby person in general’, rather
than ‘X is crabby (only) in his capacity of a standard bearer’. On the other hand,
in attributive small clauses like (33), the meaning is such that ‘X is bad in his
capacity of policeman/driver’.

(32) Da
comp

ne
neg

beše
be.pst.3sg

toja
this.m

tvoj
your.m

ursuz
crabby

bajraktar […]
standard.bearer.m

‘If it wasn’t this crabby standard bearer of yours […]’ [BulNC]

(33) a. kofti
bad

policaj
policeman

‘bad policeman (e.g., corrupt)’
b. pišman šofjor

fake driver
‘bad driver (e.g., not having a driving license)’

This is also confirmed by the following contradiction test (see den Dikken 2006:
170): the English comparative nominal predication is infelicitous in such a con-
text, while the attributive one is perfectly fine (34). The Bulgarian examples in
(35) are parallel to the English ones. This test provides further support for the
proposal that both types of nominal small clauses are attested in Bulgarian.

(34) a. That idiot of a doctor is not an idiot (as a person). [attributive]
b. # That idiot of a man is not an idiot. [comparative]

(35) a. Tozi
this.m

kofti
bad

policaj.m
policeman

(vsăštnost)
actually

ne
neg

e
be.prs.3sg

kofti
bad

kato
as

čovek.
person.m
‘This bad policeman is actually not bad as a person.’
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b. # Tazi
this.f

ursuz
crabby

žena
woman.f

(vsăštnost)
actually

ne
neg

e
be.prs.3sg

ursuz.
crabby

‘This crabby woman is actually not crabby.’

Having defended the claims in (30a) and (30b), namely, that we are dealing with
nominal small clauses and that these small clauses fall into either the attributive
or the comparative type, let us move to their structure.

I adopt the main insight of den Dikken’s (2006) analysis: attributive nominal
small clauses are inverse predication structures in which the predicate is base-
generated in the specifier position, while comparative nominal small clauses in-
volve movement of the predicate to a higher position in order to derive the sur-
face order. Thus, I am assuming the structures in (36a) and (36b), respectively.
(The small clause is labeled as XP, that being the most theory-neutral term, in-
stead of R(elator)P as in den Dikken 2006.)

(36) Nominal predication in Bulgarian (1st version)
a. [… [XP Predicate [X′ X Subj ]]] [attributive]
b. [… [FP Predicate𝑖 [F′ F [XP Subj [X′ X t𝑖 ]]]]] [comparative]

The proposed structures account for the semantic differences between the two
types: in (36a), the predicate is given an attributive interpretation, as it ascribes
a(n additional) property to the referent of the noun phrase, while in (36b), it
draws a comparison in such a way that the subject is understood to intrinsically
show the property denoted by the predicate and to be identifiable with it.

In the next two subsections, I will discuss the structure of these nominal small
clauses in greater detail.

4.2 Inflectionless adjectives combine with a null noun

I propose that the predicates of nominal small clauses in Bulgarian are noun
phrases. Furthermore, I argue that inflectionless adjectives in Bulgarian combine
with a null noun. Thus, the QBNPs containing them are actually binominal. This
is supported by the fact that nominal predication in Bulgarian is also possible
when the predicate of the small clause is a (non-loan) noun as in (23). I propose
the following underlying structure for the predicate of both the attributive and
the comparative types of nominal predication with inflectionless adjectives (37).
For concreteness, I assume that the null noun is semantically roughly equivalent
to ‘kind/type/quality’.

(37) [NP Adj [NP NOUN ]]
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This proposal not only allows us to unify examples like (23) and the ones con-
taining inflectionless adjectives but also to explain several properties of inflec-
tionless adjectives. For example, the fact that they allow for degree modification
like mnogo ‘very’, but are outwardly nominal follows from this. In this sense,
they are similar to well-known cases of adjectives combining with a null noun
like the rich/the poor, which also allow for adverbial modification of the adjective
(cf. the very poor). This has been taken to suggest that the adjective modifies a
null noun (see Kester 1996, Giannakidou & Stavrou 1999).

Evidence for positing a null noun comes from the use of the inflectionless ad-
jectives in copular clauses. In Secion 2, I showed that QBNPs are often predicates
of copular clauses (example (19) is repeated in (38) for the reader’s convenience).

(38) Marija
Maria

e
be.prs.3sg

mnogo
very

ursuz
crabby

/ kofti
bad

čovek.
person.m

‘Maria is a very crabby / bad person.’

In addition to this, inflectionless adjectives also have what may look like a stand-
alone use as predicates of copular clauses. This is illustrated in (39) with kofti
‘bad, shitty’ (cf. (10b)), but it is also possible with the adjectives in (10a).

(39) Prognoza-ta
forecast.f-def

za
for

vreme-to
weather.n-def

e
be.prs.3sg

mnogo
very

kofti.
bad

‘The weather forecast is very bad.’

One way to approach the example in (39) is to say that this is indeed a standalone
use of the adjective, without positing a null noun – which would not be too
surprising given that adjectives in Bulgarian can be used as predicates of copular
clauses. However, this analysis is insufficient to account for the data in (40). In
(40a), we see that the adjective cannot have a standalone use: the noun čovek
‘person’ following it cannot be omitted. At this point, one might wonder if the
standalone use is only possible with inanimates as in (39), but impossible with
animates (humans) as in (40a). This analysis, however, is immediately falsified
when we look at (40b): the adjective can have a standalone use, even though it
refers to an animate (human) subject.

(40) a. Marija
Maria

e
be.prs.3sg

mnogo
very

kofti
bad

#(čovek).
person.m

‘Maria is very bad.’
b. Učitelka-ta

teacher.f-def
e
be.prs.3sg

mnogo
very

kofti.
bad

‘The (female) teacher is very bad.’
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7 Inflectionless adjectives in Bulgarian as a case of nominal predication

Another way to approach these data would be to say that the adjective kofti ‘bad,
shitty’ cannot occur in predicative position, as it is well-known that certain ad-
jectives cannot occur as predicates, e.g., bivš ‘former, ex’ in Bulgarian. This could
explain (40a), but not the contrast with (39) and (40b). Thus, the explanation can-
not possibly be related to animacy or to the attributive/predicative use of the
adjective itself.

In order to account for the triplet of data in (39–40), I propose the follow-
ing. The adjective combines with a null noun that has the meaning ‘kind/type/
quality’. Thus, in (39) and (40b), we are not dealing with a standalone use of the
adjective; rather, there is a null nominal modified by it. This also provides an
explanation of why (40a) is infelicitous: the sentence underlyingly corresponds
to ‘#Maria is (of) bad KIND/TYPE/QUALITY’, which is semantically anomalous.
The sentence improves if the noun čovek ‘person’ is present; in this case, I pro-
pose that we are dealing with a nominal small clause of the attributive type. That
is, the subject of the small clause is čovek ‘person’ and the predicate is the noun
phrase with the null noun modified by the adjective. The meaning of the attribu-
tive QBNP corresponds to ‘Maria is (of) bad KIND/TYPE/QUALITY as a person’,
which is semantically perfectly fine.11

Thus, I propose that inflectionless adjectives always compose with a null noun,
this giving rise to their “standalone” use, which is, as I argue, in fact a noun phrase
with a null noun. This noun phrase can appear in predicative position in copular
clauses as in (39) and (40).

Before I proceed further with the details of my analysis, let me discuss an
alternative that has been proposed in the literature. Adamson (2019: 100–103)
mentions the standalone noun-like use of inflectionless adjectives and discusses
two subtypes of this: (a) cases in which the adjective is used as a noun, e.g., inat
‘stubbornness’, for which he claims that the (acategorial) root is directly nomi-
nalized by 𝑛, and (b) cases in which the adjective appears as an appositive to a
proper noun (41). In the latter case, he proposes that the (acategorial) root is first
categorized by 𝑎 (thus, degree modifiers will be possible), and then a nominal
layer with a [+human] 𝑛 is added to further nominalize it: 𝑛 ≻ 𝑎 ≻ √INAT.

11At this point, the reader might have started to wonder whether kofti čovek ‘bad person’ should
be classified as an attributive QBNP, i.e., ‘bad as a person’, as argued above, or as a compara-
tive one like ursuz čovek ‘crabby person’. As was shown above, attributive QBNPs are fine in
contradiction contexts (cf. (34) and (35)) and this holds for kofti čovek ‘bad person’ in (i), thus
verifying that we are dealing with an attributive QBNP:

(i) Marija
Maria

e
be.prs.3sg

kofti
bad

čovek,
person

no
but

e
be.prs.3sg

dobăr
good

učitel.
teacher

‘Marija is bad as a person, but is a good teacher.’
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(41) Ivan
Ivan

({mnogo
very

/ po-})
cmpr

inat-ăt
stubborn-def

‘Ivan, the (very/ more) stubborn’ (Adamson 2019: 102)

The case I discuss above is similar to the second scenario in the sense that the ad-
jective still preserves its properties with respect to modification. But as we see in
(39), the referent need not be a human, so it is unlikely that the adjective is nomi-
nalized by a [+human] 𝑛. Besides, in my opinion, the triplet in (39–40) cannot be
easily explained in an nominalization analysis. Finally, the example in (41) is very
degraded for me with the adverbial/degree modification; the perfectly grammat-
ical variant is when inat is modified by the adjective golemijat ‘big.def’, which
would be an example of the ‘direct nominalization’ strategy (𝑛 ≻ √ROOT). This
casts doubts whether 𝑛 ≻ 𝑎 ≻ √ROOT is possible with inflectionless adjectives
at all.

Thus, a nominalization analysis cannot sufficiently explain the properties of
inflectionless adjectives, which I argue to be derivable from the presence of a null
noun. In addition to postulating a null noun that combines with the adjective, I
also propose that this noun phrase can be used as the predicate of a nominal
small clause of either the attributive or the comparative type. In §1, I showed
that inflectionless adjectives split into two groups with respect to the use of the
definiteness marker (cf. 10a and 10b), and in §4.1, I argued that these two groups
correspond to either the attributive or the comparative type of nominal predica-
tion. I tentatively submit that it depends on the lexical properties of the adjective
whether the noun phrase that contains it (=37) can be used in an attributive or
in a comparative QBNP.

Furthermore, on the assumption that the null noun the inflectionless adjective
combines with is morphosyntactically deficient, i.e., lacking gender features, we
would not expect the adjective to show concord with it. As for number features,
I assume that the null noun is in the singular (or is specified as [−Pl]). This might
seem to be a circular way of explaining why these loanword adjectives do not
show inflection, but the deficiency of the null noun could in principle be relevant
if we approach the question from yet another angle, namely, why non-loan ad-
jectives do not combine with it: because they require a noun that they can show
concord with. Thus, we predict them not to be able to combine with this null
noun. The third consequence of the morphosyntactic deficiency of the null noun
will become clear when we take a closer at the structure of the noun phrases
containing QBNPs.
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4.3 The structure of noun phrases with nominal predication

Based on the last two subsections we have arrived at the following structure for
nominal small clauses in Bulgarian:

(42) Nominal predication in Bulgarian (2nd version)
a. [… [XP [NP Adj [NP NOUN ]] [X′ X Subj ]]] [attributive]
b. [… [FP [NP Adj [NP NOUN ]]𝑖 [F′ F [XP Subj [X′ X t𝑖 ]]]]] [comparative]

The structures in (42a) and (42b) raise the following questions: (i) what is the
internal structure (and size) of the subject of the small clause; (ii) what functional
layers top off the small clause (informally marked by the ellipsis dots above);
and (iii) what is the landing site of the predicate in the case of the comparative
nominal predication (labeled above as SpecFP).

The first two questions are somewhat interrelated and can be answered if we
compare the Bulgarian examples with English QBNPs. Recall that in the case
of English attributive QBNPs like an idiot doctor, den Dikken (2006) argues that
the subject and the predicate are bare NPs. I argue that nominal predication in
Bulgarian is strikingly similar in this respect: in both the attributive and the com-
parative types, I propose that the nominal predication consists of bare NPs. This
is supported by the fact that interleaved adjectival modifiers are highly degraded,
as shown in (43) (pace Adamson 2019, cf. example (8) above).

(43) Bălgarsko-to
Bulgarian.n-def

serbez
bold

dete
child.n

/ ??serbez
bold

bălgarsko-to
Bulgarian.n-def

dete
child.n

se
refl

poznava
recognize.prs.3sg

po
by

pogled-a.
gaze.m-def

‘You can recognize the bold Bulgarian child by his/her gaze (lit. The bold
Bulgarian child is recognized by his/her gaze).’

The example in (43) is peculiar if we assume that the inflectionless adjective is
a modifier like the adjective ‘Bulgarian’: in fact, nationality-denoting adjectives
usually precede quality-denoting ones in Bulgarian, thus, the grammatical word
order in (43) is unexpected if we are dealing with regular adjectival modifiers.
However, the word order restrictions fall out naturally if we assume that the in-
flectionless adjective and the noun form a small clause and that this small clause
consists of bare NPs.

This argument can be further strengthened when we look at recursion in nom-
inal predication. The example in (44) is interesting for several reasons. First, it
shows that there are two inflectionless adjectives involved. This might at first
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sight be taken to contradict the claim made above that the subject of the small
clause must be a bare NP and cannot be modified by an adjective (as in (43)). But
in (44), pišman ‘fake, sham’ is interleaved between ursuz ‘crabby’ and the noun.
I take this to support the nominal predication analysis from yet another angle:
pišman ‘fake, sham’ is not a regular adjectival modifier, but participates in an
attributive QBNP. Then, the attributive QBNP acts as the subject of the compara-
tive QBNP. (44) also shows that the the reverse order of the adjectives is degraded.
(According to my intuitions, the meaning would be the same, which is in fact pre-
dicted, since it is lexically determined whether the adjective participates in the
attributive or the comparative type of nominal predication, as I argued above,
cf. the lists in (10a) and (10b)). The meaning and the word order of (44) fit very
nicely with the observations about recursion in QBNPs: N2 in N1-of -N2-of -N3 is
forced into an attributive reading, and comparative QBNPs are not recursive, cf.
*that beauty of a jewel of a village.12 The example in (44) complies with this, as
the outer QBNP is of the comparative type and the inner one is of the attributive
type.

(44) tozi
this.m

ursuz
crabby

pišman
fake

šofjor
driver.m

/ ??tozi
this.m

pišman
fake

ursuz
crabby

šofjor
driver.m

‘this grump of an idiot driver’

Furthermore, I propose that in order to acquire a nominal external distribution,
the small clauses are embedded under a nominal layer. This is in unison with the
proposals made for languages like English, Dutch, Spanish, and Hungarian. But
I would like to propose that nominal predication in Bulgarian takes place very
low in the structure, at the 𝑛P level, which is in sharp difference with QBNPs
in English and Spanish. In Bulgarian, further nominal layers can be built up on
top on the 𝑛P (to harbour numerals, possessive pronouns, and demonstratives,
cf. example (32)). With these two assumptions in mind, i.e., that the small clause
contains bare NPs and is being topped off by 𝑛P, we can account for the ungram-
maticality of interleaved adjectival modifiers. Since QBNPs are formed at the 𝑛P
level, their referent is understood to be a single individual (thus, in a way, it is
not surprising that previous accounts, e.g., Halpern 1995, have treated them as
nominal compounds).

This analysis also allows us to make an interesting typological observation
regarding the structure of nominal small clauses. It is noted by den Dikken (2006:
168) that apart from “bare” attributive nominal small clauses in English like an
idiot doctor, he is not aware of this type of constructions from other languages.

12I thank Marcel den Dikken for the discussion of recursion and the English example.
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Thus, in a way, the Bulgarian nominal small clauses fill a gap in the typology
of nominal predication. Attributive QBNPs like an idiot doctor are also “bare” in
the sense that they do not contain an overt copula/linking element between the
subject and the predicate of the small clause, in contrast with an idiot of a doctor
and a jewel of a village. Similarly, nominal predication in Bulgarian shows no
linking element, and thus conforms to the observation that the size of the subject
and the predicate of the nominal small clause correlates with the presence of an
overt linking element.

Finally, we need to discuss the landing site of the predicate in comparative
QBNPs. I propose that it is precisely Spec𝑛P that the predicate moves to. Recall
from §3 that there are several proposals on market regarding the position tar-
geted by the movement predicate. One option would be SpecDP, as proposed by
Kayne (1994) for the predicate of English QBNPs; similarly, in Villalba & Bartra-
Kaufmann’s (2010) account, the operator hosted in SpecDegP in the Spanish lo-
de construction lands in SpecDP (while the predicate moves to a DP-internal
SpecFoc position). Additionally, movement to SpecDP has been also proposed
for structures like how tall a man (see Hendrick 1990). However, movement to
SpecDP faces some difficulties in the case of the Bulgarian nominal small clauses.
The main problem comes from the order of nominal modifiers. It can be seen
from (32), repeated below as (45), that comparative QBNPs can be preceded by
demonstratives and pronominal possessive adjectives.

(45) Da
comp

ne
neg

beše
be.pst.3sg

toja
this.m

tvoj
your.m

ursuz
crabby

bajraktar […]
standard.bearer.m

‘If it wasn’t this crabby standard bearer of yours […]’ [BulNC]

As demonstratives in Bulgarian are said to be always in SpecDP (either be-
ing base-generated there or being obligatorily moved there, cf. Dimitrova-
Vulchanova & Giusti 1995), the predicate of the small clause cannot possibly
move to the very same position. As the linear order in (45) is Dem > Pron-
Poss > NPpred >NPsubj, this suggests that the landing site of the predicatemust be
lower than the functional projections that harbour demonstratives and pronomi-
nal possessors. I propose that Spec𝑛P is an appropriate landing site for the moved
predicate. Building on the intuition in den Dikken (2006), I argue that the move-
ment has interpretive effects: the subject NP is compared to the predicate NP. Fur-
thermore, it has been proposed for the Romance languages that the movement is
related to the exclamative flavour and/or the information-structural partition of
the nominal small clause (see Hulk & Tellier 2000, Villalba & Bartra-Kaufmann
2010). It has been shown in §2 that Bulgarian QBNPs also have an exclamative
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flavour and express emphasis on the predicate of the small clause. I would like to
tentatively propose that themovement to Spec𝑛P also derives this property of the
construction on the assumption that Spec𝑛P can function as a low focus projec-
tion in the nominal domain. As Bulgarian is generally considered to be a split-DP
language (for example, Dimitrova-Vulchanova & Giusti 1998 postulate a TopP on
top of DP), it is not implausible to assume that noun phrases in Bulgarian con-
tain a functional projection below D that can serve as the landing position of the
predicate of the small clause. Thus, the structures of attributive and comparative
QBNPs in Bulgarian are as shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

…

nP

XP

NPpred

Adj

kofti
‘bad’

NP

NOUN

X′

X NPsubj

čovek
‘person’

Figure 4: Attributive QBNPs in Bulgarian

Finally, I would like to briefly address the use of the definiteness marker in
nominal small clauses, as this was the main question discussed in the literature
on inflectionless adjectives, and different proposals have been made for why the
definiteness marker attaches to the noun rather than to the adjective. In my view,
one of the welcome consequences of the structures in Figures 4 and 5 is that the
adjective is “buried” inside the noun phrase of the null noun, that is, it is not a
modifier of the subject NP. Since it is not in the structural position that regular
inflecting adjectives occupy in Bulgarian, it will not be visible for the definite-
ness marker to attach to it. Similarly, the null noun itself would also be invisible
(either because of lacking a phonological representation or because of its mor-
phosyntactic deficiency). In §2, I refined the claims made in earlier studies, and
the two most important conclusions were that the definiteness marker is fine
with attributive QBNPs, while with comparative ones, it is limited to generic
readings.I would like to submit that the movement of the predicate NP in com-
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…

nP

NPpred

Adj

ursuz
‘crabby’

NP

NOUN

n′

n XP

NPsubj

čovek
‘person’

X′

X tNPpred

Figure 5: Comparative QBNPs in Bulgarian

parative QBNPs results in the unavailability of definite readings with the defi-
niteness marker. I would tentatively propose that this is due to the fact that the
predicate NP is indefinite, which thus precludes the definite reading of def for
the whole 𝑛P after the predicate has moved to Spec𝑛P. Thus, the presence of a
null noun in the structure can explain why inflectionless adjectives are “skipped”
by the definiteness marker and also why comparative QBNPs disallow definite
readings of def.

5 Conclusion

In this paper I took a look at the closed set of inflectionless adjectives in Bul-
garian from a different angle than the one advocated in the existing literature. I
highlighted several empirical facts that have been left unnoticed so far: the lim-
ited syntactic distribution of these noun phrases and their exclamative flavour.
I also refined the claims on the grammaticality of the definiteness marker with
the noun phrases containing these adjectives. First, I pointed out that there are
two groups of inflectionless adjectives: with one of them the definiteness marker
is fully acceptable, while with the other it is grammatical only with a generic in-
terpretation. These new findings also refined the claims about the interspeaker
variation: according to my data, there is no interspeaker variation, as the gram-
maticality depends on the type of inflectionless adjective and the definiteness of
the noun phrase. My main proposal was that inflectionless adjectives are predi-
cates in nominal small clauses, and I also emphasized the fact that this kind of
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nominal predication is also attested with (non-loan) nouns as well. I outlined an
account in terms of nominal predication, and proposed that both the attributive
and the comparative types of nominal predication are used in Bulgarian. I sug-
gested that these two types of nominal small clauses have a different structure:
the attributive one is an inverse predication structure, whereas the comparative
one involves predicatemovement. Furthermore, I proposed that the inflectionless
adjectives combine with a null noun. This allowed us to give a unified analysis of
the nominal small clauses featuring inflectionless adjectives with those in which
the predicate is a (non-loan) noun. These were touched upon rather superficially,
only for the purpose of comparison with the small clauses with inflectionless ad-
jectives, and further research is needed to reveal the scope of QBNPs in Bulgarian
with respect to both its semantic properties and syntactic distribution.

Abbreviations

1 first person
3 third person
cmpr comparative
comp complementizer
def definite
dem demonstrative

f feminine
m masculine
n neuter
neg negation
pl plural
prs present tense

prt particle
pst past tense
ptcp participle
refl reflexive
sg singular
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Chapter 8

Clitic climbing without restructuring in
Czech and Polish

 

 

Irenäus Kulik
Friedrich Schiller University Jena

Clitic climbing, i.e. the realization of one or more clitics in a syntactic constituent
hierarchically higher than the clitics’ licensing predicate, has been accounted for in
terms of a restructuring approach. The embedded infinitive the clitics are extracted
from has been assumed to be structurally deficient – that is, a bare VP. Due to the
lack of projections above the lexical V-head, clitics escape the infinitival domain
to get their morphosyntactic features licensed in the matrix clause. However, the
predictions of the restructuring approach do not withstand a corpus linguistic ex-
amination and are falsified by empirical data of Czech and Polish. Clitic climbing
cannot be adequately accounted for by syntax proper and alternative accounts have
to be taken into consideration seriously. It will be proposed to exploit information
structure as a feasible explanatory account of clitic climbing.

Keywords: clitic climbing, restructuring, syntax, information structure, Czech, Pol-
ish

1 Introduction

Clitic climbing (CC) is the realization of a pronominal or reflexive clitic in a
syntactic constituent hierarchically higher than the licensing predicate. Jung-
hanns (2002a: 66) schematizes CC as in (1a), whereby a constituent α embeds
a constituent β. CC is analyzed as movement of the clitic (CL) from β to α. (1b)
paraphrases the scheme in a theory-neutral way.1 The gap e co-indexed with CL

1I will attempt to phrasemy arguments in a theory-neutral way, in order not to impose a specific
approach on the reader. For instance, I will not opt for a particular analysis of long-distance
dependencies in terms of e.g. movement or copy-and-delete.
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captures the fact that CL is linearized in α, but subcategorized for by the verbal
predicate in β. In principle, an arbitrary number n of phrase boundaries may in-
tervene between α and β (with {ℕ0} denoting the set of natural numbers including
zero).

(1) a. [α … CL … [β … tCL … ]]
b. [α CLj [n [β ej ]]], n ∈ {ℕ0}

There is an extensive body of research literature on CC in Romance, which signi-
ficantly inspired research on Slavic. In the Italian example (2a), the direct object
clitic lo ‘him.acc’ follows the embedded infinitive legger(e) ‘read’ it is argument
of.2 This is the local or in situ realization of the clitic. CC is found in (2b) with
the object clitic being realized before the finite verb of the matrix phrase, which
will be also referred to as non-local placement.

(2) a. Martina
Martina.nom

vuole1
want.prs.3sg

legger2=lo2.
read.inf=him.acc

(in situ/local)

‘Martina wants to read it.’
b. Martina

Martina.nom
lo2
him.acc

vuole1
want.prs.3sg

leggere2.
read.inf

(CC/non-local)

‘Martina wants to read it.’ (Italian; Spencer & Luís 2012: 163–164)

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: §2 briefly comments on the
syntactic status of clitic pronouns in West Slavic. §3 provides a concise overview
of basic clitic climbing properties in West Slavic. §4 is the core of the paper and
tests the correlates of restructuring empirically, focusing on accusative case li-
censing §4.1, the absence of an underlying subject in the infinitive phrase §4.2, the
dependence of the infinitive’s temporal reference upon the matrix verb’s tense
information §4.3, and the all-or-nothing quality of clitic climbing §4.4. §5 ad-
dresses the role of information structure for clitic climbing. Concluding remarks
are given in §6.

2 The status of West Slavic clitics

It is common to distinguish Polish and Czech clitics along the lines of Zwicky’s
(1977) simple/special-clitic dichotomy. The second position clitics in Czech are

2Clitics will be highlighted in italics for ease of reference. I adopt the integer-index-convention
from Hana (2007), Rosen (2014), and Kolaković et al. (2022) to indicate the structural hierarchy
between the verbal heads as well as the subcategorization relations between a verbal predicate
and its dependents.
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8 Clitic climbing without restructuring in Czech and Polish

considered special clitics, whereas Polish clitics being distributed rather freely
are simple clitics. Given this distinction, cliticization in these two closely-related
languages is an ideal test field for theorizing about clitic phenomena and the
micro-typology of Slavic cliticization. However, the often-made statement that
Polish clitics are typologically peculiar in comparison to clitics in otherWest and
South Slavic languages turns out to be controversial on closer inspection. On
the one hand, Rappaport (1988), Dziwirek (1998), Kupść (2000), Borsley & Rivero
(1994), Franks (2009, 2010), and Franks & King (2000) treat Polish as a language
without second position clitics – hence, not possessing special clitics. On the
other hand, Rothstein (1993: 725), Urbańczyk (1976: 62), Veselovská (1995: §4.8
Footnote 23), and Dimitrova-Vulchanova (1999: 85) consider Polish to be a second
position clitic language essentially. Spencer (1991: 390) regards Polish as a special
clitic language. From a different angle, Czech exhibits positional deviations from
second position cliticizationwith third, fourth, and fifth position placement being
attested (see Hana 2007: 103–112, Junghanns 2021: 177–178). Therefore, Czech and
Polish clitics will be treated alike throughout the paper. I restrict myself to the
set of short pronominals, adopting a traditional terminology from Slavic studies
here.3 The respective sets for Czech and Polish are provided in Table 1 (see Fried
1994, Avgustinova & Oliva 1997, Rosen 2001, Junghanns 2002b, Petkevič 2009
for Czech, Kupść 2000 for Polish).4 I follow the spirit of Dotlačil (2007) and –
most recently – Adam (2019) in refraining from hypothesizing about the exact
syntactic status of the short pronouns, e.g. whether they are syntactic phrases or
heads, or whether they are weak rather than clitic pronouns.5

3The notion rests upon the formal distinction of “short” (e.g. Cz.mu, ho) vs. “long” pronouns (e.g.
Cz. jemu, jeho). Note that terminology differs between authors. The short pronouns are referred
to as konstantní přiklonky ‘constant clitics’ in Czech linguistics (see Trávníček 1959, Rosen 2001,
Hana 2007), Avgustinova & Oliva (1997) propose the term pure clitics, and Junghanns (2002b)
coins lexikalische Klitika ‘lexical clitics’.

4Short dative reflexive se occurs in colloquial Polish, but remains unconsidered in most analyses
(e.g. Spencer 1991, Kupść 2000). Rubadeau (1996: 137) claims that “Polish […] does not have a
clitic form of the dative reflexive.” On the other hand, Urbańczyk (1976: 58) discusses se in his
outline of Polish dialects. Franks & King (2000: 150) list se among the Polish clitics, but note
that it “is used only in the spoken language” (cf. also Rothstein 1993: 702). Aguado & Dogil
(1989) explicitly take se into consideration.

5An anonymous reviewer pointed out that Czech short pronouns are true second position clitics,
whereas Polish short pronouns are weak pronouns. This point of view is reminiscent of Cardi-
naletti & Starke’s (1999) tripartite typology of pronouns. Since there is no general consensus
on this matter, it appears that the typology of clitics in Slavic still needs further investigation.
For an alternative view, see Jung &Migdalski (2022), who propose an extension of Cardinaletti
& Starke’s (1999) approach to a four-way classification.
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Table 1: Unambiguous short pronominals in Czech and Polish

English Czech Polish

youacc/gen tě cię
himacc ho go
medat mi mi
youdat ti ci
himdat mu mu
reflacc(/gen) se się
refldat si se

3 Clitic climbing in West Slavic

As in the Italian example (2), CC occurs from embedded infinitives in Czech and
Polish.6 Several scholars point out that infinitive-hood is a necessary, but not a
sufficient condition for CC (cf. Junghanns 2002a: 69 on Czech, Kupść 2000: 58
on Polish, Golden 2003: 221–222 on Slovene). The infinitival domain must not be
introduced by a subordinator.7 Note that the clitic, which is subject to climb-
ing, is not necessarily an argument, e.g. refl of a reflexive tantum or in imper-
sonal constructions. Therefore, I adopt the term dependent from dependency
grammar as a general notion for clitics licensed by a verbal head. CC occurs in
a variety of syntactic constructions, i.e. raising, subject and object control, and
the accusative with infinitive (ACI, from Latin accusativus cum infinitivo)
(see Junghanns 2002a, Golden 2008, Kupść 2000).8 Note that clitic climbing is
ungrammatical in object control constructions in Romance, but not in Slavic (cf.
Golden 2008: 315). Note also that standard Polish and its vernacular do not pos-
sess the ACI construction (see Przepiórkowski & Rosen 2005: 33, Kupść 2000:
96). The lack of ACI is a general property of Polish syntax, but it is not a par-
ticular feature of the Polish clitic system. The ACI is attested in several diatopic

6An anonymous reviewer pointed out that CC is possible from a subset of morphologically
finite da-clauses in Serbian, i.e. from subjunctive-like da-clauses (see Progovac 1993, 1996 for
the relevant distinction of indicative and subjunctive da-clauses). It is not necessary to rely on
the indicative-subjunctive distinction to account for CC in West Slavic, which is best captured
by the conditions of the embedded verb’s infinitive-hood and the absence of a subordinator.

7The term subordinator ismeant to broadly cover elements introducing subordinate clauses of
different kinds, i.e. (i) complementizers introducing argument clauses, (ii) subordinate conjunc-
tions introducing adjunct clauses, and (iii) relative pronouns and adverbs introducing relative
clauses.

8The accusative with infinitive is known as exceptional case marking in generative grammar.
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8 Clitic climbing without restructuring in Czech and Polish

varieties of Polish (see Urbańczyk 1976: 56). It has been observed that CC is not
obligatory and clitics may be realized in situ as in Italian (2a). In the same way,
both a- and b-examples are grammatical in Czech (3) and Polish (4). The question
arises then, why CC does come into being and what are the conditions for the
local vs. non-local realization of the clitics.

(3) a. Asi
perhaps

ho2
him.acc

chtěla1
want.pst.sg.f

usušit2
dry.inf

pomalu.
slowly

‘Perhaps she wanted to dry it slowly.’
b. Asi

perhaps
chtěla1
want.pst.sg.f

usušit2
dry.inf

ho2
him.acc

pomalu.
slowly

‘Perhaps she wanted to dry it slowly.’ (Czech; Junghanns 2002a: 82)

(4) a. Jan
Jan.nom

go2
him.acc

chciał1
want.pst.sg.m

obudzić2
wake-up.inf

o
at

szóstej.
six

‘Jan wanted to wake him up at six o’clock.’
b. Jan

Jan.nom
chciał1
want.pst.sg.m

obudzić2
wake-up.inf

go2
him.acc

o
at

szóstej.
six

‘Jan wanted to wake him up at six o’clock.’ (Polish; Kupść 2000: 60)

It has been proposed to account for CC in Slavic in terms of a restructuring
approach by Rezac (2005) for Czech and Aljović (2004) for Bosnian-Croatian-
Montenegrin-Serbian (BCMS) (cf. Rizzi 1982 on restructuring in Italian and
Wurmbrand 2001 for a general analysis of restructuring properties on the basis
of German and Japanese). According to such an approach the optionality of CC is
only an alleged one.While clitics must remain in situ in true bi-clausal structures,
they are forced to climb under restructuring, which is underlyingly mono-clausal
due to the structural deficiency of the embedded so-called restructuring in-
finitive (RI). Being bare VPs, RIs lack the vP- and TP-shell.9 Several correlates
have been put forward to support the restructuring analysis: (a) RIs are unable
to license accusative case, (b) RIs do not have an underlying subject (= PRO),
(c) RIs do not constitute a binding domain for principle B, (d) either all clitics
climb as a consequence of the infinitive’s structural deficiency or none, (e) RIs
are temporally dependent upon the matrix verb’s tense. Criteria (a)–(d) are taken
from Rezac (2005), criterion (e) is taken from Todorović (2012).

In what follows I will test the hypothesis that CC is dependent upon restruc-
turing by assessing the above-mentioned correlates empirically towards corpus

9Note that Wurmbrand (2001 and subsequent work) proposes a multi-way distinction of re-
structuring, which is not limited to binary parametrization. I cannot take these proposals into
consideration here due to space limitations and must leave them for future discussion.
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data from the Český národní korpus ‘Czech national corpus’ (ČNK) and the Nar-
odowy Korpus Języka Polskiego ‘National corpus of Polish’ (NKJP) respectively.
In particular, the Czech data are drawn from the subcorpus SYN version 8 (see
Křen et al. 2019, Hnátková et al. 2014).10 For Polish, I searched the full NKJP cor-
pus through the Poliqarp search engine (see Przepiórkowski et al. 2012).11

4 Clitic climbing and correlates of restructuring

4.1 Case licensing

Due to the lack of vP/TP, RIs are unable to license accusative case. Clitics climb
in order to receive case in the matrix phrase then.12 Lenertová (2004) and Dot-
lačil (2004) recognize independently for Czech that CC into passivized matrix
domains contradicts this argument. It is generally known from Burzio’s gener-
alization that passivized verbs are unable to license accusative case (cf. Burzio
1986). Data like (5) and (6) contradict the case-based argument, as the case of the
clitic ho ‘him.acc’ cannot be licensed by the passivized matrix verb, but only by
the embedded infinitive. Lenertová’s (2004) and Dotlačil’s (2004) arguments are
corroborated by examples (7) and (8) for Czech and Polish respectively.

(5) ’(Přivezl
bring.pst.sg.m

puk
puck

za
behind

švýcarskou
Swiss

branku,)
goal

ale
but

tam
there

ho3
him.acc

byl1
be.pst.sg.m

donucen2
forced.pass.sg.m

předat3
give.inf

Lubinovi.
Lubin.dat

‘(He brought the puck behind the Swiss goal,) but there he was forced to
give it to Lubina.’ (Czech; Lenertová 2004: 159)

(6) Pavel
Pavel.nom

ho3
him.acc

byl1
be.pst.sg.m

nucen2
force.pass.sg.m

zničit3.
destroy.inf

‘Pavel was forced to destroy it.’ (Czech; Dotlačil 2004: 88)

(7) a. […], kdo
who

by
cond

ho3
him.acc

byl1
be.pst.sg.m

oprávněn2
entitle.pass.sg.m

zbavit3
relieve.inf

zodpovědnosti
responsibility.gen.sg

za
for

osud
fate

Ruska.
Russia.gen.sg

‘…, who would have been entitled to relieve him of his responsibility
for the fate of Russia.’

10https://www.korpus.cz/
11http://www.nkjp.pl/
12It is irrelevant for the purpose of the present study how case licensing is technically imple-
mented.
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b. […], kteří
who

ho3
him.acc

byli1
be.pst.pl.man

připraveni2
prepare.pass.pl.man

zatknout3.
arrest.inf

‘…, who were prepared to arrest him.’ (Czech; ČNK)

(8) a. […] że
that

już
already

nigdy
never

nie
neg

będę1
be.fut.1sg

cię3
you.acc

zmuszona2
force.pass.sg.f

oglądać3.
look.inf
‘… that I will never be forced to look at you, again.’

b. bo
because

z
from

powodu
reason

drżenia
tremor

twoich
your

rąk
hands

będę1
be.fut.1sg

cię3
you.acc

zmuszony2
force.pass.sg.m

wrzucić3
throw.inf

do
to

KF
KF

‘because of your hands’ tremor I will be forced to throw you to the
KF [= kill file]’ (Polish; NKJP)

4.2 Missing subjects

The lack of vP yields RIs without having an underlying subject (PRO). Rezac
(2005: 114) states that RIs “will not constitute a binding domain of their own, and
coreference between a pronominal argument of the infinitive and any argument
of the upstairs verb should be blocked.” He provides the minimal pair in (9a)–
(9b).13 In (9a) the embedded clitic ji ‘her.acc’ is co-referential with either the ma-
trix subject Anna (index a) or a distinct discourse referent beyond the sentence-
level (index b). In (9b) the clitic has climbed due to restructuring. As a conse-
quence, there is no clause boundary between the matrix and subordinate domain,
thus co-reference betweenAnna and ji is excluded. Rezac (2005) accounts for (9b)
by a violation of binding principle B, according to which “[a] pronominal is free
[i.e. unbound] in its governing category [i.e. clause]” (Chomsky 1981: 188). How-
ever, principle B is inconclusive. It determines semantic co-reference by syntac-
tic non-co-membership, which does not reveal anything about clause boundaries
here. Co-reference between Anna and ji is still excluded by principle B in pres-
ence of a clause boundary, for both the subject and the clitic are members of the
matrix domain, cf. (9c). Note, furthermore, that the matrix object mu ‘him.dat’
still co-refers with the kisser of the embedded kissing-event despite CC of ji.

13An anonymous reviewer pointed out that políbit ji nashledanou is an unusual calque on the
basis of English ‘to kiss someone goodbye’. This does not have an impact on CC, however.
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(9) a. [Annaa
Anna.nom

muc
him.dat

dovolila
allow.pst.sg.f

[PROc políbit
kiss.inf

jia/b
her.acc

nashledanou]].
good-bye
‘Ana permitted him to kiss her good-bye.’

b. [Annaa
Anna.nom

mu
him.dat

ji*a/b
her.acc

dovolila
allow.pst.sg.f

políbit
kiss.inf

nashledanou].
good-bye

‘Ana permitted him to kiss her good-bye.’
c. [Annaa

Anna.nom
muc
him.dat

ji*a/b
her.acc

dovolila
allow.pst.sg.f

[(PROc) políbit
kiss.inf

nashledanou]].
good-bye
‘Ana permitted him to kiss her good-bye.’ (Czech; Rezac 2005: 114)

Rezac (2005: 114–115) further states that neither matrix argument binds subject-
oriented anaphora svým ‘one’s.poss.pl.dat’ in (10b) in contrast to (10a). As the
clitic je ‘them.acc’ has climbed, restructuring must have occurred and PRO is
missing thence. However, co-reference between the matrix subject and the ana-
phorical possessive pronoun should be still expected in a restructuring context.
In fact, Dotlačil (2007) and Skoumalová (2005) judge (10b) grammatical with both
interpretations, such that embedded svým is bound by either matrix argument
(Pavel, Janovi) despite CC. These judgements are corroborated by the corpus data
in (11) and (12). First, the matrix subject stavitel ‘constructor’ binds the posses-
sive anaphor své ‘one.poss’ after CC in (11) as expected. Second, and even more
intriguing, example (12) shows that the matrix object clitic mu ‘him.dat’ binds
the embedded possessive anaphor své in spite of the climbed embedded clitic
ho ‘him.acc’. While the binding relations in (11) are expected under standard
assumptions in any mono-clausal domain, the binding facts in (12) are best an-
alyzed by assuming an underlying subject in the embedded infinitive (i.e. PRO
under standard generative assumptions).14

(10) a. Pavela
Pavel.nom

přikázal1
order.pst.sg.m

Janovib
Jan.dat

dát2
give.inf

je2
them

svýma/b
poss

přátelům.
friends.dat
‘Pavela ordered Janb to give them to hisa/b friends.’

14I do not adopt Hornstein’s (1999) proposal in abandoning the raising-control distinction, which
has originally been the main motivation for the assumption of PRO (cf. Przepiórkowski &
Rosen 2005 for a similar account in HPSG and Culicover & Jackendoff 2001, Landau 2003 for
a critique).
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b. * Pavela
Pavel.nom

je2
them

Janovib
Jan.dat

přikázal1
order.pst.sg.m

dát2
give.inf

svýma/b
poss

přátelům.
friends.dat
Intended: ‘Pavela ordered Janb to give them to hisa/b friends.’

(Czech; Rezac 2005: 114–115)

(11) Stavitela
constructor.nom

mu2
him.dat

nechtěl1
neg.want.pst.sg.m

vnucovat2
impose.inf

svéa
poss

mínění.
opinion

[…]
‘The constructor didn’t want to impose his opinion on him …’

(Czech; ČNK)

(12) (A
and

právě
exactly

[np“ten
this.sg.m

myš”]a
mouse

se
refl

sourozencib
sibling.sg.dat

zalíbil
please.pst.sg.m

natolik,
so.much

že
that

mě
me.acc

požádal,)
ask.pst.sg.m

abych
so-that

mu1/b
him.dat

ho2/a
him.acc

dovolil1
allow.pst.sg.m

použít2
use.inf

v
in

jedné
one

svéb
poss

písničce.
song

‘(And [my] sibling liked exactly “this he-mouse” so much that he asked
me,) if I would allow him to use it in one of his songs.’ (Czech; ČNK)

Another argument that challenges the predicted binding correlations of restruc-
turing has been put forth by Golden (2008: 316) for Slovene. She observed that
certain object control constructions are semantically ambiguous, although the
embedded clitic has climbed (13). That is, an object may be interpreted as either
being subcategorized for by the matrix verb, whereby the object controls the em-
bedded PRO-subject, or by the embedded infinitive and no control occurs. The
ambiguity remains in case of CC, although PRO should be absent due to restruc-
turing, such that the control reading should not be available. Correspondingly,
the ambiguity of Czech (14) and Polish (15) calls for an analogue of a PRO-analysis
for the infinitive.15

(13) a. Janez
Janez.nom

ji1/2
her.dat

jih2
them.acc

je
aux.3sg

dovolil1
allow.pst.sg.m

kupiti2.
buy.inf

(i) ‘Janez allowed her to buy them.’
(ii) ‘Janez allowed (someone) to buy them/it for her/them.’

(Slovene; Golden 2008: 316)
15An anonymous reviewer pointed out that a PRO-less analysis is available following work by
Gennaro Chierchia (see Chierchia 1984). As the consequences of this approach are not clear to
me at this moment, I will leave it for future research.
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b. Jaz
I.nom

sem
aux.1sg

ji1/2
her.dat

ga2
him.acc

dovolil1
allow.pst.sg.m

poslati2
send.inf

po
by

pošti.
mail

(i) ‘I allowed her to send it by mail.’
(ii) ‘I allowed (somebody) to send it to her by mail.’

(Slovene; Golden 2008: 312)

(14) [...], strýc
uncle

mu1/2
him.dat

ho2
him.acc

nedovolí1
neg.allow.prs.3sg

přečíst2.
read.inf

(i) ‘The uncle doesn’t allow him to read it.’
(ii) ‘The uncle doesn’t allow (someone) to read it to him.’ (Czech; ČNK)

(15) […] każą1
order.prs.3pl

mu1/2
him.dat

go2
him.acc

rozebrać2.
deconstruct.inf

(i) ‘… they order him to deconstruct it.’
(ii) ‘… they order (someone) to deconstruct it for him.’ (Polish; NKJP)

4.3 Temporal reference

It has been argued that the RI’s temporal reference is dependent upon the one
presupposed by the matrix verb. RIs are ungrammatical with a temporal adverb
which refers to a time frame deviating from the matrix verb’s one. Wurmbrand’s
(2001) German example (16a) provides a grammatical utterance without restruc-
turing. The main verb encodes the past tense (morphosyntactically encoded by
the analytical perfect form), but the embedded infinitive refers to the future by
the time adverb morgen ‘tomorrow’. On the other hand, the presence of the time
adverb is ungrammatical in a restructuring context like (16b). Example (17) from
Aljović (2004) suggests that the same holds for Slavic. The presence of the time
adverb sutra ‘tomorrow’ in the embedded clause is grammatical in the BCMS
example (17a), as long as the pronominal clitic ga ‘him.acc’ is in situ. When re-
structuring occurs and the clitic climbs, then the realization of the time adverb
yields the utterance ungrammatical (17b).

(16) a. Hans
Hans

hat
have.prs.3sg

beschlossen
decide.ptcp

(morgen)
tomorrow

zu
to

verreisen.
travel.inf

‘John decided to go on a trip (tomorrow).’
b. Hans

Hans
hat
have.prs.3sg

versucht
try.ptcp

(*morgen)
tomorrow

zu
to

verreisen.
travel.inf

‘John tried to go on a trip.’ (German; Wurmbrand 2001: 73)
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(17) a. On
he

želi1
want.prs.3sg

da
that

ga2
him.acc

(sutra)
tomorrow

Jovanu
Jovan.dat

predstavi2.
introduce.prs.3sg
‘He wants to introduce him to John tomorrow.’

b. * On
he

ga2
him.acc

želi1
want.prs.3sg

da
that

(sutra)
tomorrow

Jovanu
Jovan.dat

predstavi2.
introduce.prs.3sg
Intended: ‘He wants to introduce him to John tomorrow.’

(BCMS; Aljović 2004: 193)

Lenertová (2004) notes that the aforementioned argument does not hold for
Czech, where CC co-occurs with the embedded infinitive’s independent tempo-
ral reference. The clitic ho ‘him.acc’ in (18) has climbed to the matrix domain
headed by the past tense verb rozhodl ‘decide.pst.sg.m’. However, the realiza-
tion of the temporal adverb příště ‘next time’ or adverbial PP na moment ‘for a
moment’ within the infinitive’s domain is grammatical. Lenertová’s observation
is corroborated for Czech (19) and Polish (20) by corpus data. Note that climbing
is grammatical irrespective of whether the time adverb(ial)s (ADV) intervene be-
tween matrix verb and embedded infinitive or not. This fits Junghanns’s (2002a:
66) observation that the cascade of verbs, which constitutes an environment for
CC, does not form a verb cluster (Germ. Verb[al]komplex) in Czech, i.e. they do
not need to be contiguous (cf. also Golden 2008: 313).

(18) Místo
instead-of

toho
this

se1
refl

ho2
him.acc

rozhodl1
decide.pst.sg.m

[adv na
on

moment]
moment

/

[adv příště]
next-time

ignorovat2.
ignore.inf

‘Instead, he decided to ignore him for a moment/next time.’
(Czech; Lenertová 2004: 157)

(19) a. Přitom
but-in-fact

ho2
him.acc

chtěla1
want.pst.sg.f

odstartovat2
launch.inf

[adv příští
next

sobotu]
Saturday

při
at

příležitosti
occasion

oslav
celebration

700
700

let
years

od
from

udělení
awarding

městských
city

práv
rights

Sokolovu.
Sokolov

‘But in fact, [the town’s administration] wanted to launch it on the
occasion of the 700th anniversary of Sokolov receiving its town
charter.’
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b. Lidé,
people

kteří
who

se2
refl

chtěli1
want.pst.pl.man

[adv zítra
tomorrow

večer]
evening

bavit2
entertain.inf

při
at

filmu
film

Borat
Borat

mají
have.prs.3pl

smůlu.
bad-luck

‘Those people, who wanted to enjoy the Borat movie tomorrow
evening, have bad luck.’ (Czech; ČNK)

(20) a. Ja
I.nom

się2
refl

postanowił-em
decide.pst.sg.m-m.1sg

nie
neg

podrapać2
scratch.inf

[adv jutro
tomorrow

o
at

12.15
12.15

] […].

‘I decided not to scratch myself tomorrow at 12:15….’
b. ja

I.nom
mu2
him.dat

zdecydował-em1
decide.pst.sg.m-m.1sg

się1
refl

odpowiadać2
reply.inf

[o
[at

ile
how.much

na
on

jakieś
some

posty
posts

będzie
be.fut.3sg

warto]
worth]

[adv po
after

24
24

godzinach]
hours.
‘I decided to respond to him [as far as some posts will be worth it]
after 24 hours.’ (Polish; NKJP)

4.4 All or nothing

CC has been deemed an “all-or-nothing phenomenon” (Rezac 2005: 111), whereby
either all embedded clitics climb or none (see Aljović 2004: 194 for a similar po-
sition regarding BCMS). Due to the RI’s structural deficiency, the clitics escape
the infinitival domain to satisfy their formal requirements in the matrix phrase,
where they are placed in the respective clitic cluster. Diaclisis of co-dependents
poses a problem for such an approach then.16 In the empirically attested Serbian
example (21), both the pronominal clitic mi ‘me.dat’ and the reflexive clitic se
‘refl’ are subcategorized for by the embedded verb vrti ‘spin.prs.3sg’ of the da-
clause.17 However, it is only the pronominal clitic that climbs, and the reflexive
remains in situ (see Kolaković et al. 2022: 307). As restructuring is supposed to af-
fect all embedded clitics equally, the approach is unable to predict differences in

16I adopt the term diaclisis for split-clitic-constructions from Kolaković et al. (2022: 34), who
took the notion from Janse’s (1998) discussion of clitics in Cappadocian Greek.

17An anonymous reviewer pointed out that the availability of diaclisis in BCMS was already
recognized by Sandra Stjepanović (see Stjepanović 1998, 1999, 2004). The data remained con-
troversial, as the positive judgement of diaclisis has not been generally accepted (cf. Aljović
2004: 192 Footnote 3, Franks & King 2000: 335).
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the distribution of co-dependent clitics. This is also true for diaclisis in Czech (22)
and Polish (23).18 Again, both reflexive and pronominal clitics are co-dependents
of the embedded infinitives. Only the reflexive clitic occupies the clausal second
position, whereas the pronominal clitic appears further to the right and does not
build a cluster with the reflexive. Uwe Junghanns (p.c.) pointed out that it is im-
possible to determine a priori whether the pronominal clitics in (22)–(23) have in
fact climbed or whether they are still positioned within the infinitival phrase (see
also Junghanns 2002a: 67–68).19 While this behavior would appear unsurprising
for Polish given the rather peculiar status its clitic system is assigned, the occur-
rence of the same pattern in Czech is unexpected. The Czech data are problematic
for Bošković’s (2001) PF-filtering approach to clitic clustering, according towhich
clitics in a second position clitic language are placed according to two parame-
ters: first, initial positioning in an intonation phrase (ιΡ), second, being suffixed
to a prop. Bošković accounts for diaclisis in Polish by assuming that Polish cli-
tics do not possess the second position requirement of being ιΡ-initial.20 Note
that the diaclitic distribution is independent of the argument status of the clitics.
The reflexives in the a-examples are true arguments of the embedded infinitives,
whereas they are not in the b-examples. Both Cz. smát(i) se ‘laugh’ and Pol. bać
się ‘be afraid’ are reflexiva tantum, i.e. the appearance of the reflexive is lexically

18An anonymous reviewer suggested that an all-or-nothing analysismight be available for Czech,
if one assumes a verb-adjacent placement pattern with both pronouns leaning on the matrix
verb. Such an approach is debatable. It remains unclear why Czech special clitics do not build
a cluster (cf. also Footnote 20). Bulgarian and Macedonian clitics are verb-adjacent and obey
clitic clustering (but do not have clitic climbing, cf. Franks & King 2000: 241). In the scenario
suggested, the reflexive needs to procliticize, while the pronominal encliticizes on the same
host. Thus, the prosodic orientation appears to be rather arbitrary, contra Toman (1996), who
argues that, while short pronouns encliticize by default in Czech, procliticization is a func-
tion of the phonological environment, i.e. the lack of a prop due to a prosodic break (see also
Junghanns 2021: 178–179).

19The contrast is schematised in (i) and (ii).

(i) [α Vα CLβ [β Vβ]] (CC/non-local)

(ii) [α Vα [β CLβ Vβ]] (in situ/local)

Proclisis to the following infinitive would be indicative of clitic in situ placement. Proclisis is
available in Czech (see Toman 1996) and Polish (see Kraska-Szlenk 1995: 62–64) for the set of
clitics relevant here.

20The Czech facts cannot be captured, since the approach predicts that split clitics are placed in
distinct ιΡs. However, there is only one ιΡ for the relevant clause in Czech (22), cf. (i)–(ii). I
thank Martina Berrocal (p.c.) for the judgement (# marks a pause).

(i) [ιΡ Lehce si (*#) uměla ho představit]

(ii) [ιΡ kdekdo se (*#) začal mi smáti]
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specified. This finding supplements Lenertová’s (2004: 138–139) observation that
Czech clitics do not need to cluster together, as she found that conditional and
reflexive/pronominal clitics may occur non-contiguously.

(21) […] i
and

počelo1
start.pst.sg.n

mi2
me.dat

je
aux.3sg

[da
that

se2
refl

vrti2
spin.prs.3sg

u
in

glavi].
head

‘… and I started to feel dizzy.’ (Serbian; Kolaković et al. 2022: 307)

(22) a. Lehce
easily

si2
refl

uměla1
be-able.pst.sg.f

ho2
him.acc

představit2,
imagine.inf

[…]

‘She could easily imagine him, …’
b. […] kdekdo

almost-everybody
se2
refl

začal1
start.pst.sg.m

mi2
me.dat

smáti2.
laugh.inf

‘… almost everybody started to laugh at me.’ (Czech; ČNK)

(23) a. My
we.nom

się2
refl

musimy1
must.prs.1sg

go2
him.acc

nauczyć2.
teach.inf

‘We have to learn it.’
b. Już

already
się2
refl

zaczęli1
start.pst.pl.map

go2
him.acc

bać2,
fear.inf

[…]

‘They already started to be afraid of him, …’ (Polish; NKJP)

5 Clitic climbing and information structure

The previous sections showed that a purely syntactic account in terms of restruc-
turing cannot cope with CC in Czech and Polish. The corpus data provided in §4
contradict the predictions of the approach. Therefore, I agree with Dotlačil (2004:
87) in that CC does not occur because of restructuring and that both should be
regarded as independent phenomena.

If restructuring is not responsible for CC, then the question arises, what is.
Which alternatives are available, if one refrains from accounting for CC by syn-
tax proper? Proposals in terms of phonology, morphology, and syntax-prosody
interaction have been put forward, but were also criticized. For instance, Franks
& King (2000: 287–291, 293–305) critically review purely phonological and purely
syntactic accounts of cliticization (incl. CC) and conclude that both types of ap-
proach face several problems in accounting for clitic phenomena (cf. also the
discussion in Bošković 2001: 36–80). However, I do not pursue a mixed syntax-
PF account like Franks & King’s (2000: §11–12) and Franks’s (2010) PF-filtering
approach. Another mixed account is Halpern’s (1995) Prosodic Inversion, which
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is critically reviewed in detail by Bošković (2001: 11–36). On the other hand,
Bošković’s (2001) own intonational-phrase-based proposal has been criticized by
Lenertová (2004: 150–151) and Golden (2008: passim) (see also Footnote 20). An
explanatory account of CC has to shed light on the actuation or causation of CC
vs. clitic in situ positioning.21 I propose to take a candidate into consideration that
repeatedly appears in the literature on clitics, but has been mostly neglected: in-
formation structure. Stjepanović (2004: 206) considers the possibility that CC is
an instance of object shift, which has been reported to rely on information struc-
tural notions in Northern Germanic: only objects having background status are
shifted.

Junghanns (2002a: 82–83) takes the farthest step towards information struc-
ture I am aware of and proposes that information structure is the actual reason
for CC, whereas syntax merely restricts which domains clitics can escape. Con-
sequently, a clitic climbs, if it belongs to the background of the whole sentence,
else it remains in situ. The else-case covers utterances in which the clitic is part
of a topicalized or focused constituent. The clitic itself does not bear topic or
focus, but is an element of a domain specified as either [+Topic] or [+Focus].

Accounting for the ban of CC across CP, Dotlačil (2004: 93, 98, 2007: 89) sug-
gests that clitics cannot escape CPs, because they cannot bear the discourse func-
tions of topic or focus. He observes that topicalized or focused constituents are
able to escape CPs in Czech. If clitics are hosted in such a topicalized or focused
domain, they can cross a CP as a part of the respective constituent. However, no
CC occurs, as the clitics remain in their licensing domain.

I adopt Junghanns’s (2002a) proposal and paraphrase it tentatively with the
notation in (24), which reads as follows: for every 𝑥 , if 𝑥 has property CL (=
is a clitic) and 𝑥 is element of the information structural background, then 𝑥 is
realized in domain α and co-indexed with a gap e in domain β. Implication (24b)
specifies the else-case with the clitic in situ realization. Note that the asymmetry
between α and β is purely syntactic and refers to dominance or hierarchic order,
but does not tell us anything about linear order.

(24) a. ∀𝑥(CL(𝑥) ∧ 𝑥 ∈ [Background] → [α𝑥 j[β𝑒j]])
b. ∀𝑥(CL(𝑥) ∧ 𝑥 ∈ {[Topic], [Focus]} → [α…[β𝑥]])

21I refer to the traditional notion of explanation based on causality, not to Chomsky’s (1965:
25–26) concept of explanatory adequacy. Instead, I allude to the actuation problem coined by
Weinreich et al. (1968) towards the background of historical linguistics and adopt it for the
field of synchronic grammar research.
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6 Conclusion

The paper empirically tested the hypothesis that clitic climbing in Czech and Pol-
ish is contingent upon a mono-clausal restructuring environment. In particular,
I reviewed the predicted correlates of the proposal that clitics escape defective
infinitival complements, which are bare VPs. Utilizing data from both the Czech
National Corpus and the National Corpus of Polish, it has been shown that (i) ac-
cusative clitics climb to passivized domains incapable of accusative case licens-
ing, (ii) binding phenomena and ambiguities in climbing constructions call for
an underlying subject (PRO) analysis of the infinitival domain, (iii) embedded
infinitives possess temporal reference independent of the finite matrix verb, and
(iv) co-dependent clitics do not behave uniformly with respect to climbing and
end up non-contiguously. In sum, the respective predictions of the restructuring
approach have been falsified. Clitic climbing thus cannot be regarded as being
restricted to mono-clausal structures, but occurs in what is considered an under-
lyingly bi-clausal structure. This state of affairs yields the approach ineligible for
clitic climbing in Czech and Polish. More generally, as syntax proper does not
provide us with an explanatory account for the very existence of clitic climbing,
alternatives have to be taken into consideration seriously. Following Junghanns
(2002a), I referred to information structure, whereby clitics climb, if they are el-
ements of the background of the entire sentence, but remain in situ, if they are
elements of a topicalized or focused constituent. Admittedly, the present study
neither addresses how to account for diaclisis in terms of information structure
nor how topic and focus domains are determined in order to capture clitic in
situ positioning. This has to be dealt with in future research. What is more, the
resemblance between Czech and Polish clitic distributions suggests that the typo-
logical peculiarity of Polish is not well-grounded. I propose to revisit and refine
the micro-typology of Slavic cliticization on a sound empirical basis.

Abbreviations
1 first person
2 second person
3 third person
acc accusative
aci accusative with infinitive
adv adverb(ial)
aux auxiliary
cc clitic climbing

čnk Czech National Corpus
dat dative
f feminine
fut future tense
gen genitive
inf infinitive
m masculine
n neuter
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neg negation
nkjp National Corpus of Polish
nom nominative
pass passive
man masculine-animate
map masculine-personal
pl plural

poss possessive
prs present tense
pst past tense
ptcp participle
refl reflexive
ri restructuring infinitive
sg singular
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Chapter 9

Phi-congruence and case agreement in
close apposition in Russian

 

 

Ora Matushansky
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I demonstrate that case-marking on the proper name in close apposition in Rus-
sian depends on two factors: the semantic sort of the proper name (where object-
denoting proper names differ from place-denoting proper names, i.e., toponyms)
and within the latter category on the lexical-semantic class of the toponym: ma-
jor landmarks, such as cities and countries, special landmarks (rivers, streets, etc.)
and the rest. While animate proper names necessarily agree in case with their sor-
tals and inanimate ones obligatorily appear in the nominative case, case agreement
with toponyms is conditioned by phi-congruence: cities and countries require num-
ber congruence, special landmarks need gender congruence and for the residue
only phi-congruent adjectival toponyms may agree in case. I suggest that the phi-
congruence condition should be analyzed as semantic agreement and hypothesize
that toponyms differ from object-denoting proper names in that the former may
have interpretable phi-features despite being inanimate.

Keywords: case, semantic agreement, close apposition, Russian, phi-features

1 Introduction

Proper names in Russian are divided into three categories in function of their
case-marking in close apposition: those that must agree in case with the sortal
(animates), those that can agree (toponyms) and those that cannot agree (the rest).
Within the second category the possibility of case agreement is conditioned by
phi-congruence: the values of certain phi-features of the toponym must match
those of the sortal. The question arises how to model these facts and what they
tell us about the nature of agreement.
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I beginwith the presentation of the phenomenon of close apposition in general
(§2). In §3 I will describe what is known about the empirical landscape of case-
agreement in close apposition in Russian, focusing on toponyms and the impact
of phi-congruence. §4 will deal with and dismiss several possible analyses of
these facts. §5 is dedicated to a sketch of a proposal, linking case agreement to
semantic agreement. §6 concludes.

2 Close apposition

Appositions can be defined as a single constituent containing more than one
NP yet only one referent. The obvious difference between close apposition in
(1) and loose apposition in (2) is that in (1) there is no intervening pause and in
(2) the proper name or kind name alone refers to the same individual as the NP
combining with it:

(1) a. the element engoopium
b. the material polyacrynilate
c. the actor John Gielgud (Jackendoff 1984)

(2) a. This element, engoopium, was invented by Ray Jackendoff.
b. The prima/Maria Callas, the best Carmen ever, outsings everyone in

this role.

In the type of close apposition exemplified in (1) the first noun (henceforth, the
sortal) is the syntactic head (Jackendoff 1984, Lasersohn 1986, McCawley 1996,
1998; contra Haugen 1953, Burton-Roberts 1975, Noailly 1991, Keizer 2005), as
shown by the fact that agreement is determined by the phi-features of the sortal
rather than by those of the proper name (or the second noun), as in the Russian
example (3), and that the case assigned to the NP as a whole must surface on the
sortal (and may, on the proper name), as in (4): 1,2

1We set aside here several other types of close apposition, such as Francis Bacon the philosopher
(restrictive, picking out one of the possible name bearers), Karl Marx the Jew (singling out a
particular guise or aspect of an individual) or other marginal instances where NP2 is headed
by a common noun and contains an overt determiner, since those of them that can be reliably
translated into Russian are all animate and exhibit obligatory case agreement.

2The first generalization seems to be contradicted by animate proper names, where the sortal
may bemasculine while the proper name (and the referent) is feminine, as in doktor Liza, which
triggers feminine agreement. This contradiction is only apparent, as human-denoting nouns
in Russian can agree semantically (Corbett 1979, see also Footnote 19).
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9 Phi-congruence and case agreement in close apposition in Russian

(3) Krejser
cruiser.m

“Avrora”
Aurora.f

ne
neg

{streljal
fired.m.sg

/ *streljala}.
fired.f.sg

‘The cruiser Aurora was not firing.’ agreement

(4) na
in

{ulice
street.f.sg.loc

/ *ulica}
street.f.sg.nom

{Jakimanke
Yakimanka.f.sg.loc

/

Jakimanka}
Yakimanka.f.sg.nom
‘on the Yakimanka street’ case

The fact that the sortal NP may contain a complement ((5), after McCawley 1998:
473) shows that the proper name, which is clearly not a semantic argument of
the sortal anyway, must be treated as a modifier (Figure 1).

(5) byvšij
former

prezident
president

SŠA
USA.gen

i
and

gollivudskaja
Hollywood.adj

kinozvezda
movie star

Ronal’d
Ronald

Rejgan
Reagan
‘the former president of the US and Hollywood star Ronald Reagan’

DP

D0

the

NP1

NP1

former president of the US and Hollywood star

NP2

Ronald Reagan

Figure 1: Close apposition: internal structure

Case-marking in close apposition (4) not only offers insight into its internal
structure, but also suggests that agreement can occur between two noun phrases,
as the choice of case can be conditioned by phi-congruence of the two nouns:
having the same values for the gender and number features on the proper name
as on the sortal may be a necessary condition for having an agreeing case on the
proper name.
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3 Case-marking in close apposition with proper names

As (4) shows, close apposition permits two options for the proper name: the
proper name can bear either the same case as the sortal or the default nomina-
tive case. The availability of either option depends on the lexical-semantic class
of the proper name. Three broad groups can be established:

(6) animate referents: obligatory case agreement

a. o
about

russkom
Russian.m.sg.loc

poėte
poet.m.sg.loc

{Bloke
Blok.m.sg.loc

/

*Blok}
Blok.m.sg.nom

‘about the Russian poet Blok’ [+animate]
b. o

about
russkom
Russian.m.sg.loc

poėte
poet.m.sg.loc

{Cvetaevoj
Tsvetaeva.f.sg.loc

/

*Cvetaeva}
Tsvetaeva.f.sg.nom

‘about the Russian poet Tsvetaeva’

(7) non-toponymic proper names: forbidden case agreement

a. s
with

familiej
surname.ins

{Blok
Blok.nom

/ *Blokom}
Blok.ins

‘with the surname Blok’
b. o

about
krejsere
cruiser.m.sg.loc

{“Moskva”
Moscow.f.sg.nom

/ *“Moskve”}
Moscow.f.sg.loc

‘about the cruiser Moscow’

(8) toponyms: case agreement restricted by phi-feature congruence

a. na
in

ulice
street.f.sg.loc

{Jakimanka
Yakimanka.f.sg.nom

/ Jakimanke}
Yakimanka.f.sg.loc

‘on the Yakimanka street’ 3 phi-congruent
b. na

in
ulice
street.f.sg.loc

{Balčug
Balčug.m.sg.nom

/ *Balčuge}
Balčug.m.sg.loc

‘on the Balčug street’ 7 phi-congruent

Close apposition is also possible with kind names, as in (1b)–(1c) and (9). The
eight native speakers I asked split fifty-fifty as to which variant they accept and
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no one has accepted both, so kind names seem to pattern either as city/country
names or as non-toponymic names.3

(9) uroven’
level

gormona
hormone.gen

{%kortizol
cortisol.nom

/ %kortizola}
cortisol.gen

‘the level of the hormone cortisol’

While with animate referents (6) non-agreeing case on the proper name is dis-
allowed in close apposition, with non-toponymic proper names (7) nominative
is required on the proper name. Finally, for the third category, which only con-
tains toponyms, both options are possible and, as (8) shows, the availability of
the agreeing option is conditioned by their phi-features.

The focus of this paper is on case agreement for toponyms, which has been
shown to depend on phi-congruence, i.e., on whether the sortal and the proper
name match in phi-features. In addition to prescriptivist works like Rozental et
al. (1998), two corpus studies, Graudina et al. (1976) and Logvinova (2018), show
that within the broad category of toponyms different lexical-semantic classes
can be distinguished in function of whether they require matching only in num-
ber or also in gender. After having examined the empirical picture provided by
these works and discussed which deviations from these patterns are possible
and why,4 I will argue (§4) that the first hypotheses that come to mind cannot
account for them and then advance an approach based on the assumption that
phi-congruence enables semantic agreement (§5).

3Month names allow only the odd reversed construction in (i) with obligatory agreement. Sor-
tals are not used with days of the week or event names (like WWII ), perhaps because these
proper names refer unambiguously and so a sortal is pragmatically infelicitous. Finally, holi-
day names allow the appositive oblique, as in (ii), as do the names of galaxies, constellations,
and certain others, see Logvinova (2018, 2022).

(i) v
in

marte
March.loc

mesjace
month.loc

‘in the month of March’

(ii) prazdnik
holiday

Pasxi
Easter.gen

‘the Holiday of Easter’

4Most of the generalizations below come from Graudina et al. (1976) and Rozental et al. (1998)
and are verified by Logvinova (2018, 2022). Deviations from and extensions of the patterns de-
scribed there have been cross-checked in the National Russian Language Corpus (RNC 2003—
2022), on Google, and with some native speakers.
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3.1 Number congruence and optional case agreement

The most permissive category of toponyms are proper names introduced by the
sortals gorod ‘city, town’ (M), stolica ‘capital’ (F) and strana ‘country’ (F) (al-
though not the coextensional gosudarstvo ‘state’ (N)), where agreeing and non-
agreeing cases can be in free variation with no obvious difference in interpreta-
tion. Yet the phi-feature specification of the proper name is relevant for case-
agreement, as can be seen from morphologically plural proper names. While
both masculine and feminine city and country names generally allow case agree-
ment (10), plural ones, as in (11), do not (Graudina et al. 1976: 141, Rozental et
al. 1998: 281, confirmed by Logvinova 2018: 25–28, 2022; the same is true for
Ukrainian, see Gorpinič 1987):5

(10) a. v
in

gorode
city.m.sg.loc

{Moskva
Moscow.f.sg.nom

/ Moskve}
Moscow.f.sg.loc

‘in the city of Moscow’ singular sortal, feminine PN
b. v

in
gorode
city.m.sg.loc

{Tallinn
Tallinn.m.sg.nom

/ Tallinne}
Tallinn.m.sg.loc

‘in the city of Tallinn’ singular sortal, masculine PN
c. o

about
strane
country.f.sg.loc

{Francija
France.f.sg.nom

/ Francii}
France.f.sg.loc

‘about the great country France’ feminine sortal, feminine PN
d. o

about
strane
country.f.sg.loc

{Kitaj
China.m.sg.nom

/ Kitaje}
China.m.sg.loc

‘about the great country China’ feminine sortal, masculine PN

(11) a. v
in

gorode
city.m.sg.loc

{Gagry
Gagra.pl.nom

/ *Gagrax}
Gagra.pl.loc

‘in the city of Gagra’ singular sortal, plural PN
b. v

in
gorode
city.m.sg.loc

{Velikie
Velikie

Luki
Luki.pl.nom

/ *Velikix
Velikie

Lukax}
Luki.pl.loc

‘in the city of Velikie Luki’ singular sortal, complex plural PN

A caveat should be introduced here. The non-agreeing pattern is an innovation in
the history of Russian and is anecdotally taken to have arisen as a response to the

5For the sake of simplicity I avoid neuter toponyms, as these tend to behave as indeclinables,
appearing in the nominative even without a sortal (Graudina et al. 1976: 138–140). The neuter
sortals selo ‘village’ and gosudarstvo ‘state’ avoid case agreement even with phi-congruent
toponyms, though the former allows it with phi-congruent adjectival proper nouns (there exist
no adjectival state names).
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logistical challenges of WWI, when the use of the nominative form after a sortal
could distinguish one location from another. Prior to that time the preference
was for case agreement between the sortal and the proper name, and this pattern
is still attested even for number-incongruent proper names. While (12a) can be
taken to result from artificial archaization, (12b), forming a near-minimal pair
with (11), is taken from a recent article about paragliding, indicating that the
language change is still in progress.

(12) a. V
in

gorode
city.m.sg.loc

Fivax
Thebes.pl.loc

pravili
ruled

car’
king

Laj
Laius

i
and

carica
queen

Iokasta.6

Jocasta
‘King Laius and Queen Jocasta ruled in the city of Thebes.’

b. V
in

majskie
May

prazdniki
holidays

on
he

paril
soared

nad
above

pljažami
beaches

v
in

kurortnom
resort.m.sg.loc

gorode
town.m.sg.loc

Gagrax.7

Gagra.pl.loc
‘During May holidays he soared above the beaches in the resort
town of Gagra.’

Examples (12) were not ungrammatical for some of the native speakers I con-
sulted, including those who, when asked earlier about (11), had rejected the agree-
ing variant.

There also exists a more restrictive group of speakers, who reject agreeing case
on a country or city name that is not gender-congruent with the sortal (see also
Rozental et al. 1998: 281). This is in fact the pattern described by Rozental et al.
(1998) for toponymic sortals other than the masculine gorod ‘city, town’ and the
feminine strana ‘country’. In most of the current usage, however, as shown by
the statistical data in Logvinova (2018: 43), case agreement with the masculine
sortal gorod ‘city, town’ is not affected by gender. Interestingly, however, there
is one context where the gender factor seems active for this category:

(13) a. A
and

vy
you.pl

znaete,
know.2pl

čto
that

v
in

Rossii
Russia

est’
is

dva
two

goroda
city.gen

{Pavlovska
Pavlovsk.gen

/ *Pavlovsk}?
Pavlovsk.nom

‘Are you aware that there are two cities named Pavlovsk in Russia?’

6https://lit.wikireading.ru/hbGcTPBY34
7http://www.paraplanerism.ru/kolomenskoe.php
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b. A
and

vy
you.pl

znaete,
know.2pl

čto
that

v
in

Štatax
States

est’
is

dva
two

goroda
city.gen

{Moskva
Moscow.nom

/ *Moskvy}?
Moscow.gen

‘Are you aware that there are two cities named Moscow in the
States?’

The fact that in exactly the same environment case agreement is grammatical for
a masculine toponym and ungrammatical, for a feminine one, strongly suggests
that case agreement is not correlated with a major difference in meaning.

3.2 Gender congruence as a condition on case agreement

For the sortals derevnja ‘village’, selo ‘village’, posëlok ‘village’, reka ‘river’, xutor
‘farm’ and ulica ‘street’ (the exact list varies from source to source, and Logvi-
nova 2018 claims that in contemporary Russian reka ‘river’ and gora ‘mountain’
reflect this tendency), the toponym in apposition does not agree in case unless
congruent with the sortal both in number and in gender (Rozental et al. 1998: 281,
Graudina et al. 1976: 140):

(14) a. na
in

ulice
street.f.sg.loc

{Jakimanka
Yakimanka.f.sg.nom

/ Jakimanke}
Yakimanka.f.sg.loc

‘on the Yakimanka street’ 3 phi-congruent
b. na

in
ulice
street.f.sg.loc

{Balčug
Balčug.m.sg.nom

/ *Balčuge}
Balčug.m.sg.loc

‘on the Balčug street’ 7 phi-congruent
c. na

in
ulice
street.f.sg.loc

{Čistye
Čistye

Prudy
Prudy.m.pl.nom

/ *Čistyx
Čistye

Prudax}
Prudy.m.pl.loc

‘on the Čistye Prudy street’ 7 phi-congruent

The lack of agreement in (14c), containing a masculine plural proper name with a
feminine singular sortal, could be due to number incongruence, gender incongru-
ence or both (the lack of familiar plural street names precludes the construction
of a gender-congruent example). Moreover, the toponym in (14c) is also internally
complex, which, oddly enough, introduces an additional factor to be discussed in
§3.5. Since gender is not syntactically active in the plural in Russian, the question
arises if number congruence in this category of toponyms should be analyzed as
a separate factor, which it is for the toponyms discussed in the previous section,
or as merely reflecting the syntactic inactivity of gender in the plural.
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3.3 Case agreement with number-congruent pluralia tantum
toponyms

While Graudina et al. (1976), Rozental et al. (1998) and other prescriptive sources
agree that morphologically plural toponyms disallow agreement, such is not the
case when the sortal itself is plural, as with archipelagos (15a) or mountain chains
(15b):

(15) a. Kak
how

žit’
live.inf

na
on

rajskix
Paradise.adj

ostrovax
islands.loc

Mal’divax
Maldives.loc

za
for

suščie
real

groši?8

pennies
‘How to live in the island paradise of the Maldives for peanuts?’

b. gorami
mountains.pl.ins

Al’pami9

Alps.pl.ins
‘with the Alps’

Confirming this observation, Logvinova (2018) also points out that case agree-
ment is possible when a plural sortal is followed by a conjunction of singular
toponyms:

(16) v
in

gorodax
city.m.pl.loc

Balakove
Balakov.m.loc

i
and

Saratove
Saratov.m.loc

’in the cities of Balakov and Saratov’ (Logvinova 2018)

As the proper name here is a conjunction of two singular toponyms and is there-
fore plural only by virtue of its semantics, it cannot be argued that number con-
gruence as a precondition for case agreement is ensured by the proper name
agreeing with the sortal.

3.4 Case agreement with phi-congruent adjectival proper names only

For the remaining categories of toponyms case agreement in close apposition is
possible only with morphologically adjectival toponyms on the condition of both
gender and number congruence with their sortals:

(17) a. do
until

stancii
station.f.sg.gen

{Bologoe
Bologoe.n.sg.nom

/ *Bologogo}
Bologoe.n.sg.gen

‘until the station Bologoe’ 7 phi-congruent, 3 adjective

8https://arissston.livejournal.com/140512.html
9https://limon.kg/ru/news:67260
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b. do
until

stancii
station.f.sg.gen

{Moskva
Moscow.f.sg.nom

/ *Moskvy}
Moscow.f.sg.gen

‘until the station Moscow’ 3 phi-congruent, 7 adjective
c. do

until
stancii
station.f.sg.gen

{Tixoreckaja
Tixoreckaja.f.sg.nom

/ Tixoreckoj}
Tixoreckaja.f.sg.gen

‘until the station Tixoreckaja’ 3 phi-congruent, 3 adjective

An incomplete list of such sortals includes ports, lakes, bays, volcanoes, hills (es-
pecially the Far Eastern sopka), mountains, planets, and railway stations. Pre-
scriptive grammars may insist that case agreement is impossible with such
proper names or include in this list islands, republics, etc., but this is because
adjectival toponyms are rarely considered. Thus, toponyms preceded by the sor-
tals aul ‘a village in the Caucasus andCentral Asia’ and kišlak ‘a village in Central
Asia’ are often claimed to never agree for case, but this is because the names of
such villages are extremely unlikely to be morphologically adjectival: when an
adjectival toponym is used, case agreement becomes possible:

(18) v
in

kišlake
kishlak.m.sg.loc

/ aule
aul.m.sg.loc

{Severnom
Northern.m.sg.loc

/

Severnyj}
Northern.m.sg.nom
‘in the kishlak / aul Severnyj’

The observation (Graudina et al. 1976: 143, confirmed by Logvinova) that foreign
toponyms do not agree in case when combining with such sortals as štat ‘state’,
respublika ‘republic’, etc., is explained by the non-existence of morphologically
adjectival foreign proper names.

As far as I could ascertain, adjectival toponyms can always agree in case with
their sortal if they are phi-congruent. In this they differ from proper names of
other entities, which do not allow this option:

(19) a. na
on

minonosce
torpedo.boat.m.sg.loc

{“Blestjaščij”
Shining.m.sg.nom

/ *“Blestjaščem”}
Shining.m.sg.loc

‘on the torpedo boat The Shining’
b. o

about
romane
novel.m.sg.loc

{“Nepobedimyj”
Invincible.m.sg.nom

/ *“Nepobedimom”}
Invincible.m.sg.loc

‘about the novel The Invincible’

The contrast between adjectival and nominal toponyms strongly suggests that
the latter do not contain an implicit sortal (which would have made them nomi-
nal).
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3.5 Complex toponyms

One more important characterization of close apposition in Russian is that com-
plex toponyms appear to be more restrictive than simplex toponyms. As noted
in Graudina et al. (1976: 142), syntactically complex city and country names dif-
fer from syntactically simple ones in that the former agree in case only on the
condition of gender congruence, just like street names, (20):10

(20) a. v
in

gorode
city.m.sg.loc

{Belaja
White

Cerkov’
Church.f.sg.nom

/ *Beloj
White

Cerkvi}
Church.f.sg.loc

‘in the city of Belaya Cerkov (lit. White Church)’ 7 phi-congruent
b. v

in
gorode
city.m.sg.loc

{Petropavlovsk-Kamčatskij
Petropavlovsk-Kamčatka.adj.m.sg.nom

/

Petropavlovske-Kamčatskom}
Petropavlovsk-Kamčatka.adj.m.sg.loc
‘in the city of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskij (lit. Petropavlovsk of
Kamchatka)’

As before, Internet searches locate some instances of case agreement for (20a)
that probably reflects an earlier stage of the linguistic change in progress, where-
as the native speakers that I consulted conform to the generalization in Graudina
et al. (1976): only phi-congruent complex city names can agree in case, exhibit-
ing the more restricted pattern associated with street names (§3.3). Logvinova
(2018) supports this generalization showing that complex masculine city names
(the word gorod ‘city, town’ is masculine) are less likely to agree than simplex
masculine city names of comparable frequency.11

A similar effect is reported for internally complex street names, such as No-
vaja Zarja ‘the New Dawn’. While street names are generally asserted to require
gender congruence (as in (14) in §3.2), some prescriptivists claim that complex
feminine street names behave like masculine street names and disallow case-
agreement (recall that the sortal ulica ‘street’ is feminine), resulting in the pattern
in (21a).12 Others only draw a distinction between feminine street names (which

10Gorpinič (1987) asserts that in Ukrainian complex toponyms in close apposition do not agree
in case, but a quick informal check has shown that such is not the case for at least some native
speakers.

11Graudina et al. (1976: 149) also claims that while agreeing adjectival modifiers have this effect,
PP modifiers do not. Logvinova (2018) does not examine such cases and I have not been able
to verify this claim or disprove it.

12E.g., https://newslab.ru/article/465957
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agree in case) and masculine ones (which do not).13 Importantly, complex adjec-
tival street names allow case agreement (21b).

(21) a. na
on

ulicu
street.acc

{Novaja
New

Zarja
Dawn.nom

/ *Novuju
New

Zarju}
Dawn.acc

‘on(to) the street New Dawn’
b. na

on
ulicu
street.acc

{Malaja
Small

Bronnaja
Hauberk.adj.nom

/ Maluju
Small

Bronnuju}
Hauberk.adj.acc

‘on(to) the Lesser Hauberk street’
c. na

on
Maluju
Small

Bronnuju
Hauberk.adj.acc

ulicu
street.acc

‘on(to) the Lesser Hauberk street’

Even though adjectives do not modify adjectives and malaja ‘small’ in (21b) is
originally a restrictive modifier (the Small Hauberk street, as opposed to the big-
ger one), it seems unlikely that (21b) contains a null head noun, or it would be-
have the same as (21a). One more possibility is that (21b) is derived by inversion
from (21c), where the sortal forms part of the toponym, yet inversion is generally
impossible with toponyms (22–23), except in poetry:

(22) a. na
on

Sennoj
hay.adj.f.sg.loc

ploščadi
Square.f.loc

‘on Hay Square’
b. * na

on
ploščadi
Square.f.loc

Sennoj
hay.adj.f.sg.loc

(23) a. na
on

Nevskom
Nevsky.m.sg.loc

(prospekte)
avenue.m

‘on the Nevsky (Prospekt)’
b. * na

on
prospekte
avenue.m.loc

(Nevskij
Nevsky.m.sg.nom

/ Nevskom)
Nevsky.m.sg.loc

The fact that complex adjectival toponyms do not behave as nominal ones pro-
vides additional support for the lack of an implicit sortal in adjectival toponyms,
which the contrast between adjectival and nominal toponyms has already sug-
gested.

13E.g., http://new.gramota.ru/spravka/buro/search-answer?s=295848
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3.6 Intermediate summary

The behavior of toponyms clearly shows that case agreement depends on phi-
congruence and that the strictness of this condition is determined by the lexical-
semantic class of the proper name: while animate proper names require case
agreement and non-toponymic inanimate ones disallow it, toponyms permit
case agreement on variable conditions of phi-congruence: while for cities and
countries number congruence is a sufficient condition for case agreement, street
names require gender congruence in addition, and other toponyms can agree in
case only if they are adjectival, as shown below.

Table 1: Case agreement with proper names

no case +adjecti-
val

gender number no con-
gruence

animates 7 3 3 3 3

cities, countries, rivers… 3 3 3 3 7

streets, villages… 3 3 3 7 7

other toponyms 3 3 7 7 7

non-toponymic inanimates 3 7 7 7 7

For some speakers certain lexical-semantic classes seem to be more restrictive
than described by the existing sources and “shifted downwards” in the table, and
the same appears to be the case for internally complex toponyms, though the
facts are yet far from clear.

Several facts should be accounted for, which excludes some analyses that ap-
pear plausible at a first glance:

• animate sortals require a case-agreeing proper name

• case agreement is impossible with inanimate non-toponymic proper
names

• without an overt sortal all proper names are appropriately case-marked

• it is the sortal that determines how the entire NP agrees

• the same proper noun (e.g., Moskva ‘Moscow’ in (7b) and in (10a)) may
behave differently with different sortals
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• it does not seem that agreeing toponyms permit some interpretation or
usage that non-agreeing ones do not

• internally complex toponyms may yield different congruence restrictions,
though the entire empirical picture is yet unclear

• at a prior stage of the language toponyms did not require phi-congruence
for case agreement

• with cardinals, sorted city names require gender congruence (13)

The distinction between toponyms and other proper names suggests that the
lexical-semantic class of a proper name is reflected in its syntax in a principled
way.

4 Excluded hypotheses

The empirical generalizations established above provide the desiderata for an ex-
planation that exclude several immediately obvious and not-so-obvious hypothe-
ses.

4.1 Semantic type distinction

A question that needs to be addressed by any theory of close apposition is the
semantic type of the proper name (or kind name, for that matter). Two options
are available: a predicate and an individual.

The standard approach to proper names is to regard them as individual con-
stants: in argument positions the name Alice denotes the individual a. However,
since, as first pointed out in this context by Sloat (1969), proper nouns can also
appear in positions where such a denotation is impossible (24), an additional
denotation for them is needed, where they denote predicates.

(24) a. *Some/3 sóme Smith/man stopped by.
b. Some/sóme Smiths/men stopped by.
c. Smiths/men must breathe.
d. The clever Smith/man stopped by.
e. The Smith/man who is clever stopped by.
f. A clever Smith/man stopped by.
g. The Smiths/men stopped by.
h. The *Smith/3 man stopped by.
i. Smith/*man stopped by. (Sloat 1969)
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The predicative approach to proper names (see Matushansky 2008, Gray 2015,
and Fara 2015 for recent takes and references) argues that the denotation in (25a)
can and must be derived as a referential definite description built on the basis of
the predicative denotation presented in a simplified form in (25b).

(25) a. JAliceK = a
b. JAliceK = 𝜆𝑥 ∈ 𝐷𝑒 . 𝑥 is called /ælıs/

Yet for our purposes it is sufficient that the toponym in close apposition can in
principle be referential or predicative.14 Can case agreement be taken as an argu-
ment for the simultaneous availability of both options and used to differentiate
between the two?

Several reasons can be providedwhy this approach should not be taken. Firstly,
the fact that animate proper names require case agreement, while inanimate non-
toponymic proper names disallow it is hard to square with different denotations:
we do not expect animacy to interact in this way with the semantic type. Sec-
ondly, if case-agreeing toponyms are referential and non-agreeing ones are pred-
icative (or vice versa), we expect that there is some context of use that the non-
agreeing close apposition in (17a)–(17b) lacks and the agreeing close apposition
in (17c) has, which does not seem to be the case. While a more detailed survey
might reveal such a difference, no research so far has indicated that there is some
meaning or use that (26a) might have while (26b) would lack it, nor is there any
obvious interpretational distinction for the agreeing vs. non-agreeing options for
one and the same toponym in (17c) or for the gender-distinct toponyms in exactly
the same environment in (13).

(26) a. v
in

gorode
city.m.sg.loc

Moskve
Moscow.f.sg.loc

‘in the city of Moscow’ singular sortal, feminine PN
b. v

in
gorode
city.m.sg.loc

Gagry
Gagra.pl.nom

‘in the city of Gagra’ singular sortal, plural PN

14It is tempting to appeal to the lack of the article in the river Rhine as an argument for treating the
toponym as non-referential. However, in the next language over, Dutch, the article is present:

(i) de
the

rivier
river

de
the

Rijn
Rhine

‘the river Rhine’ (Dutch, van Riemsdijk 1998)
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It can be argued that a predicative proper noun, as in (25b), can be combined with
the definite article (or the corresponding type-shift, the iota-operator) to give rise
to a definite NP with an interpretation that is virtually indistinguishable from
(25a), as in (27). While the predicative approach to proper names argues that this
is in fact how their referential use is derived, the referential approach may rely
on the ambiguity in (25a)–(25b) to derive the two syntactic options: the proper
name (25a) and the definite DP (27).

(27) 𝜄𝑥 ∈ 𝐷𝑒 . 𝑥 is called /ælıs/

While at first blush such an analysis could be taken as an argument in favor of
the referential approach to proper names, two problems arise as a result. Firstly,
in general, if both options are available in principle, how do we know which
one we are dealing with in Alice is here? Secondly, specifically to the empirical
issue at hand, why should one of the two options be unavailable for animate
proper names (which require case agreement in close apposition) and the other,
for inanimate non-toponymic proper names (which require nominative) andwhy
should gender features, as in (13), be relevant? The same two issues arise for
any view that derives the variation in case agreement from a difference in the
interpretation, and the theory to be discussed now is no exception.

4.2 Quotation

The semantic distinction betweenmention and use looks like a plausible explana-
tion for the two different syntactic options. It is an immediately obvious hypoth-
esis that case invariability involves quotation, and even the objection raised at
the end of §4.1 might be overcome: maybe quotations are obligatorily inanimate
and cannot function as anthroponyms or zoonyms, thus explaining why animate
proper names require case agreement.

Two issues remain, however. Firstly, it is still an open question why inani-
mate non-toponyms disallow case agreement. Secondly, if the interpretation of
the proper name is not the same in agreeing vs. non-agreeing cases, some dif-
ference in use is expected. There are, however, no cases where a phi-congruent
and hence agreeing toponym is possible and another toponym, which does not
permit agreement due to phi-incongruence, is excluded. In other words, the fact
that a certain toponym cannot agree with a given sortal does not preclude its
appearance in any context where an agreeing toponym with the same sortal can
appear, which strongly suggests no difference in semantics for case-agreeing and
invariant toponyms.
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4.3 The sortal as the locus of variation

Although case agreement variation for toponyms is usually described in terms of
lexical-semantic classes, it is tempting to hypothesize that it is not the toponyms
that are responsible for it, but their sortals, e.g., that some nouns can enter the
derivation underspecified for some phi-features. The advantage of this approach
is that it can explain why the same proper nouns (e.g., Moskva ‘Moscow’ in (7b)
and in (10a)) behave differently by suggesting that it is not in the proper noun
but in the sortal where the difference lies.15 The flip side is the prediction that
different sortals applying to the same set of proper names are not expected to
behave the same. Testing this prediction is difficult: the same behavior for dif-
ferent sortals can easily be attributed to coincidence. In fact, the feminine stolica
‘capital’, which combines with a subset of the toponyms that the masculine gorod
‘city, town’ can combine with, also requires only number congruence, whereas
the difference between the coextensional strana ‘country’ and gosudarstvo ‘state’
(see Footnote 15) can be due to the difference in their gender, so confirming or
disproving this prediction is impossible.

Another problem with this hypothesis is that it cannot explain why phi-con-
gruent adjectival toponyms can always agree in case with their sortal, and why
non-toponymic proper names never do: if the source of the relevant phi-features
is the proper name, adjectival and nominal proper names should not differ, and
the same is true for toponyms vs. non-toponyms. One more problem is motiva-
tion: these sortals do not exhibit any obvious semantic or syntactic peculiarities
in any other contexts (which, however, is also true for the toponyms themselves).
Finally, the very mechanism of “agreement as valuation” is ill-suited for dealing
with phi-congruence, as we will now see.

4.4 Phi-congruence as valuation

Two mechanisms are provided by the current syntactic theory for comparing
the phi-features of two constituents: agreement and semantic matching. As it is
generally assumed that gender features of inanimate nouns are not interpretable,
the feminine of Jakimanka and that of ulica ‘street’ in (14a) cannot be matched by

15Logvinova (2018) documents a difference in the behavior of the same toponyms with the fem-
inine strana ‘country’ (case agreement conditioned by number congruence) as opposed to the
neuter gosudarstvo ‘state’ (no case agreement). While the question is open whether the (sorted)
toponyms denote the same entity, the syntax could still be the same, as the observed difference
would also follow from the gender of the sortal: there were no neuter country names in the
data set. Furthermore, as discussed in Footnote 5, neuter toponyms resist case-marking even
without a sortal.
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ensuring that their presuppositionsmatch: they do not introduce any.16 Syntactic
agreement remains then the only option.

While number can reasonably be argued to not be inherent to a noun, gender
arguably is. It is possible, however, that the gender feature is introduced on a spe-
cial functional head (e.g., n, see Kihm 2005, Lowenstamm 2007, Acquaviva 2009,
Percus 2011, and Kramer 2015, among others) and some additional (and indepen-
dently needed) mechanism ensures that it correlates properly with the semantics
of the noun (for animates) and its declension class. How can we then implement
the fact that some sortals, e.g., ulica ‘street’, can agree with the toponym?

Suppose that ulica ‘street’ can combine directly with the toponym and the
gender-introducing functional head n (be it categorizing or not) enters the deriva-
tion afterwards.

nP2

n2

[F]

nP1

sortal

ulicaγ

nP1-name

Jakimankaf

(a)

nP2

n2

[F]

nP1

sortal

ulicaγ

nP1-name

Balčugm

(b)

Figure 2: Gender congruence: sortal n as a head external to close appo-
sition

Setting aside many technical details, consider Figure 2b, where the gender val-
ues of the sortal and of the proper name do not match. The proper name is mas-
culine (a valued feature), so ulica ‘street’ should also be assigned masculine, con-
trary to its declension class, which assigns it to feminine (and the gender feature
of the resulting complex NP (nP2) should also be feminine). Nouns whose gen-
der does not match their declension class, such as semantically feminine nouns
ending in a consonant (28), do not decline in Russian.

(28) a. k
towards

ėtoj
this.dat

{madam
madam.datindecl

/ *madame
madam.data-decl

/

*madamu}
madam.datc-decl

‘towards this madam’

16This assessment will be reexamined in §5.
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b. s
with

{Karmen
Carmen.datindecl

/ *Karmenoj
Carmen.data-decl

/ *Karmenom}
Carmen.datc-decl

Ivanovnoj
Ivanovna.data-decl
‘with Carmen Ivanovna’

At the nP1 level the prediction is that ulica ‘street’ would not agree. This is a
wrong result, so let us suppose that the feminine feature of n2 somehow overrides
the masculine obtained from nP1-name, both on the sortal and on the proper name.
Feminine gender specification contradicts the morphological properties of the
toponym, so the structure in Figure 2b would result in a non-agreeing form, as
desired.17

This approach, however, cannot be extended to toponyms agreeing in case
on the condition of number congruence. Firstly, number is generally associated
with the presence of plural semantics, i.e., a *-operator or a cardinal (or both, this
depends on the adopted approach to cardinals). In the case of number-congruent
pluralia tantum toponyms, like in (15), where both the sortal and the toponym
bear plural morphology, there seems to be no reasonable way in which one of
them could be unvalued.18 To see this, consider Figure 3.

NumP1

Num0

[PL]

nP1

nP1

gory#

NumP2

Al’pypl

(a)

NumP1

NumP1

Num0 nP1

gorypl

NumP2

Num0 nP2

Al’pypl

(b)

Figure 3: Number congruence: the position of Num in close apposition

17The fact that phi-congruent toponyms may still not agree in case requires an additional richer
structure, where the sortal is specified for gender and the toponym, not having agreed with
it, does not count as part of the same NP for the purposes of case-assignment (or more likely,
concord).

18I note here that in the singular the feminine noun gora ‘mountain’ allows case agreement on
the condition of gender congruence, though to a lesser degree than strana ‘country’ or reka
‘river’ (Logvinova 2018: 22).
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The toponym Al’py ‘the Alps’ in Figure 3 corresponding to (15b) is plural, on
both morphological and semantic grounds, so its number feature is valued. Con-
sider first Figure 3a, where the number feature of the sortal is unvalued and so
can in principle agree with the valued number feature of the toponym. However,
the semantics of Figure 3a is incorrect: if Al’py ‘the Alps’ is referential here, then
the higher nP1 node denotes the set of singular mountains that is the Alps, i.e.,
the empty set. If Al’py is predicative, then the higher nP1 node denotes a set of
mountains each of which either is called (the) Alps or is a plurality called (the)
Alps, which is equally incorrect.

Consider now Figure 3b as the structure for (15b), assuming that Num0 of the
sortal is the source of the plural semantics (if it isn’t, the same problem arises as
in Figure 3a). The semantics is now correct, but the number feature of the sortal
cannot be unvalued.

Two more options are available in principle. One (Figure 4a) is to assume that
the unvalued number feature is on the toponym, contrary to what has been as-
sumed before (and despite the fact that it is a plurale tantum). The second (Fig-
ure 4b) is to treat number features as unvalued on both the sortal and the to-
ponym.

NumP1

NumP1

Num0 nP1

gorypl

nP2

Al’py#

(a)

NumP1

Num0

[PL]

nP1

nP1

gory#

nP2

Al’py#

(b)

Figure 4: Number congruence: uninterpretable number is on the name

Even setting aside their syntactic plausibility, both options fail with the con-
joined singulars in (16) where the toponym cannot be reasonably regarded as
having unvalued number: a non-intersective conjunction of two singulars (be it
a sum of two individuals or a set-product of two predicates) can under no as-
sumptions be non-plural semantically.

We conclude that case agreement with a phi-congruent plural sortal poses an
unsurmountable obstacle to treating the phi-congruence condition in toponymic
close apposition as valuation.
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4.5 Intermediate summary

We have examined four theories that can be advanced to explain the phenom-
enon of varying case agreement in close apposition in Russian. Two of them
suggest a semantic difference between agreeing proper names (assumed to be
referential) and non-agreeing proper names (which are attributed predicative
semantics (or maybe indirectly referential semantics) or the semantics of quota-
tion). The other two address the syntactic side of the problem: the locus of the
unvalued features that should drive case agreement and the applicability of the
theory of agreement as feature valuation to close apposition.

The failure of syntactic theories is due to the fact that phi-congruence is es-
tablished between interpretable features that can be simultaneously valued on
the sortal and on the proper name. On the semantic side one problem is that
the immediately obvious potential solutions do not take into consideration the
difference between lexical-semantic classes of proper names, and another, that
there is no independent evidence for a semantic distinction.

What follows is a sketch of a solution based on two assumptions: (a) that agree-
ment in close-apposition is semantic and as such, based on feature-value match-
ing rather than valuation and (b) that the semantic sort of toponyms is different
from that of other proper names, so they can be singled out on semantic grounds.

5 Toponyms as a semantic sort

One of the main facts to be accounted for is the distinction between animate
proper names (which obligatorily agree in case), toponyms (which may do so)
and inanimate non-toponyms (which cannot do so).

As case agreement is clearly dependent on phi-congruence, it is natural to
hypothesize that a proper name counts as part of the same NP as the sortal if it
agrees with it in some feature. Case agreement then becomes something of a free-
rider in the sense that case-assignment to the proper name forming part of the
same NP as the sortal (which is what agreement enables) can be viewed as con-
cord: multiple realizations of the case assigned to the entire NP. Without further
elaboration of this hypothesis, I further suggest that different lexical-semantic
classes of proper names underlyingly have different semantic phi-feature speci-
fications and attempt to motivate these distinctions by independent factors.

5.1 The role of animacy

Being a subtype of nouns, proper names have valued formal phi-features deter-
mined by their semantics and their declension class. Since formal gender (for
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inanimate nouns) and formal number (for pluralia tantum) can be inherently val-
ued and fail to agree, the only remaining option for agreement in close apposition
are semantic phi-features. The first such feature is obviously animacy.

I will not decide here how this feature value is set. Three possibilities can be
envisaged: from the sortal, from the denotation of the proper name itself (if it is
referential) or from the denotation of the entire appositive noun phrase. What is
crucial is that semantically, animacy is a privative feature, so inanimate nouns
lack it. This means that a proper name can semantically agree for animacy only
with animate sortals, whichwould explainwhy only animate proper names agree
in close apposition.19

The question is now why toponyms do not behave as other inanimate proper
names.

5.2 Locative nominals as a lexical-semantic class

There is mounting evidence that the syntax of nouns denoting places is different
from that of nouns denoting other entities. Thus Haspelmath (2019) shows that
cross-linguistically nouns denoting places are less marked in locative environ-
ments than regular object-denoting nouns and Matushansky (2019) argues that
crosslinguistic use of toponyms and a few common nouns as locative adverbials
with zero or special marking indicates denotation in the special locative domain
(variants of which have been independently postulated to account for the se-
mantics of spatial prepositions, see Bierwisch 1988, Wunderlich 1991, Zwarts &
Winter 2000, Kracht 2002, Bateman et al. 2010, etc.). Evidence for a special status
of locative place names in Martinican Creole can also be found in Zribi-Hertz &
Jean-Louis 2014, 2017, 2018. In Russian itself, support for this view comes from
the so-called locative-II: the special form of the Russian locative case that cer-
tain nouns take when appearing with the prepositions v ‘in’ or na ‘on’ denoting

19One might object that animate proper names also have semantic gender, which they need
not share with the sortal (Footnote 2). A counterargument to this objection is that a human-
denotingNP in Russianmay acquire semantic gender that overrides its formal gender (Crockett
1976, Corbett 1979, Rothstein 1980, Nikunlassi 2000, Asarina 2008, Pesetsky 2013, etc.):

(i) U
with

nas
us

byla
was.f.sg.

ocen’
very

xorošaja
good.f.sg.

zubnoj
dental.m.sg

vrač.
doctor.m

‘We had a very good dentist.’ (Crockett 1976)

In other words, sortals whose gender is different from that of the anthroponym can also agree
on the basis of the gender of the referent outside close apposition, so arguably either do not
possess underlying semantic gender or can acquire the gender of their referent by an indepen-
dently motivated mechanism and then presumably agree with the proper name.
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the default locative relations with these nouns (29).20 Other nouns (including
other location nouns) do not show this distinction:

(29) a. voda
water

v
in

taz-u
hand.basin-locII

‘water in the hand-basin’ default locative meaning
b. nadpis’

writing
na
on

taz-e
hand.basin-loc

‘writing on the hand-basin’ non-default locative meaning
(Plungjan 2002)

The fact that adjectival modification of nouns in locative II is allowed shows that
they cannot denote in the loci domain (since loci, be they regions, sets of points,
or sets of vectors, do not have the same domain structure as objects and can-
not be modified by the same modifiers). Yet locative II provides evidence for a
crucial underlying distinction between object nouns and place nouns, and I pro-
pose that toponyms can be distinguished from other proper names on precisely
these grounds (even though toponyms are never marked with locative II in Rus-
sian). Moreover, since locative-II nouns denote not only places, but also objects
(i.e., any such noun can enter the derivation with either sort), we expect that the
non-agreeing option will be possible in the latter denotation.

The question is how this distinction translates into optional case agreement
on the condition of phi-congruence.

5.3 Number features of toponyms

Importantly, Russian toponyms are not syntactically uniform. Their behavior
with respect to case agreement separates them into three classes (cf. Table 1):

• countries and cities: number congruence is required for case agreement

• rivers, villages, etc.: number and gender congruence is required

• others: only agreeing adjectival toponyms agree

I stipulate that, unlike other proper names, toponyms by virtue of their seman-
tic sort cannot be mass. This generates the semantic feature of number, which

20The distribution of the “second prepositional case” (locative II) is very complicated, as discussed
in Plungjan (2002), Brown (2007) and Itkin (2016) (see Nesset 2004 for its use in temporal
expressions).
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is denotation-based. For most toponyms this would mean singular, but it is over-
ridden by the formal plural with a plurale tantum toponym. It is only when the
sortal is plural as well that no conflict arises.

The question is then what to do with gender.

5.4 Semantic agreement and referentiality

The appeal to semantic agreement raises the question of whether case-agreeing
proper names are referential since semantic agreement is known to rely on the
properties of the denotatum. Importantly, case agreement is known to be facili-
tated if the toponym is familiar (Graudina et al. 1976, Rozental et al. 1998, Logvi-
nova 2018, 2022).21 While it seems plausible therefore that case agreement in
close apposition correlates with the referentiality of the toponym, testing this
hypothesis with native speakers does not support this conclusion:

(30) a. obsledovanie
examination

domašnix
home

xozjajstv
economy.gen

žitelej
residents.gen

goroda
city.gen

Ekaterinburga
Ekaterinburg.gen

a
and

takže
also

naxodjaščixsja
located.pl.gen

na
on

territorii
territory

Sverdlovskoj
Sverdlovsk.adj

oblasti
region

gorodov
cities.gen

Pervoural’ska
Pervouralsk.gen

i
and

Kamensk-Ural’skogo
Kamensk-Ural’sky.gen
‘an examination of the housekeeping of the residents of the city of
Ekaterinburg as well as of the towns of Pervouralsk and
Kamensk-Uralsky, located in the Sverdlovsk region’ (RNC)

b. Krome
besides

goroda
city.gen

Pavlovska
Pavlovsk.gen

pod
under

Piterom,
Piter

est’
is

eščë
also

odin
one

–

pod
under

Voronežem.
Voronezh

‘Besides the town of Pavlovsk near St. Petersburg, there is one more
near Voronezh.’

The RNC example (30a) strongly implies that the hearer is not familiar with the
two towns in question, yet case agreement is grammatical there. More convinc-
ingly, perhaps, the toponym Pavlovsk cannot be referential in example (30b) be-
cause two places with such a name exist in the context, and the same is true in
(13).

21Logvinova (2022: 56) provides evidence from city names that higher frequency of a toponym in-
creases the frequency of case agreement. As previously described (Graudina et al. 1976, Rozen-
tal et al. 1998), plural and two-word toponyms are less likely to agree in case. She also observes
that unexpectedly, adjectival city names are less likely to agree in case.
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Nonetheless as the presupposition of countability applies to all toponyms it
seems reasonable to view semantic features here as derived from the denotation.
The situation is more complex where it comes to gender.

5.5 Inanimate gender as a formal feature

To account for case agreement on the condition of gender congruence (§3.2) I
propose that, contrary to what happens to inanimates in general, gender fea-
tures of toponyms may be interpretable. Independent evidence for this comes
from indeclinable toponyms and common nouns. While inanimate nouns in Rus-
sian are generally assigned gender on the basis of their declension class, the
gender of indeclinable toponyms is often the same as the gender of their hy-
pernym (Rozental et al. 1998, Doleschal 1996, Murphy 2000, Matushansky 2022,
a.o.), which strongly suggests that inanimate gender can also be interpretable at
LF.22 If, as corpus searches reveal, along with the neuter expected for inanimates
the indeclinable Zimbabve ‘Zimbabwe’ can be feminine (because strana ‘country’
is feminine) and Bol’šoj Zimbabve ‘Great Zimbabwe’ can be masculine (because
gorod ‘city’ is), nothing excludes that morphologically declinable toponyms can
also have semantic gender. If their gender is systematically determined by their
declension class (as can be seen from their agreement outside close apposition),
then for case agreement this semantic/formal gender of a toponym would have
to match the gender of the sortal along the same lines as discussed for animacy
and number.

The hypothesis that formal gender features can be semantically interpretable
(as is needed to explain toponyms requiring gender congruence for case agree-
ment (§3.2)) entails that gender features of toponyms requiring number congru-
ence only (§3.1) should also be interpretable. Where does the difference come
from?

By our prior reasoning toponyms are non-mass, so semantic agreement in
number is possible for all toponyms and seems to be required for case agree-
ment. To explain the role of gender it is necessary to assume that when gender
is semantically interpretable, semantic agreement just for number is insufficient.
The question then arises why gender is interpretable for some toponyms (§3.2)
but not for others (§3.1) and how come it suddenly becomes so for the latter in
cases like (13).

The crucial property of (13) is obviously the paucal cardinal. The cardinal as-
signs a formal plural (or paucal) value to the number features of the sortal and

22Indeclinable common nouns can also be assigned semantic gender on the basis of their hyper-
nym (see Wang 2014, Baranova 2016, Chuprinko et al. 2023, a.o.), both in online computation
and prescriptively.
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the toponym, which both are morphologically singular and, following Ionin &
Matushansky (2006, 2018), semantically atomic, even though the denotatum is
semantically plural. Furthermore, the toponym, being in the scope of the car-
dinal, is not referential. Which of these factors (number mismatches or non-
referentiality) can explain the more restricted character of toponyms discussed
in §3.2 remains an open question.

5.6 Adjectival toponyms

To conclude the proposed sketch of a solution, it is necessary to explain why
case agreement with a phi-congruent adjectival toponym is possible for any sor-
tal. The core intuition should rely on the fact that adjectives normally do not have
any underlying phi-features at all. As metalinguistic as it sounds, it seems reason-
able that adjectival toponyms come with a strong intuition of what the sources
of their valued phi-features are, i.e., with some presupposition about their sortals.
While it is unlikely that the hyperonym is syntactically represented, it can func-
tion as the source of semantic phi-features, enabling the toponym to establish
semantic agreement with its sortal.

6 Conclusion

We have seen that Russian proper names fall into three categories in function
of how they behave with respect to case agreement in close apposition. Proper
names of human and other animate entities necessarily agree in case with the
sortal. Names of inanimate entities that are not locations conversely never agree
in case with the sortal. Finally, toponyms fall into the intermediate category: they
may fail to agree in case with the sortal or allow case agreement on the condition
of congruence in number (§3.1) or in number and gender (§3.2). While we have
not looked at kind names in detail, they seem to pattern either as city/country
names or as non-toponymic names (Footnote 3).

I propose that the crucial distinction between toponyms and other inanimate
proper names is that toponyms may introduce interpretable phi-features in close
apposition. The advantages of this hypothesis are that, on the one hand, it does
not need to assume that any semantic factors distinguish between toponyms
agreeing and not agreeing in case, and on the other, that the introduction of
interpretable phi-features can be naturally linked to frequency: more frequent
toponyms would be more clearly identified with some presuppositions.

Many questions remain. For the time being we have no principled explanation
for why there are these three classes of toponyms, or why internal syntactic
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complexity of proper names influences case agreement.23 We have not explored
adjectival proper names in sufficient detail and only sketched a possible solution
for the apparently obligatory gender congruence with cardinals. Likewise, we
have not addressed the fact that close apposition may involve restrictive or non-
restrictive interpretation of the sortal and did not make clear how agreement (or
congruence) in phi-features can enable agreement in case (which is, after all, a
purely syntactic operation).

The entire phenomenon of phi-congruence in case agreement in toponymic
close apposition, whichwe have encoded by hypothesizing that inanimate proper
names may acquire semantic gender features, might instead be regarded as an
argument in favor of treating agreement as matching rather than valuation. Ir-
respective of the eventual implementation, the issue of phi-congruence in case-
agreement raises a number of problems for standard approaches to both proper
names and agreement.

Abbreviations

2 second person
a-decl the declension class of

nouns ending in a in the
nominative

acc accusative
adj adjective
c-decl the declension class of

masculine nouns ending in a
consonant in the nominative

dat dative
f feminine

gen genitive
inf infinitive
ins instrumental
loc locative
loc-ii locative-II
m masculine
n neuter
neg negation
nom nominative
pl plural
sl singular
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Simple imperfective verbs, the sequence
of similar events interpretation, and
Slavic aspectual composition
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The paper examines the so-called sequence of similar events (SSE) interpretation
in Serbo-Croatian (SC), which emerges with telic predicates expressed by imperfec-
tive verbs in the presence of bare plural objects. I show that this is an interpretation
that, just as in English, allows the use of both durative adverbials (DurAds) and
time-span adverbials (TSAds) at the same time. I argue that TSAds, as standardly
assumed, modify a telic event predicate, while DurAds merge once the predicate
has been made homogeneous/atelic by the plural operator (contra MacDonald’s
2008 claim that DurAds combine with telic predicates in such cases). The fact that
the SSE interpretation is available in SC (or Slavic more generally) for imperfective
verbs – including simple ones – suggests that in Slavic there is a syntactic projec-
tion responsible for telicity analogous to that in English, and telicity of a verbal
predicate can be triggered by the quantity properties of its internal arguments.

Keywords: simple imperfective verbs, sequence of similar events interpretation,
telicity, Serbo-Croatian, Slavic, English

1 Introduction

The temporal modification test (TMT) is one of the most standard diagnostics for
(a)telicity, according to which durative adverbials (DurAds), often referred to as
for-adverbials, modify atelic predicates, whereas time-span adverbials (TSAds),
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widely known as in-adverbials, modify telic predicates – but not vice versa, as in
(1) from English.1

(1) a. John ran for an hour / *in an hour. atelic
b. John wrote a letter in an hour / *for an hour. telic

According toMacDonald (2008), these two adverbials can be combined in English
under the so-called sequence of similar events (SSE) interpretation, illustrated
in (2). The SSE interpretation, as analyzed in MacDonald (2008), emerges when
a predicate is telic, with bare plurals (BPs) contributing an indefinite number
of objects that can participate in each of the iterated subevents. The BP bears
the feature [+q] (akin to the +SQA feature in Verkuyl 1972, 1999, standing for
the specified quantity), and telicity emerges due to the so-called object-to-event
mapping (OTEM) (in the sense of Verkuyl 1972). The contribution of DurAds,
under such a view, amounts to assigning an indefinite number of repetitions to
the telic event.

(2) The guy drank cans of beer in ten seconds for an hour straight.

Given that DurAds and TSAds are expected to be in complementary distribu-
tion, as the same predicate cannot be both telic and atelic at the same time, their
combination is (at least at first glance) unexpected. MacDonald (2008: 36) claims
that in such cases (i.e. under the SSE reading), it is possible to combine DurAds
with telic predicates,2 rejecting the widely accepted generalization that DurAds
require atelicity, also known as the homogeneity requirement (see Borer 2005,
Csirmaz 2009, Landman & Rothstein 2010, 2012a,b, a.o).

MacDonald (2008) claims that the SSE interpretation is available in English,
but not in Russian (/Slavic).3 His argumentation, based on the analysis of Rus-
sian simple imperfective verbs and (prefixed) perfective verbs, proceeds in the
following way: the SSE interpretation requires telic predicates, in Russian only

1The TMT is probably the most widely used test for telicity since it is employed regardless of the
exact way telicity is approached – in terms of the event-argument homomorphism (e.g. Dowty
1991, Krifka 1992), the result state component (e.g. Pustejovsky 1995), atomicity (e.g. Rothstein
2008a,b), non-homogeneity/quantity (e.g. Borer 2005), scale features (e.g. Hay et al. 1999); for
an overview of different approaches to telicity see, e.g., Arsenijević et al. (2013).

2MacDonald (2008: 33) also refers to other works arguing that DurAds are compatible with telic
predicates under the iterative interpretation (Alsina 1999, Jackendoff 1996, Schmitt 1996, Tenny
1987, Vanden Wyngaerd 2001).

3MacDonald analyzes only Russian data, but many of his claims about Russian hold for Serbo-
Croatian, which is why I generalize some of his claims in the present paper.
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perfective verbs are telic, but perfectives are incompatible with the SSE interpre-
tation. Imperfectives, on the other hand, are always atelic, and bare plurals, when
combinedwith an imperfective verb, have a vague denotation associatedwith the
mass noun interpretation (a group interpretation in which different parts of all
the objects are affected at the same time), hence they never induce the SSE inter-
pretation (MacDonald 2008: 147). He takes this (purported) difference between
SSE in English and Russian as one of the main arguments for the claim that as-
pectual composition in these languages is radically different. Except for the SSE
interpretation, aspectual composition in Russian differs from that in English in
the unavailability of OTEM, i.e. in Russian an NP cannot affect the aspectual
interpretation, and, consequently, this language lacks the syntactic projection
responsible for inner aspect. Namely, in Russian, as stated by MacDonald, inner
aspectual properties are determined through the event features, and only perfec-
tive verbs are equipped with the feature specifying the endpoint of the event,
which triggers telicity. This feature is determined in the lexicon, before enter-
ing the narrow syntax, and can be either brought about by the lexical prefixes
through the lexical derivational process, or lexically specified (in the case of sim-
ple perfective verbs). In English, on the other hand, there is an AspP between
the vP and the vP4 with which (features of) NPs interact. An NP yielding telicity
has the quantity feature [+q], while an NP that fails to induce telicity has the
[−q] feature. The relation between the NP and the AspP is established via Agree,
leading to telicity if the NP is [+q], or atelicity if the NP is [−q] (MacDonald 2008,
2010, 2012). The idea that in Slavic, unlike in English, internal arguments of the
verb (incremental direct objects and/or goal PPs) do not contribute to telicity is
a fairly standard one (see e.g. Łazorczyk 2010, Rothstein 2016, Fleischhauer &
Gabrovska 2019, among many others). Instead, it is a common view that telicity
is triggered by prefixation (Borer 2005, Nossalik 2007, Łazorczyk 2010, Svenon-
ius 2004a,b, Slabakova 2005, Arsenijević 2007b, Ramchand 2008, Fleischhauer &
Gabrovska 2019, a.o.).

In this paper, I adopt the view of telicity as computed based on the quantity
properties along the lines of Borer (2005): a predicate is telic (= Quantity) if it
is non-homogeneous, i.e. if it is quantized or non-cumulative. The Quantity is
assigned in the projection specifying the value of inner aspect – AspQ in Borer
(2005), or Q(uantification)P(hrase) in Arsenijević (2006b, 2007a, 2013). I assume
that the presence of TSAds signals that a predicate is telic (non-homogeneous/
bounded), i.e. that the QP is activated, following standard analyses (e.g. Krifka
1998, Borer 2005, Arsenijević 2006b, MacDonald 2008, Mittwoch 2010, 2013, 2019,
among many others).

4The vP hosts the external argument in MacDonald’s approach.
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Based primarily on data from Serbo-Croatian (SC), I show that the SSE in-
terpretation is available in Slavic, and emerges in the presence of bare plurals
when a telic predicate is expressed by an imperfective verb, as in (3).5 I offer an
analysis according to which the QP in SC/Slavic can be triggered by the quan-
tity properties of internal arguments, and the SSE interpretation emerges once a
telic predicate has been made homogeneous/atelic by the (covert) plural operator
(in the sense of van Geenhoven 2004, 2005, Arsenijević 2006a). Under such an
approach, TSADs, as expected, modify the QP, while DurAds combine with a ho-
mogeneous (plural) predicate. This is in line with the standard view that DurAds
always combine with atelic/homogeneous structures (e.g. Borer 2005, Csirmaz
2009, Mittwoch 2010, Landman & Rothstein 2010, 2012a,b), and contra MacDon-
ald’s claim that in the case of SSE interpretation DurAds are compatible with telic
predicates. The proposed analysis also implies that both Slavic and English em-
ploy a syntactic projection responsible for telicity (contra MacDonald 2008), i.e.
aspectual composition in these languages is not radically different in this regard.
Within the proposed system, prefixes are argued to be specifiers of singularity
which combine with telic predicates rather than introducing telicity/perfectivity
by themselves, as commonly assumed.

(3) Mika
Mika

je
aux

pet
five

minuta
minute.gen.pl

pio
drink.ptcp.m

/ iz-pi-ja-o
pref-drink-si-ptcp.m

limenke
can.acc.pl

piva
beer.gen.sg

za
inza

deset
ten

sekundi.
second.gen.pl

‘Mika drank cans of beer in ten seconds for an hour.’

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, I briefly introduce and discuss the re-
lationship between (im)perfective verbs and telicity in Slavic. In §3, I analyze
the SSE interpretation in SC. §4 addresses the broader picture, in particular how
prefixed and biaspectual verbs fit into the proposed model of Slavic aspectual
composition. §5 concludes the paper.

2 Slavic (im)perfectivity vs. telicity

The question of how telicity is assigned in Slavic is tightly related to the ongoing
debate on the relationship between (im)perfectivity and telicity in this group of
languages. As is well-known, in Slavic languages, verbs are traditionally divided
into two classes: imperfective verbs (IVs) and perfective verbs (PVs).6 A typical

5Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, all Slavic examples in the paper are from SC.
6In all examples from SC the superscripts I and P stand for IVs and PVs, respectively.
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way in which aspect morphology is expressed in SC is illustrated in (4). The verb
in (4a) consists of just a root, a theme vowel and an inflectional ending. Most
such verbs are imperfective and can be perfectivized by prefixation, as in (4b).
The prefixed verb can be imperfectivized by a secondary imperfectivizing suffix,
as in (4c). Finally, an imperfective verb derived in this way can bemade perfective
again by prefixation, as illustrated in (4d). (The same holds, mutatis mutandis, for
other Slavic languages.)

(4) a. vrš-i-tiI

perform-tv-inf
‘to perform’

b. iz-vrš-i-tiP

pref-perform-tv-inf
‘to perform/execute’

c. iz-vrš-ava-tiI

pref-perform-si-inf
‘to perform/execute’

d. po-iz-vrš-ava-tiP

pref-pref-perform-si-inf
‘to perform/execute all’

According to one of themost standard tests, if a verb can be used as a complement
of a phasal verb, it is imperfective; otherwise, it is perfective, as in (5); see Borik
(2006), Łazorczyk (2010), Zinova (2021) for discussion of different tests. This will
be the main diagnostics applied in this paper as well.

(5) Jovan
Jovan

je
aux

počeo
begin.tv.ptcp.m

da
comp

pevaI

sing.prs.3sg
/ *od-pevaP

pref-sing.prs.3sg
pesmu.
song.acc.sg
‘Jovan began to sing a song.’

However, the exact status of PVs and IVs is largely debated. Probably the most
common view is that they are grammaticalized forms of the (perfective and im-
perfective) grammatical (viewpoint/outer) aspect in Slavic (cf. e.g. Pereltsvaig
2005, Borik 2006, Ramchand 2008, Rothstein 2016, Minor et al. 2022). Łazorczyk
(2010) and Tatevosov (2011, 2015) argue for separating grammatical aspect from
the verb, since it can only emerge once the clausal architecture is fully established
(given that the viewpoint depends on the interaction between the event time and
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the reference time).7 I adopt Łazorczyk’s and Tatevosov’s view on divorcing the
Slavic verb (aspectual morphology included) from grammatical aspect, and in the
remainder of the paper I will not go into a deeper discussion of how grammatical
aspect is to be analyzed.

Łazorczyk (2010) argues that IVs and PVs in Slavic are better accounted for in
terms of telicity (PVs) vs. atelicity (IVs).8 Typically, indeed, Slavic IVs and PVs are
used as counterparts of English atelic vs. telic predicates, as shown in (6), with
SC equivalents of English examples from (1) above.

(6) a. Džon
John

je
aux

trčaoI

run.tv.ptcp.m
sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena
time.gen.sg

/ *za
inza

sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena.
time.gen.sg

‘John ran for an hour/ *in an hour.’
b. Džon

John
je
aux

na-pisaoP

pref-write.tv.ptcp.m
pismo
letter.acc.sg

za
inza

sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena
time.gen.sg

/ *sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena.
time.gen.sg

‘John wrote a letter in an hour/ *for an hour.’

In some contexts, however, IVs are compatible with TSAds, e.g. in habitual and
general-factual uses, illustrated in (7–8) from SC. There are also some PVs that
combine with DurAds, e.g. those with the delimitative prefix po-, as in (9). Strictly
relying on the TMT, IVs in (7) and (8) could be treated as telic, while PVs like
those in (9) should be atelic. These types of contexts have led some researches
to claim that (im)perfectivity and telicity are independent systems in Slavic (e.g.
Borik 2006, Gehrke 2008a,b, Ramchand 2008, Stanojević 2012, Fleischhauer &
Gabrovska 2019). In the remainder of the paper, I focus on IVs in telic environ-
ments.9 Some authors argue that telicity in such cases is possible only with sec-

7One of the classical definitions is that of Comrie (1976: 16), for whom “perfectivity indicates the
view of a situation as a single whole, without distinction of the various separate phases that
make up that situation; while the imperfective pays essential attention to the internal structure
of the situation”. According to amore formal definition, inspired bywork of Reichenbach (1947),
imperfective viewpoint arises when the Reference Time interval is included in the Event time
interval (hence, we look at the event “from the inside”), whereas perfective viewpoint stands
for the Event Time interval being contained within the Reference Time interval (hence the
event is seen “from the outside”) (cf. Klein 1994, Bhatt & Pancheva 2005, Łazorczyk 2010); for
recent overviews, see Arche (2014a,b), Rothstein (2016).

8Such a view is assumed in MacDonald (2008) as well. Borer (2005) also analyzes Slavic perfec-
tivity as Quantity/telicity and simple IVs as atelic, but she treats secondary imperfectives as
species of outer aspect (in the sense of Verkuyl 1972).

9See Milosavljević (2022) for a detailed analysis of perfectives with the delimitative prefix po-
as telic predicates.
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ondary imperfectives, claiming that it is the prefix that is responsible for telicity
of imperfective verbs (e.g. Stanojević 2012, Fleischhauer & Gabrovska 2019). Yet,
examples like (8) show that telic readings emerge also in the absence of prefixes
(and see Pereltsvaig 2000, Szucsich 2000, 2001, Braginsky & Rothstein 2008, Ar-
senijević 2023 [this volume] for similar kinds of examples).

(7) Pera
Pera

je
aux

uvek
always

iz-pad-a-oI

out-fall-si-ptcp.m
iz
from

igre
game.gen.sg

za
inza

par
couple

minuta.
minute.gen.pl
‘Pera has always been out of the game in a couple of minutes.’

(8) Žika
Žika

se
refl

već
already

peoI

climb.ptcp.m
na
on

to
that

brdo
hill.acc.sg

za
inza

pola
half

sata.
hour.gen.sg

‘Žika (has) already climbed that hill in half an hour.’

(9) Mika
Mika

je
aux

juče
yesterday

po-sedeoP

del-sit.tv.ptcp.m
kod
at

nas
us

par
couple

sati.
hour.gen.pl

‘Mika stayed at our place for two hours yesterday.’

One way to account for the diversity of readings IVs are associated with is to
assume that they are unspecified for telicity, rather than atelic (as in Łazorczyk
2010). In other words, what is traditionally referred to as an imperfective verb is
just a verbalized structure unspecified for both telicity and grammatical aspect.
This stance is similar in spirit to the proposal of Arsenijević (2018) according to
which Slavic IVs are unmarked for grammatical aspect, i.e. ambiguous between
imperfective and perfective aspect. In this paper, I focus on simple forms, but
the analysis can be extended to secondary imperfectives straightforwardly once
secondary imperfectivizing suffixes are analyzed as re-verbalizing morphemes
(Arsenijević 2018), i.e. sequences of theme vowels (Simonović et al. 2022).

3 The sequence of similar events interpretation

Having removed the obstacle presented by the view that IVs are incompatible
with telicity, we are in a position to revisit the claim that the SSE interpretation
is not available in Slavic. Examples with both simple (10–11) and prefixed verbs
(12) show that the SSE interpretation can arise in SC as well. Just as in the case
described in MacDonald (2008), in all such examples, there is an indefinite num-
ber of telic events iterated within the time interval specified by DurAds. Actually,
using IVs is the only available way to express the SSE interpretation in SC in the
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presence of DurAds, since perfective forms cannot be combined with DurAds in
such contexts.10

(10) Kandidat
candidate

je
aux

dva
two

sata
hour.pcl

gubioI

lose.tv.ptcp.m
[partije
game.acc.pl

šaha]
chess.gen.sg

od
from

velemajstora
grandmaster.gen.sg

za
inza

manje
less

od
than

dva
two

minuta.
minute.pcl

‘The candidate lost [chess games] to the grandmaster in less than two
minutes for two hours.’

(11) Ana
Ana

je
aux

za
for

Luninu
Luna.poss

svadbu
wedding.acc.sg

ceo
whole

dan
day.acc.sg

pravilaI

make.tv.ptcp.f
torte
cake.acc.pl

za
inza

manje
less

od
than

pola
half

sata.
hour.gen.sg

‘For Luna’s wedding, Ana made cakes in less than half an hour the whole
day.’

(12) Pera
Pera

je
aux

dva
two

minuta
minute.pcl

iz-pi-ja-oI

out-drink-si-ptcp.m
limenke
can.acc.pl

piva
beer.gen.sg

za
inza

deset
ten

sekundi.
second.gen.pl

‘Pera drank cans of beer in ten seconds for two minutes.’

Before moving on to the exact analysis of the SSE interpretation in SC, a few
clarification points are in order. The availability of the SSE interpretation in ex-
amples like (10–12) does not mean that other interpretations of IVs with BPs are
impossible. For instance, there are at least three possible interpretations of exam-
ple (13): (i) the SSE interpretation, with the distributive interpretation of the BP

10An anonymous reviewer suggests that the SSE reading with simple IVs is only marginally ac-
ceptable in Russian (i.e. possibly admissible in some contexts), and that it slightly improves
when a secondary imperfective is used. The reviewer points out that a more natural way to
express the SSE interpretation in Russian is when the argument introduces distributivity and
not just plurality, as in (i). (The progressive form as a translation of the IV čitat ‘read’ is pro-
vided by the reviewer. MacDonald 2008 consistently uses simple past forms for such readings
in English.)

(i) Nedelju
week.acc.sg

čitalI

read.ptcp.m
po
on

vypusku
issue.dat.sg

za
inza

čas.
hour.acc.sg

‘For a week I was reading issues in an hour.’

Crucially for the purposes of the present paper, these examples once again show that there is no
ban on using simple IVs to express telic predicates. This further suggests that the differences in
the degree of acceptability of bare plurals with the SSE interpretation between SC and Russian
(and possibly other Slavic languages) are not to be sought in the impossibility of IVs to express
telic predicates, as analyzed in MacDonald (2008).
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(one song per event); (ii) the iterative interpretation in which Mika recites a set
of songs repeatedly, but each set is different; (iii) the iterative interpretation in
which Mika recites the same set of songs repeatedly. In both (ii) and (iii) the BP
is interpreted collectively. (Later in this section, we will see how the difference
between the distributive and the collective interpretation of the BP reflects its
different syntactic status.) The third type of interpretation is an instance of the
multiple event interpretation which MacDonald (2008: 41) labels the “sequence
of identical events interpretation” (= SIE interpretation), since the same object
is implicated in each of the iterated subevents (i.e. the BP is interpreted specif-
ically/definitely). The SIE interpretation is also available with singular specific
objects, as in (14).

(13) Mika
Mika

je
aux

recitovao
recite.tv.ptcp.m

pesme
song.acc.pl

sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena.
time.gen.sg

‘Mika recited songs for an hour.’

(14) Mika
Mika

je
aux

recitovao
recite.tv.ptcp.m

pesmu
song.acc.sg

sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena.
time.gen.sg.

‘Mika recited a song for an hour.’

Finally, outside of multiple event interpretations discussed above, BPs in SC, just
as in English, may receive a vague denotation which MacDonald (2008: 46, 147)
refers to as a M(ass)N(oun) interpretation. This is illustrated by the SC example
(15) similar to those discussed for English in MacDonald (2008: 46). Under the
MN interpretation of (15), it does not have to be the case that Mika made mul-
tiple dragons – actually, (15) would still be true if he worked on making only
one dragon without ever finishing it. As stated in MacDonald (2008: 46), predi-
cates in examples like (15) are interpreted as activities, with a taste of a habitual
interpretation.

(15) Mika
Mika

je
aux

u
in

slobodno
free

vreme
time.acc.sg

pravio
make.tv.ptcp.m

papirne
paper.poss

zmajeve.
dragon.acc.pl
‘Mika made paper dragons (in his free time).’

3.1 The SSE interpretation and plural telic predicates

In this subsection, I propose an analysis of telicity in SC as computed on the
basis of the quantity properties of internal arguments, which straightforwardly
captures the possibility to get the SSE interpretation with simple IVs, i.e. in the
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absence of prefixes. For the sake of simplicity, I focus on the derivation from the
point at which the vP is instantiated. I use the vP as a verbalizing projection (i.e.
devoid of external arguments, cf. Harley 2013), assuming that theme vowels in
Slavic are verbalizers (with Svenonius 2004a, Biskup 2019, Kovačević et al. 2022,
Milosavljević & Arsenijević 2022). I will primarily use examples with measuring-
out direct objects – traditional incremental themes, since these are the most typ-
ical cases where the aspectual role of internal arguments can be observed, and
they are the main kind of examples used by MacDonald (2008) to illustrate the
SSE interpretation in English.

When the verb merges with an incremental theme object equipped with the
[+q] feature (in the sense of Verkuyl 1972, MacDonald 2008), the projected vP is
culminative, i.e. it denotes a culminative predicate, as in Figure 1. Otherwise, the
vP is non-culminative, see Figure 2. Examples of culminative predicates include
praviti tortu ‘make a cake’, gubiti meč ‘lose the match’, peti se na brdo ‘climb the
hill’, whereas non-culminative vPs are those without a bounded internal argu-
ment, e.g. jesti šećer ‘eat sugar’ (with an object interpreted as mass), or typical in-
transitive activities such as trčati ‘run’, spavati ‘sleep’. Many of non-culminative
predicates can easily be turned into culminative ones, providing the [+q] inter-
nal argument is composed with a given verb, e.g. trčati maraton ‘run a marathon’
or spavati popodnevnu dremku ‘sleep an afternoon nap’.11

vP[+Cul]

NP[+q] v′

v

Figure 1: Culminative vP

Culminative vPs give rise to telicity (i.e. the projection of the QP) by default.
This is achieved by the movement of the accusative object from its base-gener-
ated position (SpecvP) to the specifier position of the QP, where it checks the
[+q] feature (in the sense of Pereltsvaig 1999, 2000, see also Travis 2005), as il-
lustrated in Figure 3. (Culminative predicates fail to trigger the projection of QP
in progressive contexts, as briefly discussed in §3.2.)

11Culminativity in this sense is close in spirit to telicity at the level of vP (as the locus of the
telic description) in Arsenijević (2006b), the lexical aspect in the sense of Rothstein (2016), or
completability in Janda (2011).
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vP[−Cul]

(NP[−q]) v′

v

Figure 2: Non-culminative vP

QP

NP[+q] Q′

Q vP

tNP[+q] v′

v

Figure 3: QP

Once the QP is projected, the derivation can proceed in two ways, both of
which lead to the projection of the Num(eral)P, a phrase responsible for number
in the verbal domain: the QP composes with the plural operator, yielding a plural
telic predicate, or it composes with the prefix, giving rise to a singular telic pred-
icate. The former option is how the SSE interpretation arises, and it is addressed
in detail in the remainder of this subsection. The singular telicity is briefly an-
alyzed in §4.1, since it sheds light on the overall system of the computation of
telicity in Slavic.

The structure of the plural telic predicate is shown in Figure 4. Here I build
on the insights of van Geenhoven (2004, 2005) and Arsenijević (2006a), who pro-
pose that distributive multiple event interpretations (referred to as SSE and SIE
interpretations in this paper, following MacDonald 2008) are instances of verbal
plurality, or (silent) pluractionality, which is a verbal counterpart of nominal plu-
rality.12 Although many languages, including English and SC, do not make use
of the overt plural marking directly on the verb, there are languages with such
a morphological makeup, e.g. West Greenlandic, discussed in van Geenhoven
(2004).

I adopt Arsenijević’s (2006a) analysis according to which in the case of the SSE
interpretation the plural gets lexicalized on the noun. The relation between the
plurality head and the plural marking on the noun is established via a binding
relation. This is possible because the object NP, being unspecific, does not esta-
blish its referential properties outside the eventuality it is bound by, including
the number specification (see Arsenijević 2006a for technical details).

12For related ideas, see also Landman (2000), Rothstein (2004, 2008a), and references therein.
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NumP

Num′

Num[+pl] QP

NP[+q] Q′

Q vP

tNP[+q] v′

v

Figure 4: Plural NumP

Under this approach, the plurality is responsible for the homogenizing effects,
enabling DurAds to combine with such a predicate. As also pointed out by van
Geenhoven (2004: 142–143), plural (pluractional in her terminology) predicates
are like mass nouns (i.e. cumulative and divisive), which makes them unbounded,
i.e. non-homogeneous/atelic.

There are several advantages of the proposed analysis of the SSE interpreta-
tion. Let me start by comparing MacDonald’s and the approach proposed here.
According to MacDonald (2008: 50), BPs (i) must be [+q] in order to trigger telic-
ity, and they (ii) introduce an indefinite number of objects, while DurAds (i) com-
bine with a telic predicate, and (ii) contribute an indefinite number of repetitions
of the telic event since they force the event to continue for the amount of time
they specify. This division of labor between BPs and DurAds in contributing the
SSE interpretation implies that this type of multiple event interpretation is not
available in the absence of DurAds, contrary to the fact: DurAds only make it
more prominent, i.e. pragmatically salient. In my approach, just as in MacDon-
ald’s, the internal argument contributes the [+q] feature, but it is the plural in the
verbal domain that is responsible for the multiple events interpretation, bringing
about the homogeneity effects in this way. DurAds then provide the time interval
within which these multiple events occur. While I remain agnostic with respect
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to the exact way DurAds should be represented in this case,13 the crucial point
is that they do not compose with a telic predicate, rather – they enter the deriva-
tion once the plural homogeneous predicate has been formed. Consequently, my
proposal preserves the standard analyses of both TSAds (whichmodify telic pred-
icates) and DurAds (which compose with atelic predicates). In addition, the pro-
posal preserves the view that a bounded internal argument contributes the [+q]
feature and that the bare plural makes a predicate homogeneous, with the differ-
ence that in this case the plurality applies directly in the verbal domain.

The proposed analysis straightforwardly captures the difference between the
distributive and collective interpretation of BPs in contexts sketched in (13) above:
they are instances of the event plurality and the object plurality, respectively.
Namely, under the collective interpretation, the plural is interpreted on the noun,
and the plurality operator scopes over it, which delivers interpretations accord-
ing to which multiple objects are affected within every counting unit of a plural
event. In addition, we will see in §4.1 that only BPs which reflect the NP plurality
can be used in the scope of prefixes – just as expected if prefixes, as assigners of
singularity, are in complementary distribution with plural operators.

An anonymous reviewer raises the question of how the proposed analysis of
the verb plurality as lexicalized on the noun under the SSE interpretation cap-
tures the fact that there are plurality interpretations dissociated from plural mor-
phology on the noun, e.g. the SIE interpretation in the sense of MacDonald (2008:
41); recall that this is a multiple events interpretation in which the same object
is implicated in each of the iterated subevents, illustrated in (16) from SC.

(16) Mika
Mika

je
aux

recitovao
recite.tv.ptcp.m

pesmu
song.acc.sg

sat
hour.acc.sg

vremena
time.gen.sg

(za
inza

pet
five

minuta).
minute.gen.pl

‘Mika recited a song for an hour (in five minutes).’

I propose that in this case the aspectual composition proceeds in the same way
as under the SSE interpretation: telicity is triggered by the specified quantity
brought about by the internal argument, and the telic vP (= QP) is then pluralized
by the (covert) plural operator. Unlike in the case of SSE interpretation, in the
SIE contexts the plural fails to be lexicalized on the noun since in this case the
object NP is specific, i.e. it establishes referential properties independently of the
eventuality, including its own number specification (cf. Arsenijević 2006a).

13Aplausible candidatewould be an aspectual projection responsible for repetitivity immediately
above the NumP, i.e. the AspPrepetitive in the sense of Cinque (1999).
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3.2 Culminative vPs and “failed” telicity

The default pattern sketched in Figure 3 – culminative vPs yielding telicity – fails
to be established only if the progressive-like kind of operator intervenes, yielding
a stative interpretation in the sense of Ramchand (2018) (see also Parsons 1990).
Ramchand (2018: 58–59) proposes an ingP projection above the vP, still within the
first phase (i.e. within the domain of event description) for English progressive
constructions, thus moving away from the standard analyses of the progressive
as an instantiation of grammatical aspect (see also Ramchand & Svenonius 2014,
Ramchand 2017). In analogy with this proposal, examples with culminative vPs
that have the interpretation analogous to the English progressive (as in (17)) can
be accounted for by assuming a (null) progressive operator immediately above
the vP, as in Figure 5, which blocks the projection of the QP.

(17) Maja
Maja

je
aux

juče
yesterday

dva
two

sata
hour.pcl

(*za
inza

dva
two

sata)
hour.pcl

pravilaI

make.tv.ptcp.f
sneška,
snowman.acc.sg

kad
when

je
aux

sneg
snow

odjednom
suddenly

počeoP

begin.tv.ptcp.m
da
comp

se
refl

topiI

melt.prs.3sg
i
and

prekinuoP

interrupt.tv.ptcp.m
njen
her

poduhvat.
endeavor.acc.sg

‘Yesterday, Maja had been making a snowman for two hours when the
snow suddenly began to melt and interrupted her endeavor.’

Hence, vPs like praviti sneška ‘make a snowman’ in the progressive contexts are
culminative, but they are not telic, since the projection of the QP fails. I assume
with Ramchand (2018: 58) that for every event description P, the progressive (op-
erator) introduces an Identifying State as “a stative eventuality that manifests
sufficient cognitive/perceptual identifiers of the event property P”, which is why
I label such a projection StateP in Figure 5. The proposed view straightforwardly
explains why culminative predicates in SC in examples like (17) can be used with
DurAds, but cannot be modified by TSAds: TSAds require the projection of the
QP, which fails in this case. DurAds, on the other hand, are felicitous, since in
progressive contexts they can be analyzed as scoping over the progressive opera-
tor, modifying the Identifying State of a snowman building event, as also pointed
out by an anonymous reviewer.

4 Broadening the picture: Singular telic predicates

The analysis presented in §3 enables accounting for telicity in Slavic and Ger-
manic languages in a unified way: telicity can be triggered by the properties of
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StateP

State′

State[Prog] vP

NP[+q] v′

v

Figure 5: StateP

internal arguments. In other words, it is not the case that in Germanic languages
properties of internal arguments are crucial in computing telicity, whereas in
Slavic they have no effect whatsoever, as standardly assumed (see e.g. MacDon-
ald 2008, Łazorczyk 2010, Rothstein 2016). It should be emphasized, however, that
the proposed analysis does not imply that internal arguments with a specified
quantity are the only way to assign telicity: e.g. it can be triggered by some mea-
sure adverbials (cf. e.g. Pereltsvaig 2000 for Russian, Milosavljević 2022 for SC).
This again is similar with what we find in Germanic languages, where various
types of adverbials can trigger the projection of QP (see e.g. Borer 2005). How-
ever, the role of internal arguments in affecting telicity in SC described in the
previous section was constrained only to plural contexts, which, at first glance,
contrasts with the state of affairs we find in English.14 I propose that internal ar-
guments retain their role in aspectual composition in Slavic in singular contexts
as well. This is achieved by analyzing Slavic prefixes as scoping over the QP trig-
gered by internal arguments, as proposed in §4.1. Another context where singular
telicity emerges in the absence of prefixes productively is with biaspectual verbs,
which will be briefly discussed in §4.2.

14I assume that other syntactic contexts in which IVs are used in telic environments (e.g. habitual
and general-factual uses) include a (potential) repetition of the same (telic) event type/kind (see
Milosavljević 2019), hence they are also based on the plurality of telic vPs (but see Arsenijević
2023 [this volume] for a different view). However, the exact analysis of these cases goes beyond
the scope of the present paper. For a unified treatment of habitual and general-factual readings
of imperfectives in Russian, see Minor (2019). For accounts of the general-factual meaning that
employ the notion of event kind, see Mehlig (2013), Mueller-Reichau (2013, 2015).
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4.1 Prefixes and singular telic predicates

Prefixless incremental theme verbs discussed in previous subsections usually
have prefixed variants, and such pairs are typically referred to as aspectual pairs,
which have the same meaning and differ only with respect to the aspectual value.
Some aspectual pairs from SC are provided in (18).

(18) a. graditiI

build.tv.inf
kuću
house.acc.sg

/ sa-graditiP

with-build.tv.inf
kuću
house.acc.sg

‘build a house’
b. pravitiI

make.tv.inf
tortu
cake.acc.sg

/ na-pravitiP

on-make.tv.inf
tortu
cake.acc.sg

‘make a cake’
c. gubitiI

lose.tv.inf
meč
match.acc.sg

/ iz-gubitiP

out-lose.tv.inf
meč
match.acc.sg

‘lose a match’
d. čitatiI

read.tv.inf
knjigu
book.acc.sg

/ pro-čitatiP

through-read.tv.inf
knjigu
book.acc.sg

‘read a book’

These prefixes are often labeled as purely perfectivizing prefixes (PPPs) and are
typically analyzed as semantically empty.15 In this subsection, I propose that
PPPs compose with telic predicates, and that they are specifiers of the projec-
tion responsible for number in the verbal domain, where they specify a telic ver-
bal predicate for singularity (via specifier-head agreement in the sense of Borer
2005), as shown in Figure 6. I opt for an analysis of prefixes as specifiers rather
than heads building on Milosavljević’s (2023) proposal that the semelfactive suf-
fix -nu is an exponent of the head of this projection, and the two morphemes can
be combined (e.g. od-gur-nu-ti [pref-push-sem-inf] ‘push away’).16

Let me situate this proposal against some common analyses in the literature.
As is well known, the object of PVs gets an obligatorily bounded interpretation.
On the common view, such an interpretation is usually analyzed as brought
about either by the prefix or the perfective aspect, a process inverse to what
we see in English: instead of the object determining the interpretation of the ver-
bal predicate, the verbal predicate determines the properties of the object (see
Szucsich 2001, 2002, Łazorczyk 2010, MacDonald 2008, Rothstein 2016). IVs, on

15I use the term PPPs descriptively here – it does not necessarily mean that these prefixes are
devoid of meaning; for detailed semantic analyses of prefixes traditionally claimed to be seman-
tically empty, see e.g. Endresen et al. (2012), Janda & Lyashevskaya (2013), Miljković (2021).

16See Svenonius (2008) for additional arguments in favor of the analysis of prefixes as specifiers.
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NumP

Prefix Num′

Num[+sg] QP

NP[+q] Q′

Q vP

tNP[+q] v′

v

Figure 6: Singular NumP

the other hand, do not impose restrictions on the interpretation of the direct ob-
ject, i.e. it may be both unbounded and bounded and can be optional with same
verbs, e.g. pisati (pismo) ‘to write (a letter)’ or čitati (knjigu) ‘to read (a book)’. To
account for this difference in the status of objects of PVs and IVs, Basilico (2008),
for instance, proposes that they are introduced by different heads at different
points in the syntactic derivation: the direct object of PVs is introduced by the
(affixed) Root, while the direct object of IVs is introduced by the v categorizing
head.

My approach to prefixation is closer to an alternative view, suggested in Krifka
(1992: 50) and Verkuyl (1999: 102). For these authors, prefixes, as perfective op-
erators, require the vP they combine with to be quantized/terminative (which
is possible only if the object NP is bounded). According to Verkuyl (1999: 126–
127), until the asp-node, which hosts a prefix, merges, the derivation of the verb
has not yet been completed, and the bounded object, though necessary, is not
itself sufficient to bring about the terminative/bounded vP. Only after the per-
fective prefix is added, the perfective terminative (= telic) vP arises. Hence, in
this approach, although the prefix merges with a terminative/quantized/telic vP,
such a vP is always realized only in perfective contexts, after the prefix has been
merged.
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The view according to which prefixes scope over bounded/telic predicates has
several advantages. First, it recognizes the role of internal arguments in affecting
telicity in both English and Slavic, without a need for specifying the inverse oper-
ation for the latter group of languages. Second, the object NP of IVs and PVs need
not to be analyzed as generated in different ways (as in Basilico 2008), since, as
we have seen, its obligatory nature with PVs follows from the fact that the prefix
picks out the vPwith a bounded NP object. In this way, PVs are actually aspectual
counterparts of IVs with a bounded object.17 Finally, if the QP has its telic aspec-
tual status independently prior to merging with the prefix, we expect to find it
in some other syntactic contexts as well. The SSE interpretation, analyzed in §3,
provides exactly the kind of context that employs the QP divorced from prefixes.
Hence, while I share with Krifka (1992) and Verkuyl (1999) the view that prefixes
scope above complex (telic) vPs, in my approach prefixation is not the only syn-
tactic context that enables telic predicates to show up. Prefixes are specifiers of
singularity, and as such they are in complementary distribution with plural telic
predicates presented in §3. For instance, BPs with prefixes in SC cannot give rise
to the SSE interpretation, rather – they always receive a collective interpretation.
This is expected if the BP giving rise to the SSE interpretation reflects the plu-
rality of events, while under the collective interpretation it reflects the plurality
of objects. As expected, in the latter case the prefix is able to compose with a
predicate whose object is expressed by a BP when the BP is bounded (which is
usually contextually provided), as in (19).

(19) Pera
Pera

je
aux

na-pravioP

pref-make.tv.ptcp.m
torte.
cake.acc.pl

‘Pera made the cakes.’

Except for their complementary distribution with plural predicates, I prefer the
analysis of prefixes as markers of singularity rather than markers of perfectivity,
as in Krifka (1992) and Verkuyl (1999) (see also Slabakova 2005), because the pre-
fix does not guarantee perfectivity. Namely, in many cases, the prefixed QP can
undergo secondary imperfectivization (and the prefixed QP is realized as perfec-
tive only upon the inclusion of the reference time). Moreover, the view of prefixes
as singulative morphemes also accords well with some recent approaches to pre-
fixes as (morphemes of the same kind as) numeral classifiers (see Dickey & Janda
2015).18

17E.g. it is not the case that the verbs pisatiI and na-pisatiP ‘to write’ are themselves aspectual
pairs, rather na-pisatiP + NP[+q] is a counterpart of pisatiI + NP[+q].

18In this section, I focused on PPPs with incremental theme verbs. In Milosavljević (2022, 2023),
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4.2 Biaspectual verbs and telicity

Biaspectual verbs (BVs) are traditionally analyzed as verbs that can be either
perfective or imperfective, depending on the syntactic context (see Janda 2007,
Kolaković 2018, Zinova 2021, Starý 2017, a.o.). In terms of the system presented
in this paper, BVs can be used in both singular and plural telic environments, as
in (20) and (21) from SC. Since they are simple, i.e. unprefixed forms, BVs can
be taken as additional evidence that telicity in Slavic can emerge in the absence
of prefixes. Some extensive corpus-based studies show that BVs are based on
culminative vPs (see Grickat 1957/1958, Janda 2007, Kolaković 2018), which also
supports the view that telicity is based on culminativity, which is in turn based
on the contribution of internal arguments, as proposed in §3.

(20) Pera
Pera

je
aux

malopre
just.now

downlodovao
download.tv.ptcp.m

film
movieacc.sg

za
inza

15
15

minuta.
minute.gen.pl
‘Pera just downloaded a movie in 15 minutes.’

(21) Pera
Pera

je
aux

ceo
whole

dan
day.acc.sg

downlodovao
download.tv.ptcp.m

filmove
movie.acc.pl

za
inza

15
15

minuta.
minute.gen.pl
‘Pera downloaded movies in 15 minutes the whole day.’

While the plural telicity emerges when the QP is combined with the plural op-
erator, it remains an open question how the singular reading emerges in the
absence of prefixes (or the semelfactive suffix). A possible solution is to assume
that singularity is triggered by a variable-like anaphoric element – following the
argumentation in Stanley (2000), Stanley & Szabo (2000), a.o., that all effects of
extra-linguistic context on the truth-condition are represented at LF.19

I argue that Slavic prefixes generally compose with telic predicates. In short, just as internal
arguments are not the only way to trigger telicity, the proposal that prefixes combine with
telic predicates does not mean that they must combine with telic predicates whose telicity is
triggered by internal arguments. For instance, in Milosavljević (2022, 2023) an analysis of the
delimitative prefix po- in Slavic is proposed according to which this prefix combines with the
QP triggered by DurAds or some contextually provided quantity.

19An alternative option would be to assume a null prefix to account for singular telic uses or
“perfective” uses of bi-aspectuals, as suggested in Grickat (1957/1958, 1966/1967), Łazorczyk
(2010).
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, I examined the so-called sequence of similar events interpretation
in Serbo-Croatian, which emerges in the presence of bare plural objects when a
telic predicate is expressed by an imperfective verb. I showed that this is an inter-
pretation that, just as in English, allows the use of both durative adverbials and
time-span adverbials at the same time. I proposed that, as standardly assumed,
TSAds modify a telic event predicate, while DurAds in such cases merge once the
predicate has been made homogeneous/atelic by the plural operator (contra Mac-
Donald’s 2008 claim that DurAds combine with telic predicates in such cases).
The fact that the SSE interpretation is possible in Serbo-Croatian (and at least
some other Slavic languages), and is realized by employing imperfective verbs –
including simple ones (i.e. those without prefixes) – suggests that in Slavic there
is a syntactic domain responsible for telicity analogous to that in English (contra
MacDonald 2008).

Abbreviations

acc accusative
aux auxiliary
BP bare plural
BV biaspectual verb
comp complementizer
dat dative
del delimitative (prefix)
DurAds durative adverbials
gen genitive
f feminine
IV imperfective verb
loc locative
m masculine
OTEM object-to-event mapping
pl plural
pcl paucal

poss possesive
ptcp participle
pref prefix
PV perfective verb
refl reflexive
SC Serbo-Croatian
sg singular
sem semelfactive
si secondary imperfectivizing

(suffix)
SIE sequence of identical events
SSE sequence of similar events
TSAds time-span adverbials
tv theme vowel
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Number mismatch effect and processing
cataphora in a pro-drop language: The
case of Slovenian
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Cataphora (also known as backward anaphora) is a type of pronominals that pre-
cede their antecedents linearly. Previous research on processing cataphora has ex-
plored the idea that cataphoric pronouns trigger a forward-looking active search
for an antecedent to establish a coreference relation similar to a filler-gap de-
pendency between a fronted wh-phrase and its base-generated syntactic position
(Cowart & Cairns 1987). Van Gompel & Liversedge (2003) have shown that in an
active search, the parser establishes a cataphoric coreference before considering
pronominal phi-features. This results in a gender mismatch effect: sentences with
incongruent incoming NP antecedents were more difficult to read than their con-
gruent counterparts, as evidenced by slower reading times and eye movement re-
gressions. In this paper, we report the results of a self-paced reading experiment in
which the active search hypothesis is further tested by examining online cataphora
resolution with respect to the number feature in Slovenian, a pro-drop language
with a rich nominal and verbal morphology.

Keywords: cataphora, pro, feature mismatch effect, forward-looking active search,
self-paced reading, Slovenian, psycholinguistics

1 Introduction

The interpretation of pronominal expressions such as the Slovenian reflexive svoj
‘self’s’ in (1) depends on their relation to referring expressions in the context in
which they are used.

Matic Pavlič & Arthur Stepanov. 2023. Number mismatch effect and processing ca-
taphora in a pro-drop language: The case of Slovenian. In Petr Biskup, Marcel Börner,
Olav Mueller-Reichau & Iuliia Shcherbina (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics
2021, 293–314. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.10123649
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(1) Svoje
self’s

sorodnike
relatives.pl

kliče
calls.sg

po
at

več
several

krat
times

na
on

dan.
day

‘He calls his relatives several times a day.’ (Slovenian)

If we restrict ourselves to the syntactic context, a dependency relation is estab-
lished between the base-generated position of a pronominal expression and a
referring expression: The latter acts as an antecedent and c-commands the for-
mer according to Principles A (reflexives) and B (pronouns) of the Binding The-
ory (Chomsky 1981, Reinhart 1983). The linear order of the two expressions may
be changed so that the pronominal element is spelled out after the antecedent,
as in the case of forward anaphora, or before the antecedent, as in the case of
backward anaphora or cataphora, but it should not itself be in the position of c-
commanding the antecedent according to Principle C (the referring expressions
should not be bound at any time).

Due to the relative word order of the two expressions, anaphora and cataphora
resolutions differ fundamentally in real time sentence comprehension (Lust 1986,
Reinhart 1986, Blackwell 2003, Tsimpli et al. 2004, Kennison et al. 2009, Lobo &
Silva 2016). In the case of anaphora, the parser encounters a pronominal expres-
sion and simultaneously considers all possible candidates previously integrated
into the incoming sentence and stored in working memory. This mechanism is
closely related to the processes of memory retrieval (Chow et al. 2014). In the
case of a cataphora, the parser does not find an available antecedent in the pre-
vious syntactic context. Therefore, the parser expects to find it in the incoming
sentence material and considers each subsequent noun phrase as a potential an-
tecedent. Crucially, the “active” or “impatient” parser does not wait until all po-
tential antecedents are stored in working memory but evaluates them one by one
as they are integrated into the structure. More specifically, the parser attempts
to associate the cataphora with the first potential antecedent as soon as the struc-
tural requirements of its c-commanding relation to the cataphora are confirmed –
but before it considers the interpretative requirements (phi-feature matching).

This analysis was first introduced in the seminal work of Cowart & Cairns
(1987) who observed a strong preference for linking cataphora to the first pos-
sible noun phrase encountered by the parser. Sturt (2003) and Van Gompel &
Liversedge (2003) supported this finding by measuring the gaze direction and
reading time of sentences such as (2).

(2) a. When hei appeared, the kingi immediately greeted the boys very
warmly.

b. When theyi appeared, the boysi immediately greeted the king very
warmly.
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c. When theyi appeared, the king immediately greeted the boysi very
warmly.

d. When hei appeared, the boys immediately greeted the kingi very
warmly.

In (2a) and (2b), the first potential NP antecedent bears cataphora-congruent phi-
features, in this case, number. The parser associates the cataphora he/they with
the referring expression, as marked in the example by matching indices. Van
Gompel & Liversedge (2003) used examples such as (2a) and (2b) as a baseline
for analysing the reading times and gaze directions of examples such as (2c) and
(2d). For the latter, they found an effect when the number value of the first po-
tential NP antecedent (or gender, in other experiments) did not match that of
a preceding cataphor. Van Gompel and Liversedge refer to this as a mismatch
effect and claim that it reflects the parser’s unsuccessful attempt to establish a
referential dependency between the antecedent and the cataphora. They add that
the gender or number mismatch effect can only occur when the parser attempts
to establish a referential dependency before comparing the features of the NP
with those of the cataphora.

Kazanina (2005) and Kazanina et al. (2007) replicated the gender mismatch ef-
fect with a paradigm of self-paced reading and explored it in more detail. They
attributed the slowdown in reading time to the parser’s search for an antecedent,
which involves predictive processes. One of these predictive processes is the
active search mechanism, which was originally used to interpret filler-gap de-
pendencies (Crain & Fodor 1985, Stowe 1986, Frazier & Clifton 1989, Frazier &
Flores d’Arcais 1989, Garnsey et al. 1989, Kaan et al. 2000, Stepanov & Stateva
2015). Wh-dependencies are established between the fronted wh-phrase and its
base-generated position. The search for a gap begins as soon as a wh-phrase is
processed. This was demonstrated in online experiments by filling the gap po-
sition with an overt element (which prevented the parser from interpreting the
wh-phrase in that position), resulting in longer processing times compared to a
sentencewithout an overt element in the gap position (Crain & Fodor 1985, Stowe
1986, Lee 2004). Thus, the active search mechanism assumes that the parser ex-
pects a gap as soon as a wh-phrase is encountered (Frazier & Clifton 1989). In
the case of pronoun interpretation, the active search mechanism predicts that a
search for an antecedent will be initiated as soon as a pronoun is encountered to
resolve the interpretation of the pronoun (Frazier & Clifton 1989, Kazanina et al.
2007, Kazanina & Phillips 2010). Although pronounsmay have an antecedent out-
side the sentence in which they occur, the active search mechanism states that
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searching for an antecedent within the sentence is the default strategy when
there is no preceding context.

Moreover, Kazanina et al. (2007), Aoshima et al. (2009), Kazanina & Phillips
(2010), and Yoshida et al. (2014) show that the gender mismatch effect is absent
in syntactic contexts where the incoming NP is not available for coreference be-
cause it cannot be bound by a c-commanding expression (Principle C of Binding
Theory; Chomsky 1981, Reinhart 1983). For several types of structures contain-
ing cataphora and potential NP antecedents to which Principle C applies, the
researchers found no differences in reading time between the gender-congruent
and gender-incongruent conditions. In examples (3a) and (3b), the potential NP
antecedent is within the c-command domain of a cataphoric pronoun. There-
fore, the parser discards NP as a potential antecedent without looking at the
phi-features of NP Kathryn (F) or Russell (M) and without comparing them to
the cataphoric features (F).

(3) a. * Shei was taking classes full-time while Kathryni was working two
jobs to pay the bills.

b. * Shej was taking classes full-time while Russellj was working two
jobs to pay the bills. (Kazanina et al. 2007)

Cataphoric coreference has also been investigated using the event-related poten-
tial (ERP) technique. According to previous literature on gender error processing
in this domain, frontal positivity within the P600 time window (reflecting syn-
tactic repair) and late anterior negativity (reflecting additional load on working
memory) were expected. These effects have been associated with less preferred
continuations of syntactically ambiguous sentences (Osterhout & Holcomb 1992,
Barber et al. 2004, Gouvea et al. 2010) and agreement errors (Hagoort & Brown
1999, Osterhout & Mobley 1995). It has also been argued that the P600 signals
difficulties or errors in integrating syntactic dependencies, which are predicted
according to context (Federmeier et al. 2007, Delong et al. 2011, 2014, 2006). ERP
results in reading comprehension of cataphoric dependencies in Dutch (Pablos
et al. 2015, 2018) showed that gender incongruence leads to P600 only in posi-
tions where the binding principles are satisfied. There was no ERP effect in the
incongruent NP antecedent that would violate Principle C if coreference with
cataphora had been established. According to the researchers, the negativity in
these cases reflects the cancellation of the tentative antecedent and not the gen-
der incongruence between cataphora and antecedent.
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2 Cataphora in pro contexts

In addition to syntactic constraints such as Binding Theory, pronominal reso-
lution (both anaphoric and cataphoric) is also determined by several different
language-specific factors, such as the complementary/shared distribution of null
and overt personal pronouns (Bosch et al. 2003, Wilson et al. 2009, and the refer-
ences below).

The interpretative properties of null pro in contexts of anaphora and cataphora
compared to those of overt pronouns have mainly been studied in Chinese (Yu-
long & Xiaodan 2007, Zhiyi 2019), Italian (Carminati 2002, 2005, 2014) and Span-
ish material (Alonso-Ovalle et al. 2002). Carminati (2002) shows that the shared
syntactic distribution of null anaphora and overt anaphora causes the parser to
preferentially associate null anaphora with more prominent antecedents and to
associate overt anaphora with less prominent antecedents. Prominence here is
understood in structural terms, e.g. the antecedent in the highest specifier pro-
jection (SpecIP) is considered more prominent than the antecedent in the lower
projections. In Italian, the subordinate pronominal expression refers to the main
clause subject Mario when the former is realised as a null pronoun pro (4a). On
the other hand, the subordinate pronominal expression refers to the indirect ob-
jectGiovanni of the main clause when the former is realised as the overt pronoun
lui (4b).1

(4) a. Marioi
Mario

ha
has

telefonato
telephoned

a
to

Giovannij
Giovanni

quando
when

proi aveva
had

appenafinite
just-finished

di
to

mangiare.
eat

‘Mario called John, when he just finished eating.’
b. Marioi

Mario
ha
has

telefonato
telephoned

a
to

Giovannij
Giovanni

quando
when

luij
he

aveva
had

appenafinite
just-finished

di
to

mangiare.
eat

‘Mario called John, when the latter just finished eating.’
(Italian; Carminati 2002)

In offline experiments assessing interpretations, Fedele & Kaiser (2014) extended
this study to cases of cataphora. These authors found that (i) null cataphors tend

1Note that Belletti et al. (2007) found the opposite result: Null pronouns tend to prefer the object
in anaphoric configurations, while overt pronouns seem to prefer the extra-sentential referent.
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to prefer subject antecedents compared to overt cataphors, and (ii) overt cat-
aphors tend to prefer object antecedents compared to null cataphors, such that
the null pronominal expression pro in (5a) refers to the subject NP Maria, while
the pronominal expression lei in (5b) refers to the object NP Rita.

(5) a. Mentre
while

proi parla
speaks

del
of-the

viaggio
trip

a
to

Londra
London

Mariai
Maria

abbraccia
hugs

Ritaj.
Rita

‘While speaking about the trip to London, Maria hugs Rita.’
b. Mentre

while
leij
she

parla
speaks

del
of-the

viaggio
trip

a
to

Londra
London

Mariai
Maria

abbraccia
hugs

Ritaj
Rita

‘While she speaks about-the trip to London Maria hugs Rita.’
(Italian; Fedele & Kaiser 2014)

These results recall Carminati’s (2002, 2005) Position of Antecedent Hypothesis
(PAH) for anaphora contexts. According to PAH, null pronouns refer to a struc-
turally prominent antecedent in a SpecIP position, and overt pronouns refer to
an antecedent lower in the clause structure. The contrast in (5) is broadly con-
sistent with PAH if the latter is construed in terms of preferences rather than
absolute expectations. Importantly, when pro is part of the main clause (6), it ac-
quires an extra-linguistic ‘someone else’ interpretation, suggesting that speakers
are guided by Principle C of Binding Theory which overrides the intra-sentential
referential bias.

(6) prok parla
speaks

del
of-the

viaggio
trip

a
to

Londra
London

mentre
while

Mariai
Maria

abbraccia
hugs

Ritaj.
Rita

‘Somebody speaks about the trip to London, while Maria hugs Rita.’
(Fedele & Kaiser 2014)

Alonso-Ovalle et al. (2002) test the PAH in Spanish and find that it also holds for
the Spanish null subject pro, both within sentences and across sentences. More-
over, the interpretation of the Spanish pro is sensitive to antecedents that are
discourse topics and thus interact closely with the topic-focus system (see also
Yulong & Xiaodan 2007, Zhiyi 2019).

3 Research hypothesis

In the present work we extend research on the interpretative properties of the
null subject pro in the context of cataphora to Slovenian, another pro-drop lan-
guage. In Slovenian, there is no overt pronoun available in configurations like
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in Italian (5b) above. This is evident in example (7b), where the overt personal
pronoun ona cannot co-refer with either the subject NP Marija or the object NP
Rita.

(7) a. Ko
when

proi pripoveduje
speaks

o
of

Londonu
London

Marijai
Marija

objema
hugs

Ritoj.
Rita

‘While speaking/she speaks about London, Marija hugs Rita.’
b. Ko

when
onak
she

pripoveduje
speaks

o
of

Londonu
London

Marijai
Marija

objema
hugs

Ritoj.
Rita

‘Somebody speaks about London, while Marija hugs Rita.’
(Slovenian)

This is in line with the Avoid Pronoun Principle (Chomsky 1981), according to
which a null variant is preferred to an overt pronoun whenever possible, pro-
vided that a language has a null and an overt subject pronoun in the given
syntactic environment. Consequently, Slovenian provides a good testing ground
for online comprehension of null cataphors, as language-specific factors such as
PAH (see the previous section) and the contrast between null and overt pronouns
(Bosch et al. 2003, Wilson et al. 2009) do not clash with syntactic constraints.
Moreover, Slovenian has a rich verbal inflection as well as overtly realised gen-
der and number features on NP. The topic of cataphora processing has so far
received little attention in the Slovenian psycholinguistic literature. These con-
siderations were crucial for the focus of the present study.

Previous studies of pro-cataphora processing have mostly relied on global
or offline evaluation metrics, such as comprehension questions. It is not clear
whether the active search mechanism postulated for overt cataphoric pronouns
that provide unambiguous cues works in a similar way for silent pronouns such
as pro. Our main interest was therefore in better understanding the mechanism
of establishing a cataphoric dependency in the absence of an overt pronoun cue.
Specifically, building on the earlier experimental findings on the subject-oriented
nature of the null cataphoric pro, we asked whether null pro triggers the parser’s
active search mechanism that links the pro to the subject of the main clause, as
described above. Our second goal was to investigate the mechanism of active
search in pro-cataphora at the level of specific phi-features by exploiting the rich
Slovenian morphology. Specifically, we were interested in the mismatch effect in
the context of number. Carminati (2002, 2005) argues that number is a better pro-
noun disambiguator than gender in ambiguous anaphora contexts in the feature
hierarchy (Greenberg 1963, Silverstein 1985).2 Van Gompel & Liversedge (2003)

2Studies such as that of Mancini et al. (2014) support the idea that features do not in fact behave
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showed that number initiates a mismatch effect in a similar fashion to gender,
for overt pronoun contexts. To our knowledge, the number feature has not yet
been studied in the domain of the mismatch effect in cataphors in the absence
of an overt cue. If the incongruence or mismatch effect holds in Slovenian with
null pro, one can also ask how it is distributed in the time course of reading the
respective sentence and how different values of the number feature may mod-
ulate this effect, given that, on null hypothesis, the incongruent conditions are
expected to manifest a similar performance pattern.

4 Experiment

We conducted an online self-paced reading experiment in Slovenian pro-cataph-
ora sentences withwhen-subordinate clauses. In this experiment we explored the
number congruency effect associated with integration of pro with the subject of
the main clause and whether this effect is sensitive to the actual number feature
of a silent subject pronoun pro in the function of a cataphor. In a self-paced read-
ing task, the informant reads individual sentences on a computer screen, with
stimulus sentences presented word by word in moving window mode (Just et al.
1982). When the informant presses a predefined key, the first word is displayed.
The next time he presses the key, the first word disappears and the next appears.
The informant continues in this way until the end of the sentence. Since the
informant sees only one word at a time, he must retain the incoming informa-
tion in his short-term memory. Since the participant does not receive a direct
cue to the pronominal reference in the case of the silent pro, but must infer it
from a more indirect cue, participial agreement, when he encounters the subject
of the main clause, the subsequent active search procedure of “looking forward”
presumably contributes to the load on short-term memory. The self-paced read-
ing paradigm was chosen because it allows us to test the difference between
two lexically identical sentences that differ in their functional elements and/or
their phi-features. The method thus allows a direct comparison between two re-
lated syntactic structures, e.g. between when-subordinate clause with congruent
and incongruent number feature on the second (i.e., main) clause subject. When
reading a sentence in self-paced mode (i.e., word by word), readers show longer

in the sameway. In self-paced reading of online processing of subject-verb agreement in Italian,
where both person and number agreement factors were manipulated, results showed a greater
processing penalty for violations of person agreement compared to number agreement. This
was interpreted as evidence for separate access to the two features. On the other hand, Van
Gompel & Liversedge (2003), among others, report a generally similar pattern of processing
the number and gender features.
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reading times in the region, which causes additional mental load due to syntac-
tic repairs, less preferred readings, agreement errors, difficulties in integrating
syntactic dependencies, etc.

4.1 Materials

Our chosen sentences consisted of a main clause and a subordinate clause which
linearly preceded the former. The main clause was a transitive clause with a
time adverbial phrase and all arguments overtly expressed by referring expres-
sions. The subordinate clause was a copular clause headed by a connector when,
if or because (evenly distributed across items). The subordinate (and preceding)
clause always included the null subject pro, the auxiliary verb be as copula, and
an attributive adjective (or an adjective-like present participle).

The target material was arranged in a 2 × 2 design crossing factors Congru-
ency (congruent, incongruent) and Number (sg/pl) on the first (i.e., subordinate)
adjective and its accompanying auxiliary verb. This resulted in four conditions
in the manipulation: subordinate null subject in singular + main clause overt
subject in singular ((8a); congruent), subordinate null subject in singular +main
clause overt subject in plural ((8b); incongruent), subordinate null subject in plu-
ral + main clause overt subject in singular ((8c); incongruent), and subordinate
null subject in plural + main clause overt subject in plural ((8d); congruent). All
target sentences are grammatical in the normal everyday language.

(8) a. Ko
when

je
is.aux.sg

osamljen,
lonely.sg

stric
uncle.sg

kliče
calls.sg

sorodnike
relatives.pl

po
at

več
several

krat
times

na
a

dan.
day

‘When he is lonely, the uncle calls relatives several times a day.’
[+congr, +sg]

b. Ko
when

je
is.aux.sg

osamljen,
lonely.sg

sorodniki
relatives.pl

kličejo
call.pl

strica
uncle.sg

po
at

več
several

krat
times

na
a

dan.
day

‘When he is lonely, the relatives call the uncle several times a day.’
[−congr, +sg]

c. Ko
when

so
are.aux.pl

osamljeni,
lonely.pl

stric
uncle.sg

kliče
calls.sg

sorodnike
relatives.pl

po
at

več
several

krat
times

na
a

dan.
day

‘When they are lonely, the uncle calls the relatives several times a
day.’ [−congr, −sg]
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d. Ko
when

so
are.aux.pl

osamljeni,
lonely.pl

sorodniki
relatives.pl

kličejo
call.pl

strica
uncle.sg

po
at

več
several

krat
times

na
a

dan.
day

‘When they are lonely, the relatives call the uncle several times a day.’
[+congr, −sg]

For each condition, 6 sentences were formed, giving a total of 24 target item sets.
They were counterbalanced so that each participant saw only one lexical version
of a given item per condition. In addition, 48 filler sentences (32 of which rep-
resented conditions from an unrelated experimental manipulation) were added.
The total number of stimulus sentences was thus 72. Each sentence (including
the filler sentences) was followed by a yes-no comprehension question that tested
the understanding of the event described in the stimulus sentence. For instance,
a sentence from a set like the one in (8) could be followed by a question such
as ‘Does the uncle visit the relatives?’ expected to be answered with a ‘no’ (for
all the sentences in a set). The proportion of correct ‘yes’ and ‘no’ responses to
the comprehension questions was evenly distributed across conditions. Per word
reading times was the only dependent variable in this manipulation.

4.2 Participants

Thirty-three self-reported adult native speakers of Slovenian (21 female, mean
age = 36.69, SD = 14.27, median age = 31) participated in the experiment volun-
tarily (providing online informed consent), anonymously, and without material
compensation. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and
reported no neurological disorders. One participant was excluded because they
did not meet the 66.6% (two-thirds) accuracy threshold for yes-no comprehension
questions, pre-set in advance. This left the data from 32 participants for further
analysis.

4.3 Procedure

Participants were instructed to read the sentences at a natural pace and to make
sure that they understood what they were reading. If an incorrect answer was
given to a comprehension question, they received feedback. If a correct answer
was given, they received no feedback. No answer within 7 seconds was counted
as an incorrect answer. Concentration and correct comprehension were checked
with a yes-no question that followed each sentence and referred to its content. Be-
fore the main experiment, subjects read 4 practice sentences to familiarise them-
selves with the task. The experiment was programmed on the web-based Ibex
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Farm platform (by Alex Drummond; https://adrummond.net/ibexfarm). The or-
der of stimulus presentation was pseudo-randomised for each participant by the
experimental software, and it was ensured that at least 1 filler sentence was be-
tween two target items. The entire experimental session lasted 20–25 minutes.
Participants performed the task at a location of their choice without coming to
the lab. They were specifically instructed to ensure that external disturbances
were kept to a minimum while performing the task.

4.4 Data analysis

Only the sentences followed by a correctly answered comprehension question
were selected for analysis, which constituted 84.2 % of the total data. For all anal-
yses, the last two regions (second part of time adverbial phrase) of the sentence
were removed. Reading times shorter than 90ms or longer than 3000ms were
trimmed as unlikely to have been generated by relevant linguistic processes. This
affected approximately 0.2 % of the total data. Outliers were then identified and
excluded from further analysis. The criterion was 3 standard deviations from
the mean RT for a given condition and region, for each participant (excluding
79 measurements or additional 1.5 % of the total data).

To analyse the reading time data, we constructed linear mixed-effects models
(Bates et al. 2015). This allowed us to model individual RTs based on manipulated
fixed factors, namely Congruency and Number, while accounting for random
variance in the form of participant and item.We used a maximal or near maximal
random effects structure adding random slopes for Congruency and Number up
to model convergence (Matuschek et al. 2017). Analyses were conducted using
the lme4 package in R version 4.0.2 (R Core Team 2020). We report 𝜒2 and 𝑝-
values formain effects based on the likelihood ratio test, which compares amodel
containing the fixed effect of interest to a model that is identical in all respects
except the fixed effect of interest, using the 𝜒2 distribution. 𝑃-values for pairwise
comparisons with Tukey adjustment were obtained using the multcomp package
in R.

4.5 Results

The time course of reading sentences in all four conditions is shown in Figure 1.
Overall, reading times were higher in the non-congruent conditions (a subordi-
nate null subject in singular followed by a plural main-clause subject (Npl) and
a subordinate null subject in plural followed by a singular main-clause subject
(Nsg)) than in the congruent conditions. Total reading times with standard errors
per condition are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Time course of self-paced reading (the last two regions not
shown)

Table 1: Contrasts across the Congruence and Number factors, total
reading times

Main effect (CONGR) Conditions Total RT (ms) SE Main effect (NUM)

pl-Npl 4751 220 PL
𝜒2(2) = 11.102 +congr

sg-Nsg 4849 286 𝜒2(2) = 6.461
𝑝 = 0.0008*** sg-Npl 5254 299

SG 𝑝 = 0.01**−congr
pl-Nsg 4976 242 PL

Interaction CONGR*NUM: 𝜒2(1) = 5.0685, 𝑝 = 0.024*

As Table 1 shows, there are overall main effects of Congruency as well as
Number. Moreover, Congruency interacted with Number: there was no differ-
ence in reading times between sentences with singular and plural subordinate
null subjects in the congruent conditions but sentences with singular subordi-
nate null subjects were read more slowly (about 40ms per word) than those with
plural subordinate null subjects in the incongruent conditions. The main sites
of slow-down were primarily the post-antecedent regions, i.e., the verb phrase
following the second (i.e., main) clause subject.

Per region analyses revealed that there were no main effects or interactions
up to the main verb region (𝑝s > 0.10). At the main verb region (cf. kliče), there
is no main effect of congruence, but there is a marginal main effect of Num-
ber (𝜒2(2) = 4.85, 𝑝 = 0.08) indicating that conditions with the singular sub-
ordinate null subjects are read about 50ms slower at this region, and there is a
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marginal interaction of the two factors (𝜒2(1) = 3.39, 𝑝 = 0.065); pairwise com-
parisons indicate that the sg-Npl condition stands out in terms of higher reading
times compared to the other conditions, although the contrasts do not quite reach
significance (𝑝𝑠 > 0.10). Furthermore, at the direct object region there is again
no main effect of congruence, but there is a significant main effect of Number
(𝜒2(2) = 17.32, 𝑝 < 0.001) and there is an interaction between the two factors
(𝜒2(1) = 11.52, 𝑝 < 0.001). Pairwise comparisons show that this region takes
longer to read in the incongruent sg-Npl condition than in the congruent con-
dition sg-Nsg (𝛽 = 161.84, SE = 33.4, 𝑡 = 4.844, 𝑝 < 0.001), as well as in the
other incongruent condition, namely, pl-Nsg (𝛽 = 138.67, SE = 33.6, 𝑡 = 4.125,
𝑝 < 0.001). In contrast, there is no difference in reading this region in the other
incongruent condition, pl-Nsg, in comparison to the corresponding congruent
condition pl-Npl (𝛽 = 1.08, SE = 33.5, 𝑡 = 0.032, 𝑝 > 0.10). The main effect of
Number marginally persists up to the next region (the preposition in Figure 1,
(𝜒2(2) = 4.52, 𝑝 = 0.10); no other effects were observed in this and the final
regions.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The congruency or mismatch effect observed in our experiment suggests that
Slovenian speakers are sensitive to the interpretational properties of the pro-
noun, despite its silent character: the parser initiates an active search mecha-
nism in the case of the null subject pro, just as it would in the case of the overt
pronoun. Our results are largely consistent with those of the eye-tracking ex-
periment in which Van Gompel & Liversedge (2003, Experiment 3) tested the
number-mismatch effect in overt cataphora contexts (cf. 2 above). Van Gompel
and Liversedge reported significantly prolonged first-pass reading times (i.e., the
sum of all fixation durations from the first fixation within a region to a fixation
outside the region) in cases of incongruence or number mismatch (cf. 2b), com-
pared to congruent cases (cf. 2a) in (i) the region immediately following the main
subject NP (which in their case is an adverb that does not occur in (2)), (ii) on the
main verb (cf. ‘visited’ in (2b), difference only by item), and they also reported
significant first-pass regressions (i.e., the percentage of leftward eye movements
crossing the left boundary of the region initiated immediately after a first-pass
fixation in the region) on the direct object; the effects decay after this region. In
our study, the per region dynamics is very similar for online reading: the diver-
gence starts at the verb (there was no preverbal element in our stimuli, such as
an adverb in the above study), goes steeply up to the direct object, and decays in
the final regions. But there are also at least two important differences between
our results and those of Van Gompel and Liversedge.
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First, in our study, the main effect of congruency was observed only for to-
tal reading times across critical regions, but not for per-region measurements,
whereas the authors cited above report this main effect for three critical post-
subject regions. This suggests that our congruence effect is less “pronounced”
than that in Van Gompel and Liversedge’s study, as the difference per region
is sufficient to sum up to a global-level effect, but insufficient to independently
mark individual regions. If this difference proves robust, it may indeed point to
an important aspect in which the processing of a pro-cataphora differs from that
of overt pronominal cataphors in previous studies. An obvious caveat is that the
experimental methodology of the two studies is different. Whether the contrast
remains when the methodology is made consistent needs to be investigated fur-
ther.

Another important difference between the two studies is that in our study con-
gruency interacted with number consistently across the (post-subject) regions of
interest, whereas in Van Gompel and Liversedge’s study no interaction between
congruency and number was observed in any post-subject region; each of the
two factors affected eye movement measures independently. Our study also re-
vealed the main source of this interaction, namely the sg-Npl condition. The fact
that the two factors interacted consistently, with no main effect of congruency
in specific regions, may suggest that the parser has an increased sensitivity to
the number feature in the context of the active search mechanism activated by
the silent pro. Recall that there is no overt pronominal cue to the number fea-
ture, so the parser must infer the number feature based only on the inflection of
the subordinate copula plus adjective. Van Gompel and Liversedge (2003) argue,
based on their results, that the use of morphological information occurs only af-
ter coreference relations have been computed (see also Cowart & Cairns 1987,
Kazanina et al. 2007, Kazanina & Phillips 2010). Our results in the sg-Npl condi-
tion are broadly consistent with this conjecture. However, the performance of
our speakers in the other incongruent condition, namely pl-Nsg, casts doubt on
it: In this condition, neither a congruency nor a mismatch effect was observed,
a priori suggesting that speakers use the morphological information about num-
ber early enough. This divergent pattern calls for an explanation. Here we offer
some initial thoughts on a possible line.3

One possibility is that the parser behaves differently when it tries to establish a

3An anonymous reviewer suggests that the mismatch in the pl-Nsg condition could be tolerated
because of an additional available parse compatible with a split antecedent reading, as in, e.g.
When pro𝑖 + 𝑗 are lonely, the unclei calls the relativesj several times a day. While a reasonable
possibility for Slovenian, it does not sit easily with the results of Van Gompel & Liversedge’s
(2003) original English experiment (with an overt cataphora) whereby no contrast was reported
between the two non-matching conditions (cf. 2c vs. 2d).
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coreference in incongruent contexts with a singular and a plural pro in Slovenian:
While the active search mechanism accesses the singular value of pro from the
beginning (and before the coreference is established), an alternative, more global
parsing strategy could work with the plural pro in accordance with the schedule
a la Van Gompel and Liversedge. This alternative is clearly unattractive, as it
seems to overstate the relationship between parsing strategies and lexically en-
coded information about pro nominals, such as morphological features. Another
alternative, which we consider more feasible and promising, is that an additional
factor plays a role in modulating the active parsing scenario, which is sensitive
to specific number features.

We hypothesise that this additional factor is grammatical in nature and has
to do with the way various number features are semantically encoded in the
grammar module, the latter playing an active role in driving sentence processing.
Informally speaking, this encoding has to do with markedness of certain feature
values. In contrast to the commonly held view in theoretical and experimental
research that the singular is unmarked while the plural is a marked form (cf.
Bock & Eberhard 1993), there is a growing consensus in the recent semantics
literature on the opposite view according to which the singular is endowed with
an additional property in its lexical entry, namely the singularity presupposition
(the presupposition that the cardinality of the set in question is exactly 1). In
this sense, the singular is semantically more “loaded” than the plural and can
therefore be regarded as having a more marked value (Sauerland 2003, Sauerland
et al. 2005, Spector 2007).4

Establishing a coreference in real time involves matching a previously acti-
vated feature value between pro and its antecedent (the latter term is of course
not very appropriate in the cataphora context). In the case of an incongruent
sg-Npl condition, this matching needs to include the singularity presupposition
of pro: Since the (plural) main clause subject lacks this property, the matching
cannot be complete and the mismatch effect occurs. In contrast, in the incon-
gruent pl-Nsg condition, there is no element of presupposition checking in the
process of plural pro establishing coreference. A possible mismatch effect is thus
excluded. Note that this scenario rests on the assumption that the feature match-
ing procedure is asymmetric. This naturally follows from the “forward-looking”
character of cataphoric dependency formation: the singularity presupposition is
triggered by the element initiating the dependency, that is, pro. The antecedent
just needs to match this property, not the other way around.

4The arguments for this view come from the domains of using the plural under the scope of
negation, downward-entailing operators and the like. See the references in the text for more
discussion.
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This of course raises a question as to why a similar avoidance effect does not
occur in the corresponding English constructions of Van Gompel and Liversedge
(cf. 2), where the incongruence or mismatch effect occurs in both directions. We
believe the answer has to do with the morphological realization of the corre-
sponding pronoun (overt vs. null). Null pro is generally considered underspec-
ified compared to overt pronominal and may instantiate less morphosyntactic
structure than the latter (Cardinaletti & Starke 1999). It is possible that in En-
glish checking the morphological plural feature is additionally required as part
of establishing coreference given that the parser activates it by reading the overt
cue (the pronoun itself), whereas in Slovenian this additional process is not neces-
sarily initiated due to the phonologically silent character of pro. In other words,
besides the semantic part of establishing coreference, the English coreference
formation includes amorphological part, whereas the Slovenian dependency pro-
cessing does not. This would explain the divergent way the incongruent condi-
tions are processed in Slovenian in the general context of the active search mech-
anism and highlight another difference between pro-drop and non-pro-drop lan-
guages in terms of cataphora resolution. Moreover, this provides an interesting
starting point for further research, possibly involving other pro-drop languages
and/or feature continua.

The above line of argument underscores the role of the morphological compo-
nent in establishing coreference. Within a model of syntactic parsing of the weak
interactive type (e.g. Altmann & Steedman 1988) the processor tries to compute
a coreference relation between the cataphoric pronoun and the first available
antecedent. In the pl-Nsg incongruent condition, the unmarked character of pro
does not prevent establishing this coreference relation in either English or Slove-
nian but the additional morphological processing routine results in a mismatch
that blocks this relation in the former, but not the latter. According to this model,
processing difficulty in this condition occurs because the syntactic component of
the processor allows for the coreference but the morphological information on
the overt pronoun in English is inconsistent with it. In the sg-Npl incongruent
condition, the marked character of singular pro triggers the mismatch effect in
both languages regardless of the morphological realization. Alternatively, within
the modular model of processing, the coreference relation happens during the
first state of analysis on the basis of only syntactic information. Disruption due to
an additional morphological process in English, but not in Slovenian, happens at
the second, post-syntactic stage when the processor recognizes the initial analy-
sis as inconsistent withmorphological information on the pronoun and therefore
has to revise the initially postulated coreference relation.
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Overall, the patterns of results observed in this study demonstrated that the
null pro, postulated on the basis of agreement information in the auxiliary+adjec-
tive complex, initiates an active search for an incoming NP as a target antecedent.
Establishing a cataphoric coreference with null pro proceeds similarly in many
respects to the corresponding process with overt pronoun, with some important
differences in terms of the construction of an online representation of the coref-
erence that bears on the overt/null morphological distinction.
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Chapter 12

Slavic l-periphrases: Linguistic change
and variation
Hagen Pitsch
Georg-August-Universität Göttingen

The present paper addresses the variation in l-periphrases looking at a broad range
ofmodern Slavic languages. Based on a thorough description, a typological division
between auxiliary languages and particle languages is proposed. The differ-
ence between them is then motivated by sketching diachronic scenarios of linguis-
tic change and subsequently given syntactic analyses. In sum, the paper reveals
a remarkable variation that has so far been widely disregarded from a theoretical
point of view.

Keywords: past, perfect, preterit, conditional, tense, mood, linguistic change

1 Introduction

A common thread of present-day Slavic languages is that they use l-periphrases
to express specific tenses and moods, namely the future, the preterit (perfect or
generalized past), and the conditional; see (1), (2), and (3), respectively.1,2,3

(1) l-future
a. Md-ã

fut-1sg
pisa-ł-a.
write-l-sg.f

‘I shall be writing.’ (Kashubian)

1Unless otherwise indicated, examples are constructed by myself.
2Kashubian has several stem variants for its future auxiliary. Besides md- illustrated in (1a), the
stem can be będ-, bãd-, or bd- (see Stone 1993: 776–777).

3BCMS has l-future forms only in temporal and conditional clauses like (1c). If perfective, they
are interpreted as a future perfect, otherwise as a simple future.

Hagen Pitsch. 2023. Slavic l-periphrases: Linguistic change and variation. In Petr
Biskup, Marcel Börner, Olav Mueller-Reichau & Iuliia Shcherbina (eds.), Advances in
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b. Będ-ą
fut-3pl

prosi-ł-y
ask-l-pl.f

o
for

pokój
room.acc

na
on

wyższych piętrach.
higher floors.loc

‘They shall ask for room on the higher floors.’ (Polish)
c. Kad

when
bude-mo
fut-1pl

govori-l-i
speak-l-pl.m

s
with

Marijom,
Maria.ins

sve
all

će
fut.3sg

biti
be.inf

jasno.
clear

‘When we speak with Marija (in the future), everything will be clear.’
(BCMS; Browne 1993: 331)

d. Prosi-l-a
ask-l-sg.f

bo-š
fut-2sg

za
for

dopust.
vacation.acc

‘You shall apply for leave.’ (Slovene)

(2) l-preterit
a. Ima-l-a

have-l-sg.f
je
be.3sg

razgovor
talk.acc

sa
with

psihologom.
psychologist.ins

‘She had a talk with her psychologist.’ (BCMS)
b. Wona

she
je
be.3sg

dźěła-ł-a
work-l-sg.f

jako
as

bibliotekarka.
librarian.sg.f

‘She has been working as a librarian.’ (Upper Sorbian)
c. Ma-l

have-l.sg.m
veľké šťastie.
big luck.acc

‘He had enormous luck.’ (Slovak)
d. Koly

when
ty
you

narody-l-a-s’?
give-birth-l-sg.f-refl

‘When were you born?’ (Ukrainian)

(3) l-conditional
a. Ima-l-a

have-l-sg.f
bi-h
cond-1sg

sigurno
certainly

napad
attack.acc

panike.
panic.gen

‘I would certainly have a panic attack.’ (BCMS)
b. Da

part
bi
cond

se
refl

v
in

žlici
spoon.loc

vode
water.gen

utopi-l!
drown-l.sg.m

‘May you drown in a spoonful of water!’ (Slovene; Priestly 1993: 431)
c. Ma-l-a

have-l-sg.f
by
cond

som
be.1sg

ísť
go.inf

do
to

postele.
bed.gen

‘I should go to bed.’ (Slovak)
d. Ja

I
{b}
cond

c’oho
this.gen

ne
neg

skaza-v
say-l.sg.m

{by}.
cond

‘I would not have said that.’ (Ukrainian; Amir-Babenko 2007: 158)
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The general format of l-periphrases is given in (4).4

(4) (AU) VL

In (4), “AU” and “VL” stand for auxiliary unit and verbal l-form, respectively.
I prefer “AU” over the more familiar notion “auxiliary” due to its being more
neutral: Saying “auxiliary”, one usually thinks of an inflected verb form. While
AUs in Slavic l-periphrases can indeed be inflected verb forms – and always are
in l-futures –, they may also be noninflected, in which case they are commonly
called particles. This is why in (5), which shows the general morphological
makeup of Slavic AUs, I put the agreement categories in brackets.

(5) AU: stem(-person/number)

Finally, (6) depicts the general morphological structure of VLs.

(6) VL: stem-l-number(/gender)

The variation between absent and present and – if present – inflected and nonin-
flected AUs is the main issue of the present paper. It aims at (i) giving a detailed
description of this cross-Slavic variation, (ii) reconstructing it from a theoreti-
cal point of view, (iii) integrating the perspective of linguistic change, and (iv)
putting forward a syntax-based formalization of the auxiliary/particle distinc-
tion as manifested in Slavic l-periphrases, most notably the l-preterit and the
l-conditional.5

To that end, §2 gives a detailed description of the relevant l-periphrases. In
§3, I sketch a set of diachronic scenarios of linguistic change which are likely to
have given rise to the present-day situation. Finally, §4 presents my claims as to
the syntax of Slavic l-periphrases. §5 summarizes the paper.

2 Description

This part describes the cross-Slavic variation in the l-preterit and l-conditional,
leaving aside the l-future due to the fact that it does not display any variation in
the languages that have it.

4As the auxiliary unit (AU) is absent in a subset of cases, “periphrasis” seems to be partly inad-
equate to characterize the verb forms in question. Later on, however, I will show that, syntac-
tically, all cases are indeed bipartite/analytic.

5The motivation for having such a formalization is that the linguistic notions of auxiliary and
particle, while ubiquitous in the literature, are still very vague.
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2.1 l-preterit

2.1.1 The general picture

All present-day Slavic languages exhibit verb forms related to the Late Proto-
Slavonic present-perfect periphrasis, which consisted of a present-tense form
of the be-auxiliary (showing person and number; e.g., Old Church Slavic jesmĭ
‘am’, jesi ‘are’, etc.) and the main verb VL. While these forms retain their original
present-perfect meaning in Bulgarian and the standard varieties of BCMS, Mace-
donian, and Sorbian, they have developed into a general(ized) past in the remain-
ing languages/varieties. To conflate these notions, I use the term l-preterit.

On the other hand, the modern languages show considerable variation con-
cerning the shape of the AU: Some have clitic be-auxiliaries inflected for person
and number throughout the paradigm; see Table 1.6 A smaller subset of languages
has inflected auxiliaries everywhere in the paradigm except for the 3rd person;
see Table 2 (page 320). Finally, East Slavic languages and Kashubian spoken by
younger speakers lack AUs altogether; see Table 3.

Table 4 provides an overview. It shows that the variation cuts across the tradi-
tional division between South and West Slavic, while the East Slavic languages
behave uniformly. Kashubian comes in two varieties: Kashubian-A (literary lan-
guage and older speakers) aligns with “minor” West Slavic languages, whereas
Kashubian-B (younger speakers) resembles East Slavic. In §2.1.2 and §2.1.3, re-
spectively, I describe the diachronic background underlying the absence of AUs
in the l-preterit in East Slavic and Kashubian-B. On the other hand, Polish AUs
stand out from AUs in the remaining languages in that they seem to be suffixes.
Again, some diachronic background is supplied not only to track the changes
underlying the present-day situation but also to arrive at assumptions about the
syntax of the relevant AUs. That background is presented in §2.1.4.

2.1.2 Auxiliary loss in East Slavic

Beginning with the 11th century, Old East Slavic gradually lost the present-tense
paradigm of byti ‘be’ (see, a.o., Issatchenko 1940, Ivanov 1964: 391, Borkovskij &
Kuznecov 1965: 298, Sokolova 2017). First of all, this process affected the third-
person forms (3sg jestʹ, 3pl sjatʹ ), the remaining forms (1sg esmʹ, 2sg esi, 1pl esme,

6As to Kashubian, Stone (1993: 776) notes that the variant AU + VL (“Kashubian-A”) is widely
used in the literature and characteristic in the spoken language of the older generation, while
elsewhere, the preterit consists of VL only (“Kashubian-B” in Table 3). See also Menzel (2013)
and Bartelik (2015). Note that descriptions vary. Thus, Lubaś (2002: 268) and Breza (2009: 174)
make no mention of the AU-less variant.
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Table 1: l-preterit with inflected AU throughout

sg pl

AU VL AU VL

BCMS 1 sam pisala smo pisale
‘write’ 2 si pisala ste pisale

3 je pisala su pisale

Bulgarian 1 săm čela sme čeli
‘read’ 2 si čela ste čeli

3 e čela sa čeli

Slovene 1 sem pohvalila smo pohvalile
‘praise’ 2 si pohvalila ste pohvalile

3 je pohvalila so pohvalile

Lower Sorbian 1 som słyšała smy słyšali
‘hear’ 2 sy słyšała sćo słyšali

3 jo słyšała su słyšali

Upper Sorbian 1 sym dźěłała smy dźěłali
‘work’ 2 sy dźěłała sće dźěłali

3 je dźěłała su dźěłali

Kashubian-A 1 jem robiła jesmë robiłë
‘make, work’ 2 jes robiła jesta robiłë

3 je robiła są robiłë

2pl este) following suit.7 As a consequence, the present-perfect paradigm, for-
merly periphrastic, lost the AU without substitution, turning it effectively into a
synthetic form consisting exclusively of VL. The scheme in (7) depicts this change,
using the 2nd singular preterit of the verb čitati ‘read’ as an illustration.

(7) AU
jesi

+ VL
čitala

⟶ VL
čitala

7The same sequence of changes can be traced for Old Polish (seeDecaux 1955: 127–128,Migdalski
2006: 41).
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Table 2: l-preterit without inflected AU in the 3rd person

sg pl

AU VL AU VL

Macedonian 1 sum molela sme molele
‘ask’ 2 si molela ste molele

3 molela molele

Czech 1 jsem udělala jsme udělaly
‘make’ 2 jsi udělala jste udělaly

3 udělala udělaly

Slovak 1 som volala sme volali
‘call’ 2 si volala ste volali

3 volala volali

Polish 1 -m prosiła -śmy prosiły
‘ask’ 2 -ś prosiła -ście prosiły

3 prosiła prosiły

Table 3: l-preterit without AU throughout

sg pl
VL VL

Belarusian 1 čytala čytali
‘read’ 2 čytala čytali

3 čytala čytali

Russian 1 skazala skazali
‘say’ 2 skazala skazali

3 skazala skazali

Ukrainian 1 bula buly
‘be’ 2 bula buly

3 bula buly

Kashubian-B 1 robiła robiłë
‘make, work’ 2 robiła robiłë

3 robiła robiłë
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Table 4: Cross-Slavic variation in the l-preterit

AU in … person
1st 2nd 3rd

BCMS • • •
Slovene • • •
Bulgarian • • •
Macedonian • •
Czech • •
Slovak • •
Polish • •
Lower Sorbian • • •
Upper Sorbian • • •
Kashubian-A • • •
Kashubian-B

Belarusian
Russian
Ukrainian

The absence/loss of the AU had further implications: For one thing, the by now
solitary VL, once a participle, acquired the role of the finite verb. Nonetheless,
it retained its original nominal agreement (number and gender), thus leaving
person unexpressed in the verbal domain. This in turn added significance to (the
use of) overt personal pronouns to avoid ambiguity (see Issatchenko 1940: 193).8

AU-lessness is characteristic of all present-day East Slavic languages. To cap-
ture it for Russian, Junghanns (1995) claims a new agreement pattern in the past
tense with the person feature underspecified; see (8a) as opposed to the “canon-
ical” non-past pattern in (8b).

(8) a. [−past] → [αperson, βnumber, ∅gender]
b. [+past] → [∅person, βnumber, γgender]

(see Junghanns 1995: 174)

8It is not clear from the literature whether the loss of the byti-forms fostered the more frequent
use of personal pronouns or whether it was the other way around. Fortunately, this issue is of
minor importance for the present investigation.
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Due to the loss of the present-tense paradigm of byti, present-day East Slavic
languages are also “copula-less”.9 In emphatic (verum and contrastive focus; see
Geist 2007: 127) contexts, however, the former 3sg form – Belarusian ëscʹ, Rus-
sian estʹ, Ukrainian je – survives but has lost its agreement specification and
thus occurs in all persons and numbers. This leads Issatchenko (1940: 192) to
the statement that Russian estʹ “has lost its verbal character; it has become an
impersonal particle.”10 Moreover, equational and identificational clauses involve
a (de-pronominal) particle: Belarusian hėta, Russian ėto, Ukrainian ce. Crucially,
all these particles can by no means function as AUs in the l-preterit. These ob-
servations will be taken up in §4.

2.1.3 Auxiliary drop in Kashubian-B

There are two ways to form the l-preterit in Kashubian: Either VL is combined
with an inflected be-auxiliary as schematized in (9a) or VL is used alone as in (9b)
(see Breza & Treder 1981: 130–134).11

(9) a. AU VL (Kashubian-A)
b. VL (Kashubian-B)

Rittel (1970: 100) assumes that the situation in (9b) was fostered by the increased
use of personal pronouns (allegedly induced by language contact with German;
see also Nomachi 2014), which resembles the development described for East
Slavic languages in §2.1.2. It is fair to assume that the co-existence of the two
patterns documents a linguistic change in progress which parallels the change
in Old East Slavic sketched in (7). An analogous scheme for Kashubian-B is given
in (10) using the 1pl preterit of the verb robic ‘make, work’ as an illustration.

(10) AU
jesmë

+ VL
robiłë

⟶ VL
robiłë

Summarizing so far, East Slavic languages and Kashubian-B share the AU-less
type of l-preterit due to the loss or drop, respectively, of the be-auxiliary. Their
current l-preterit consists exclusively of VL and lacks overt person agreement.

The next section shows that the diachronic reshaping of the present-tense be-
paradigm can give rise to yet another, rather peculiar, situation.

9Issatchenko (1940: 192) applies Leonard Bloomfield’s term equational predications to the
resulting copula structures.

10Especially speakers from the Western Ukraine may employ je in place of the zero copula in all
persons and numbers. Elsewhere, the zero copula is the default choice.

11According to Stone (1993: 776), pattern (9a) is characteristic of older speakers, while younger
speakers prefer (9b). See Menzel (2013) for a corpus-based discussion. Crucially, there is no
Polish-like variant of the preterit with reduced (“suffixal”) agreement markers (see §2.1.4).
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2.1.4 Auxiliary reduction in Polish

Polish reshaped the present-tense forms of its be-verb far more profoundly than
the remaining Slavic languages. To put it informally, Polish reduced the inherited
present-tense forms of być ‘be’ to such an extent that their modern reflexes func-
tion as mere agreement markers. While this state of affairs is well-investigated
(see, a.o., Decaux 1955, Rittel 1970, Andersen 1987, Piskorz et al. 2013), the actual
nature of the “new” agreement markers is still a subject of controversy (see, a.o.,
Booij & Rubach 1987, Borsley & Rivero 1994, Embick 1995, Franks & Bański 1999;
an overview and discussion is provided in Abramowicz 2008: 5–9).

The relevant changes seem to have started in the 14th century (Rittel 1970:
103, Migdalski 2006: 41). While most Slavic languages reduced the present-tense
forms of their be-verb – especially when used as an auxiliary – to clitics, their
reduction went even further in Polish. This process gave rise to two coexisting
sets of present-tense be-forms in Old Polish dubbed orthotonic and atonic,
respectively, by Andersen (1987). Modern Polish retains only the latter. Table 5
(from Migdalski 2006: 41; see also Rittel 1970: 99–103, Andersen 1987: 24, Embick
1995: 3) summarizes the diachronic development.

Table 5: Diachronic development of Polish present-tense być-forms

16th century today
orthotonic atonic

sg
1 jeśm -(e)śm/-(e)m -(e)m
2 jeś -(e)ś -(e)ś
3 je/jest/jeść — —

pl
1 jesm(y) -(e)smy -(e)śmy
2 jeść -(e)śće -(e)ście
3 są — —

Embick (1995) emphasizes that the modern atonic forms are restricted to the
l-preterit (and l-conditional; see §2.2), which is illustrated in Table 6.

The lost orthotonic forms were compensated for by a completely new present-
tense paradigm for być based on the former third-singular form jest suffixed with
the “new” atonic agreement markers from Table 5; see Table 7.12

12As shown in the rightmost column, some Polish dialects employ the original third-plural form
są- as plural stem (Migdalski 2006: 42).
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Table 6: The Polish l-preterit

sg pl

1 prosiła-m prosiły-śmy
2 prosiła-ś prosiły-ście
3 prosiła prosiły

Table 7: Modern Polish present-tense być-
forms (full verb)

sg pl (dialectal)

1 jest-em jest-eśmy (są-śmy)
2 jest-eś jest-eście (są-śće)
3 jest są

Moreover, the atonic agreement markers occur on powinien ‘should, ought’,
a former predicative adjective that developed into a modal quasi-verb; see (11a).
Rarely, they can also fulfil the function of the copula as in (11b).

(11) a. Nie
neg

powinn-a-m
obliged-sg.f-1sg

(by-ł-a)
be-l-sg.f

jechać.
go.inf

(Polish)

‘I should not (have) go(ne).’
b. Zmęczony-m

tired-1sg
i
and

głodny(-m).
hungry.1sg

‘I am tired and hungry.’ (Migdalski 2006: 234)

Migdalski (2006: 275–276) claims that the third-person forms of the full verb być
– i.e. jest and są – do not specify any person feature. Moreover, judging from their
combinatorial potential, jest is completely underspecified ([αnumber]), whereas
są is marked as plural ([pl]).13 From these facts, Migdalski (2006: 275) concludes
that jest and są are in a lower syntactic position as compared to the other forms
of the paradigm, and that they have to raise in the structure to adjoin to the
relevant person/number marker (-m, -ś, etc.). Only in the 3rd person do they
always remain in situ, as there is no (overt) agreementmarker to adjoin to. Finally,
considering data like (11b), it seems fair to assume that jest/są may also be absent
or left unpronounced under specific circumstances.

In §2.1.2, I referred to Issatchenko (1940: 192) who claims that Russian estʹ “has
become an impersonal particle.” I suggest that the facts about Polish jest and
są just mentioned point in the same direction, though Polish seems to be in an
intermediate stage: While in isolation, jest seems to have lost its verbal character
(agreement) just like Russian estʹ, it can still be “upgraded” into a (composite) verb
by merging it with an agreement marker. On the other hand, są retains number

13This becomes apparent by the fact that jest can combine with any person and number marker,
whereas są is restricted to the plural as shown in Table 7.
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agreement anyway. The parallels and differences allow the determination of the
syntactic positions of the elements in question in §4.

To sum up thus far, Polish reduced its original present-tense be-forms to atonic
agreement markers which occur in the l-preterit but also in the “new” present-
tense paradigm of być, and which are likely to be located in a relatively high
(functional) syntactic position.

2.2 l-conditional

2.2.1 The general picture

Unlike the l-preterit, the l-conditional has an AU in all Slavic languages. How-
ever, variation obtains in the presence or absence, respectively, of person/number
agreement on it. Moreover, if there is agreement, there is variation as to its shape.

Languages with inflected conditional AUs are illustrated in Tables 8 and 9: The
AUs in Table 8 are clearly synthetic. Most of these AUs are inherited from Late
Proto-Slavic, which employed aorist be-forms as auxiliaries in the periphrastic
conditional.14 On the other hand, the AUs in Table 9 are apparently analytic, as
they seem to contain a noninflected particle bi/by accompanied by one of the
clitic be-auxiliaries familiar from the l-preterit (see Table 2).15,16

Polish occurs in Table 9 since its characteristic agreement markers are, at least
diachronically, reduced be-auxiliaries (see §2.1.4). The same applies to the vari-
ants of Kashubian (see §2.1.3).17

Table 10 shows those languages or varieties that have a noninflected AU.18

14“BCMS-A” and “Czech-A” stand for the standard (written) varieties of these languages. As to
Čakavian, see Panzer (1967: 35), Nehring (2002: 248–249), and Lisac (2009: 17–27). Note that
the Čakavian forms display analogy-based present-tense endings (1sg -n is the regular reflex
of -m; some dialects feature a 3pl biju).

15As to colloquial/dialectal Czech (“Czech-B”), see Toman (1980: 310) and Franks & King (2000:
92). The writing of the Czech-B AUs in one word is Toman’s.

16“Macedonian+” marks the special case when speakers use bi plus a present-tense form of sum
‘be’ to disambiguate or emphasize the grammatical person (see Kramer 1986: 110–111). Else-
where, bi alone is used (see Table 10).

17Stone (1993: 778) refers to Breza & Treder (1981: 134) when stating that bë “may or may not
acquire a personal ending”. Duličenko (2005: 392–393) adds that the “inflected” variants of
the AU (bë-m, bë-s, etc.), which I dub “Kashubian-A1”, are influenced by Polish, and that the
“Kashubian-A2” AU-type is an archaism. Given this, the “Kashubian-B” variants in Table 10
are the modern standard.

18“BCMS-B” stands for colloquial/dialectal varieties (see Panzer 1967: 39, Kramer 1986: 105,
Browne 2004: 253, Xrakovskij 2009: 276). As to Burgenland Croatian, see Tornow (2002: 240).
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Table 8: l-conditional with inflected synthetic AU

sg pl

AU VL AU VL

BCMS-A 1 bih pisala bismo pisale
‘write’ 2 bi pisala biste pisale

3 bi pisala bi pisale

Čakavian 1 bin bila bimo bili
‘be’ 2 biš bila bite bili

3 bi bila bi bili

Bulgarian 1 bix čela bixme čeli
‘read’ 2 bi čela bixte čeli

3 bi čela bixa čeli

Czech-A 1 bych udělala bychom udělaly
‘make’ 2 bys udělala byste udělaly

3 by udělala by udělaly

Upper Sorbian 1 bych dźěłała bychmy dźěłali
‘work’ 2 by dźěłała byšće dźěłali

3 by dźěłała bychu dźěłali
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Table 9: l-conditional with inflected analytic AU

sg pl

AU VL AU VL

Czech-B 1 bysem udělala bysme udělaly
‘make’ 2 bysi udělala byste udělaly

3 by udělala by udělaly

Slovak 1 by som volala by sme volali
‘call’ 2 by si volala by ste volali

3 by volala by volali

Polish 1 by-m prosiła by-śmy prosiły
‘ask’ 2 by-ś prosiła by-ście prosiły

3 by prosiła by prosiły

Kashubian-A1 1 bë-m miała bë-smë miałë
‘have’ 2 bë-s miała bë-sta miałë

3 bë miała bë miałë

Kashubian-A2 1 bë jem miała bë jesmë miałë
‘have’ 2 bë jes miała bë jesta miałë

3 bë je miała bë są miałë

Macedonian+ 1 bi sum molela bi sme molele
‘ask’ 2 bi si molela bi ste molele

3 bi molela bi molele
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Table 10: l-conditional with noninflected AU

AU sg pl

BCMS-B 1–3 bi pisala pisale
Burgenland Croatian 1–3 bi gledala gledale
Slovene 1–3 bi pohvalila pohvalile
Macedonian 1–3 bi molela molele

Kashubian-B 1–3 b(ë) miała miałë
Lower Sorbian 1–3 by słyšała słyšali

Belarusian 1–3 b(y) čytala čytali
Russian 1–3 b(y) skazala skazali
Ukrainan 1–3 b(y) bula buly

2.3 Garde’s (1964) observation

In his paper on the Slavic conditional, Garde (1964: 88) makes an interesting note:
Only Polish and the East Slavic languages have a particle in the conditional, and
it is only these languages that can use more than only VL in conditional clauses.
While Garde does not provide any evidence supporting his former claim, the
latter one is valid and needs to be extended to Kashubian. The examples in (12)–
(14) illustrate some alternative verb forms in the conditional periphrasis of the
relevant languages.

(12) a. …, (że-)by
that-cond

przeczyta-ć
read-inf

książkę.
book.acc

‘…, (in order) to read the book.’
b. Włączo-no

turn.on-imps
by
cond

radio.
radio.acc

‘One would switch on the radio.’ (Polish; Migdalski 2006: 253)

(13) …, że-bë
that-cond

mie-c
have-inf

jednã klasã
one class.acc

wëżi.
more

‘…, (in order) to have one more class.’
(Kashubian; www.odroda.kaszubia.com/01-07/edukacja.htm)

(14) a. Pospa-t’
sleep-inf

by!
cond

(Russian)

‘If I could only sleep a little while!’ (Isačenko 1962: 346)
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b. …, čto-by
that-cond

spa-t’.
sleep-inf

‘…, (in order) to sleep.’
c. Ne

neg
skaž-i
say-imp

(by)
cond

on
he

mne
me.dat

ėtogo
this.acc

vo-vremja,
in-time

…

‘If he had not told me that in time, …’ (Panzer 1967: 22)

In addition to infinitives and imperatives, Russian combines by with the present
tense, participles, adverbs, and even nominals (see Issatchenko 1940: 195, Panzer
1967: 21–23).

As indicated by round brackets in Table 10, East Slavic and Kashubian (see
Panzer 1967: 26) exhibit a reduced particle variant b. The same holds for Polish,
albeit in colloquial (presumably dialectal) contexts; see (15).19,20

(15) a. Prosi
ask.3sg

mnie
me.acc

raz,
once

że-b
that-cond

ja
I

z
with

nim
him.ins

nad
above

rzekę
river.acc

poszed-ł.
go-l.sg.m
‘Once he asks me to go to the river with him.’

(H. Auderska: Babie lato, 1974)
b. [D]o

to
końca
end.gen

walczyliśmy,
fight.l.1pl

że-b
that-cond

awansować
ascend.inf

do
to

Ligi
league.gen

Mistrzów.
champion.gen.pl
‘We fought to the end to ascend to the Champions League.’

(W. Batko: Dramat pod Akropolem, 2005)
c. Wróciwszy

having.returned
wczoraj
yesterday

z
from

zakupów
shopping.gen.pl

usiadła
sit.l.sg.f

ja
I

na
on

kanapie
sofa.loc

z
with

kubkiem
cup.ins

melisy
melissa.gen

w
in

ręku,
hand.loc

że-b
that-cond

się
refl

uspokoić.
calm.down.inf
‘When I returned from shopping yesterday, I sat down on the sofa
with a cup of melissa tea in my hands to calm down.’

(Polish; gazetaolsztynska.pl, 2021 [accessed 4/2022])

19Examples (15a) and (15b) are taken from the National Corpus of Polish (http://nkjp.pl/).
20The colloquial character of (15a) also manifests in the absence of the appropriate agreement
marker -m. Only thanks to its absence can the particle undergo phonological reduction.
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Crucially, it is precisely the languages (plus Kashubian) that Garde (1964) claims
to possess a conditional (inflexible) particle which allow the phonological reduc-
tion of that very particle. I wish to propose that Garde’s (1964) intuition is per-
fectly right, and that there is a fundamental difference between particle lan-
guages – Kashubian, Polish, Belarusian, Russian, and Ukrainian, all of which
have inflexible (or even absent) mood/tense markers and allow infinitives in the
conditional periphrasis – and auxiliary languages, which have auxiliary verbs
specified for person and number. The latter holds true for all remaining lan-
guages, even if they display a particle from a descriptive point of view (BCMS-B,
Burgenland Croatian, Slovene, Macedonian, and Lower Sorbian).

There is another phenomenon to be taken into consideration: AU-doubling in
the l-conditional.

2.4 AU-doubling in the l-conditional

In a number of Slavic languages, the conditional AU can occur twice in the same
clause. While this is well-documented for Russian and older stages of Polish and
Polish in early acquisition, there is only little data available on the remaining
languages. This is likely to be due to the fact that AU-doubling is a phenomenon
characteristic of substandard speech and considered incorrect bymost grammars.
For Russian, Xrakovskij (2009) mentions the examples in (16).21

(16) a. Ja
I

by
cond

pogulja-l
take.a.walk-l.sg.m

by
cond

segodnja
today

večerom.
evening.ins

‘I would like to take a walk tonight.’
b. Čto-by

that.cond
ja
I

tebja
you.acc

by
cond

zdes’
here

bol’še
more

ne
neg

vide-l.
see-l.sg.m

‘So that I would not see you here again.’
(Russian; Xrakovskij 2009: 277)

Rittel (1973) gives (17) and (18) from Kashubian and Masovian, respectively.

(17) jag
how

by
cond

úna
she

by
cond

odeš-ŭ-a
walk.away-l-sg.f

‘as though she should have gone away’ (Kashubian)

21Hansen (2010: 331) notes that a random sample taken from the National Corpus of Russian
indicates that by-doubling occurs “quite frequently” in Russian despite its being not accepted
by the norms of the standard language.
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(18) že-by
that-cond

učy-ł-by
learn-l.sg.m-cond

s’e
refl

xoźić
walk.inf

‘in order for him to learn to walk’ (Masovian; Rittel 1973: 146)

By-doubling is also found in colloquial Polish as shown in (19).

(19) a. … to
then

dziś
today

by-m
cond-1sg

by-ł-by
be-l.sg.m-cond

szejkiem!
sheikh.ins

‘… then today I would be a sheikh’ (wykop.pl, accessed 4/2022)
b. nie

neg
sądzę,
think.1sg

by-śmy
cond-1pl

by-l-i-by
be-l-pl.m-cond

tak
so

blisko
close

siebie
refl.acc

i
and

tak
so

związani
connected.pl.m

jak
as

my,
we

gdyby
if

nie
neg

ten
this

czas
time

‘I don’t think we would be as close to each other and as connected as
we are if it were not for this time’

(coll. Polish; pl.spiceend.com, accessed 4/2022)

Smoczyńska (1985: 624) notes that children acquiring Polish as their first lan-
guage quite regularly double the conditional AU; see (20).

(20) A
and

moja
my

mamusia
mum

też
also

by
cond.3sg

mia-ł-a-by
have-l-sg.f-cond.3sg

ładne włoski.
pretty hair.acc.pl
‘My mum would also like to have pretty hair.’

(Polish; from Błaszczyk 2018: 119)

Especially in subjunctive clauses, the phenomenon has also been observed in
Lithuanian-Polish bilinguals; see (21).

(21) a. Teraz
now

to-by
part-cond

na
for

pewno
sure

zaintersowani
interested.pl.m

by
cond

by-l-i.
be-l-pl.m

‘Now they would certainly be interested.’
b. …, że-by

that-cond
my
we

nie
neg

widzie-l-i-b
see-l-pl.m-cond

co
what.acc

oni
they

gadają.
chatter.3pl

‘…, so that we do not know what they are chattering.’
(Polish; Smułkowa 1999: 58, from Błaszczyk 2018: 132)
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According to Błaszczyk (2018: 132), many similar examples can be found in Grek-
Pabisowa & Maryniakowa (1999), who describe the linguistic peculiarities of the
dialects of the former Polish Eastern Borderlands. Zielińska (2002) does not re-
gard such examples as the result of interference/contact but as local variants. She
adds that they might well be considered archaisms, as doubling already occurs
in Old Polish as documented in (22).

(22) iże-by
that-cond

by
cond

by-ł-y
be-l-pl.f

wysłuchany
heard.pl.f

twoje prośby
your pleas.acc.pl

‘so that your pleas might be heard’ (Old Polish; Historia Aleksandra, 1510)
(Rittel 1975: 113, from Błaszczyk 2018: 133)

There must clearly be more research as to the extent of AU-doubling in Slavic
but the data allow for the following generalizations: First, AU-doubling is not a
recent phenomenon. Second, it seems to be restricted to colloquial and dialectal
varieties as well as speech produced in the course of early language acquisition.
Third, it seems to prevail in East Slavic (first of all Russian), Polish and Kashu-
bian.22 Potentially, AU-doubling might turn out to be another piece of evidence
for the special status of the languages and varieties of the “North-Eastern group”
as regards their conditional AU. In §4.4, I sketch a syntactic analysis to account
for the phenomenon.

2.5 Putting the pieces together

Bringing together the pieces of information provided thus far – (i) the absence
or presence of person/number agreement in the l-preterit and the l-conditional,
(ii) the non-/availability of other forms than VL in the conditional, and (iii) the
possibility of particle reduction in those languages that (seem to) have one –
gives us the overall picture in Table 11.23

The overall picture reveals a number of facts:
First, the variation in agreement in the l-preterit is not coextensive with the

one in the l-conditional: Whilst in the preterit, only Kashubian and East Slavic
do not express person/number agreement, this holds for far more languages in

22Luka Szucsich (p.c.) reports that bi-doubling seems to be possible in Burgenland Croatian. The
question calls for further (corpus-based) research.

23I omit AU-doubling. According to the data, it is possible in the same languages that allow
for particle reduction. From the varieties of Kashubian, I list only Kashubian-B, as it seems to
represent present-day Kashubian (regarding the conditional). “∘” signifies the possible lack of
agreement in the Macedonian conditional in unmarked contexts (see footnote 16).
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Table 11: l-periphrases in comparison

agreement on AU in the … more particle
l-preterit l-conditional than VL reduction

BCMS-A • •
BCMS-B •
Burgenland Croatian •
Čakavian • •
Slovene •
Bulgarian • •
Macedonian • ∘
Polish • • • •
Kashubian(-B) • •
Czech • •
Slovak • •
Lower Sorbian •
Upper Sorbian • •
Belarusian • •
Russian • •
Ukrainian • •

the conditional. Thus, it seems that the conditional AU is more prone to linguistic
change than the AU in the l-preterit.24

Second, there is no obvious correlation between the absence of person/number
agreement in the l-conditional and the availability of verb forms other than VL.

Third, there is a robust correlation between the availability of verb forms other
than VL in the conditional and the possibility of phonologically reducing the AU.

The availability of verb forms other than VL as well as of particle reduction
clearly distinguish Kashubian, Polish, and the East Slavic languages. Crucially, in
all of them diachronic change lead to the loss or reshaping of the present-tense
paradigm of the (former) be-auxiliary (see §§2.1.2–2.1.4).

24Tentatively, this is due to themore “regular” shape of the conditional AUwith the stem bë/bi/by-
throughout its whole paradigm. By contrast, the preterit AU lacks a similarly consistent base.
Reducing the conditional AU to its stem by dropping the agreement ending (and thus boiling
it down to its essential grammatical meaning) seems thus more natural than in the case of the
preterit AU (which can at best be dropped altogether).
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In what follows, I will sketch a number of scenarios of language change to ex-
plain the present-day situation in the Slavic languages. In doing so, I will identify
four groups of languages with a distinct development each.

3 Linguistic change

The modern shape of the l-preterit and the l-conditional in Slavic allows reflec-
tions about what happened to the relevant periphrases in preceding centuries
and has thus given rise to the current state of affairs. Four distinct diachronic
scenarios emerge.

3.1 “Old symmetry”

The first scenario concerns the following South and West Slavic languages:

• BCMS-A

• Bulgarian

• Čakavian

• Macedonian+

• Czech

• Slovak

• Upper Sorbian

All of them retain the Late Proto-Slavic shape of the l-preterit and l-conditional,
especially of the relevant AUs, i.e., they use inflected auxiliary verbs expressing
person/number agreement. What is more, they do not allow verb forms other
than VL in the conditional, and they do not reduce their conditional AU.

No particular language change took place in these languages apart from oc-
casional replacement of the old aorist inflections on the conditional AU with
present-tense markers. In this respect, it is possible to discern two subgroups:

1. Čakavian has replaced the aorist inflections with present-tense suffixes
and thus retains synthetic auxiliary verbs (e.g., 1sg bi-n [< bi-m], 2sg bi-š,
etc.).

2. Czech-B, Macedonian+, and Slovak have substituted the old aorist markers
with the present-tense forms of their respective be-auxiliary (e.g., Mace-
donian+ bi sum, bi si, etc.; Slovak by som, by si, etc.). Minor analogies of the
same type took place in BCMS-A (1pl bi-smo) and Czech (2sg by-s). I claim
that these new “analytic” auxiliary forms are really (still) synthetic, i.e. that
the be-forms substituting the old aorist inflections are suffixes, not clitics.
They have been carried over from the l-preterit by analogy but changed
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their morphosyntactic status. Thus, for instance, BCMS-A 1pl bi-smo and
Slovak by sme are clearly parallel formations – irrespective of orthographic
conventions.

3.2 “Asymmetry”

The second scenario concerns the following languages:

• BCMS-B

• Burgendland Croatian

• Macedonian

• Slovene

• Lower Sorbian

There is an asymmetry in that these languages feature an inflected auxiliary verb
in the l-preterit but a noninflected AU (bi or by) in the l-conditional. But like the
varieties described in §3.1, they exclude any verb forms other than VL from the
conditional and lack reduced variants of their conditional AU.

A straightforward way to explain these facts goes as follows: The conditional
AU is merely a “pseudo-particle”, i.e. we are actually (still) dealing with an in-
flected auxiliary verb. This verb, however, has dropped its agreement marking
at the surface, which means that it is underspecified for person and number. In
other words, /bi/ should be analyzed as being associacted with person/number
agreement features as sketched in (23).25

(23) /bi/[αperson,βnumber]

If this is on the right track, the languages and varieties in question form a larger
class with the ones addressed in §3.1, the reason being that both groups retain
– even if covertly – synthetic auxiliary verbs that encode person/number agree-
ment.

Possible causes for the loss of overt agreement are phonological reduction
(drop) of inflectional endings or/and paradigm leveling (intraparadigmatic anal-
ogy). Both mechanisms seem to have been involved, for instance, in the develop-
ment from BCMS-A to BCMS-B; see Table 12.

25The agreement features might also be located in a silent agreement suffix attached to the stem.
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Table 12: Loss of overt agreement encoding in BCMS

sg pl

BCMS-A 1 bih bismo
2 bi biste
3 bi bi

↓ phonological drop (1sg) ↓
1 bih bismo
2 bi biste
3 bi bi

↓ paradigm leveling (1/2pl) ↓
BCMS-B 1 bi bismo

2 bi biste
3 bi bi

Occasionally, language contact is identified as another possible source of overt
agreement loss. Thus, for instance, Panzer (1967: 24) suggests that Lower Sorbian
dropped the person/number suffixes on its conditional AU due to the increased
use of personal subject pronouns (induced by language contact with German). A
similar explanation is put forward by Rittel (1970: 100) to derive the present-day
state of the l-periphrases in Kashubian-B.

Evidence in favor of analyzing the conditional AUs in question as underspec-
ified auxiliary verbs comes from Macedonian: In cases where speakers need to
disambiguate the person feature (“Macedonian+”; see footnote 16), bi co-occurs
with what looks like clitic be-forms as used in the l-preterit, hence 1sg bi sum,
2sg bi si, etc. in place of solitary bi. I wish to claim that these elements do not dif-
fer from, e.g., Slovak by som, by si, etc. (see §3.1) – i.e. they are suffixes. However,
different from Slovak, the Macedonian suffixes can be left unpronounced when
there is no need to express the person feature on the AU. Thus, when Macedo-
nian bi occurs without person/number agreement, it resembles (23). Incidentally,
it does not seem too bold a claim that the step fromMacedonian+ to Macedonian
represents phonological drop (Table 12) and, thus, linguistic change in progress.
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3.3 “New symmetry”

The third scenario concerns the following languages:

• Belarusian

• Russian

• Ukrainian

• Kashubian-B

As said in §2.1.2 and §2.1.3, respectively, present-day East Slavic and Kashubian-B
lack AUs in the l-preterit and the l-conditional for individual diachronic reasons.
Apart from that, they employ verb forms other than only VL in the conditional,
and they also allow the reduction of their conditional AU (by/bë → b).26

For Old East Slavic, historical grammars commonly note the significant effect
the changes sketched in §2.1.2 had on the East Slavic verbal system. Thus, for
instance, Issatchenko (1940: 193) writes that “[t]his change, which at first affected
only the verb byti, shook the whole verbal system.” In the same vein, Ivanov
(1964: 395) states that the essence of the relevant changes consisted in the loss of
(agreement on) the former AU, which in turn caused a shift of the “center of the
tense/mood form” to VL.

What the authors refer to is a shift in agreement marking and finiteness:While
before the changes, Old East Slavic l-periphrases uniformly contained a finite
auxiliary verb and a nonfinite l-participle, the changes turned the former into
a particle encoding tense/mood (but not agreement), and the latter into a form
associated with a complete set of agreement features. Initially, the change af-
fected only the l-preterit, effectively deleting the auxiliary due to the loss of the
present-tense paradigm of byti. As a consequence, speakers now recognized VL
as the only (finite) verb, associating it with a “hidden” (underspecified) person
feature (Junghanns 1995: 88); see (8b) in §2.1.2.

Only after the l-preterit had thus turned into a synthetic form, the change
spread to the l-conditional: By analogy, speakers now also perceived VL in the l-
conditional as finite. As a clause can only contain one finite verb, a finite auxiliary
became redundant. This paved the way for dropping person/number agreement
on the conditional AU, which thus turned into a mere mood particle. This chain
of events is schematized in Table 13, using the 1sg of čitati ‘read’ as an illustration.

26Whereas the two variants are in complementary phonological distribution in Belarusian and
Ukrainian, their choice depends primarily on stylistic factors in Kashubian-B and Russian.
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Table 13: Diachronic change in East Slavic

I II

l-preterit:
jesmĭ čitala → ∅ čitala
finite nonfinite part finite

↓

l-conditional:
bychŭ čitala → by čitala
finite nonfinite part finite

I suggest that by and large the same took place in Kashubian – though at a later
time –, giving rise to the situation in present-day Kashubian-B. In §4, I put for-
ward a syntactic account to explain the availability of verb forms other than VL
in the conditional. This account builds upon the presence of a particle in the
relevant languages, i.e., of a tense/mood operator in the functional domain of
the clause. With one important addition, the analysis also captures present-day
Polish, which I turn to in the following section.

3.4 “Demolition and reconstruction”

As outlined in §2.1.4, the present-tense forms of Polish być ‘be’, inherited from
Late Proto-Slavic, completely vanished due to their reduction to atonic forms
and concomitant repurposing as person/number markers, which compensated
for the lost auxiliaries in the l-preterit. These very markers have subsequently
also been used to form an utterly new present-tense paradigm for the copula być
(jest-em, jest-eś, etc.). Finally, they also occur on the Modern Polish conditional
AU as shown in (24).

(24) a. Ja
I

by-m
cond-1sg

pisa-ł-a.
write-l-sg.f

(Polish)

‘I would be writing.’
b. … że=by-m

that=cond-1sg
ja
I

pisa-ł-a.
write-l-sg.f

‘… that I would be writing.’

However, different from the l-preterit, the atonic agreement markers are syntac-
tically immobile once they show up on conditional by. This raises the question
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if the members of the paradigm of the Polish conditional AU are not simply syn-
thetic forms with agreement endings that merely “imitate” the atonic markers
from the l-preterit by analogy. In §4, I will argue against this view and claim
that the monolithic nature of by-m, by-ś, etc. is due to the fact that the Polish
atonic markers are generated in the specifier of the functional head I0 (occupied
by by) and subsequently “m-merge” (Matushansky 2006, Pietraszko 2021) with
it. It follows that, ultimately, both form a single and inseparable unit.

Additional evidence for treating Polish by as a particle that is initially sepa-
rate from the atonic agreement markers comes from language acquisition (a.o.,
Smoczyńska 1985, Błaszczyk 2018, Dogil & Aguado 1989); see (25).

(25) a. pisał-em-by
write.l.m.sg-1sg-cond

(Polish)

b. Ja
I

by
cond

pisał-em
write.l.m.sg-1sg

‘I would be writing’ (Smoczyńska 1985: 640, from Błaszczyk 2018: 118)

The data show that children frequently “mix up” the canonical positions of by and
the agreement markers, respectively. Apparently, they do so by analogy with the
l-preterit, where the latter mostly attach directly to VL. However, in §4, I will
try to show that Embick (1995) is right in claiming that the direct attachment of
the agreement markers to VL is an illusion. Underlyingly, the l-preterit involves
a silent past-tense operator in I0, and it is this operator which the agreement
marker adjoins to.

My scenario for Polish is thus the following: The demolition of the inherited
present-tense be-paradigm led to a situation where Old Polish was very close
to East Slavic and Kashubian-B (§3.3): It had effectively lost the inflected auxil-
iary verb in the l-preterit and would at some later point in time face the same
situation in the conditional. But unlike East Slavic and Kashubian-B, Polish did
not entirely dispose of the old be-forms but re-utilized them as agreement mark-
ers. Combining insights of Embick (1995), Matushansky (2006), and Pietraszko
(2018, 2021), I argue that these markers are clitic heads generated in SpecTP from
where they adjoin to I0, which is silent in the l-preterit (realis mood, past tense)
but overt (by) in the l-conditional (irrealis mood).

4 Towards a syntactic analysis

Based on the preceding observations, I wish to argue that there are two major
classes of Slavic languages with regard to l-periphrases. The difference between
them concerns the category of their AUs.
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4.1 The framework

With modifications, I rely on the framework developed in Pietraszko (2018, 2021)
who argues that, in periphrases, T0 (= I0) has an uninterpretable (i.e. selectional)
feature [uV] which cannot be checked against the interpretable (categorial) fea-
ture [iV] of V0 due to an intervening functional projection, namely AspP.27 As a
consequence, an auxiliary verb (Aux) with its own [iV] is generated in the spec-
ifier of I0 where it satisfies the selectional requirement; see Figure 1.28

IP

Aux[iV] I′

I[uV] AspP

Asp[uV] VP

V[iV]

Figure 1: Configuration giving rise to periphrasis (see Pietraszko 2021:
11)

Unlike Pietraszko, I claim that the crucial (type of) feature in Slavic l-peri-
phrases is not [V] but rather [ϕ], i.e. verb-subject agreement. This modification
is motivated by the fact that, no matter whether or not AspP is assumed in the
syntax of Slavic languages, a constellation like Figure 1 is unlikely to arise: If
AspP is projected, it is so in general, hence each and every Slavic clause should
be periphrastic. On the other hand, if AspP is not assumed (because viewpoint
aspect is taken to be a lexical rather than a grammatical category), it should again
be absent in general, which eliminates Pietraszko’s (2021) structural motivation
for periphrasis.

Verb-subject agreement is a more plausible candidate: If the verb in V0 comes
from the lexicon equipped with a complete set of ϕ-features (ϕ+), there is no
need to project any auxiliary, which gives rise to a synthetic structure. On the

27According to Pietraszko, this constellation underlies, e.g., English progressive tenses.
28Circle-ended lines mark Agree relations, checked features are struck out. Pietraszko uses the
framework of Bare Phrase Structure, so in her tree the auxiliary is generated next to I0, which
equals SpecIP under X-bar assumptions.
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other hand, if V0 is occupied by a verb with an incomplete set of ϕ-features (ϕ−),
the missing features have to be supplied by an auxiliary. Crucially, for a ϕ-set to
be incomplete, one of the following conditions has to be complied: Either the set
lacks a person feature (participles) or it is completely empty (infinitives).29

Depending on the class a language belongs to, it either has or has not available
“true” auxiliary verbs (inAux0 or/and I0) that comewithϕ+. If it has, I0 owns or re-
ceives (via percolation; see Pietraszko 2018) ϕ+ and can thus enter into an Agree
relation with the subject. If it has not, one of two scenarios are possible: In Polish
and Kashubian-A1, ϕ+ is generated in SpecIP in the form of an atonic agreement
marker and subsequently fused (via m-merger; see Matushansky 2006) with I0.
On the other hand, in East Slavic and Kashubian-B, VL comes from the lexicon
with a complete set of ϕ-features (see §2.1.2), so I0 can establish an Agree relation
with the subject without the intervention of an auxiliary or agreement marker.

What the “North-Eastern group” of Slavic languages have in common is that
I0 is a mere particle (Garde 1964), which is due to the diachronic reduction or loss,
respectively, of the present-tense paradigm of ‘be’. All remaining languages re-
tain “true” auxiliary verbs. I address both these classes in the following sections.

4.2 Auxiliary languages

The first class is constituted by the languages discussed in §§3.1–3.2, i.e. BCMS
(both varieties), Bulgarian, Burgenland Croatian, Čakavian, Macedonian (both
varieties), Slovene, Czech, Lower Sorbian, Slovak, and Upper Sorbian. All retain
auxiliary verbs specified for person and number, hence ϕ+. On the other hand,
the participle in V0 only specifies number and possibly also gender, hence ϕ−.

Crucially, I claim that it is the verbiness of auxiliaries that allows them to select
VL in V0, which is therefore the only verb form available in l-periphrases.

According to Pietraszko (2018, 2021), verbs carry [iV], while I0 has [uV], which
is checked against the closest [iV] (see Svenonius 1994, Chomsky 1995, Julien
2002, Adger 2003, Cowper 2010). Additionally, I argue that auxiliary verbs carry
both [uV] and [iV], so they select (a verb in V0) and are selected (by I0) at the
same time.30 In a subset of periphrases, said auxiliary verbs are generated as the
head of an AuxP between IP and VP as shown in (26).

(26) IP > AuxP > VP

29See Pitsch (2015) for a formal account of the finite/nonfinite distinction in Slavic resting on a
prominent role of grammatical person.

30The feature [uV] of the auxiliary merely requires a verbal category in its complement domain.
In addition, the auxiliary comes with a feature requiring that this verb be a VL.
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This spine underlies, for instance, the l-preterit in BCMS with the 3sg je ‘is’ (see
Tomić 1996: 838) as well as the BCMS and Polish l-future (see Browne 1993: 331,
Migdalski 2006: 275). The auxiliary in Aux0 selects VL in V0 and adds a person
feature (ϕ+). By contrast, VL is ϕ-incomplete (ϕ−). Following Pietraszko (2018),
the ϕ-probe undergoes feature percolation under V-checking, i.e., from V0 (num-
ber/gender) and Aux0 (adding person) to I0. Only in its percolated position does
the probe become active and enters in an Agree relation with a subject; see (27a)
and illustrations from BCMS in (27b) and (27c) = (1c).31

(27) a. IP

I[uV,ϕ+] AuxP

Aux[iV,uV,ϕ+] VP

VL[iV,ϕ−]

b. [IP ∅
pst

[AuxP Ivana
I.

je
aux-3sg

[VP govori-l-a
speak-l-sg.f

]]]

‘Ivana (has) spoke(n)’
c. Kad

when
[IP ∅

fut
[AuxP pro

1pl
bude-mo
aux-1pl

[VP govori-l-i
speak-l-pl.m

…]]]

‘When we will speak …’ (BCMS)

It is crucial that the auxiliary in Aux0 selects (thanks to its verbiness) VL in V0.
As a consequence, any other verb form in V0 is excluded.32

However, besides Aux0, auxiliary verbs may also reside in I0. According to
Tomić (1996: 838), this holds for so-called weak pronouns in BCMS (all except
3sg je, i.e. sam, si, etc.). Migdalski (2006: 275) makes a similar claim for Polish (see
§4.3.3). By and large the same is likely to be true for Bulgarian and Macedonian.
In Czech and Slovak, the placement of the negation ne relative to the forms of
the be-auxiliary and VL provides evidence that auxiliaries are generally merged
in I0. By contrast, the full-verb (copular) forms of být/byť ‘be’ (which also figure
in the participial passive) are best analyzed as being generated in Aux0, whereas
ordinary full verbs – including VL – are in V0.

31The dashed arrow indicates the selection of VL by Aux0. Inactive ϕ-features are gray.
32The Polish l-future may also contain an infinitive in V0. Arguably, the będ-auxiliary has a
(more) flexible selectional frame.
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The structure with auxiliaries generated directly in I0 is shown in (28a), with
a Czech illustration in (28b).33 A complete set of ϕ-features is present in I0 since
it is occupied by the auxiliary (here: jsem). Feature percolation is thus confined
to a possible gender feature on V0 and may in fact rather amount to an Agree
relation between the two ϕ-sets in V0 and I0. Quite like in (27a), the auxiliary
selects VL in V0.

(28) a. IP

I[uV,ϕ+] VP

VL[iV,ϕ−]

b. [IP Já
1sg

jsem
pst.1sg

[VP ⟨já⟩ pracova-l-a
work-l-sg.f

]].

‘It is me who (has) worked.’ (Czech)

Oneway or the other, auxiliary languages have verbal auxiliaries with a complete
ϕ-set that select VL in the main verb slot, which is why other verb forms (like
the infinitive) are unavailable in this position. It is therefore that “impersonal”
conditionals/subjunctives are not attested.

4.3 Particle languages

The second class is constituted by the “North-Eastern group”, i.e. Kashubian, Pol-
ish as well as Belarusian, Russian, and Ukrainian. These languages have a particle
both in the l-preterit and in the l-conditional. This situation is the result of the
diachronic reshaping or loss, respectively, of the present-tense paradigm of ‘be’.

Using Tomić’s (2000) terminology, the relevant particles are operators, as
they are in a high functional position – I0 – from where they supply the propo-
sition as a whole with their tense/mood semantics. They have developed from
former auxiliaries which lost their “verbal character” (Issatchenko 1940). In other
words, they do not specify person/number agreement anymore and may even be
silent in some cases (as the East Slavic l-preterit).

33Possibly, the subject pronoun já in (28b) does not merely go to SpecIP but adjoins to IP to be
interpreted as contrastive or verum focus (see Junghanns & Zybatow 2009).
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4.3.1 East Slavic and Kashubian-B

For the East Slavic languages and Kashubian-B, diachronic changes had at least
two crucial consequences:

1. Since there was no other way left to encode agreement, VL, hitherto a
participle specified only for number and gender, was reinterpreted as a
fully-fledged (finite) form (see Tseng 2009: 757), i.e., it was additionally as-
sociated with an underspecified person feature (Junghanns 1995: 174; see
§2.1.2). In other words, VL enters the syntactic derivation equipped with a
complete set of ϕ-features (ϕ+).

2. Not being a verbal category, the particle in I0 fails to select a specific form
in V0. As a consequence, VL is not the only choice, at least in the con-
ditional/subjunctive.34 On feature checking, ϕ+ percolates from V0 to I0,
allowing the latter to establish an Agree relation with the subject.

The corresponding syntactic structure with V0 being occupied by a VL is given
in (29a). Two Ukrainian examples are shown in (29b) (past tense) and (29c) (con-
ditional), repeated from (2) and (3), respectively.35 In the glosses, I indicate that
VL is equipped with an implicit person feature matching the subject.

(29) a. IP

I[uV,ϕ+] VP

V[iV,ϕ+]

b. Koly
when

[IP ty
2sg

∅
pst

[VP ⟨ty⟩ narody-l-a-s’
give-birth-l-[2]sg.f-refl

]]?

‘When were you born?’
c. [IP Ja

1sg
b
cond

[NegP c’oho
this.gen

ne
neg

[VP ⟨ja⟩ skaza-v
say-l.[1]sg.m

⟨c’oho⟩ ]]].

‘I would not have said that.’ (Ukrainian)

34The past tense always and exclusively contains VL. I suspect that this is due to the fact that no
other verb form could possibly reflect the presence of the silent past-tense operator in I0 (note
that the languages in question have long-since lost past-tense aorist and imperfect forms).

35In (29b), I stay agnostic about the base and target positions of the wh-word. Arguably, in (29c),
the subject pronoun moves further to adjoin to IP (contrastive focus), while the direct object
c’oho has moved to SpecNegP.
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But V0 can also be occupied by an infinitive. As infinitives lack ϕ-features, there
is nothing to percolate to I0, thus the only possible subject is ϕ-less PRO. The
resulting syntactic structure in (30a) is what we find in irrealis conditionals (sub-
junctives) like (30b).36,37

(30) a. IP

I[uV] VP

VINF[iV]

b. [CP čto
that

[IP by
cond

[VP PRO rabota-t’
work-inf

]]]

‘(in order) to work’ (Russian)

4.3.2 Polish and Kashubian-A1

Polish and Kashubian-A1 possess atonic person/number agreement markers. I
adopt the view that thesemarkers are clitics. Embick (1995) proposes that they are
generated as adjuncts to I0. Unlike in East Slavic and Kashubian-B, this ensures
that person/number agreement is encoded in a position distinct from V0, so VL
is not in need of an underspecified person feature – it is a participle proper. In
other words, Polish and Kashubian-A1 have substituted their former auxiliary
verbs (once in Aux0) with composite items in I0. These items consist of a particle
(∅ in the past tense, by/bë in the conditional) plus an agreement marker; see
Figure 2.

However, Embick’s (1995) analysis has one crucial theoretical disadvantage:
It assumes that two heads are base-generated as adjuncts to each other, which
involves the danger of overgeneralization. To avoid this problem, I again follow
Pietraszko (2018, 2021) who argues against the common claim that auxiliaries
in periphrases are necessarily generated as heads within the clausal spine (i.e.
Aux0 or I0). They can also be generated in SpecIP. To implement this alternative,

36In §4.4.2, I will argue that by goes from I0 to C0 and fuses with it.
37Willis (2000) argues that Russian by is generated in C0 as a result of grammaticalization. He
claims that it was originally merged in I0, from where it frequently moved to C0 in Old East
Slavic. Speakers then reanalyzed its derived position as underlying. I am hesitant to agree,
mainly due to by-doubling (§4.4). A theoretical possibility is that there are two homophonous
instances: byI (conditional mood) and byC (subjunctive clause type). The same might be true
for Polish by, which can introduce subjunctive clauses even without a complementizer (an
advocate for a byC is Jędrzejowski 2020: 108). Still, I prefer a movement/copying analysis with
only one by (like Migdalski 2006: 259).
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I

I
{∅/by}

AGR

Figure 2: Analytic I0 according to Embick (1995)

Pietraszko adopts Matushansky’s (2006) idea of “m-merger”: A head is merged
in the specifier of a functional head (here: I0) and subsequently adjoins to that
head to form an inseparable unit; see Figure 3a and Figure 3b, respectively.

IP

AGR[ϕ+] I′

I[uV]
{∅/by}

…

(a) Base generation in SpecIP

IP

⟨AGR⟩ I′

I[uV,ϕ+]

I
{∅/by}

AGR

…

(b) Subsequent adjunction to I0

Figure 3: M-merger of an agreement marker (AGR)

This analysis eliminates the danger of overgeneralization inherent to Embick’s
(1995) approach as there is a clearly defined motivation for merging the agree-
ment marker in SpecIP: It compensates for the missing person feature in V0. At
the same time, the analysis yields the same syntactic configuration as in Figure 2
– i.e. Figure 3b – and thus preserves its advantages.38

As a result of the adjunction in Figure 3b, the particle in I0 and the agreement
marker fuse into a complex I0 specified with [uV] and [ϕ+]. This gives a con-
stellation very much similar to (28a). Put differently, Polish and Kashubian-A1
””reconstruct” an analytic auxiliary verb in I0.

38See Abramowicz (2008) for a survey of the advantages of Embick’s (1995) analysis as compared
to alternative approaches. Note that Pietraszko’s (2018) approach is not restricted to the X-bar
framework but also works under Bare Phrase and Labeling Algorithm assumptions.
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Another advantage of the view that the atonic agreement markers are syn-
tactic heads is that they can also be absent. If there is no agreement marker
generated in SpecIP, I0 stays a mere tense/mood particle and the clause lacks
ϕ-features. Like in East Slavic and Kashubian-B, this makes it possible to have
an infinitive or impersonal no/to-form in V0 and, consequently, a PRO subject as
shown for Russian in (30a) and (30b).

4.3.3 Full verb ‘be’ in East Slavic and Polish

The present proposal should also be able to deal with the full verb (copular) forms
of ‘be’ in Polish and East Slavic.

As to Polish, I agree with Migdalski (2006) that jest and są do not specify any
person feature (also see Tomić 1996 on BCMS je). Like Migdalski (2006: 275), I
analyze them as heading an AuxP; see (31).39

(31) I0
mood/tense/agr

>
{
Aux0
jest/są}

> V0
zero copula

> XP
predicate nominal

Except for the 3rd person, jest (only in dialects also są) usually raises to I0 – a
silent present-tense operator – to adjoin to the agreementmarkerm-mergedwith
that operator; see (32a). However, though nowadays rarely, jest/są can also stay
in situ; see (32b). In the 3rd person, jest/są always stay in situ; see (33). Finally,
Aux0 may be absent as in (34).

(32) a. [IP ja [I jest+[I ∅+(e)m]] [AuxP ⟨jest⟩ [VP ⟨ja⟩ ∅Cop [AP głodny ]]]]
b. [IP ja [I ∅+m] [AuxP jest [VP ⟨ja⟩ ∅Cop [AP głodny ]]]]
‘I am hungry’

(33) [IP Anna ∅I [AuxP jest [VP ⟨Anna⟩ ∅Cop [AP głodna ]]]]
‘Anna is hungry’

(34) [IP ja [I ∅+m] [VP ⟨ja⟩ ∅Cop [AP głodny ]]]
‘I am hungry’

The situation is different in East Slavic: I follow Issatchenko (1940) in that Russian
estʹ has become a particle, and argue that this translates into a shift from Aux0 to
I0. In other words, Belarusian ëscʹ, Russian estʹ, and Ukrainian je, respectively, are

39In copular clauses, V0 is silent but introduces a situation argument as well as argument slots for
the predicate nominal and the subject. This silent head corresponds to Bowers’s (1993) Pr(ed)0

(see also Bailyn 2001, 2012, Markman 2008), Citko’s (2008) π0, or den Dikken’s (2006) Rel0.
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the overt variant of an otherwise silent I-head encoding the present tense. Their
being overt nicely matches the fact that they are, unlike Polish jest, emphatic
(verum or contrastive focus; see Geist 2007: 127); see (35).40

(35) [IP Anna estʹI [VP ⟨Anna⟩ ∅Cop [AP golodna ]]]
‘Anna IS hungry’

4.4 The doubling issue

The analysis proposed in §4 covers all “standard” examples including those with
reduced particles.41 However, the phenomenon of particle doubling in condi-
tional clauses described in §2.4 still calls for a syntactic explanation.

For the time being, the data suggest that said doubling is characteristic of
the “North-Eastern group”, i.e. Kashubian, Polish, and the East Slavic languages.
Therefore, I suspect that there is a connection between particle doubling and the
syntactic peculiarities of the relevant languages. More precisely, I suggest that it
is the existence of a conditional particle that enables its reduplication.

Any syntactic analysis designed to capture the doubling phenomenon has to
ensure that there can be two instances of the conditional particle in the same
clause. Furthermore, the second instance must be semantically vacuous, as dou-
bling affects only the surface form, not meaning and interpretation (there is no
doubling of the irrealis semantics in the sense of decreased probability, counter-
factuality, or the like).

4.4.1 Multiple copies

The most straightforward way to achieve these goals is provided by the Copy
Theory of Movement (see, a.o., Chomsky 1993, Nunes 1995, Corver & Nunes
2007). According to this theory, the syntactic trace left behind of amoved element
(“α”) is a copy of that very element; see (36).

(36) [XP α [YP α ]]

As a rule, only one copy is pronounced. The choice is mostly considered a matter
of phonology (PF). Thus, either the lower or the higher copy of α is deleted at PF;
see (37a) and (37b), respectively.

40Taking into consideration that “usual” verbs are emphasized by means of contrastive intona-
tion, the existence of an overt present-tense I0 specifically for copular clauses is likely to be
due to the lack of overt present-tense be-forms in East Slavic.

41The reason particles can be reduced is that their final segments do not encode grammatical
information and can thus be dropped on phonological grounds.
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(37) a. [XP α [YP α ]]
b. [XP α [YP α ]]

However, there is evidence that more than one copy of α can be pronounced
within the same clause (see, e.g., Bošković &Nunes 2007 on so-calledwh-copying
constructions in, i.a., German, Afrikaans, and Romani). Slavic doubling data such
as (16) = (38) show (i) that by is indeed copied, (ii) that both copies are within
the same clause, and (iii) that both copies are pronounced.

(38) a. Ja
I

by
cond

pogulja-l
take.a.walk-l.sg.m

by
cond

segodnja
today

večerom.
evening.ins

(Russian)

‘I would like to take a walk tonight’
b. Čto-by

that.cond
ja
I

tebja
you.acc

by
cond

zdes’
here

bol’še
more

ne
neg

vide-l.
see-l.sg.m

‘So that I would not see you here again.’

It is noteworthy that the number of copies of the particle does not exceed two.
A straightforward way to account for this fact is that by in (38) occupies two
distinct syntactic positions, and that there are no more than two such positions
available to host its copies.

4.4.2 One particle in I0 and C0

From the analysis in §4.3, it follows that one of these positions must be I0, the
basic position of the conditional particle. The second position must be higher
in the tree, which makes C0 a strong candidate. The fact that in the majority of
doubling examples – see (38b) – the higher copy of the particle is adjacent to a
complementizer, confirms this location.42

Additional evidence for C0 as the target position of the conditional particle
comes from examples without doubling. The particle occurs in two alternative
positions in all languages under discussion. An example is the Russian minimal
pair in (39).43

42See also Szucsich (2009: 413) who argues that it is only through “subjunctive raising” of by
from I0 to C0 that the irrealis feature of by becomes visible to the embedding matrix verb.

43It is an open question which of the two positions is more frequent. Based on a “somewhat
restricted data sample” (Hansen 2010: 330), Hacking (1998: 60) spots a tendency for Russian by
to occur immediately after the subordinating conjunction in the protasis but immediately after
the verb in the apodosis of conditional sentences. Hansen (2010) notes that it is not difficult
to detect counterexamples and that a more refined corpus-based empirical investigation is
necessary to verify the distribution of by.
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(39) a. Ja
I

vypi-l
drink.up-l.sg.m

by
cond

stakan
glas

moloka.
milk.gen

‘I would like a glass of milk.’ (Xrakovskij 2009: 277)
b. Ja

I
by
cond

vypi-l
drink.up-l.sg.m

stakan
glas

moloka.
milk.gen

‘As for me, I would like a glass of milk.’ (Russian)

Moreover, constituents that appear clause-initially and left of the conditional par-
ticle are interpreted as topic or focus (see, a.o., Willis 2000: 327, Migdalski 2006:
230–231), which holds for sentences with and without doubling; see the Russian
examples in (39b) and (38a), respectively.

Finally, Polish provides additional evidence for by in C0: As shown in (40), in
subjunctive clauses the conditional particle (with or without agreement) occurs
in a sentence-initial position either adjacent to a complementizer or alone. (It
must not occur adjacent to VL.)

(40) Każda
every

matka
mother

chce,
want.3sg

(że-)by
that-cond

jej
her

syn
son

chodzi-ł
go-l.sg.m

do
to

przedszkola.
kindergarten.gen
‘Every mother wants her son to go to the kindergarten.’

(Polish; Jędrzejowski 2020: 109)

A doubling example with “solitary” subjunctive by is (19) = (41).44

(41) nie
neg

sądzę,
think.1sg

by-śmy
cond-1pl

by-l-i-by
be-l-pl.m-cond

tak
so

blisko
close

siebie
refl.acc

…

‘I don’t think we would be as close to each other …’ (Polish)

To summarize, it is a plausible claim that the conditional particle in particle lan-
guages is base-generated in I0 and can subsequently be copied to C0.

4.4.3 Fusion and doubling

Following Nunes (2004), cases of simultaneous pronunciation of multiple copies
are always due a morphological reanalysis of one of the copies as part of a bigger
unit (“word”). He argues that this reanalysis corresponds to a syntactic opera-
tion combining two terminal nodes into one, i.e. fusion (see Halle & Marantz
1993, Muñoz Pérez 2018: §3.1). Crucially, although fusion is the prerequisite for

44Note that the agreement marker in (41) occurs only on the higher copy. See §4.4.3.
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multiple-copy pronunciation, there is no mutual dependence: Fusion can well
take place without only one overt copy.

I believe that Nunes’ claim is in accordance with the Slavic data: Thus, in (38a),
the higher copy of Russian by is likely to fuse with C0 which allows the pronun-
ciation of both by-copies. Presumably, the fact that by is copied from I0 to C0 in
the first place is linked to the information-structural status of the subject ja ‘I’:
Its interpretation as topic depends on its being in a sentence-initial position and
left of by, so ja itself has to go to SpecCP, while by is copied to C0; see (42).45

(42) [CP ja ∅C+by [IP poguljalV+byI [VP segodnja večerom [VP ja poguljal ]]]]

The same can be stated about (39b), with the exception that here the lower copy
of by is deleted at PF, which complies with what prescriptive grammars require.

Fusion of by with C0 takes also place in (38b), and again it enables the doubling
of by; see (43). Since C0 hosts the complementizer čto ‘that’, the result is the
complex C0 čtoby, which “is sometimes treated as an independent lexeme and
sometimes as a syntactic combination of two lexemes” (Hansen 2010: 329). I wish
to claim that both views are justified: Before the fusion, there are two lexemes.
After it, they have become one element.46

(43) [CP čtoC+by [IP ja [IP tebja [IP byI zdes’ bol’še ne ja videl tebja ]]]]

As mentioned above, Polish subjunctive clauses can be introduced with or with-
out a complementizer. In other words, by alonemay, in addition to its basic condi-
tional meaning, assume the function of a complementizer in subjunctive clauses.
I suggest that both variants – with and without a “true” complementizer – have
the same underlying syntax, the only difference being that C0 is overtly filled in
the former but silent in the latter case; see (44a) and (44b), respectively.

(44) a. [CP żeC+by [IP by [VP jej syn chodził do przedszkola ]]]
b. [CP ∅C+by [IP by [VP jej syn chodził do przedszkola ]]]

In both variants does fusion of C0 with by take place, yielding a complex C-head
encoding subjunctive mood (Migdalski 2006: 251). Thus, in a sense, Jędrzejowski

45The verb poguljal adjoins to I0 for information-structural reasons, namely to leave the adverbial
segodnja večerom stranded in a clause-final position (information focus). The verb (meaning)
itself is thus presented as (presupposed) background information. Additionally, the verb func-
tions as a phonological host for the enclitic lower copy of by in I0.

46Both the subject ja and the object tebja adjoin to IP to be backgrounded, so the (negated) verb
is focused. I ignore the internal structure of the IP (NegP/VP) and V-to-Neg movement in (43).
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(2020: 109) is right in claiming that in (40), “[i]t is […] by which introduces the
embedded clause and marks its illocutionary force as well its subordinate status.”
Crucially, however, the latter is due to the silent C-head fused with by.

There is another issue that calls for an explanation: In Polish doubling exam-
ples such as (41) with the verb in the first or second person, person/number agree-
ment occurs only once, namely on the higher copy of by. If by is copied from I0
to C0 and subsequently fuses with it, allowing both copies to be pronounced,
why does only the higher copy encode agreement? Following the Copy Theory
of Movement, the way to account for this pattern is to say that, while by is pro-
nounced in both positions, the agreement marker is deleted in the lower one.
This is shown in (45).

(45) [CP ∅C+byśmy [IP byliV+byśmyI [VP pro byli tak blisko siebie ]]]

As to the reason for the deletion of the agreement marker, I propose that it fol-
lows from economy: There is simply no need to pronounce it twice. Note that,
in (45), by is pronounced in I0 to reveal the movement (and concomitant back-
grounding) of the verb byli from V0 to I0. There is no need, however, to also
pronounce the agreement marker in I0 since the particle alone is perfectly suffi-
cient to accomplish the task.

5 Summary

This paper provides evidence for a typological division of the Slavic languages
into auxiliary languages and particle languages based on the kind of auxiliary
unit used in the l-preterit and l-conditional. Where the members of the former
group have inflected auxiliary verbs that encode person/number agreement, the
latter have noninflected particles lacking any agreement whatsoever.

The group of particle languages is constituted by Polish, Kashubian, and East
Slavic. In the East Slavic languages and Kashubian-B, the particle is generated
in I0 where it encodes the irrealis mood. Crucially, it does not select any specific
verb form in V0 which allows this position to be filled not only with an l-form
but also with other forms, most prominently the infinitive.

Polish and Kashubian-A1 are similar in that they, too, have a particle in I0.
However, they stand out within the Slavic branch due to the availability of mobile
inflections. In the present paper, these markers are analyzed as syntactic heads
generated in SpecIP and subsequently m-merged with I0, thus yielding a complex
inflectional unit encoding tense/mood and agreement (see Embick 1995).
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Put differently, Polish and Kashubian-A1 are able to furnish their tense/mood
particle in I0 with person/number agreement, whereas East Slavic andKashubian-
B are not. From this it follows that present-day East Slavic and Kashubian-B have
l-forms associated with an underspecified person feature (see Junghanns 1995),
while Polish and Kashubian-A1 – on a par with the remaining Slavic languages –
have l-participles (number and gender only).

Moreover, the claim that Polish agreement markers are syntactic heads that
are initially generated independently of the particle in I0 provides a straight-
forward explanation for why Polish allows, besides l-participles, infinitives and
no/to-forms: The agreement marker may simply not be part of the numeration. If
this is the case, the structure is impersonal (lack of person/number agreement).

Crucially, the analysis put forward explains the observation that the condi-
tional in auxiliary languages is limited to verbal l-forms, whereas it is not in
particle languages: Auxiliaries retain their “verbal character” (Issatchenko 1940)
including the capacity to select specific verb forms in their complement position.
By contrast, particles are no verbal categories anymore, which is why there is no
selection, hence the wider range of possible forms in V0.

Finally, the phenomenon of particle doubling attest in colloquial particle lan-
guages receives a syntactic explanation: They can be copied from I0 to C0, and
both copies can be pronounced under specific circumstances (mostly related to
information structure).

The present paper shows that there is a remarkable cross-Slavic variation,
which is especially true of the auxiliary unit in the conditional periphrasis: While
some languages either retain the inherited suffixes or replaced themwith present-
tense inflections, others developed a pseudo-particle (an underspecified auxiliary
verb with a silent agreement suffix), while still others use analogy-based suffixes
which look like the clitic be-auxiliaries from the l-preterit (“pseudo-clitics”). De-
spite these differences, all relevant languages possess inflected auxiliary verbs,
which distinguishes them from particle languages. An overview is given in Ta-
ble 14.

Theoretically, the present paper argues in favor of a formalization of the auxil-
iary/particle distinction in morphosyntactic terms: Whereas the former are ver-
bal categories generated in Aux0 or I0, the latter lost their verbal character and
are particles (i.e. tense/mood operators) generated in I0.

Overall, the paper reveals that the variation in auxiliary units in Slavic peri-
phrases raises a bulk of empirical and theoretical questions. For some, I hope to
have provided convincing proposals.
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Table 14: Auxiliary and particle languages

auxiliary languages with particle languages with

inflectional pseudo- silent no mobile
suffixes clitics suffixes agreement agreement

BCMS-A Czech-B BL Croatian Kashubian-B Kashubian-A
Bulgarian Macedonian+ Macedonian Belarusian Polish
Čakavian Slovak Slovene Russian
Czech-A L. Sorbian Ukrainian
U. Sorbian

Abbreviations
1/2/3 first/second/third person
acc accusative
AU auxiliary unit
cond conditional
dat dative
f feminine
fut future
gen genitive
imp imperative
imps impersonal
inf infinitive
ins instrumental
irr irrealis

l -l-suffix
loc locative
m masculine
n neuter
neg negation
nom nominative
part particle
pst past
pl plural
refl reflexive marker
sg singular
VL verbal l-form
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Chapter 13

On the grammatical integration of
n/t-participles of imperfective stems in
Polish and Russian
Björn Wiemer, Joanna Wrzesień-Kwiatkowska & Alexander
Rostovtsev-Popiel
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz

The article presents a critical discussion of recent work on the semantics of lexi-
cal prefixes and of the aspect meanings of n/t-participles of imperfective stems in
contemporary Russian and Polish, and on the role of all these formations in the
voice system of both languages. On this background, a corpus-based study on the
development of the aspect functions of these participles for imperfective and per-
fective stems in Russian and Polish from 1730 until today is discussed, including
their syntactic distribution (predicative, appositive, attributive use) and the role of
secondary imperfective stems. Special attention is paid to coarse measures of pro-
ductivity and the changing relation between type and token frequency. This study
can be considered the first usage-based investigation from a diachronic perspective
in Slavic linguistics, which, to a large extent, is made possible thanks to a database
of aspect triplets.

Keywords: Russian, Polish, aspect, voice, n/t-participles, diachronic morphology,
corpora

1 Introduction

The aspect system of Slavic languages is based on a binary distinction between
perfective (pfv.) and imperfective (ipfv.) stems. These stems are related not only
lexically, but also, on average, morphologically on the basis of productive and
commonplace derivational patterns (see §3.1). The stems gain their pfv. and
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ipfv. status, respectively, from their complementary distribution over sets of con-
texts, or conditions, which can be defined grammatically (e.g., co-occurrence re-
strictions with tense markers, with phasal verbs or with modal auxiliaries) or
pragmatically (e.g., triggering of presuppositions, type of illocution); cf. Wiemer
(2008), Wiemer & Seržant (2017: 243–255), Wiemer et al. (2020: §§2–3). All finite
and non-finite verb forms are derived from these stems, including participles
marked with an n/t-suffix (e.g., Russ. obrabota-n-a ‘worked out’, Pol. podję-t-y
‘taken up’). These participles are employed in every Slavic language, however
Slavic languages differ as for the degree to which these participles are restricted
by aspect and how integrated they are into the voice system (and its intersec-
tions with perfects).1 Russian, in particular, demonstrates considerable restric-
tions on n/t-participles from ipfv. stems, and one wonders which role they might
play in passive constructions. Polish, to the contrary, has tightly integrated n/t-
participles of either aspect into its voice system. In fact, after the late 18th century
(if not earlier) the role played by ipfv. n/t-participles in Russian and Polish has
developed in radically different ways.

This investigation is an attempt at opening a window into this divergent de-
velopment. Simultaneously, it demonstrates how usage-based accounts should
complement formal semantic approaches, mainly because such accounts con-
centrate not on model-theoretic assumptions, but on distributional patterns. Al-
though the focus of this study is on diachrony, namely the time from 1730 up
to now, we will first survey some recent findings and claims about ipfv. par-
ticiples, particularly in Russian (§2.1). This will lead us to some questions (§2.2)
and provide a point of departure for a corpus-based study on the functional de-
velopment and productivity of n/t-participles in Russian and Polish. The study
is connected to a database of aspect triplets (§3). After a discussion of findings
(§4) some conclusions will be drawn (§5). An Appendix accessible under https:
//zenodo.org/record/6602167#.YqBH0OzP2Un contains tables with more detailed
information on the statistical figures referred to below. The glosses will consis-
tently distinguish between unprefixed, or simplex, ipfv. stems (IPFV1) and ipfv.
stems derived via suffixation from a prefixed pfv. stem (“secondary imperfec-
tives”: IPFV2).2 Examples cited from corpus samples will only be provided with
a general indication of the source and the year or time interval. Examples without
an indication of source are constructed by an informed native speaker.

1Cf. Wiemer & Giger (2005), Wiemer (2017), Arkadiev & Wiemer (2020).
2The glossing also indicates zero-marked categories, without any additional marking in brack-
ets.
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2 On the status of ipfv. participles

Our considerations set out from two recent accounts of ipfv. n/t-participles in
Russian and their involved theoretical repercussions.

2.1 Recent accounts concerning Russian ipfv. n/t-participles

On the basis of a query from the Russian National Corpus (RNC; https://
ruscorpora.ru), Borik & Gehrke (2018) found that, in Russian, n/t-participles of
ipfv. verbs cannot be dismissed as rare or haphazard, nor are they in toto to be
characterized as lexicalized forms (adjectives).3 Instead, their meanings are of-
ten compositional and they do occur in constructions that can only be analyzed
as true, i.e. event-oriented passives. Compare the following examples, with the
(a)-examples containing ipfv. n/t-participles, the (b)-examples their active equiv-
alents (the (a)-examples are cited after Borik & Gehrke 2018: pp. 61, 66, 65 respec-
tively):4

(1) a. My
we.nom

oba
both.m.nom

by-l-i
be-pst-pl

striže-n-y
cut.hair.ipfv1-pp-pl

nagolo.
naked.adv

‘We both had our hair cut off.’
b. Nas

we.acc
obo-ix
both-m.acc

strig-l-i
cut.hair.ipfv1-pst-pl

nagolo.
naked.adv

‘They cut our hair off.’

(2) a. [Ne
neg

raz
once

ja
I.nom

by-l
be-pst-sg.m

uče-n],
teach.ipfv1-pp-sg.m

molču i znaju.

‘[I was taught more than once], I keep silent and know.’
b. Ne

neg
raz
once

menja
I.acc

uči-l-i.
teach.ipfv1-pst-pl

‘They have taught me more than once.’

(3) a. Pisa-n-o
write.ipfv1-pp-sg.n

ėto
this

by-l-o
be-pst-sg.n

Dostoevsk-im
pn-ins

v
in

1871 god-u.
year-loc

‘This was written by Dostoevskij in 1871.’
b. Pisa-l

write.ipfv1-pst-sg.m
ėto
this

Dostoevsk-ij
pn-nom

v
in

1871 god-u.
year-loc

‘Dostoevskij wrote this in 1871.’

3In practice, verb equals stem, if not indicated otherwise.
4Due to the extended length of some (corpus) examples, we do not always gloss the whole
example. In case only a proper subpart of an example is glossed (typically a clause), that part
is surrounded by square brackets and is matched by a bracketed part in the translation.
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An event-oriented use (or eventive orientation) can hardly be denied for (2) and
(3).5 In (2) this orientation is supported by an adverbial which marks the situa-
tion as repeated; a resultant state is only implied, it is indicated in the subsequent
clause (‘people taught me ⇝ I know (because of that)’). In (3) the event is pre-
supposed, while the communicative focus is on the adverbial (‘in 1871’) which
puts this event in a larger time frame. By contrast, an eventive orientation is
more difficult to get for (1), rather it refers to the state that results after the hair
cut was completed.

Borik & Gehrke (2018) point out that Russian ipfv. n/t-participles seem to
be restricted to general-factual meanings; in general, progressive readings
are practically unattested (cf. also Knjazev 1989: 57–58, 2007: 489). Since the
general-factual (GF) meaning is considered dominant, one wonders how GF re-
lates to event-oriented uses of ipfv. n/t-participles. We should be aware that the
label “general-factual” unites at least two rather different main functions, called
presuppositional and existential, and that in the discussion about ipfv. n/t-
participles the presuppositional GF clearly dominates.6 Thus, Borik & Gehrke
demonstrate that ipfv. n/t-participles are comparable to definite descriptions,
since they anaphorically refer to known, or presupposed, situations (eventual-
ities), and these can be events; see (4). The same can be said for GF in the active
voice; see (5). The parts in curly brackets contain the notional antecedents of the
“anaphoric” verb forms (in italics).

(4) čto kasaetsja {platy deneg},
[to
ptc

plač-e-ny
pay.ipfv1-pp-pl

by-l-i
be-pst-pl

naličnymi
cash

šest’
six

tysjač
thousands

rublej].
rubels

‘As for the payment, [six thousand rubles were paid in cash].’
(cited from Borik & Gehrke 2018: 70)

(5) V ėtoj porternoj {ja napisal pervoe ljubovnoe pis’mo}.
[Pisa-l
write.ipfv1-pst-sg.m

karandaš-om.]
pencil.m-ins.sg

‘In this tavern, I wrote my first love letter. [I wrote it with a pencil].’
(cited from Borik & Gehrke 2018: 64)

5One could speak of “eventive focus” as well. However, the term “focus” occurs in two different,
though related senses. It either refers to the asserted part of an event structure (as in (2–3)),
or it refers to the comment as part of the information structure of an utterance. It is hardly
possible to distinguish these two senses by short circumscriptions or different synonyms, and
their relation becomes clear when we realize that time adverbials which gain informational
focus can be (and often are) employed as means to test the asserted part of some tense-aspect
marker: such diagnostics relies on the “harmony” between both kinds of focus in an utterance.
Hopefully, in the remainder the respective context will disambiguate the intended sense.

6For detailed analyses of GF cf. Grønn (2004), Mehlig (2011), Dickey (2015), Mueller-Reichau
(2018).
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Here, we should however take into account that anaphoric use (with event mod-
ifiers) is characteristic only of presuppositional GF (see (4–6)), not of the exis-
tential (or verifying) type, to which (2) comes close. Apart from that, at least
in contemporary Russian, ipfv. n/t-participles in existential GF are very rare un-
less they occur under negation. Without negation they sound archaic (see (7),
constructed); (8) is one of the few examples without negation found in the RNC.
Note that, apart from existential readings, in such cases n/t-participles from ipfv.
stems (as well as their finite forms) may also be interpreted as referring to a
repeated event:

(6) Knig-a
book.f-nom.sg

pečata-n-a
print.ipfv1-pp-sg.f

pri
at

Petre
Peter

Pervom.
First

‘The book was printed under Peter the Great.’
→ presuppositional, narrow scope: temporal location possible

(7) U
at

vas
we.gen

byl-i
be-pst-pl

peče-n-y
bake.ipfv1-pp-pl

pirogi?
pie-nom.pl

‘Did you bake pies?’
(more lit.: ‘Did you have pies baked?’) (> can also refer to habits)
→ existential, verum focus (wide scope): no temporal location

(8) U odnogo korolja byl šut. V junosti pošučival na svoj strax i risk na
ploščadjax i
[by-l
be-pst.sg.m

poro-t],
flog.ipfv-pp.sg.m

vsledstvie čego poumnel.

‘One king had a jester. In his youth, he (the jester) joked at his own peril
and risk in the squares and [was flogged], as a result of which he grew
wiser.’ (Russian; RNC; 2000)
→ existential, wide scope: no temporal location

Contrary to the presuppositional type, in existential GF the eventuality consti-
tutes the informational focus (indicated by stress, e.g. on byli in (7)), i.e. the part
which is unknown and which can be asked about (see Footnote 5). Jointly with
this, it does not matter whether this eventuality took place once or more than
once.7 The fact that the concrete temporal location is not at stake explains the
just mentioned “oscillation” with habitual readings. Therefore, what existential
and presuppositional GF unites is the downgrading of the eventuality denoted
by the VP, although this happens for diametrically opposed reasons. Thus, with
presuppositional GF, downgrading concerns the information structure (since the

7This brings the existential GF close to the experiential function of perfects known from typo-
logical research (cf. Arkadiev & Wiemer 2020).
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eventuality is already known to have taken place within a specific reference in-
terval), whereas with existential GF, downgrading concerns time location (there
is no discrete interval for which it may be claimed true that the eventuality oc-
curred, or this is irrelevant). What follows from this is that even if the predicate
refers to a distinct single event, this (or any other) actionality feature is assigned
background status. However, since presuppositional GF is associated to time-
located events, this location can be targeted, e.g. by temporal adverbials (see (3)
and (6)).

Similarly, Borik & Gehrke (2018: 59) characterize cases like (1) as adjectival
participles: “unlike with verbal passives, the underlying event in adjectival pas-
sives lacks spatiotemporal location or referential event participants, and only the
state associated with the adjectival participle can be located temporally”. Verbal
participles, in turn, can have “spatiotemporal event modifiers, referential by-/
with-phrases, and similar such expressions” which highlight the event (Borik &
Gehrke 2018: 59). However, adjectival participles need not be lexicalized.

Borik & Gehrke also point out that Russian ipfv. n/t-participles in true pas-
sives derive from a restricted set of verbs, most of them related to speech acts
or with incremental objects. That is, in comparison to compositional pfv. n/t-
participles, their overall type and token frequency in passives seems to be low,
after all. Moreover, only simplex (IPFV1) stems are used, while ipfv. stems derived
via suffixation from a prefixed pfv. stem (IPFV2) are absent in modern Russian.
While these claims are largely supported by our findings, we will show that some
of them require qualification when we look at them from a usage-based perspec-
tive (see §4).

In turn, Tatevosov (2015: 288–292) employs the behavior of Russian n/t-parti-
ciples of IPFV1 stems as support for his claim that lexical (or “inner”) prefixes add
resultative subevents, while IPFV1 stems are void of this component. Compare
the following examples with their logical structures, in which the subscripts A
and S indicate an action and a state, respectively:

(9) a. Vanj-a
pn.m-nom.sg

pisa-l
write.ipfv1-pst-sg.m

(stat’j-u).
article.f-acc.sg

‘Vanja wrote/was writing (an article).’JpisaK = 𝜆𝑦𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒 [writeA(𝑒) ∧ INITIATOR(𝑥)(𝑒) ∧ THEME(𝑦)(𝑒)]
b. Vanj-a

pn.m-nom.sg
na-pisa-l
pvb-write.pfv-pst-sg.m

*(stat’j-u).
article.f-acc.sg

‘Vanja wrote/has written an article.’JnapisaK = 𝜆𝑦𝜆𝑥𝜆𝑒𝜆𝑠[writeA(𝑒) ∧ INITIATOR(𝑥)(𝑒) ∧ THEME(𝑦)(𝑒) ∧
CAUSING(𝑠)(𝑒) ∧writes(s) ∧ ARG(𝑦)(𝑠)]
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Notably, Tatevosov treats as lexical prefixes not only those which modify, or
change, the lexical meaning of the IPFV1 stem (as in Russ. rabotat’ (*den’gi) (in-
tended:) ‘work (money)’→ za-rabotat’ *(den’gi) ‘earn money’), but also so-called
natural prefixes (Janda 2007), whose function overlaps with a meaning compo-
nent implied by the simplex (e.g., Russ. varit’→ s-varit’ *(sup) ‘cook (soup)’, delit’
→ raz-delit’ *(gruppu) ‘divide (group)’). Natural prefixes are a precondition for
the rise of aspect triplets (see §3).

Since n/t-participles are derived from these stems, they should also show be-
havior that ensues from the presence vs. absence of a resultative subevent. In
fact, IPFV1 n/t-participles in passives usually require modifiers that relate to the
event, not a subsequent state (as confirmed by Borik & Gehrke 2018, see above);
compare Russ. Pis’mo pisano *(na tonkoj bumage) ‘The letter is written *(on thin
paper)’ vs. Pis’mo napisano (i ležit na stole) ‘The letter has been [lit. is] written
(and is lying on the table)’. Tatevosov takes this as evidence that IPFV1 stems,
and with them their n/t-participles, lack a resultative subevent.8 Simultaneously,
he points out that ipfv. n/t-participles are unable to denote not only ongoing
processes, but even habitual situations. Thus, the only reading “left” for them is
general-factual meanings (Tatevosov 2015: 291).

The conclusion concerning GF is congruent with the analysis by Borik &
Gehrke (2018), but it raises the question why certain ipfv. n/t-participles in Rus-
sian prefer stative readings; see (1) and the following example:

(10) Pol
floor.m-nom.sg

by-l
be-pst-sg.m

mošče-n
pave.ipfv1-pp-sg.m

širok-imi
wide-ins.pl

serovat-ymi
grayish-ins.pl

kamnj-ami.
stone-ins.pl

‘The floor was paved with wide grayish stones.’ (Tatevosov 2015: 292)

Tatevosov declares moščen ‘paved’ to be an adjectivized participle, so that the ex-
planation would be the same as by Borik & Gehrke (2018) for adjectival passives
(see above), in particular we understand why this form yields the same aspec-
tual semantics as does its pfv. counterpart (vymoščen), but, contrary to the latter,
cannot be used with a focus on the event itself. Note that this holds indepen-
dently from the distinction between existential and presuppositional GF. Thus,
(10) could be uttered in continuation, e.g., of Oni vošli v ogromnyj zal ‘They en-
tered a huge hall’, on which (10) would add information concerning a salient part
of the newly introduced referent zal ‘hall’; but this information only would refer
to the state of the floor, not to an event of paving it. Consider also cases like Rab

8Here we need not take stance as for Tatevosov’s subsequent claim that (pfv.) aspect is assigned
above vP and not a property of the verb stem (cf. Wiemer 2019: 107–110 for discussion).
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byl porotIPFV1/vyporotPFV triždy ‘The slave was flogged three times’. However,
there are other cases of ipfv. n/t-participles which cannot be explained away as
adjectives (or adjectival passives); see the examples and discussion in §4. Again,
the question arises as to how an eventive orientation relates to GF.

Gehrke (2023 [this volume]) argues that (finite or participial) forms of ipfv.
stems may be used with reference to concrete single events if these events have
beenmentioned in, or can be inferred from, the immediately preceding discourse.
Following Gehrke’s suggestion, we should realize that anaphoric relations to
events sometimes need support by metonymic relations (between parts of events
that have beenmentioned and those which have not) to be inferred. In addition to
Gehrke, one wonders whether it is necessary to assume an eventive component
in the semantic description of forms of ipfv. stems. However, Gehrke rightly crit-
icizes formal accounts of GF for having put too strong an emphasis on event com-
pletion; completion is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for choice of
pfv. aspect, nor for the exclusion of ipfv. aspect.

As a matter of fact, (non-)completion is not a constitutive property of (im)per-
fective aspect; instead, the crucial criterion is (non-)boundedness, or whether
an eventuality is presented as limited or not (cf. Lehmann 1999, Wiemer 2017,
Wiemer & Seržant 2017, Breu 2021, among many others). We therefore support
both points made by Gehrke. However, again, her argument is based on the pre-
suppositional type of GF, leaving open how it might work for other usage condi-
tions of ipfv. aspect. The bulk of examples from our study that may be classified
as GF do not represent the presuppositional type, and there is much leeway in
categorizing these examples anyway (see §3–§4).

Finally, there is one issue left concerning Tatevosov’s (2015) analysis. Namely,
why should forms of stems for which resultative subevents are lacking be in-
capable of denoting ongoing processes (progressive meaning) or habitual situa-
tions, which are functions typically associated to ipfv. aspect? First, a resultative
subevent presupposes a change of state, and this is entailed by pfv. stems which
contribute to a telic meaning of the clause (see (9)). There is thus no inherent
reason why the lack of a resultative subevent should block the denotation of
an activity for which boundaries are absent, or defocused (and, thus, progressive
meaning). Second, pluractional meanings, like the habitual one, are insensitive to
actionality distinctions (± telic; process, event, state).9 Compare He used to sleep
after dinner (→ habitual state), During our discussions she used to remark that P
(→ habitual event), Whenever I met them in the club, they used to be discussing
the latest soccer game (→ habitual process). This becomes particularly obvious

9Cf. Tatevosov (2016: 118) and the literature referred to in Footnote 14.
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in Russian, where ipfv. stems – both IPFV1 and IPFV2 – are usually employed
as “placeholders” of their pfv. counterparts in event readings that focus on the
attainment of a goal (= right boundary). Compare habitual readings of events
which, each time they occurred, reached their culmination point:

(11) Po
on

utram
mornings

direktor
director.m-sg.m

vyzvaniva-l
call.out.ipfv2-pst-sg.m

vsex
all

zamov
deputies

i
and

raspredelja-l
distribute.ipfv2-pst-sg.m

meždu
among

nimi
them

zadači
tasks

na
on

den’.
day

‘In the morning, the director used to call all the deputies and distribute
among them tasks for the day.’

(12) Kogda mne bylo pjat’ let,
[ja
I.nom

každyj
each

den’
day

na
on

zavtrak
breakfest

s”eda-l
eat.ipfv2-pst-sg.m

tri
three

jabloka].
apples

‘When I was five years old, [I ate three apples every day for breakfast].’

(13) Na
on

vyxodnye
free.days

on
he.nom

vsem
everybody-dat.pl

k času
to hour

gotovi-l
prepare.ipfv1-pst-sg.m

obed.
dinner-acc
‘On weekends, he cooked dinner for everyone by one o’clock.’

This ability to function as grammatical equivalents of pfv. stems in denoting
completed events can only be explained if we assume that ipfv. stems can ac-
quire properties of their pfv. counterparts. The question is to which extent this
carries over to their participles. Therefore, even if it turned out true that ipfv.
n/t-participles are incapable of denoting habitual situations, this could hardly be
explained frommodel-theoretic assumptions and other premises accepted by Tat-
evosov. After all, it should be checked to which extent this claim is empirically
adequate.

2.2 Questions

The claims presented by Borik & Gehrke (2018) and Tatevosov (2015) generate
some questions. First of all, Tatevosov’s morpheme-centric generative analysis
would imply that the additional subevent remains with IPFV2 stems, since these
suffixed stems are derived from prefixed (pfv.) stems. Tatevosov does not con-
sider IPFV2, certainly because in contemporary standard Russian n/t-participles
of IPFV2 stems practically do not exist. Thus, one wonders which consequences
are to follow for n/t-participles of IPFV2 stems in passives if they do occur. First
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of all, shouldn’t habitual readings be compatible, if not preferred, for the reasons
indicated in §2.1?

This can be tested for Polish, where, as in other West Slavic languages, n/t-
participles of ipfv. stems are commonplace (Wiemer 2017: 135–138). Polish has
completely integrated n/t-participles of both IPFV1 and IPFV2 stems into the as-
pect system and its interface with voice (Lehmann 1992, Wiemer 1996, Górski
2008). However, we do not know much about their productivity and function
range, first of all, in a diachronic perspective. Moreover, one may ask to which
extent the ability of ipfv. n/t-participles to function as full-fledged members on
the aspect-voice interface correlates with the overall frequencies (for all gram-
matical forms) of their stems (see §4.2).

Furthermore, GF is insensitive to actionality features as well, but if GF relates
to an event this may entail a result (provided the event is telic); see examples in
§2.1. The point is not whether a result has ensued, but whether it is treated as
the asserted part of the message or as presupposed information. That is, in accor-
dance with Borik & Gehrke (2018) and Gehrke (2023 [this volume]), GF should
be evaluated not so much with respect to the internal structure of events, but in
terms of information structure, and (deictic or relative) time location may, but
need not, become an issue (see (3), (6)). Moreover, the lexical (and natural) pre-
fixes which, according to Tatevosov, “bind” a resultative subevent, can be taken
as means that establish this subevent as an undeniable part of the verb’s meaning.
However, this does not imply that the respective IPFV1 stems exclude a resulta-
tive subevent. Provided they occur (as VP heads) in suitable clausal contexts, they
may just be able to defocus such a subevent; that is, they are labile in this respect.
Otherwise, how would we explain the employment of ipfv. stems (finite forms
or n/t-participles) in GF which evidently refer to an event (e.g., Pol. Już byłem o
to pytanyIPFV1 ‘I have already been asked about that’, Russ. Menja ob ėtom uže
sprašivaliIPFV2 ‘They already asked me about that’), and their employment as re-
placements of pfv. verbs in the denotation of events, e.g., in the narrative present?
Apart from that, it is justified to ask for stative readings of ipfv. n/t-participles
in the contemporary and earlier stages. Here we should keep in mind that sta-
tive readings do not automatically indicate that participles have lexicalized as
adjectives (see Borik & Gehrke 2018 in §2.1).

3 Further premises and the data used for the study

Related empirical questions are addressed in the following. We present find-
ings concerning the aspectual behavior of n/t-participles from IPFV1 and IPFV2
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stems, primarily on the basis of a comprehensive database containing potential
aspect triplets (e.g., Pol. tworzyćIPFV1 – stworzyćPFV – stwarzaćIPFV2 ‘create’, Rus.
paxat’IPFV1 – vspaxat’PFV – vspaxivat’IPFV2 ‘plough’), which covers the period
1750–2018 in Russian and Polish. Triplets have the advantage that the meanings
and behavior of IPFV1 and IPFV2 can be compared directly. We first comment on
triplets and our database (§3.1) before we turn to the sampling procedure (§3.2)
and the annotation schema (§3.3).

3.1 Triplets

In connection with the DiAsPol-project, a database of aspect triplets for the pe-
riod 1750–2018 has been created for Polish, Czech, and Russian.10 Aspect triplets
(or, more strictly, “bi-imperfective aspect triplets”, see Zaliznjak et al. 2015: 235–
236, henceforth simply triplets) are built on a constellation in which two ipfv.
stems lexically correspond to the same cognate pfv. stem: one ipfv. stem is de-
rived from the pfv. stem by a suffix (= IPFV2), the other is an unprefixed ipfv.
stem (= IPFV1, or simplex) and itself the morphological basis for the pfv. stem.
Compare, for instance, the following illustrations for Russian and Polish.11

(14) IPFV1 PFV IPFV2
a. gre-t’ → na-gre-t’ → na-gre-va-t’ ‘warm up’
b. gotov-i-t’ → pri-gotov-i-t’ → pri-gotavl-iva-t’ ‘prepare (meal)’

(15) IPFV1 PFV IPFV2
a. dzieli-ć → roz-dziel-i-ć → roz-dziel-a-ć ‘divide; separate’
b. kaz-a-ć → na-kaz-a-ć → na-kaz-ywa-ć ‘order’

Triplets result from an overlay of the two most productive patterns by which
aspect pairs are created in Slavic languages, namely (for Russian):

(16) IPFV1 PFV IPFV2
a. pis-a-t’ → na-pis-a-t’ ‘write’
b. pere-pis-a-t’ → pere-pis-yva-t’ ‘rewrite’

Another precondition is that the derivation IPFV1 → PFV involves a natural pre-
fix, so that no lexical change (or modification) obtains (see §2.1). In triplets, both

10See https://www.diaspol.uw.edu.pl/eng/. A detailed description of the database is underway.
11Suffixation may consist either in an addition (as with {va} in the case of na-gre-va-t’), or in a
replacement (as with {𝑖} > {𝑎} in the case of roz-dziel-a-ć), or in a replacement that resulted
from the coalescence of two more elementary segments (as with {𝑖𝑣𝑎} < {𝑖-𝑣𝑎} in the cases of
pri-gotavl-iva-t’ and na-kaz-ywa-ć). These distinctions are irrelevant for the present concern.
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IPFV1 and IPFV2 function as lexical replacements of PFV in grammatically or
pragmatically defined contexts, well-known to Slavic aspectology, and IPFV1 and
IPFV2 may also replace one another. Admittedly, in many cases only IPFV2 is
considered an exact “lexical copy” of its pfv. counterpart, which also shares the
argument requirements of the latter, while IPFV1 stems betray less strict require-
ments (usually for objects) and are lexically more diffuse than the remaining pair
of prefixed PFV and IPFV2. However, in many cases there is no IPFV2 – or it is
derived only occasionally and not considered part of the standard language – and
IPFV1 alone “fulfills the duties” of the PFV’s lexical copy, as in the case of pisat’ –
napisat’.

Table 1 provides the number of items of which the Russian and the Polish
triplet database is composed.

Table 1: Sizes of aspect triplet database

Polish 1,773 triplets − 1,386 (IPFV1), 1,773 (PFV), 1,807 (IPFV2)
Russian 1,275 triplets − 837 (IPFV1), 1,275 (PFV), 1,461 (IPFV2)

There are less IPFV1 than PFV stems because many IPFV1 stems enter into
more than one triplet (with different prefixes), and the number of IPFV2 stems is
larger than for PFV stems since there happen to be suffix variants. In this study,
the latter are neglected, and the number of triplets per period coincides with the
number of PFV stems.

3.2 Sampling procedure

For the participle study we established five subperiods: 1730–1800, 1801–1850,
1890–1918, 1945–1980, 1990–2020. The size of the available corpora (see Refer-
ences) and the periods differed, partially quite considerably (see Table 2). For
each period, we drew random samples à 100 tokens of n/t-participles of ipfv. and
pfv. stems. Not always was this mark reached because of the corpus size, and
some of the Russian samples were slightly larger (see Appendix, Part I). A sample
contained no more than 15 items of the same stem; on this account, the random-
izing procedure could be violated.

The sampling procedure did not distinguish between the syntactic function,
thus predicative participles, e.g. (17), had the same chance to get into a sample
as did participles used as NP-modifiers (“attributive”) or in appositions (“semi-
predicative”). The percentage of predicative use per sample varies a lot, but it
rarely approaches, or exceeds, 50 percent (see Appendix, Part I). However, wewill
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Table 2: Sizes of subcorpora (in tokens of expressions) for periods

1730–1800 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

Polish 3,478,168 1,837,844 776,277 9,100,510 284,820,841
Russian 3,227,827 14,716,129 46,943,219 51,398,237 114,020,580

not dwell on biases in syntactic use, apart from correlations between syntactic
use and aspect functions (see §4.3).

Appositive use subsumes cases in which the participle constitutes a clause on
its own. Of course, the distinction from, respectively, predicative and attributive
use is often troublesome, but, as a rule, appositive use can be distinguished on
the following criteria: (a) the participle follows its head noun; (b) it does not de-
note any stable (inherent) feature (as do characterizing adjectives and participles,
usually lexicalized). Compare (18) as opposed to (19):

(17) Otóż
ptc

t-a
this-f.nom.sg

reform-a
reform.f.-nom.sg

nie
neg

będzi-e
fut-3sg

kojarzo-n-a
associate.ipfv1-pp-f.nom.sg

z
with

nik-im.
nobody-ins

‘Well, this reform will not be associated with anyone.’ → predicative

(18) Kar-ą
punishment.f-ins.sg

stosowa-n-ą
apply.ipfv1-pp-f.ins.sg

wobec
towards

żołnierzy
soldiers

jest
be.prs.3sg

także
also

areszt
arrest.m-nom.sg

wojskowy.
military.m.nom.sg

‘Military arrest is also a penalty applied to soldiers.’ → appositive

(19) Ogląda-my
watch.ipfv-prs.1pl

wpływ
influence.m.acc.sg

budowa-n-ego
build.ipfv1-pp-n.gen.sg

przez
over

dziesięciolecia
decades

genius
genius

loci
loci

na
on

now-ych
new-acc.sg

mieszkańc-ów.
inhabitant-acc.pl

‘We see the impact of the genius loci built over decades on new
inhabitants.’ → attributive

(Polish)

For Polish and Russian, samples were drawn from the respective national corpora
(Polish National Corpus/PNC – http://nkjp.pl/; RNC – https://ruscorpora.ru/).
The triplet database served as a means to restrict corpus queries by which sets
of IPFV1 stems could be compared to sets of IPFV2 stems, i.e. two sets of ipfv.
stems with basically identical lexical meaning (see §3.1). In fact, as for Russian,
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the triplet database turned out to be the only means to get a handle on certain
frequency data from the RNC (see §4.1). We did not, however, compare specific
IPFV1 stems to their individual IPFV2 counterparts (or vice versa). This would
require a series of case studies that we did not intend to perform.

For Polish, the annotation schema and interface of the PNC allowed us to work
with amore diversified array of samples than this was possible for the RNC. Thus,
for Polish separate series of samples (à five periods) were drawn from the PNC
for IPFV1, PFV and IPFV2 stems that were contained in our database, according
to the following guidelines:

(i) à 25 stems with the highest token frequencies of n/t-participles (or less if
the list contained less than 25 stems in the most frequent group);12

(ii) 25 stems selected by chance from among stems with a frequency of 1–5
n/t-participle tokens.

Below these groups are named “freq(uent)” and “infreq(uent)”. In addition, for
each stem type and each period we composed (iii) a random sample of n/t-
participles from just any possible stem (regardless of the frequency of its forms);
this sample series served as control.

As for Russian, samples did not distinguish for different frequency ranges of
n/t-participles from different stems, since no sufficiently reliable figures required
for such a distinction could be obtained from the RNC. We therefore just cre-
ated (i) random samples of n/t-participles of IPFV1 and PFV stems for all periods
based on our database and (ii) analogous random samples independently from
our database. In addition, we (iii) “skimmed through” all n/t-participles we could
find for IPFV2 stems (46 tokens, of which 41 belong to the period 1730–1800).
These were not considered for inferential statistics.

Therefore, we can compare Russian and Polish n/t-participles of IPFV1 and
PFV stems. However, while the Polish data, in addition, gives a chance to estimate
whether the database-driven samples show any bias in comparison to entirely
random samples of n/t-participles, in Russian we can only control for possible
biases of n/t-participles of IPFV1 and PFV stems from the database.

12The most frequent groups were established on the basis of salient frequency cuts (individ-
ually for each sample). In many samples there were not enough stems with a participle
frequency of > 5.
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3.3 Annotation: Aspect functions and syntactic functions

All samples were annotated manually for aspect functions, the aforementioned
syntactic functions and polarity. Russian examples were additionally annotated
for nominal vs pronominal (“short” vs. “long”) form. Their proportions can be
inferred from the table in Part III of the Appendix; however, their distribution
will not be discussed in this article. As concerns aspect functions and syntac-
tic functions, we used the tag “_d” (= doubtful) for the closest acceptable value,
since many cases turned out difficult to categorize. Overall, the Russian data con-
tain considerably more cases of doubt in the assignment of aspect function than
the Polish data, and a particularly large share of such cases (in both languages)
falls on the general-factual function, which often is difficult to distinguish from
a habitual or stative function, as defined below (see Parts IV–V of the Appendix).
However, even on an account of doubtful cases the general-factual function in
Russian begins to predominate over these two other functions only in the later
periods (see §4.4.1), and there is no reason to assume that, on average, there was
a bias in favor of any of these more frequent functions. In semantic annotation,
such decision problems are well known, and we consider it important to mark
ambiguity or problematic cases in the original data, as they supply valuable in-
formation on the “edges” of categorial distinctions. However, this issue will not
be addressed here, either; instead, problematic cases were integrated into counts
according to the value which we accepted as the closest one, and we comment
on such problems in passing below. All annotations were thoroughly double-
checked by an informed and trained native speaker and by B. Wiemer.

As concerns aspect functions of pfv. participles, wemade a distinction between
eventive (a.k.a. actional) and stative (i.e. resultative) use, since these are two cru-
cial meanings distinguished for passives. For ipfv. participles, since they aremore
interesting in terms of inner-Slavic differentiation, amore diversified array of val-
ues was assumed. All of them are widely applied in aspectology and are briefly
commented on here, with illustrations from our samples.

3.3.1 Progressive (PROG)

Situations can consist of phases. A progressive reading focuses on any internal
phase(s), so that boundaries are defocused.13 Note that, in our Russian samples,
almost all cases of progressive reading raised doubts, and they need rather strong
contextual support (21).

13In Klein’s (1994) terms this means that Topic Time is included in Time of Situation, whereas the
eventive meaning implies a limitation and, thus, amounts to the inclusion of Time of Situation
in Topic Time.
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(20) Poczekać kilkanaście sekund. W tym czasie pokaże się pasek postępu,
[na
on

któr-ym
rel-m.loc.sg

będ-ą
fut-3pl

widoczn-e
visible-m.nom.pl

ładowa-n-e
load.ipfv1-pp-m.nom.pl

element-y].
element.m-nom.pl
‘Wait a dozen or so seconds. During this time, the progress bar will show,
[on which the items being loaded will be visible].’

(Polish; PNC; 1990–1920)

(21) Ona volokom pritaščila na odejale drova iz saraja, namjala bumažnyx
komkov (...). Spički lomalis’ i gasli, potom okazalos’, čto net tjagi,
[ėto
ptc

uže
already

kogda
when

po
along

komnate
room

popolz-l-i
crawl.pfv-pst-pl

plast-y
layer-nom.pl

syr-ogo
damp-gen.sg.m

dym-a
smoke.m-gen.sg

i
and

von’
stink.f-nom.sg

žže-n-oj
burn.ipfv1-pp-f.gen.sg

bumag-i].
paper.f-gen.sg

‘She dragged firewood from the shed on a blanket, crumpled paper wads
(...). The matches broke and went out, then it turned out that there was
no draft, [this was already when layers of damp smoke and the stink of
burnt paper (i.e. the paper being burnt) crawled around the room].’

(Russian; RNC; 1890–1918)

3.3.2 General-factual (GF)

See the discussion in §2.1.

3.3.3 Iterative (ITER)

Here this term strictly refers to predicates that denote the repetition of an event
on a single occasion (i.e. within a larger episode). This repetition can have a re-
stricted count (e.g.,He knocked at the door five times), the count may be unspecific
(He knocked at the door several times), or it may be unrestricted (e.g.,He constantly
knocked at the door). In the latter case, it may become difficult to delimit iterative
from progressive meaning.

Properly iterative use of participles in passives is extremely rare. In our sam-
ples we spotted only a handful of doubtful cases that might also be analyzed as
progressive (22) or general-factual (23).
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(22) Wśród
among

stukotu
clatter

obija-n-ych
knock.on.ipfv2-pp-m.gen.pl

garnk-ów
pot.m-gen.pl

i
and

talerz-y
plate.m-gen.pl

klientk-i
customer.f-nom.pl

dobiera-ł-y
choose.ipfv2-pst-pl.nvir

pokrywk-i
lid.f-acc.pl

do
to

rondl-i
saucepant.m-gen.pl

albo
or

talerzyk-i
plate.m-acc.pl

do
to

filiżanek.
cup.f-gen.pl

‘Amid the clatter of knocked pots and plates, customers chose pot lids or
plates for cups.’ (Polish; PNC; 1990–2020)

(23) – Ne mel’teši, Mixalyč, – proburčal Balandin.
– [Triždy

thrice
už
already

govore-n-o].
say.ipfv1-pp-sg.n

Čego opjat’ nakačivaeš’?

‘– Don’t flicker, Mikhalych, Balandin muttered.
– [It has been said already three times]. Why are you pumping up again?’

(Russian; RNC; 2004)

3.3.4 Habitual (HAB)

Habitual meanings occupy central stage in typologies of event-external plu-
ractionality.14 They mark unlimited repetitions without an account of external
boundaries. What is “counted” is not subintervals within one episode, but the
episodes themselves, and this count is unspecific.15 Habitual readings as such are
insensitive to actionality distinctions, i.e. to whatever is represented as repeated
in an unspecified number of occurrences.

(24) No nam užasno nravilos’ slušat’, i
[ja
I.nom

do
until

six
this

por
moment

ne
neg

mog-u
can-prs.1sg

ravnodušno
indifferently

slyša-t’
hear.ipfv1-inf

igra-nn-ye
play.ipfv1-pp-pl

e-ju
3sg.f-ins

p’esk-i].
piece-nom.pl

‘But we really enjoyed listening, and [I still cannot indifferently hear the
pieces played by her (i.e. which she used to play, which becomes evident
from the broader context)].’ (Russian; RNC; 1952–1971)

14We follow systematic classifications and their foundation, as in Cusic (1981), Xrakovskij (1997),
Mattiola (2019), and, first of all, Šluinskij (2005, 2006).

15Notably, habitual situations need not be regular; in fact, more often than not they are irregular.
This applies also to the meaning of always and never, which support habitual readings.
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(25) Ona byla perevedena v konservatorskuju studiju –
[k
to

načinajušč-im
beginning-dat.pl

ščenk-am
puppy-dat.pl

s
with

dran-ymi
tattered-ins.pl

nosk-ami
sock-ins.pl

i
and

redko
seldom

my-t-ymi
wash.ipdv1-pp-ins.pl

griv-ami
mane-ins.pl

do
up.to

pleč].
shoulder-gen.pl

‘She was transferred to a conservatory studio – [to beginner puppies with
tattered socks and rarely washed shoulder-length manes].’

(Russian; RNC; 2003)

(26) Oprócz tego MOP rozwinęła szeroką działalność naukowo-badawczą i
wydawniczą (…),
[rosn-ą
grow.ipfv1-prs.3pl

też
also

rozmiar-y
size.m-nom.pl

pomoc-y
help.f-gen.sg

techniczn-ej
technical-f.gen.sg

świadczo-n-ej
provide.ipfv1-pp-f.gen.sg

przez
through

organizacj-ę
organization.f-acc.sg

kraj-om
country.m-dat.pl

Trzeci-ego
third-gen.sg.m

Świat-a].
world.m-gen.sg

‘In addition, the ILO has developed extensive research and publishing
activities (…), [and the size of technical assistance provided by the
organization to Third World countries is also growing].’

(Polish; PNC; 1945–1980)

3.3.5 Stative (STAT)

Stative meanings capture situations without any boundaries and without any
(sub)intervals. The latter property distinguishes states from habitual situations.16

However, states may change. A particular case is resultative states.

(27) [List
letter.m-acc.sg

swój
possref-m.acc.sg

napisa-ł-a
write.pfv-pst-f.sg

powodowa-n-a
cause.ipfv1-pp-f.nom.sg

żal-em],
regret.m-ins.sg

że w moim przewodniku po Puszczy kampinoskiej, nie znalazła
wzmianki o wsi swojego dzieciństwa i młodości.
‘[She wrote her letter out of regret (lit. caused by regret)] that in my
guide to the Kampinoski Forest she found no mention of the village of
her childhood and youth.’ (Polish; PNC; 1990–2020)

16Examples are often ambiguous between a stative and a habitual reading for the reason that
they do not contain a clear indication of interval properties. While we cannot dwell on this
issue here, it does not much affect the statistical figures presented below, since HAB and STAT
are anyway the most frequent functions of ipfv. participles (see §4.3) and there is no reason
why, in such ambiguous cases, the annotation might have been biased toward either HAB or
STAT.
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(28) Ėt-ot
this-m.nom.sg

svoeobrazn-yj
peculiar-m.nom.sg

gazov-yj
gas-m.nom.sg

ballon
cylinder.m-nom.sg

soedinja-et-sja
connect.ipfv2-prs.3sg-refl

so
with

stvol-om,
barrel.m-ins.sg

perekry-t-ym
occlude.pfv-pp-ins.sg

diafragm-oj.
diaphragm.f-ins.sg
‘This kind of gas cylinder is connected to the barrel, occluded with a
diaphragm.’ (Russian; RNC; 1974)

(29) [Kovrov-ye
carpet-nom.pl

dorožk-i
pathway-nom.pl

kazenno
state-owned

unyl-ogo
dull-gen.sg

cvet-a
colour.m-gen.sg

ne
neg

čišče-n-y
clean.ipfv1-pp-pl

i
and

sbi-t-y],
knock.down.pfv-pp-pl

tam i

sjam vidny zatoptannye okurki.
‘[The carpets of the official dull color are not cleaned and knocked down],
here and there trampled cigarette butts are visible.’ (Russian; RNC; 2004)

(30) Jug
south.m-nom.sg

moskovsk-oj
Moscow-f.gen.sg

ojkumen-y
ecumene.f-gen.sg

dele-n
divide.ipfv1-pp-sg.m

na
on

gorn-yj
mountainous-m.acc.sg

jugo-zapad
south-west.m-acc.sg

i
and

ravninn-yj
flat-m.acc.sg

jugo-vostok.
south-east.m-acc.sg

‘The south of the Moscow ecumene is divided into mountainous
southwest and flat southeast.’ (Russian; RNC; 2005)

(31) Tak-oj
such-m.nom.sg

malen’k-ij,
small-m.nom.sg

a
but

tašč-it
drag-prs.3sg

na
on

buksir-e
tow.m-loc

dv-e
two-f.acc

ogromn-ye
huge-acc.pl

barž-i,
barge-acc.pl

gruže-nn-ye
load.ipfv1-pp-acc.pl

tes-om.
batten.m-ins.sg

‘So small, and drags in tow two huge barges, loaded with boards.’
(Russian; RNC; 1959)

4 Findings

We start from an account of lexical diversity (§4.1), then turn to frequency re-
lations between n/t-participles and the general amount of grammatical forms
(§4.2) over to the relation between aspect and syntactic functions (§4.3), before
we dwell on some more specific issues (§4.4).
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4.1 Lexical diversity

In order to get an idea of how well-represented are grammatical means (or con-
structions) in a language (at some stage), it seems useful to assess their produc-
tivity, i.e. their spread among the stock of lexical units to which they apply. We
will call this spread ‘lexical diversity’. Since Slavic aspect is based on oppositions
between stems (§1), we may count IPFV1, PFV and IPFV2 stems as lexical units
to which participle suffixes, as grammatical means, apply. Our data allows for
three, rather crude, ways to approximate lexical diversity (LD).

The first approach rests on type/token ratios, i.e. on coefficients between the
number of different stems (= types) and the number of tokens in each sample.
The value of type/token ratios varies between 0 and 1; the higher the value, the
more diversified the number of stems which made it into the sample. Table 3
provides the figures for the Russian samples.

Table 3: Type/token ratio of stems with participles – Russian

n/t

IPFV1 PFV IPFV2

triplets control triplets control all that could be found

1730–1780 0.21 0.40 0.24 0.69 0.67 (48 tokens)
1801–1850 0.19 0.38 0.24 0.78 only 4 tokens
1890–1918 0.17 0.41 0.23 0.81 only 1 token
1945–1980 0.18 0.42 0.20 0.86 −
1990–2020 0.19 0.50 0.21 0.81 −

Through all periods, the LDs are considerably higher in the control samples
(which is natural since the choice of stems was not restricted by the triplet
database), and among the control samples they are higher for PFV stems. More-
over, the figures are stable over time, except a steady increase for the PFV con-
trol samples, with a slight decrease in the last period. Moreover, we see that
n/t-participles were derived from IPFV2 stems still in the 18th century and that,
despite being infrequent, for that period their type/token ratio was comparable
to the ratio of pfv. n/t-participles. Afterwards they drastically declined and vir-
tually disappeared altogether (see further §4.4.2).

Table 4 shows the figures of the Polish samples.
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Table 4: Type/token ratio of stems with participles – Polish

n/t

IPFV1 IPFV2 PFV

freq infreq ctrl freq infreq ctrl freq infreq ctrl

1730–1780 0.23 0.63 0.58 0.23 1.00 0.62 0.25 0.65 0.83
1801–1850 0.22 0.73 0.74 0.33 1.00 0.69 0.24 0.71 0.92
1890–1918 0.23 0.43 0.60 0.23 0.80 0.64 0.26 0.43 0.95
1945–1980 0.23 0.50 0.64 0.29 0.50 0.64 0.22 0.53 0.83
1990–2020 0.25 0.59 0.39 0.19 0.38 0.57 0.24 0.31 0.66

Among the freq-samples (for items restricted by the database) the type/token
ratios are rather stable, and consistently so, in the range 19–33, mostly around
25–26, whereas in the infreq-samples the ratios are considerably higher, but they
also vary over larger ranges, with higher values in the earlier periods particularly
for PFV and IPFV2 stems. With the infreq-samples, IPFV2 stems even reach the
possible maximum type/token ratio of 1, but it then drops drastically, and toward
the last period the ratio of IPFV1 stems outruns the ratio of IPFV2 stems. As for
the control groups, the ratios of PFV stems are consistently higher than for ipfv.
stems. A decrease of the ratios can be observed for all control samples in the last
period, quite drastically for IPFV1 and PFV stems, while the ratios of IPFV2 keep
their level more or less over all periods.

The samples (already small as such) differ a lot as for their size. We therefore
additionally calculated Herdan’s Index, a type-token measure which is less sensi-
tive to different sizes between samples, since it is based on the natural logarithms
of raw figures (cf. Panas 2011: 523). However, this measure yielded the same re-
lations between the coefficients as did the simple type/token measure presented
in Tables 3 and 4 (see Appendix, Part II).

Regardless, we should be aware that type/token ratios need not have decreased
as such. Simply, the subcorpora of the later periods have a larger size, and in
drawing random samples, frequent units have a better chance of making it into
the sample more often. On the other hand, larger corpora also supply better
chances for rare phenomena (e.g., stems with participles) to get into the sample.
To draw more reliable conclusions about productivity, hapax phenomena would
be more telling (cf. Baayen 2009). However, “fishing” them out would require an
entirely different access to corpus data (which was not available).
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A way of getting an idea of productivity which comes closer to looking for
hapaxes is the following. We can approach the LD of n/t-participles by asking for
the proportion of stems which have at least one such participle form in relation
to the overall amount of stems (= lexical units) in the corpus. This amounts to
asking for the type frequency of n/t-participles in the corpus. We could not do
that for the whole population of stems in the corpora, but we calculated these
proportions (per period) for IPFV1, PFV and IPFV2 stems that are included in the
triplet database. Table 5 provides the relevant figures.

As for Polish, there is no clear tendency, but PFV stems are most and IPFV2 are
least productive. Russian PFV stems are more productive than IPFV1 stems with
n/t-participles as well, and their figures are comparable to those of Polish PFV
stems. However, in Russian both PFV and IPFV1 stems reveal a slight, but steady
increase of productivity over time. Remember, however, that these observations
are exclusively based on triplets.

A third approach toward LD is by calculating the mean proportions of partici-
ple token frequencies in relation to the token frequencies of the remainder of
grammatical forms for each stem type (IPFV1, PFV, IPFV2). As a shortcut, these
values may be dubbed “proportional frequencies”. Again, this calculation was
possible only for the units included in the triplet database.

Tables 6 and 7 present the relevant figures. We start with Polish.
Table 6 testifies to a solid time stability of the mean token frequency of Polish

n/t-participles for PFV and IPFV2 stems, only slightly less for IPFV1 stems. With
PFV stems n/t-participles are considerably more frequent than for ipfv. stems.
Moreover, IPFV2 stems employ n/t-participles about 2–3 times less frequently
than do IPFV1 stems. However, Polish IPFV2 n/t-participles were by magnitudes
more frequent than in Russian already in the 18th century, and their mean fre-
quency has remained stable over time.

Table 7 supplies the figures for the Russian samples.17

Wenotice a reliable time stability for n/t-participles of IPFV1 stems, while such
participles of IPFV2 stems were extremely rare already since 1730 and practically
ceased to occur after 1918 (and probably earlier); this is why Table 5 lacks figures
for the last two periods. However, as Tables 3 and 4 show, in the first period
(1730–1780) the type/token ratio of IPFV2 n/t-participles was quite high: with
0.67 it was comparable to the ratio of Polish IPFV2 n/t-participles of that period
(0.62) (Table 4), simultaneously it was practically as high as of Russian PFV n/t-
participles of that period and much higher than for IPFV1 n/t-participles of any
period (Table 3). We will return to this issue in §4.4.2.

17Missing values indicate that corpus hits only contained citations from earlier periods.
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Table 5: Type frequencies of stems (from database) with at least one
n/t-participle

1730–
1780

1801–
1850

1890–
1918

1945–
1980

1990–
2020

Polish
n/t number of IPFV1 (= 100%) 798 694 1,018 958 1,275
stems with at least one 268 144 315 280 633
participle token (33.6 %) (20.7 %) (30.9 %) (29.2 %) (49.6 %)
number of PFV (= 100%) 851 832 1,274 1,316 1,721
stems with at least one 480 405 749 648 1,138
participle token (56.4 %) (48.7 %) (58.8 %) (49.2 %) (66.1 %)
number of IPFV2 (= 100%) 372 391 661 565 1,009
stems with at least one 46 41 132 92 395
participle token (12.4 %) (10.5 %) (20.0 %) (16.3 %) (39.1 %)

Russian
n/t number of IPFV1 (= 100%) 537 692 762 804 810
stems with at least one 126 185 244 261 290
participle token (23.5 %) (26.7 %) (32.0 %) (32.5 %) (35.8 %)
number of PFV (= 100%) 664 1,028 1,170 1,207 1,438
stems with at least one 333 549 657 718 897
participle token (50.2 %) (53.4 %) (56.2 %) (59.5 %) (62.4 %)
number of IPFV2 (= 100%) 389 606 793 − −
stems with at least one 41 4 1 − −
participle token (10.5 %) (0.7 %) (0.1 %)
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Table 6: Means of proportions between n/t-participles and the rest of
forms (Polish)

1730–1780 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

IPFV1 n/t 0.09 0.052 0.07 0.075 0.07
PFV n/t 0.26 0.23 0.26 0.23 0.23
IPFV2 n/t 0.03 0.027 0.03 0.032 0.038

Table 7: Means of proportions between n/t-participles and the rest of
forms (Russian)

1730–1780 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

IPFV1 n/t 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.09
PFV n/t 0.31 0.39 0.40 0.45 0.26
IPFV2 n/t 0.009 0.006 0.007 − −

As for PFV stems, the means fluctuate over a slightly larger range, also in
comparison to the Polish sample series, even though the figures for both PFV
and IPFV1 stems in Russian are consistently higher than for the equivalent Polish
stems. Simultaneously, to repeat, Polish n/t-participles of IPFV2 stems were by
magnitudes more frequent than in Russian already in the 18th century, and their
mean frequency has remained stable over time.

In general, a comparison of Tables 6 and 7 reveals that Russian has been em-
ploying n/t-participles for passives slightly more frequently than Polish, even
with IPFV1 stems. Thismight seem surprising, howeverwhat needs to be checked
is the relation of token frequency to lexical diversity. A comparison of Tables 3
and 4 shows that the type/token ratios for IPFV1 stems and, in particular, for
PFV stems in Polish are on average higher than in Russian. To the extent that
type/token ratios can be understood as a rough indicator of productivity, Rus-
sian shows lower productivity than Polish, whereas in terms of proportional fre-
quencies (Tables 6 and 7) the relation is inverse: n/t-participles of IPFV1 and PFV
stems on average occurred more often in Russian than in Polish.

4.2 Correlation between general token frequency and frequency of
n/t-participles (Polish)

Let us now look whether, on average, the token frequency of n/t-participles for
IPFV1, PFV, IPFV2 stems depends on the overall token frequency of forms occur-
ring for these stems in the corpus. The more linear this relation, the stronger the
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correlation (Pearson’s ρ; cf. Levshina 2015: 116–126). We have been able to calcu-
late this correlation only for the Polish samples based on the triplet database.18

The results are obvious (see Table 8). First, this correlation is strongest for PFV
stems, consistently over all periods; it drops after the first period, but then re-
mains more or less at the same level. Second, for IPFV2 stems the correlation
grows almost steadily, and it outruns the correlations for IPFV1 stems in the last
three periods. We may take this as an indication of an increasing integration of
IPFV2 stems – and jointly with them of their n/t-participles – into the grammat-
ical system.

Table 8: Correlation between token frequencies of n/t-participles and
all forms (Polish)

Pearson’s ρ 1730–1780 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

IPFV1 0.61 0.52 0.50 0.44 0.59
PFV 0.86 0.73 0.71 0.60 0.73
IPFV2 0.35 0.43 0.52 0.50 0.65

4.3 Relation between aspect functions and syntactic functions

We tested on significance (𝜒2 or Fisher’s exact test) and strength of association,
or effect size (Cramer’s V, with values ranging between 0 and 1).19 Here only the
main results are communicated.

As concerns n/t-participles of PFV stems, in either language a consistent dom-
inance of the stative function regardless of syntactic status can be observed.
In most samples over all periods, this dominance reaches a significance level
between 𝑝 < 0.05 (*) and 𝑝 < 0.001 (***). Higher p-values (i.e. less signifi-
cance) are due to the eventive function, which shows a bias toward predicative
use. Nonetheless, coefficients of eventive:stative function are only rarely higher
than 0.5, i.e. the share of eventive n/t-participles in a sample is only rarely larger
than 33 %. This happens in the last period of the Polish freq-sample (20:25), for

18The database supplies a large, but manageable amount of verb stems, and the Polish corpora
provide annotations which can be used directly for getting the relevant frequency data. The
RNC does not provide such annotations and search tools, so that we could not avail ourselves
of the relevant frequencies for these correlations.

19Tests on significance inform about the likelihood that the same correlation would be obtained
from other samples; this likelihood is customarily indicated by a p-value (the smaller this value,
the lesser the probability that the given result has been obtained by chance). In turn, strength
of association measures the correlation itself. The latter does not depend on the sample size,
whereas significance increases with sample size (cf. Levshina 2015: 129–130).
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the last period of the Polish control sample (15:11), and in the last period of the
Russian control sample (16:25). That is, the relative frequency of eventive use
slightly increases over time, but, except for the last period in the Polish control
samples, it never prevails over the stative one. Moreover, for the Russian samples
Cramer’s V only rarely rises above 0.3, whereas for most Polish samples its value
is between 0.4 and 0.7; that is, the correlation is in general stronger in Polish.

As concerns ipfv. n/t-participles, we only compared the most frequent aspect
functions, STAT and HAB, against the remainder of aspect functions. That is, GF
is not the predominant function in either of the languages. This also applies to
their predicative use; in Polish, the habitual function proves to be particularly
dominant in the predicative use of IPFV2 n/t-participles. Admittedly, beside ex-
amples with an undoubtedly stative reading (see (32)), a larger number of ex-
amples turned out difficult to categorize, as e.g. (33), which might be assigned
habitual function, or (34), which might be interpreted as GF. See examples for
Russian:

(32) (…) našu večno bedstvovavšuju prijatel’nicu Ninu Alovert,
[u
by

kotor-oj
rel-f.gen.sg

do
up.to

s-ix
this-gen.pl

por
time-gen.pl

za
for

telefon
telephone.m-acc.sg

ne
neg

plače-n-o (…)].
pay.ipfv1-pp-sg.n

‘our ever-poor friend Nina Alovert, [who still hasn’t paid (lit. on which it
isn’t paid) for her phone]’ (Russian; RNC; 1998)

(33) [Skol’ko
how.much

sil
power-gen.pl

na
on

«Orfej-a»
Orpheus.m-acc.sg

trače-n-o],
spend.ipfv1-pp-sg.n

a čego-to ėtoj tragedii vsegda ne dostavalo!
‘[How much effort had been spent (lit. is spent) on “Orpheus”], but
something was always lacking in this tragedy!’ (Russian; RNC; 2010)

(34) Pavlo vskočil, paren’ molodoj, krov’ svežaja,
[lagerj-ami
camp-ins.pl

ešče
yet

ne
neg

trepa-n],
maul.ipfv1-pp-sg.m

na galuškax ukrainskix rjažka

ot”edennaja.
‘Pavlo sprang to his feet, a young lad with fresh blood, [not yet mauled by
the camps], used to stuff his face with Ukrainian dumplings.’

(Russian; RNC; 1961)

For Polish, analogous cases could be adduced.
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On the other hand, there is also a considerable number of examples for which
GF has been assigned only with doubts, as in (35)–(36):

(35) Žal’ tol’ko, GF or STAT?
[čto
comp

ona
she.nom.sg

davno
long.ago

ne
neg

čišče-n-a].
clean.ipfv1-pp-sg.f

‘It is only a pity [that it (the scapula) has not been (lit. is not) cleaned for a
long time].’ (Russian; RNC; 2011)

(36) A naši ženščiny vse ravno byli v nas, GF or HAB?
[i
and

skol’ko
how.much

by-l-o
be-pst-sg.n

o
about

nix
3.loc.pl

govore-n-o].
say.ipfv1-pp-sg.n

‘And our women were all the same in us, [and how much was said about
them].’ (Russian; RNC; 1990–1996)

There is no reason to assume that such hesitations in the assignment of aspect
functions have skewed their general distribution in the samples toward any of
these functions (GF vs HAB or STAT); see also Footnote 16.

Regardless, as concerns n/t-participles of IPFV1 stems, results on different lev-
els of significance (from < 0.05* to < 0.001***) for Polish are found in most peri-
ods of the freq- and the control samples, with Cramer’s V between 0.24 and 0.47
(except in the first period of the control sample: V = 0.53). In general, STAT
is more closely associated to attributive use, but in the control samples we also
observe an extreme preference of HAB in predicative use; compare (37)–(38).

(37) W
in

świecie
world

już
already

od dawna
since.long

są
be.prs.3pl

produkowa-n-e
produce.ipfv1-pp-nom.pl

różn-ego
various-m.gen.sg

rodzaj-u
kind.m-gen.sg

ciągadł-a
die.n-nom.pl

ciśnieniow-e
of.pressure-n.nom.pl

o
of

podobn-ej
similar-gen.sg.f

zasadzi-e
principle.f-gen.sg

działani-a.
action.n-gen.sg

‘Various types of pressure dies with a similar principle of operation have
been produced in the world for a long time.’ (Polish; PNC; 1945–1980)

(38) Ci zaś, którzy jak dzieci na wielkanocnych plackach odłubują tylko
rodzynki życia i zjadają,
[c-i
this-vir.nom.pl

wiecznie
eternally

za
for

dziec-i
child.n-acc.pl

będ-ą
fut-3pl

mia-n-i
have.ipfv1-pp-vir.nom.pl

i
and

sądze-n-i
judge.ipfv1-pp-vir-nom.pl

jako
as
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dziec-i.]
child.n-nom.pl
‘And those who, like children on Easter cakes, pick only the raisins of life
and eat them, [those will eternally be considered children and be judged
as children].’ (Polish; PNC; 1801-1850)

The samples of Russian IPFV1 n/t-participles produced highly significant p-
values for almost all samples, except the control samples, among which there
is no clear tendency for the stative function (nor more remarkable values of
Cramer’s V). For the triplet-based samples, we observe a clear association be-
tween stative function and attributive use only in the last two periods; see (39).

(39) Grubo
roughly

bele-nn-ye
whiten.ipfv1-pp-pl

sten-y
wall-nom.pl

ne
neg

kaza-l-i-s’
seem.ipfv-pst-pl-refl

sliškom
too.much

goly (…).
naked-nom.pl

‘The roughly whitewashed walls did not seem too bare.’
(Russian; RNC; 1996–1997)

The samples of Polish IPFV2 n/t-participles yielded results on significance levels
< 0.5 (*) to < 0.001 (***) in all freq-samples and in all control samples but the
last, i.e. this period does not show a clear distribution. In general, STAT tends
towards attributive and appositive use (see (40–41)), but HAB does not show
any clear preference, except for the last period in the freq-samples. The infreq-
samples yielded no clear results.

(40) Po ukończeniu obrządku,
[z
from

jednej
one

strony
side

gospodarz,
housekeeper.m-nom.sg

a
and

z
from

drugiej
other

gospodyn-i
housekeeper.f-nom.sg

dom-u
house.m-gen.sg

traktowa-l-i
treat.ipfv1-pst-pl

wszystk-ich
everybody-acc.pl

z
from

kolei
turn

pokraja-n-em
slice.ipfv2-pp-n.ins.sg

jaj-em]
egg.n-ins.sg

i nie

opuszczali najmniejszeg dziecka.
‘After completing the rite, [the housekeeper, from one side, and his wife,
from the other, treated everybody with a sliced egg], and they did not
omit even the smallest child.’ (Polish; PNC; 1801–1850)
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(41) (...) zaraz
immediately

zatamowa-ł-a
block.pfv-pst-sg.f

krew
blood.acc

zapomocą
with.aid

bibuł-y,
blotting.paper.f-gen

umacza-n-ej
wetten.ipfv2-pp-f.gen.sg

w
in

jakimś
some

płynie
liquid

gryzącym.
biting
‘(…) she immediately blocked the blood with blotting paper, dipped (lit.
wettened) in some acrid liquid.’ (Polish; PNC; 1890–1918)

4.4 Specific issues

In the remainder, we will discuss aspect functions of ipfv. n/t-participles in
both languages (§4.4.1) and the fate of n/t-participles of IPFV2 stems in Russian
(§4.4.2).

4.4.1 General-factual vs. habitual and progressive function of ipfv.
n/t-participles

As stated in §4.3, GF has not turned out a predominant aspect function of ipfv.
n/t-participles for most of the samples over the periods, and this also holds for
Russian. This may surprise given the prominence ascribed to this function in
research dealing with ipfv. n/t-participles in contemporary Russian, which has
concentrated on predicative use (see §2.1). Here we discuss GF together with
PROG on the background of HAB, and we start with Russian.

As Table 9 shows, the token frequency of progressive readings has always been
low, and toward the present period it approaches zero. Only in one sample of the
1st and of the 2nd period did PROG prevail over GF, the predominance of the latter
increases toward the current period. GF also increases in comparison to HAB,
but only during the last two periods has it taken dominance over HAB. Thus, its
salience mentioned in the aforementioned research appears to be recent.20

As concerns PROG, even the few examples found in 1945–1980 raise doubts,
as their temporal reference is not entirely clear and they can also be assigned GF,
perhaps even ITER (see 42–43). In other cases, one can argue for assigning STAT,
also for earlier periods, as in (44):

20Weuse “na” if none of the functions is attested. If only one of the compared functions is attested,
GF, HAB or PROG, respectively.
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Table 9: HAB, GF, PROG for Russian IPFV1 n/t-participles

1730–1780 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

tripl ctrl tripl ctrl tripl ctrl tripl ctrl tripl ctrl

HAB 26 48 19 51 13 32 1 15 0 24
GF 22 2 8 11 9 17 12 40 25 23
PROG 5 5 10 7 3 5 1 6 0 0
coeff. 4.4 0.4 0.8 1.6 3.0 3.4 12.0 6.7 GF GF
GF/PROG
coeff. 5.2 9.6 1.9 7.3 4.3 6.4 1.0 2.5 na HAB
HAB/PROG
∑ sample 108 97 119 100 100 100 142 90 109 100

(42) Posle ėtogo professora Universiteta v vide protesta ustroili obed v čest’
Mendeleeva,
[vo
at

vremja
time

kotor-ogo
which-m.gen.sg

govore-n-y
say.ipfv1-pp-pl

by-l-i
be-pst-pl

sootvetstvujušč-ie
appropriate-nom.pl

reč-i].
speech-nom.pl

‘After that, as a protest, the professors of the University organized a
dinner in honor of Mendeleev, [during which appropriate speeches were
pronounced].’ (Russian; RNC; 1968)

(43) S utra do noči stol lomilsja ot edy i vina – ot lobii, sacivi, žarenoj ryby
loko, (…)
[glinjan-yx
clay-gen.pl

goršočk-ov
pot.m-gen.pl

s
with

tuše-nn-ym
stew.ipfv1-pp-ins.sg

v
in

ostr-yx
pungent-loc.pl

prjanostj-ax
spice-loc.pl

mjas-om].
meat.m-ins.sg

‘From morning to night, the table was full of food and wine – from lobia,
satsivi, fried loco fish (…), [clay pots with meat stewed in hot spices].’

(Russian; RNC; 1963)

(44) [Siloslav,
pn.m-nom.sg

bud-uči
be-cvb

trevož-en
alarm.ipfv1-pp.sg.m

i-mi],
3-ins.pl

govoril volšebnice,

čto ne možet probyt’ tut ni odnoj minuty.
‘[Siloslav, alarmed by them], told the sorceress that he could not stay
here for a single minute.’ (Russian; RNC; 1766–1768)
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A few clear examples of progressive use can be found in the samples of the first
two periods; compare (45)–(46):

(45) [Kogda
when

ja
1sg.nom

by-l
be-pst-sg.m

vede-n
lead-pp-sg.m

na
to

kazn’],
execution.f-acc.sg

to

šestvie moe bylo takim obrazom.
‘[When I was (being) led to execution], my procession was like this.’

(Russian; RNC; 1766–1768)

(46) Ne mogu opisat’ vamъ radosti,
[čuvstvova-nn-oj
feel.ipfv1-pp-f.gen.sg

mn-oju
1sg-ins

vъ
in

s-iju
this-f.acc.sg

minut-u].
minute.f-acc.sg

‘I cannot describe to you the joy [I felt (lit. felt by me) at this moment].’
(Russian; RNC; 1812)

Examples from the period 1890–1918 are more difficult to classify. In (47), for
instance, the classification as progressive or iterative (which itself is extremely
rare) depends on whether the focus is on a series of intervals within a discrete
larger episode (→ iterative) or on the continuity of attempts (→ progressive);
the problem is not just whether we are dealing with subintervals, but whether
accentuating such intervals is the proper “point” – a question that can at best be
solved on the basis of a larger discourse fragment.

(47) K severo-vostoku ot Černovic protivnik otčajannymi kontr-atakami,
[vede-nn-ymi
carry.out.ipfv1-pp-ins.pl

bol’š-imi
big-ins.pl

sil-ami],
power-ins.pl

pytalsja zaderžat’

naše nastuplenie.
‘To the northeast of Chernivtsi, the enemy tried to delay our advance
with deperate counter-attacks [carried out by large forces].’

(Russian; RNC; 1916)

Now let us turn to Polish, for which we first discuss the relation between GF and
PROG, then between HAB and PROG.

Table 10 provides coefficients between GF and PROG; values higher than 1
testify to a predominance of GF, values between 1 and 0 indicate a predominance
of PROG. If only one of the two functions is attested, the cell indicates GF or
PROG, respectively.21 As Table 10 shows, no clear tendencies can be inferred
from a pairwise comparison of IPFV1 and IPFV2 stems over the periods.

Despite the lack of a clear tendency of PROG in relation to GF, and in contrast
to Russian, ipfv. n/t-participles do not “lose” PROG, but retain it. It even seems

21We use “na” if none of the functions is attested.
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Table 10: GF/PROG coefficients for Polish ipfv. n/t-participles

coefficient 1730–1780 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

freq
IPFV1 1.7 0.4 0.4 0.1 1.1
IPFV2 1.0 GF PROG 0.1 3.0

infreq
IPFV1 6.0 9.0 2.0 0.4 1.0
IPFV2 GF na PROG 0.2 0.4

control
IPFV1 GF 0.7 0.4 0.8 0.3
IPFV2 3.7 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.6

to slightly increase by the modern period, at least in the control and the infreq-
samples, in which PROG now seems a bit more prominent for n/t-participles of
IPFV2 stems than of IPFV1 stems. Good examples of PROG are difficult to find
for the earliest periods (maybe because of data scarcity). All these findings hold
true for either stem type; see (48)–(51).

The following four examples show the employment of ipfv1 stems ((48)–(49))
and of ipfv2 stems ((50)–(51)) in progressive function.

(48) Puści-ł
let.pfv-pst-m.sg

żagiel
sail-acc.sg

i,
and

gna-n-y
drive.ipfv1-pp-m.nom.sg

pochyleni-em
stoop.n-ins.sg

się
refl

statk-u,
ship.m-gen.sg

pobieg-ł
run.pfv-pst-m.sg

mimowolnie
involuntarily

drobn-ym
small-ins.sg.m

kroki-em
step.m-ins.sg

na
on

tył.
rear-acc

‘He let go off the sail and, driven by the stoop of the ship, involuntarily
ran in small steps to the rear.’ (Polish; PNC; 1890–1918)

(49) Największ-a
largest-f.nom.sg

inwestycj-a
investment.f-nom.sg

obecnie
presently

realizowa-n-a
perform.ipfv1-pp-f.nom.sg

w
in

park-u
park-loc

to
ptc

budow-a
construction.f-nom.sg

aqua-parku „Fala”.
aquapark
‘The largest investment currently underway [lit. (being) realized] in the
park is the construction of the “Fala” aquapark.’(Polish; PNC; 1990–2020)
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(50) Wesz-l-i,
enter.pfv-pst-pl

i
and

w
in

głęb-i
depth.f-loc.sg

stodoł-y
barn.f-gen.sg

ujrze-l-i
spot.pfv-pst-pl

wialni-ę do czyszczeni-a zboż-a,
cleaning.plant.f.acc

obsługiwa-n-ą
operate.ipfv2-pp-f.acc.sg

przez
through

kilk-u
some-acc

robotnik-ów.
laborer.m-acc.pl

‘They entered and, at the far end of the barn, saw a grain cleaning plant
operated by some laborers.’ (Polish; PNC; 1890–1918)

(51) Zauważyłem
noticed

go
him

wychodząc
exiting

na
on

pokład,
deck

gdy
when

znika-ł
disappear.ipfv-pst-sg.m

za
behind

ruf-ą,
stern.f-acc.sg

zawija-n-y
wrap.ipfv2-pp-m.nom.sg

już
already

w
in

zwoj-e
coul.m-acc.pl

mokr-ej
wet-gen.sg.f

mgł-y.
fog.f-gen.sg

‘I spotted it as I stepped onto the deck, when it was about to disappear
after the stern, wrapped in coils of wet fog.’ (Polish; PNC; 1990–2020)

These observations are indicative that the absence vs. presence of the prefix in
the stem does not have a conceivable impact on the average aspectual behavior
of the ipfv. n/t-participle. First of all, since both IPFV1 and IPFV2 n/t-participles
occur in progressive function, either stem type can defocus a culmination point
entailed by telicity, whether it be induced by the lexical meaning of the stem
or only by the prefix. Moreover, IPFV1 stems can convey an idea of unlimited
repetition of culmination points (i.e. HAB+ telic) as well. See examples from the
samples:

(52) Nie rozumieli dlaczego znów mają płacić za elektroniczne,
[skoro
because

wcześniej
earlier

płaci-l-i
pay.ipfv1-pst-pl

już
already

za
for

wyparkow-e,
evaporator-m.acc.pl

tańsz-e
cheaper-m.sacc.pl

w
in

obsłudze
service

i
and

powszechnie
commonly

stosowa-n-e
apply.ipfv1-pp-m.acc.pl

w
in

cał-ym
whole-loc.sg.m

kraj-u].
country.m-loc.sg

‘They did not understand why they had to pay for electronics again,
[since they had already paid for evaporators, cheaper to operate and
widely applied throughout the country].’ (Polish; PNC; 1990–2020)
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(53) Wprowadzenie takiego systemu i dalsze udoskonalanie go
[pozwala
allow.ipfv-prs.3sg

poprawi-ć
improve.pfv-inf

jakość
quality.f-acc.sg

świadczo-n-ych
provide.ipfv1-pp-f.gen.pl

usług]
service.f-gen.pl

i utrzymać na odpowiednim

poziomie koszty eksploatacji.
‘The introduction of such a system and further improvement of it [allows
to improve the quality of services provided] and to keep operating costs
at an appropriate level.’ (Polish; PNC; 1990–2020)

(54) W
in

Poznani-u
Poznań.m-loc.sg

realizowa-n-e
perform.ipfv1-pp-f.nom.pl

są
be.prs.3pl

częściowo
partially

dostaw-y
delivery.f-nom.pl

w
in

butelk-ach
bottle-loc.pl

0,5 l.

‘In Poznań, some deliveries are made in 0.5 l bottles.’
(Polish; PNC; 1945–1980)

Finally, a look at the coefficients between HAB and PROG (see Table 11) reveals
that, although, again, there is no clear tendency for any of the sample groups,
HAB dominates over PROG in most samples (coefficient > 1), and more consis-
tently so than between PROG andGF (see Table 10). The degree of this dominance
varies a lot, but it is often very high, particularly for IPFV2 n/t-participles. To the
contrary, if PROG dominates (coefficient < 1), it is for IPFV1 stems.22

Table 11: HAB/PROG coefficients for Polish ipfv. n/t-participles

coefficient 1730–1780 1801–1850 1890–1918 1945–1980 1990–2020

freq
IPFV1 8.0 2.5 0.8 0.8 3.1
IPFV2 13.5 HAB 1.7 1.6 76.0

infreq
IPFV1 6.0 8.0 2.0 1.1 7.5
IPFV2 HAB HAB 7.5 1.7 7.4

control
IPFV1 HAB 1.5 0.5 0.9 2.2
IPFV2 13.7 4.5 3.2 2.8 4.8

22HAB if no PROG is attested in the sample.
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4.4.2 Russian n/t-participles of IPFV2 stems

As pointed out in §4.1, although we found that Russian n/t-participles of IPFV2
stems (altogether 48 tokens) were considerably less frequent than their equiva-
lents in Polish already in the 18th century and obviously ceased to be in active
use by the beginning 20th century, their type/token ratio was remarkably high
during 1730–1780. With 0.67 it was comparable to the LD of Polish IPFV2 n/t-
participles in the same period (0.62) (see Table 4); simultaneously, it was prac-
tically as high as of Russian PFV n/t-participles of that period (0.69) and much
higher than for IPFV1 n/t-participles of any period (see Table 3). From this we
might infer that, despite their rarity, n/t-participles of IPFV2 stems showed a
broader spread in the lexicon (= number of verb stems on which they occurred).
In fact, these participles appear to have been more productive than any Rus-
sian ipfv. n/t-participles after the end of the 18th century, before their frequency
dropped abruptly and shortly after became zero.

Moreover, among the 41 instances we found in the RNC for 1730–1780, the
habitual function prevails (16 instances), while there are 10 cases with stative
function, and most of the 9 GF uses are doubtful; there are also 2 debatable cases
of progressive use. See (55)–(59).

(55) exemplifies the habitual function.

(55) Na sej konecъ postroeny byli vně zemljanago Kammer-Kolležskago vala,
po vsěmъ bol’šimъ dorogamъ anbary i torgovyja města,
[gdě
where

s”estn-ye
edible-nom-pl

pripas-y
supply-nom.pl

skladyva-n-y],
lay.ipfv2-pp-pl

i gdě by vъ slučaě

nadobnosti dolžny byli priěžžajuščie na torgi krest’jane črezъ ogradu
vsemu činit’ prodažu (…)
‘In this end, along all the main roads, (a number of) barns and trading
places were built outside of the Kamer-Kollezhsky rampart, [where
comestibles used to be laid] and where peasants who would come to
trade, in case of necessity, had to carry out sales over a fence.’

(Russian; RNC; 1775)

Example (56) illustrates the stative function.

(56) Ja sobral iz naxodjasčixsja v zemle razvalin nekoliko izrascov zelenyx,
byvšix v stroenii,
[meždo
between

kotor-ymi
which-ins.pl

dv-a
two-m.nom.pl

cel-ye
whole-nom.pl

šestiugol’nik-a
hexagon.m-gen.sg

rozpisyva-n-y
paint.ipfv2-pp-pl

zolot-om,
gold.n-ins.sg

drug-ie,
other-nom.pl

na
on

kotor-yx
which-loc.pl
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vrezyva-n-y
carve.into.ipfv2-pp-pl

liter-y
letter.f-nom.pl

bel-ye,
white-nom.pl

in-ye
other-nom.pl

sostavliva-n-y
compile.ipfv2-pp-pl

iz
from

kusk-ov
piece-gen.pl

razn-ago
distinct-gen.sg

cvet-a
colour.m-gen.sg

poliva-nn-yx]
permeat.ipfv2-pp-gen.pl

i viditsja bez uzora.

‘I collected several green tiles from the underground ruins, that had been
in the building, [among which there were two intact hexagons painted
with gold, some with white letters carved into them, some compiled from
pieces permeated with distinct colours] and appear patternless.’

(Russian; RNC; 1741)

The following is a clear illustration of the existential type of the general-factual
function.

(57) No vъ čislě tovarov, šersti i xlopčatoj bumagi, kotoraja ne vъ dělě,
otkudabъ vezena ni byla, xotja by i svidětel’stvo imeli,
[čto
comp

provětriva-n-o],
air.ipfv2-pp-sg.n

ne propuskat’.

‘But of the wares, do not let pass wool and unmanufactured cotton,
regardless of whence it be brought, (and) even if (the carriers) present a
certificate (stating) [that (the item) has been aired out].’

(Russian; RNC; 1771)

As for (58), it is difficult to tell whether it shows the general-factual or the pro-
gressive reading.

(58) Prežde vsego vspomni, čto, kogda ty ešče byv mladencem, vyšel iz
spasitel’noj kupeli:
[togda
then

svjaščenn-ym
holy-m.ins.sg

mir-om
myrrh.m-ins.sg

ušes-a
ear.n-nom.pl

tvo-i
thy-nom.pl

by-l-i
be-pst-pl

pomazyva-n-y],
anel.ipfv2-pp-pl

s proiznošeniem six slov: Vo uslyšanie very.

‘First of all, recall that when thou wert an infant, thou camest from the
redeeming laver: [then were thyne ears aneled with holy myrrh], along
with the pronunciation of the following words: For the (true)
understanding of faith.’ (Russian; RNC; 1777)

(59) most likely exemplifies the progressive function, referring to a telic process.
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(59) [No
but

naposledok
lastly.adv

on-ym
that-m.ins.sg

igumen-om
hegumen.m-ins.sg

i
and

bojar-y
boyar.m-ins.pl

tak
that.way

by-l
be-pst-sg.m

obezpokoeva-n],
discomfort.ipfv2-pp-sg.m

čto, poslušav ix, kljatvu,

dannuju Jaroslavu, prestupil i (…) do smerti o tom sožalel i nikogda bez
plača i vozdyxanija ne vospominal.
‘[But lastly, (he) was so much discomforted by that hegumen and the
boyars] that, having listened to them, (he) violated the oath (that he had)
made to Jaroslav and (…) regretted that till his death and never recalled
(that) without lamentation and sighing.’ (Russian; RNC; 1750)

Among the few instances encountered in the second and third period, practically
all are problematic in the assignment of aspect functions. For instance, in the
following example it is hardly possible to decide whether we are dealing with
GF or HAB:

(60) Xotja zemleopisatel’noj ėkspedicii i ne nadležit otnjud’ vxodit’ v
meževanie zemel’, no v opisanijax svoix dolžna ona označit’,
[k-em,
who-ins

kak-ie
what.kind.of-nom.pl

zeml-i
land-nom.pl

obrabatyvaj-u-tsja
cultivate.ipfv2-prs.3pl-refl

ili
or

zapušče-nn-ye
neglect.pfv-pp-pl

k-em,
who-ins

prežde
previosuly.adv

obrabotyva-n-y
cultivate.ipfv2-pp-pl

by-l-i].
be-pst-pl
‘Although the geographical expedition ought not at all to conduct
boundary surveys, even so it has to specify in its descriptions [what lands
are cultivated and by whom, or by whom the ones that are left untilled
had previously been cultivated].’ (Russian; RNC; 1822)

At any rate, the history of IPFV2 n/t-participles in Russian provides an example
of a category which showed productivity in the lexicon (high type-frequency), al-
though it was rare on token level, before it “died out”. With regard to aspect func-
tions (as far as less than 50 examples in our samples can be indicative), the pre-
dominance of HAB seems to confirm what one would predict from Tatevosov’s
(2015) analysis of verb stems with lexical prefixes. However, we also find n/t-
participles from IPFV2 stems which hardly refer to culmination points, either
because of the actionality of the stem (as atelic osmeivano ‘ridiculed’ in (61)) or
because it otherwise is difficult to “get” (vozpitovany ‘raised’ in (62)).23

23(61) also illustrates that n/t- and m-participles of IPFV2 stems could occur in coordination.
However, here the role of m-participles (in Russian) is not considered.
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(61) (…) a drugie po zavisti ko mne, tret’i po trusosti (…) raznymi sposobami
davali mne v tom prepinanija, tak čto togda počti v každom tex gospod
dome to moe, čtob v polki vmesto anglijskix iz rossijskix sukon mundiry
delat’,
[predprijati-e
undertaking.n-nom.sg

osmeiva-n-o
ridicule.ipfv2-pp-sg.n

i
and

xudo
illy.adv

tolkova-n-o
interpret.ipfv1-pp-sg.n

by-l-o].
be-pst-sg.n

‘(…) and others out of envy toward me and yet others out of their
cowardice (…) created impediments for me in that in almost every house
of those lords, [my undertaking with regard to manufacturing full dress
uniforms for the army (lit. regiments) out of Russian broadcloths instead
of English ones was then ridiculed and ill-interpreted].’

(Russian; RNC; 1766–1777)

(62) O sem potrebno by vnjatnee razsmotret’, ibo onye sut’ dvojakie,
[odn-i
one-nom.pl

bogougodn-omu
charitable-m.dat.sg

ustav-u
charter.m-dat.sg

Petr-a
pn.m-gen.sg

Velik-ago
great-m.gen.sg

by-l-i
be-pst-pl

zbira-n-y,
gather.ipfv2-pp-pl

vozpitova-n-y,
raise.ipfv2-pp-pl

i
and

obuča-em-i
teach.ipfv2-prs.pp-pl

v
in

sirotsk-ix
orphan-loc.pl

dom-ex].
house-loc.pl

‘This (matter) requires a more articulate consideration, for those are
double-natured, [the solitary were gathered, raised, and taught in
orphanages in accordance with Peter the Great’s charitable charter].’

(Russian; RNC; 1733)

5 Conclusions and outlook

We may draw some conclusions. These have to be cautious, at least as for their
empirical basis, since this is probably the first corpus-based pilot study on the
development of participles and their role in the aspect-voice system of Russian
and Polish.

As concerns aspectual semantics and aspect functions, some principled re-
marks appear appropriate. First, the general-factual function (GF) associated to
ipfv. aspect should be primarily assessed in terms of information structure (pre-
supposed vs asserted information) rather than in temporal semantics. Second, the
status of resultative subevents for IPFV1 stems in a telic setting (on clause level)
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is labile. A resultative subevent is asserted by suitable (lexical, including natural)
prefixes, but it need not be absent (and can be “activated”) if such prefixes are
lacking. Actually, this is what happens with IPFV1 stems when they “replace”
their PFV counterparts (with natural prefixes), e.g. in the narrative present tense
or in pluractional functions.

Third, since IPFV2 stems inherit the resultative subevent from “their” PFV
stem, there is no point in restricting their use from habitual readings – pace
Tatevosov (2015), who does not seem to notice the consequences of his reason-
ing concerning the role of lexical (including natural) prefixes. Functions of ex-
ternal pluractionality are themselves insensitive to actionality distinctions, as
is GF. Fourth, since, following Tatevosov’s reasoning, IPFV1 stems are void of
(non-cancellable) resultative subevents, there is also no reason why their n/t-
participles should block, or avoid, habitual or progressive readings. If such read-
ings are indeed avoided (or inacceptable) for ipfv. n/t-participles in contempo-
rary Russian, the reason can exactly not be sought in their semantic structure;
instead, the reason should be connected to the way these participles are inte-
grated (or not) into the grammatical system at the interface between aspect and
voice. This can be clearly seen from the largely different development of these
participles in Polish, including also IPFV2 stems. The relatively infrequent oc-
currence of ipfv. n/t-participles in progressive function is nothing particular of
constructions with these participles, but a general feature of aspect use in Slavic
languages: many ipfv. verbs do not allow for progressive function (cf. Lehmann
1998 for Russian), i.e. their type frequency is limited, and this applies also to token
frequency (Wiemer et al. 2020, and M. Łaziński, p.c., for Polish).

In addition, from among the findings of our corpus-based study we may point
out the following. Although participles of IPFV2 stems show a certain preference
for habitual situations, this does not entail a focus on achieved culmination points
(as Tatevosov’s 2015 reasoning would indeed predict). The token frequency of
n/t-participles in habitual function was particularly high in the early periods,
both for IPFV1 and for IPFV2 stems. But while in Russian IPFV2 n/t-participles
became obsolete, their Polish equivalents have been integrated tightly into the
aspect-voice interface. This can be seen from their productivity indicators and
from their more even distribution over aspect functions (in parallel to IPFV1 n/t-
participles). Russian IPFV2 n/t-participles, before they disappeared, were mainly
used in habitual and stative meaning, not in GF. Furthermore, type frequency
(lexical diversity) does not seem to depend much on token frequency. For in-
stance, despite restricted usage in 18th-19th c. Russian (and their subsequent dis-
appearance), the type/token ratio of IPFV2 n/t-participles in the 18th century was
not lower than for their Polish equivalents.
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As concerns ipfv. n/t-participles in general-factual use, the corpus data indicate
that in Russian this function has become prominent only in the last two periods
(i.e. since 1945). Moreover, even in this recent time, presuppositional GF does
not seem to dominate over negated ipfv. n/t-participles which mark existential
GF. This “polarity split” for subtypes of GF needs further research. By contrast,
Polish n/t-participles of ipfv. stems do not show any bias toward GF; in general,
aspect functions are rather evenly distributed over n/t-participles of both IPFV1
and IPFV2 stems. This testifies to their tight integration into the aspect-voice
interface in the language.

Admittedly, these conclusions rest on a restricted amount of data, albeit largely
assembled via random sampling. Therefore, our findings should be tested against
a larger amount of data, as well as for other Slavic languages in which ipfv. stems
demonstrate productive derivation of n/t-participles. An analogous caveat is jus-
tified concerning productivity. We have applied different, and rather rough mea-
sures of productivity (lexical diversity) with partially different vantage points.
This has, in part, led to superficially contradictory results (see §4.1). Type/token
ratios give us only a bird’s-eye view (see Tables 3 and 4), while Table 5 sup-
plies more detailed information on types and Tables 6 and 7 are oriented toward
tokens. Type/token ratios are a basic (and certainly insufficient) measure of pro-
ductivity beside measurements oriented toward phenomena that come close to
hapax legomena (cf. Baayen 2009). However, our study was not concerned partic-
ularly with such phenomena; it was mainly oriented toward the productivity of
grammatical patterns between different types of verb stems. A database of aspect
triplets has proved helpful in getting a handle on corpora whose annotation often
appears insufficient for determining grammatical patterns related to aspect and
voice. New approaches toward productivity in diachronic corpus studies, such
as permutation testing (cf. Säily & Suomela 2017), should be checked as for their
suitability in cases like the one presented here.
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